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Track 1

Could you start by telling me today where and when you were born?
I was born in Chiswick in West London on the 17th of June 1939 at home.

And could you tell me something of your – the life of your mother as you – as you
know it?

Both parents were brought up in Chiswick, in fact when they got married in 1936 the
local press talked of it as the union of two – two old Chiswick families, I was quite
amused when I saw that – that press cutting and read that because it was almost like
the union of Romeo and Juliet because although both grandfathers were builders, or I
think specifically decorators, one was self-employed and one I think typically worked
for companies, one was staunchly Conservative and one was staunchly Labour
[laughs] so it was almost thought of it as a – you know, the union of these two
opposites almost [laughs]. But yeah, so the marriage – but my mother – I think it’s
possible she had a better job than my father when they were married, she was a sort of
– what today would be a sort of personal assistant I think to a director or somebody
fairly high up, in this case in Lyons the catering company in Cadby Hall, Kensington.
But even if she was she probably didn’t get paid more of course in those days as – as a
woman. My father was also at Lyons, he was a – well he started as a stock taker and
became an accountant or financial clerk really. But of course as was I think pretty
normal, pretty typical in those days, my mother had to stop work or did stop work
when she got married and in that it was three years before I came along [laughs] it
must have been a pretty dull existence after – after working like that, it must – I don’t
think it did her any good mentally actually, she died quite young at 63 – 63, having
suffered, you know, mental problems which was rather a shame.

The – the newspaper cutting that you – that you mentioned describing the – the
marriage of your parents as –

Yeah.
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Do you remember when you saw that? I mean is that something that you saw as an
adult and then revered on later?

Yes, it’s fairly recently probably. Could well be in – within the last ten years, I can’t
remember exactly, yeah.

And did you have any sense of your mother’s childhood from stories that she told or
other people told about it?

No, not – not really with my mother, I can’t remember – and just not a lot from my
father but my father lived – who lived till ninety-nine, you know [laughs], a widower
for thirty-seven years, obviously I – I got more from him over the years because I got
older and ultimately when I retired talked about things, but it was a very happy
childhood, I mean both obviously lived through the First World War, so they were
born 1908 and 1910 and – but they were very young. They didn’t lose any –
surprisingly any close relatives in that war which was pretty unusual actually. I think
– I think – I suppose they had a very happy childhood and they had – certainly had a
very long courtship or engagement, an engagement [laughs], I think –

How did they – how did they meet, at – at Lyon?

I’m not – I’m not sure, I suspect they met as children because, you know, they lived
quite close together in – in Chiswick and went to the local church and belonged to the
[church] organisations. So I think as was so often the case in those days, you know,
that if you trace these people back they – I was reading some – the other day, you
know, because it was a 60th wedding anniversary or something, they’d known each
other since they were at primary school or something [laughs], it would be almost
unheard of today but I mean it was very common I think then.

And as a – as a child growing up what impression did you have of their relationship,
in other words what was particular about the relationship between those two adults
as opposed to other?
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Well they were very devoted to each other, they – they seemed very happy, that was a
tragedy of – of my mother dying so early really. Dad – took Dad seven or ten years to
get over it one way or another, but he did in the end and sort of came to terms with it.
Yes, I – I don’t know, they always seemed very happy, you know, and they were very
humble, sort of very quiet people and just got on with things and two weeks holiday a
year and that was it [laughs], in those days.

And do you know anything of your maternal grandmother, I know the –

Well I knew her, I mean she lived till quite a good age, until her eighties and the – the
family name was Bryant, well her family name wasn’t Bryant of course, her family
name was Nicholls … grandfather’s Bryant, Bryant and Sons , the Conservative.
Don’t know an awful lot about her, they lived in – well again in Chiswick obviously,
in – well arguably became part of slum clearance, you know, and it was quite a
humble place [laughs] with chickens out the back and that sort of thing. I’m never
quite sure whether it was slum clearance or not because it was very near to the area
that had to be cleared for the Great West Road extension to go through, the Cromwell
Road extension as it was called, it was very near Hogarth Roundabout, infamous
Hogarth Roundabout, but it wasn’t literally on that route but it was an area of housing
– old housing in Chiswick which was cleared, but no, it was a very small little
terraced house that opened directly onto the street and went back quite a way with
chickens in the garden and somehow they raised seven or eight children in this
[laughs] size – this just small confined space, particular as they got older. It was a
classic example, you know, the youngest daughter had to look after the mother when
she became infirm, I mean as long as I knew her which was some years, I mean she
didn’t die till about 1961, she was always chair bound, you know, this sort of thing, it
must have been twenty or thirty years by then. Really brings it home to you, you
know, today with hip operations and the knee operations that you can prevent that sort
of thing but, you know, then they were just chair bound.

Yes, living – living to an old age then was a very different experience.

Yeah yeah, absolutely.
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And your paternal grandmother?

Yes, I knew her quite well, I mean the grandfathers died in – in the mid – well no, ’47,
’48 so I was quite young, seven, eight, nine, I don’t – I do just remember them, and I
didn’t go to the funerals, you know, because I was considered to be too young. But
the grandmothers lived on – both of them till about 1961 when I was up at Cambridge,
they both died then. So I remember her, hmm, didn’t know an awful lot about her, I
mean in [laughs] – in terms of background she – she came on holiday with us
sometimes as well.

[07.08]

I learned a little bit more about my grandfather and his father, if you want me to say
something about that?

Yes please, yes yes.

Yeah. The – the – was it my great-grandfather, yes John Vine, he hailed from Milton
Abbas in Dorset and we used to make the odd pilgrimage there [laughs], for example
one year we had a holiday at Bournemouth with – with the paternal grandmother and
we duly went to Milton Abbas so [laughs] two or three times. And he was – I think
he was a butcher, I’ve written all this down somewhere but I think he had – he had a
butchers shop, but anyway he moved up to London, West London, Shepherds Bush
late 19th Century I suppose, that’s be right, ‘cause he was born in 1849. And
presumably started with a butchers shop there but he – he seemed to do very well
because he ended up with – with certainly an off license in addition to the butchers
[laughs] – butchers shop but – but also quite a large number of houses in West
London, in Ealing Acton and Chiswick, about a dozen houses I think.

Gosh.

And I dread to think what – what they would be worth – those houses must be wroth
now, it must run into millions [laughs]. In fact I argued that I should have inherited
one but that’s another story because my father was the eldest son but – so that’s pretty
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good. Yeah, so as I say in – I know a little bit about that and I have photographs of
him, he had a – you know, a buggy, a horse and buggy and – and went off to Derby –
the Derby at Epsom and this sort of thing [laughs], there were one or two incredible
pictures of him. But that’s – he lived to quite a good age, he lived till 1935. But I
don’t know much more than that about him.

What was – do you remember what was said in the family about this stark difference
in the sort of political affiliation of the two?

Ah, absolutely nothing, it was never mentioned [laughs].

Ah.

Yes [laughs].

So something –

Yes, so as a result of this there was never any discussion of politics [laughs].

[09.33]

Did – did your father – was your father serving in the Second World War in some –

Yes, yeah.

What was his role in …?

Yeah, both father and grandfather served in the – in the two world wars and both in
the navy, and both extraordinarily ended up at one point in Sierra Leone, which you
know is [laughs] – is quite extraordinary. My father, yeah, he – well he – of course by
that time he was – well in 1940 he’d have been thirty and initially he wasn’t called up.
Now I’m not [sure why] – that may have just been his age, I don’t know, but the
other possibilities are that he was with Lyons which obviously was very – an essential
industry in terms of the food, featured very large in terms of food supply in the war,
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Lyons. He also – his eyesight wasn’t good so I’m not sure whether it was because of
his eyesight because he was in the food industry [laughs] or whether it was his age but
he wasn’t called up till late ’43 and I guess there was probably a big call up then
‘cause of the preparations for D-Day, and he – I don’t think he had any choice but like
his father he went into the navy, went to his basic training in Skegness which is
probably the furthest north he’d ever been, I’m sure it was, furthest north he ever got I
think [laughs]. And he – because he was clerical, again possibly because of his
eyesight, he became a writer and ultimately a petty officer writer, so after his training
he – he was – I think straightaway ‘cause it was obviously getting fairly close to DDay by then, within months, he went to HMS Vernon which is a shore station at
Portsmouth and it’s still there, working on the preparations for D-Day and the
paperwork [laughs]. And there he was incarcerated and they weren’t allowed to go
out, they were basically cut off from the outside world because of the material they
were working on and my mother was getting letters – or we were getting letters as
though they were coming from the Mediterranean, but all the time he was down in
Ports [laughs]. And then ultimately again, you know, I went over this with him and I
wrote it up and extraordinarily Bob Whitmarsh, that may not be a name you’ve come
across but he was at Madingley Rise with me as a PhD student and his son is curator
of the D-Day museum in Southsea [laughs], so ultimately I – I wrote this down
because he – via Bob he – he suggested I did this and we wrote that down as an
experience. But hmmm, yeah, he went across with the first wave on a – what I call a
control ship, I’m not sure it’s quite the right expression, it was a seconded ship, it
wasn’t a naval ship but basically it was off Sword Beach, well supposed to have been
there for ages but in the end they had to abandon it because they were being bombed.
Just controlling all the ships coming in, sort of putting them in some sort of order and
– and keeping track of what they were doing of delivering and all the rest of it. But of
course the first day was pretty hairy and, er, I’m not sure they actually received direct
hits on the first day. But the problem with Sword Beach is – as you may or may not
know is at the eastern end of the beaches and that – and well they had terrible trouble
breaking out of that eastern flank, it took them weeks and weeks and the Battle of
Caen which was just to the south of this, and this is at Ouistreham at the end of the
Caen canal and in particular there were batteries, because there was coast off to the
east … I think including a Merville Battery which – which we – we captured initially
but I’m pretty sure the Germans re – recaptured and then it started bombing Sword
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Beach of course and they were hit and I think, although he never went into this sort of
detail – well I’m pretty sure some of the people on the ship were killed and they were
– actually they weren’t actually sunk but they were badly damaged and they actually
moved to an old French battleship, I think it was called the Courbet which had been
sunk, it was one of these ships which had been sunk, you know, to form a bit of a
harbour, to block – to block ship and – and to – to smooth the wave action for the
unloading and so on so they – [laughs] they moved into this luxury – because this was
a battleship which had fancy rooms, offices and things [laughs] that was sitting on the
bottom, which was a good place to be because of course after about six weeks in mid
July they had this horrendous storm, I mean one of the worst storms they’ve ever had
and – in the channel and of course if you’re sitting on the bottom as I said that was the
best place to be so they weren’t – weren’t too bad. But again after six or eight weeks
this bombing from this east flank which they just hadn’t broken out of got so bad they
abandoned the Sword because it was – they were just losing too many – too much
material and too many people, and of course Arromanches further along was fine, it
was – it was working like clockwork, apart from getting stuff up through the village.
So then they – the ship could – their old ship, the [St] Adrian could move and they –
they sort of limped along to Arromanches to see – well get orders as it were as to what
to do [laughs] and they said, ‘Well you’re in the way here go home,’ so they limped
across to Portsmouth, I think it took them about – a couple – two or three days
[laughs]. And then he suddenly appeared, you know, he sort of turned up and met me
from school and I must have been in nursery school or something and – out of the
blue because, you know, we thought he was in the Mediterranean or something, it was
a bit of a shock. And then he decided, go back to Normandy ‘cause then we were
getting all the V1s coming over, you know, the doodlebugs which wasn’t very funny
[laughs]. Cutting out and dropping on us every now and again, so he thought it was
probably safer over there really. But then he – then strangely he went off to Nigeria,
now West Africa and I think it could be that they were on their way to the Far East,
you know, they were supposed to be going around to help the effort in the Far East
[laughs] but of course they got so far and it all finished. So he ended up, having been
to Sierra Leone and possibly one or two other places in West Africa, he ended up in
Nigeria where he spent some time, it could have been ten months or something, till
mid ’46 I think just decommissioning the naval operations there from what I can make
out. And I found – well I found a lot of memorabilia recently because we – we turned
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out the loft after forty years [laughs] because we were having extra insulation putting
in – put in and I found all sorts of stuff which I didn’t realise I had, I think my parents
must have packed it up when we went to the States in ’65 or something, I never had
time to look at it. And there were things like the telegrams, you know, that came
through to Nigeria on VE Day and VJ Day which were quite fascinating, these naval
formal wording, the naval telegrams and instructions and all the rest of it, and then
eventually after the initial one on – on VE Day later in the day you get very simple
one which said, ‘Orders from the admiralty, splice the main brace,’ [laughs], it was
fantastic, it was – yes, and then of course – I’m sorry, this is all very fresh in my mind
because I’ve just been writing a letter to the secretary of the D-Day and Normandy
Fellowship which Dad ultimately joined – should have told him months ago to say
that Dad had died [laughs] last November, and one or two other things, but it was very
noticeable and of course it was very typical of them after the war that typically they
wouldn’t talk about the really horrendous experiences they’d had. So for years after
the war he would tell all about Nigeria because obviously that wasn’t, you know,
people weren’t shooting each other but – and we heard a lot about Nigeria and he
brought a lot of souvenirs home from Nigeria, in fact there’s an incredible one
wrapped up there which is an elephant tusk [reaching for item], er, carved elephant
tusk which he probably got a few packets of cigarettes or something and I – I don’t
know whether I should own up to this as it’s totally illegal, but look at that, have you
ever seen anything like that?

No [laughs], gosh a sort of a – so a – quite a large tusk with elephants – a sort of
increase – elephant of increasing size carved in it with crocodiles at the – at the –
well the end that joined onto the elephant originally.

I really don’t want to – don’t know what to do with it [laughs].

No.

Probably give it to one of the children but that was one of the – that was probably the
most spectacular thing he brought but all sorts of other –

And was that a present to you from him when he was –
© The British Library Board
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Oh he just brought it home, I don’t know, I don’t know if it was specifically to me,
probably to my mother, I’m not sure. But then as I say he – he would tell us about
Nigeria but said nothing about his experiences in D-Day, and then in ’83, just before
the fortieth anniversary, the fortieth anniversary was really quite a bit thing, you
know, when the veterans were still old [young] enough to participate, I’m not sure if
you remember it, it was probably the biggest commemoration, although they’ve had
them since, obviously the fiftieth and sixtieth. ’83 he joined this D-Day and
Normandy Fellowship and then he took part in all the events at ’84, including going to
Normandy. Now that was quite an experience because obviously on D-Day and the
weeks after he didn’t go ashore, I think he could have gone ashore at the end but he
didn’t, rather typical and he had things like they’d been issued with specially printed
notices, you know, so that they could buy – they pay the French for anything they –
they wanted and this would be redeemed into the real money later on and all sorts of
things, never went ashore. So this was the first time he’d actually been on land in
Normandy, they did all the obvious things, going to the cemeteries and so on. And
they landed at Cherbourg and then they went along the beaches and probably came
out at the harbour or somewhere and quite soon as they travelled along and going
through the different villages he was absolutely amazed, you know, seeing these
coaches with all the veterans and there were all this – all this bunting up and crowds
of French outside, ‘Vive les libérateurs,’ and all this and I think it suddenly dawned
on him, you know, what it was all about ‘cause I mean when he was there he was just
doing a bloody awful job, you know, not – oh my god, is that what it was all about,
you know, we were liberating. And it – and of course the other thing was ultimately
he visited the burial cemetery where the people he had known to have been killed and
were – were buried and – and then at last he came to terms with it all, and that’s the
old problem I suppose that the – one of the big factors must be the sort of guilt
complex, you know, said why – why did I survive and they – they didn’t sort of thing,
could easily have been me, and of course it was just a horrific – a horrific experience
in any case. And thereafter he – they had annual – well they still have, although of
course there are very few veterans, now they have an annual service at Portsmouth
Cathedral, sort of commemorations, memorial services and he went to several of those
for as long as he could. It obviously meant a lot to him, you know, it really did.
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Were you with him on – on the coach journey that you’ve just –

No no no, he went – essentially on his own, though he made some good friends in
fact, one particular good friend, a Royal Marine who I’m still in correspondence with,
I’ve sort of took over the correspondence from Dad and we – he’s a remarkable life,
absolutely remarkable boy. But he in contrast – well I’ve only discovered this very
recently, this Royal Marine – it’s a funny coincidence because his son was also a
geophysicist like myself, you don’t often come across that [laughs], in the oil
industry, he’s in Chevron, and it turns out this guy, he joined the marines and he was
involved in Diadem, HMS Diadem on D-Day, he – he actually lied about his age to
join up when he joined up, he was only seventeen and of course [laughs] as so many
did in the First and the Second World War, so he’s relatively young, you know, he
must be in his early eighties or something now and still going. But he became a great
friend of dad and he – he writes the most remarkable letters [laughs].

In what way?

Clearly – oh the detail and the length and well they – it’s difficult to describe, you
know, very few people write wonderful letters [laughs] these days, people don’t write
letters at all, I make a point of writing a few myself now and again to keep my hand
in, particular to someone like him. Yeah, just – all sorts of things, partly about the DDay itself and he’s – he’s chairman of all sorts of things, he’s chairman of St Johns –
local St John’s Ambulance Association, he’s chairman of – I suppose he must have
been in the police or something because some police organisation, er, what was the
other thing he was doing, I thought of it a moment ago, oh yes, he’s chairman of the
HMS Diadem Association or something [laughs]. Sounds incredibly active, you
know, about eighty-four or something [laughs] and yet he finds time to write these
very long letters, no he’s a great guy.

Given that during – the during the war you were receiving letters home from your
father appearing to come from the Mediterranean, can you say when you – at what
age you were when you first realised or knew that your father had been involved in
the D-Day landings?
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Well when he turned up, you know, to meet me from school about July 1944 [laughs].
I mean I was only just five then, but – but because of the events I suppose, the sort of
incredible events, I do remember that last year of the war very well, you know, I
remember the V1s, I remember the V2s, I remember us [laughs] singing all sorts of
songs we shouldn’t have been singing about Hitler and Goring and people towards the
end of the war, and I remember the VE Day very well, I mean, you know, we had a
street party so it was very memorable. The following day or it may have been one or
two days after or something my parents were a bit worried, I don’t think Dad was at
home, I think he must have been actually, is that right, he could have been for VE Day
couldn’t he, yeah. There was all this going on in the West End, you know, people, the
streets were packed and people were going crazy and – and celebrating and dancing
also probably getting drunk and all the rest of it, so they were a bit worried about
taking me up there the first day or two, but at the same time, this was very typical, he
thought well you ought to experience this, you know [laughs], so that he can
remember it when he gets older. So we did go up there a day or two later and it was
still, you know, crowds and crowds of people about. But the only thing I really
remember about it was in St James’ Park, it was a very hot day and a lot of the
children like myself were paddling in the pond in St James’ Park [laughs] but of
course because of all the celebrations there was a lot of cut glass around, you know,
sort of bottles and glasses and sure enough like most of the children there I managed
to cut my foot rather badly and there was a – inevitably there were loads of soldiers
and people around, there was one who had a very elaborate plaster, it was the most –
you know, it was the sort of thing they obviously used at the front and so I didn’t
actually go to hospital, it was quite a bad cut and he – he – he bound it all up, you
know, and I survived [laughs], that’s the one thing I really remember about it. But –
but no – you know, as I say I remember that year when I was five and six all sorts of
things because they were extraordinary things. I’ve even got a sense – obviously from
my parents and people of – of all the experience of the kamikaze pilots that were out
in the Far East, ‘cause obviously everybody was talking about it, you know, and
diving down the funnels of ships and that. And details like my father would say,
‘Well of course these American ships are all – all welded, they’re not riveted, you
know, they don’t stand up to this sort of thing, they haven’t got decent steel plate
decks,’ or whatever it is and most extraordinary details like this.
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[25.45]

And then as – things like, I don’t know if you want all this detail really.

Yes, I certainly do, this is fantastic, yeah [laughs].

But [laughs] I remember with all these kids in the street, you know, of various ages
and there was one girl who was quite a bit older than us, she must have been twelve or
fourteen, she seemed quite old. And she would go off, you know, if – if you heard of
a – if she heard of a V2 coming down or something or some big incident she would go
off to hopefully see all the blood and gore, you know, I mean it – I have this theory
that woman are keen on blood and gore [laughs] and I think that’s some – some
evidence of it, this was one of them, this was my first experience, you know, and I felt
even then, oh well you’re free to go off to see [laughs] – she went off on her bicycle
to see if she could see all these dreadful goings on when people had been bombed and
that.

Do you remember what she said about that as she departed on –?

Well I think she probably came and described it all to us, but I can’t remember
[laughs] in great detail, you know. My stomach probably turned and I went away, I
don’t know [laughs].

[26.43]

Obviously this is fascinating material because as just an eye witness of sights and
sounds and smells perhaps of the war, so if you could – saying as you have that you
can remember that last year well, could you tell any other stories that you remember
of – of the kind of – the sights and sounds of bombing or the – not only perhaps – not
only things you witnessed but things that you – were being talked about in your family
or talked about on the news and that sort of thing in that last year?

Yes, I mean the sort of memory I have, there were things like we had a – we had an
Anderson shelter in the garden which I – I gather when we were very young, I was a
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baby obviously beginning of the war, my mother very soon decided was far too damp
and we couldn’t use it [laughs] and it wouldn’t do me any good or something, so
always when there was an air raid warning we ended up under the stairs, you know,
which was considered to be the next safest place or something, whether it really
would have been any use had we been bombed probably not. But the other – and I
remember sheltering under the stairs. Oh the other thing was [laughs], it was an air
raid siren went off and – and, you know, I had friends in the house or something, we
all had to dive under the dining room table ‘cause actually we had a very solid dining
room table [laughs] so we all dived under there and sometimes a visitor would say,
‘Where have they gone,’ you know [laughs], we’re all under the table. I remember
telling my grandson this a little while ago, he was quite – quite amused, doing a
project on the Second World War or something [laughs]. But then – then as I say this
last year of the war of course, the thing you really did remember, I think everybody
remembered, were these blooming doodlebugs coming over, these V1s which were
these pilotless bombs, aircraft bombs and they’d come and chug chug chug chug and
of course suddenly they’d cut out, complete silence, you know, my god am I – am I
underneath it, you know. And then actually it was either the first or the second, I
think it was the same day V2 landed in Chiswick, Staveley Road Chiswick, which
was less than a mile away. And quite – I don’t – I think it was just an incendiary
bomb actually, it was something landed in Chiswick Lane not very far from us which
took out several houses and it didn’t actually seriously affect this little nursery school
I’d started at, except of our course it – as always it blew out all the glass or something
so it was unusable, I mean we couldn’t – couldn’t go to school, but the school as I say
was repairable but we then had to go off to a different school. I think – oh yes when –
when the – when I heard the – the doodlebugs as we called them were coming over I
was typically sleeping under the bed, that’s where I ended up, under the bed was
thought to be safe [laughs]. I remember things like that. Don’t like to think about the
hours spent there [laughs].

[29.25]

And so when your dad picked you up from school having returned from the war do
you remember – I know that you’ve said there are certain things that he didn’t talk
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about and that he spoke particularly about Nigeria and – which I think you suspect
was because it involved slightly less frightening memories perhaps.

Yeah.

But what did he tell you about his – his service in terms of the D-Day landings, what
are the sorts of things that he told you then?

Well it was very factual, he didn’t go into the horrors of it really, it was a very factual
description of, you know, there was all this business of D-Day being delayed because
of the weather and, you know, there are things – it’s all written down, he – things like
they went off to see a film [laughs], you know, they were sort of hanging around
doing nothing so they were sent off to see a film in this compound and I think it was
the Scarlet Pimpernel or something [laughs], he’d even got that detail down, you
know. And then there’s the detail of when they left at 1.30am, you know, on the 6th of
– of June and they went far out to the west as of course they did, the ships went in all
directions just as a decoy sort of thing, they’d fire and then they came in to Sword and
they arrived at such and such a time and then I think there was a Norwegian – I don’t
know if it was a battleship or some quite big ship, the Svenner behind them which
received a direct hit from the – probably this Merville battery or something, a German
battery quite early on and that was really that, I mean it was a classic example, you
know, it hit the engine room or something and this thing went up and it just sank in a
V and that was one of the details, very vivid memory of Svenner sinking. And then
details, you know, we managed to pick up so many, fifty of the crew or something
but, you know, some incredible number were lost and this – this sort of thing. And
then not an awful lot because I think it became a bit routine after that except that it
gradually deteriorated because as I say I think the – the Germans recaptured that
eastern flank and – and started bombing the – bombing the beach. Other details like
some of the – was it – I can’t remember the name of the ship but you know the naval
ships of course had the incredible guns that could fire tens of miles, I mean they could
fire over the Cherbourg Peninsular or whatever wanted to do. So they were firing
miles inland, although it didn’t seem to be achieving very much. But I think equally
some of the – some of the German ships were [laughs] firing on them, you know, they
were going across [laughs] vast distances. Oh it always sounded, but no he didn’t –
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he never really said anything about the sort of horrific bits, it was all very factual,
rather typical of him, he was very sort of clerical and – I’ve got the most incredible
things, actually I’ve just thrown some of them away, that some of the – the thing I
showed my wife the other day was when he was quite old, eighty or ninety and he’d
probably been doing this for years, he had a – he had sheets which were all his
finances, you know, budget and actual for every month and all the categories down
the side [laughs] and you just – obviously as an accountant he just couldn’t stop
himself from doing this sort of thing, but he was a bit of a perfectionist, I’m sure I
have suffered from the same problem to some extent, he was very methodical and he
left this incredible filing system, admittedly he had many – plenty of time to do it, you
know, as I say was widowed for thirty-seven years and he lived to ninety-nine but I
inherited this huge filing system and it’s all categorised, you know, the photographs
are – are all in different categories, the postcards are in different categories [laughs],
all this bills are in [laughs] – I’m going this, sort of turning it all out as far as I can
[laughs].

[33.21]

And what do you remember of your – your mother at home in the absence of your
father with your father being away?

Hmm, well she seemed to cope well but actually I always felt that it took quite a toll
on her, I think she found it very difficult. Initially obviously my father was still at
work until ’43 locally and I think for that reason – well I’m just guessing ‘cause I
wasn’t there, they – I wasn’t evacuated, we weren’t – I mean she could have taken me
and – and gone off somewhere I think, but – but I was – but obviously I was very very
young. I think she probably felt, well if we’re going to go we might as well go
together or something, you know, so and so it’ll be during the night and we’ll all be
home and something like that. I think she found it a strain, I do remember, you know,
the sort of things she was saying about Hitler [laughs].

What was she saying?
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Well I don’t know exactly but you know she – it wasn’t terribly complimentary, what
a terrible man he was and, you know, the wicked things he was doing and – and not
surprising really and she was worried about me I suppose as much as anything, I mean
…

[34.35]

What was your impression of the war, give – given stories that your dad told you
afterwards, experiences of it at the end, there’s a range of possible reactions from
sort of excitement to revulsion I suppose but what was your impression of –

Well I haven’t – as with so many things you don’t really think about this although I
had given it a bit of thought recently. I think in a sense one of the problems was, if
that’s the right word, is that I was so young that you know when you’re very young
you just take things as they are, you accept this is normal, you know, so this is the
only thing you know and you see this – you think of this with your grandchildren and
so on, you know, the – the grandchildren now, we’ve got young twins, twin boys, you
know, they were using video recorders when they’re eighteen months or something,
they know which buttons to press and all the rest of it [laughs], to do with all these
electronics and things and, you know, they always say if you – if you need to know
how to operate something go and speak to your six year old grandson or something
and he’ll tell you. But no, during the war it was a war and you know we played on
bombsites and it was just the way it was and you didn’t – well in a sense nobody
knew of some of the horrors going on in Europe and all for the Far East for that matter
so you didn’t know at the time just how bad it really was, and – and partly because I
was young and I’m sure my mother tried to shield me from some of the worst and so
on. And I was a bit – as I say I was a bit too young - I was only five or six when it
finished – to realise, although everybody was in ignorance in many ways of just
exactly what was going on, even now I think people don’t realise how bad it was after
the war, you know, in Europe. Well not – not all the devastation and the poverty and
– and famines and all the rest of it but I think we in his country in particular don’t
realise how lucky we are to have marine borders as it were, you know, where on the
continent you’ve got land borders and people are moving across them all the time, the
boundaries are changing and god knows what, and one hell of a mess, you know, and
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particularly at the end of the Second World War when people were moving in all sorts
of directions trying to get away from this or – and of course some were being forced
to move east or whatever it was by the Russians and just horrific. And then of course
the whole of the Far East is – no, I don’t think we’d thought that much of how it –
about it partly out of ignorance, but – but in some ways I have talked to – talked to
people of my own age about this, we – I think we’re very lucky, people like myself
[laughs] growing up here if you managed to survive and most of us did, obviously the
casualties weren’t that high, we were lucky in that well you did have bombsites to run
around and you – you were fit, you had a controlled diet, you couldn’t overeat, you
couldn’t get obese, you know, I mean there’s all this obesity now and there was a
programme the other day on obesity and you think to yourself, well wait a minute,
there weren’t obese people in the ‘40s, nobody was obese, nobody could get enough
food to be obese, you know [laughs], and even into the early ‘50s, well really it’s
quite a comparatively recent phenomena, and I know it’s a bit more complicated than
this but basically it derives from eating too much [laughs], you know I mean, okay,
some people can’t help it but – but it’s too available or something, I don’t know, and
it’s – anyway, don’t have to go on about that, it’s obvious but [laughs] – but no,
looking back we were quite lucky in that just in terms of our health and our fitness it
didn’t do us any harm. And I always remember years and years ago I – I came across
a survey by a – or a study by American researchers, it – it was made in the mid ‘50s I
think and – and the – you know, the title of the project was to study a cohort of
American youngsters of my age, essentially or perhaps a little bit older, those that had
lived through the war and a cohort of British – or certainly it may have been
European, to see what effect the deprivation in Europe had had, this terrible
experience had had on them and how, you know, how they were effected, and much
to their surprise of course they found that we were a damn site healthier [laughs], and
fitter than the Americans, you know, it took them by surprise. In a sense it’s obvious
when you think about it but, you know, it – although on the face of it it was a very
unpromising start to have lived through the war [laughs], it didn’t do us any harm I
don’t think is what it amounts to and – and well for all sorts of other reasons I think
more and more now we’re a very lucky generation, you know, subsequently, and I
mean even now, you know, in terms of pension problems and things, you know, our
pensions are not a problem but the next generation and so on doesn’t look too good.
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Then the whole business to do with house prices and so on, it’s very unpromising start
but at the end of the day I think we’ve been very lucky [laughs].

[39.27]

As a – as a sort of lead into exploring the way in which you explored your – the local
geography of the place you lived could you start by – if you can remember describing
the bombsites for example that you played on, in terms of scale, what they looked like,
sound – you know, potentially sounded and smelt like, do you remember anything of –

Yeah, actually some of them may have been part of this – this clearance, that they
weren’t actually bombsites, the clearance – because the Cromwell extension was
started before the war and some of them may just have been cleared – I don’t know,
or perhaps they were bombsites, but then there was this bombsite in – in Chiswick
Lane, I don’t – you know, you’re just sort of running over piles of rubble [laughs], or
hiding behind them you know, piles of rubble, I don’t remember smells particularly.
Buddleia growing all over them and that sort of thing but no it – we didn’t have an
awful lot in Chiswick, what we did have of course was – well we were very well
served, although in those days we couldn’t travel very far. I mean we had Chiswick
House, you know, the famous Palladian house which was very different in those days,
it had wings that – which were taken off. But we used to play in there a lot, and that
was a sort of green open space, I mean there was a nearer one which I visited recently
actually, which was the rec. which should have been the recreation ground but of
course it was all dug up for allotments during the war and my father had an allotment,
you know, not – not being called up initially. But it’s – it’s a nice area because
you’ve got – you know, not so far away you’ve got Kew Gardens, you’ve got
Richmond Park, you’ve got Sheen Common, Barnes Common, you know, it’s a very
nice area. Well in these days of course it’s a very expensive area to live and now it’s
got things like the Wetlands Centre which is quite fantastic. No, pretty – we’re very
close to the river and ultimately went to a school that backed onto the river and did
rowing and things and – no, it was quite good. I mean my parents – more typically
parents of my, or people of my parents’ generation were typically between the wars of
– getting married and settling down between the wars as they did would have moved
out to the suburbs, the new suburbs of South Harrow, you know, Rayners Lane or
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whatever it might be and – where you could get a house for 200 pounds or something
at that time. But they resisted that temptation which was – I think in some ways quite
good [laughs], partly I suppose because they were working at Lyons but, erm, you
know, I don’t – I don’t think that would have been such an interesting place to live as
– as the sort of Richmond, Barnes, boat race course area [laughs].

[42.13]

What do you remember of time spent with your mother, let’s just restrict this bit and
sort of before school and primary school age, sort of six and –

I remember very little of that and I think some of the memories I have aren’t real
memories, I think they’re derived either from what my parents have told me or from
photographs, I can’t honestly – and my father was back by ’46, by July ’46, I do
remember things like he – as I said he was demobbed in July ’46, he for some reason
ended up being demobbed at Harwich and I suppose it’s a rumour – or a rumour mill
went around and he hopped across to Felixstowe and managed to book up a – book a
guest house so that we could have a holiday that year which of course most people
didn’t manage to do so soon after the war, so ’46 ’47 we went to Felixstowe and I – I
remember – remember bits of that quite vividly. And then subsequently we went to
Sandown on the Isle of Wight and places round that [laughs], we never went very far
but they were very happy holidays.

What do you remember of the Felixstowe holiday in terms of time spent with either or
both parents?

Well … I think – I remember the – you know, various aspects of the place, there was
a big funfair thing, I think it was there a few years ago, I’m not sure – I went back
may have been ten years ago and it was still there but I have a horrible feeling it might
have gone since, there was a big funfair place. I remember the cinema which was
showing Wizard of Oz, you know, that was something like that, I remember the front,
but actually in some ways one of the most significant things was that my father – may
have been – probably the second year decided this was the time to introduce me to the
sea, it was very [laughs] – my grandfather had been in the navy and so we went out on
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a pleasure boat, on these little boat trips, you know, there’s not an awful lot you can
do from Felixstowe but there was one trip called Round the Bay or something, not
that there’s much of a bay, but there was another trip which went out to the Goodwin
[Cork] Light Ship as it was then, you know, manned light ship and some how, quite
fortuitously, Dad managed to get it wrong, the day we went just round the bay or
whatever it was pretty well flat calm, you know, it was – you know, it was coming
[laughs] – I mean it was fine. The day we went out to the Goodwin [Cork ] Light-, it
was quite a – it was terribly rough and I survived getting out there but of course when
we – we actually got on the light ship and we were shown round, went down into it
and of course even to this day once I go down into a small ship like that, you know,
where you can’t see the horizon, and sure enough when I came up I threw up [laughs]
and it was not a good introduction to the sea, you know. You – if we’d done it the
other way around, we’d gone out to the Light Ship [laughs] on the calm day and round
the bay on a – I might have survived but, you know, I got the impression – and I don’t
think either parents were particularly good travel – good travellers, some travel
sickness, so I don’t know how my father survived the navy actually, although of
course it’s true of quite a lot of people who go to sea, and my mother wasn’t very
good. I remember – it must have been these trips to Felixstowe, we’d get on the
underground, on the district line and go round to Liverpool Street, or maybe gone
from Hammersmith, I don’t know, I think it must have been on the district line, and
about halfway around we’d get out and the story was that I wasn’t feeling very well
[both laugh] and I said, ‘Wait a minute, I feel all right,’ [laughs] and I think it was
either my mother and or my father [laughs]. Funny I should remember that but it – it
sort of came back to me when I was thinking about this travel sickness and the fact
that they [laughs] … it’s not dire but I know – ‘cause subsequently I had like quite a
lot of experience of ships and I’m still no good on small ships, fishing vessels and –
and things like that, I’m not too bad on big ships but I’m certainly not a good sailor,
I’m not the world’s worst but not the world’s best by any means.

Did your mum come on the ship with you and your dad?

No, definitely not, she was – she was [laughs] – she was always scared stiff of going
across to the Isle of Wight [laughs], you know what I mean, I don’t we ever had a
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rough crossing across to the Isle of Wight but, hmmm, no she – she definitely
wouldn’t have gone on.

And do you remember the sorts of things your dad was sort of talk – saying to you or
pointing out on these sort of pleasure cruises?

No, not really, I’m sure he was [laughs] but I don’t remember specifically. Really all
sorts of technicalities, but I – it was quite funny really, it was something that – that in
a way was so – both grandfather and father I’m not absolutely sure but I assume they
were both conscripted really, you know, they had to by that stage, my – my
grandfather didn’t go into the First World War until sixteen or seventeen and he – he
missed the Battle of Jutland somehow but he was – he did actually witness the
scuttling of the German fleet in Scapa Flow, quite interesting, but I rather assume both
were – in effect were conscripted, so it’s not as though they went into the navy by
choice [laughs]. And then of course being the navy I mean it was abs – they were
absolutely ingrained with all the slang and – and the detail, so my father certainly
brought me up with all this naval slang and stuff.

[47.18]

And although I – I mean I ultimately – this is a long story, terribly boring details you
don’t really want but I was in the army cadets for a while, there’s a story behind that
and you – you initially at school you went in – it’s combined cadet force, you went
into the army for a year, you could then either go into the RAF section, the naval
section or the army section and of course I’m sure Dad wanted me to go into the naval
section, and I don’t know quite what it was, this sort of bobbing up and down in a
boat [laughs] I wasn’t – I couldn’t face that, I stayed on the army section for a year
and then I left and which was most of us did actually but I think I should have gone
into the RAF actually [laughs], I was probably more cut out for that. And I – I
eventually registered for the RAF when I registered for national service, but I mean
that’s getting ahead a bit. So in the end that’s when national – although I’d actually
registered a year or two in advance I suppose that was when it all stopped in 1959 or
thereabouts and then I didn’t do it at all. But then the irony was of course I ended up
doing marine geophysics and on boats and very – I mean I went on a Spitsbergen
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expedition and that was – might come to eventually with quite a story [laughs] in
terms of the maritime experience. And then we crossed the Atlantic twice on the
United States and the Nieuw Amsterdam and one of those crossings was very rough so
I mean I spent three or four months – four months at least bobbing around in the
Indian Ocean and another one in the Caribbean, so I saw quite a lot of ships in the end
but [laughs] never quite came to terms with it entirely.

[48.58]

For people who won’t be familiar could you – when you say your father brought you
up with the naval slang, what – what sort of –

Can I remember any of it now, can I? Well you know the grog and the – oh dear,
what are the expressions? God there were all sorts of them I shouldn’t have taken
them for granted I suppose … well the things like, you know if something falls down
it – it – oh it’s fallen on the deck or, you know, just – just as I say I just don’t really
think about them and I [laughs] –

So that kind of nautical language?

I use them in front of the grand children and they must wonder what on Earth I’m
talking about sometimes, I don’t really think twice about them, I can’t really other
things like grog and hitting the deck. Things – oh it’s gone overboard, you know,
fallen from the table [laughs].

I see, thank you.

[49.57]

And when I ask about time spent with your mother or father it can be things that you
might think of as being sort of rather ordinary but I mean just time out of school when
you were with your – with either parent, do you have any memory of – memories of
that, so even if it’s just things like going to certain places or doing particular –
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Yeah, well the holidays of course were memorable, and always very enjoyable so I
have many memories of that. Yes, going places that one of the favourites was Kew
Gardens of course and still is with me [laughs], yeah, that was a big favourite with the
family, both sides of the family I think and we used to go there very – a lot of – if you
look through the photograph albums an awful lot of those are Kew Gardens. I don’t
know, other places we went through – to consistently, not so obviously, but what Dad
did seem to do, make a point of doing was introducing me to all sorts of things
[laughs], I mentioned this when I did the eulogy at his funeral at – for example he
took me to a football match, I think I was too young or something, he took me to a
football match at Brentford which was a bit higher up the table than it is now although
I think it’s going up, but basically as a result of which – to cut a long story short I’ve
never been to another football match in my life [laughs], I think I was a bit too young,
it was dreadful. Then we went to Epsom, you know, I went to a greyhound meeting,
once again [laughs] I’ve never been to a greyhound – White City, and it was almost,
you know, well you ought to experience all these different things and so there’s –
there’s a lot of that but it was all very pleasant and fine in a way, you know, I [laughs]
–

Together with the – the Felixstowe boat trips and those ones you’ve just mentioned
you’re giving me the impression of unsuccessful introductory sort of taster courses in
[both laughs] various – in various –

Oh I see, yes [both laugh].

Yeah.

Oh yes, well yeah. I – I think – well I wasn’t – wasn’t as good as or keen on sport as
my father was [laughs], you know, which was probably a disappointment. I mean I
think I was a bit too academic for him ‘cause I don’t think he was particularly
academic, I mean he was – he’s probably very good at – with numbers and very
meticulous and so on but I don’t think he was particularly academic. I know – I think
my mother – well he always said, you know, I got my brains from my mother, if I got
brains, hmmm, so – but then he was very self deprecating and sort of humble so he
was a lot brighter than he would admit really. Yeah, the one thing that we did agree
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on [laughs] sort of always was cricket and getting into Lords, I think we did actually
go to Lords – well we certainly did more than once [laughs], the others may have been
just once. And then of course rowing, he – I mean I don’t remember him doing any
sport at all after the war but apparently, by all accounts and indeed we’ve got
photographs, he did a lot of sport between the wars and he was in his teens and
twenties and he did – he did a lot of swimming, including in the Serpentine and on the
river, which seems incredible in the Thames. And he played cricket and football, I
think he – by all accounts – and he rowed on – did some rowing on – he did a lot of
sport. But not after the war. Not even bowls or anything, you know, which was quite
surprising, one of the – his sister and brother-in-law did a lot of bowls but he never –
never got involved.

[53.30]

What do you remember your parents reading to you or with you?

Not a lot. We weren’t – we weren’t terribly bookish, I mean it may have been partly
because the war, well we always things like W E Johns, you know, the Biggles books
and I don’t think I got into Enid Blyton, that might have been a little bit early for Enid
Blyton, I don’t know. Not a lot really, not – not – certainly not in the way that we
read to our children, but then they were difficult times, I think it was difficult to get
books apart from anything else. I got the Eagle from the beginning, that was quite a
[laughs] – was quite a – ever heard of the Eagle have you?

Yes, Dan Dare and –

Dan Dare, yeah.

And the Mekons.

Yeah, that was great stuff. But I – I’ve never been a great reader, that’s – that sort of
– it’s true of many males isn’t it, my – my wife always insists that I’m – I don’t – I
have read the odd novel but I’m not terribly – stuff that I do read is typically more
factual or biographical or autobiographical. Anything but a novel and my wife said to
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me the other day something like, ‘You never read, why do you never read books,”
well I – and I said, ‘Well I find fact stranger than fiction,’ and I thought it was quite a
good answer actually [both laugh]. No, an awful lot of things, or – or things based on
fact, you know, something like, hmmm … stupid, can’t remember his name, died
recently, wrote Empire of the Sun, how stupid, it’ll come in a minute.

Yes, I can’t remember it at the moment either so I can’t help you.

Oh dear, how ridiculous, terrible trouble with names at this age. I thought that was
great, you know, obviously it’s embellished, it’s not his exact experience, gosh I wish
I could remember that name, Ballard.

Ah yes.

Ballard, of course Jim –

J G Ballard?

J G Ballard. Yeah, I mean it’s grossly embellished but obviously based on his
experiences, I thought that was absolutely fantastic. I’ve never watched the film
because I cannot – I just cannot believe it’s as good as the book [laughs]. The book –
it’s one of those books I’ve found, you know when people say you can’t put a book –
book down, I had to put it down at times I was so emotionally drained by it [laughs].
And that – that would be the sort of thing I’m very interested in, I think a lot of things
based on fact are … I mean it is often stranger than fiction, you know, it’s something
that you just couldn’t make up really, or it’s – anyway. Yeah, no not a – not a great
reader and certainly not of novels and I think comics were probably the main thing
[laughs] I read when I was young, I certainly didn’t do as much – we’ll come onto
this, I mean I was terrible at English, you know, I was one of the [laughs] – I was only
good at a few things, I wasn’t a good all-rounder at all.

[End of Track 1]
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Track 2

Now I don’t know whether you’ve moved houses but do you have a – a childhood
home in Chiswick that was the one that was the –

Hmm.

In that case could you – I don’t know whether you can do this but could you imagine
that you’re sort of at the front door of your childhood house in Chiswick and take us
on a – a tour of the inside of it?

Oh good gracious [laughs]. I’ve got some drawings I did [laughs]. Yeah, we lived at
32 Balfern Grove which is off Chiswick Lane and I was born there as I say in – at
home and – and lived there until I went to Cambridge, and indeed while I was at
Cambridge my parents moved for the first time since they were married to Sheen –
East Sheen strictly though it had a Richmond address, it was actually in East Sheen,
not so far away and then – or Dad was then there for forty years, yeah, until 2002. So
we didn’t move around very much as a family. As regards – and – and it’s funny you
should say about standing at the front door because as it happened – well not least
because of my father’s funeral in Chiswick a few months ago we did actually walk
through Balfern Grove and [laughs] – and inevitably it’s been gentrified a bit but
that’s all still there. Yeah, they – they were terraced houses, built just before the turn
of the century, about 1896 I think. It was funny they – you can see on the – there
were some maps published at that time and you can see I think what it was, called
New Chiswick or something or some new development [laughs] which were all these
– there’s this sequence of roads off Chiswick Lane which are Ashbourne –
Ashbourne, Balfern, Cornwall, Dorchester, A B C D [laughs] and then Eastbury,
that’s right, there was an E as well. All the one development but obviously several
different builders and different, you know – which were quite substantial terraced
houses but in fact we only had half of it, it was divided up. The landlady lived in –
and it was rented, my father rented, he wouldn’t – wouldn’t have property that’s why I
haven’t inherited anything really, I think he could have owned – [laughs]. He
wouldn’t own properties, he always rented to the last and the landlady lived in
Bournemouth but her sister lived above us at 32 Balfern Grove, hmmm, so yeah you
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went in the front door, there was a hallway, there was a sitting room off to the left,
and as I say when I was about thirteen I think, I had glandular fever I suppose it was
and was – had to be off school for several weeks, spent quite a bit of the time in bed
and one of the things I was quite reasonable at was drawing, so one of the things I did
was to draw this front room or this reception room [laughs] and I’ve still got the
drawing – well I didn’t know I had, I discovered them recently, got these drawings.
And then as you went – well straight-ahead down the passageway was the stairs but
off to the left you sort of went round the ground floor so there was a second room
with French doors which went out onto the back which was the bedroom. And then
there was a scullery or kitchen [laughs] and then the living room and a larder and that
was about it actually, in fact … let’s see how did it go, when – that’s a bit silly, I can’t
remember. I mean at some point as I got older, er – it must have been quite early
really, my parents slept in the front room and I slept in the middle room I think.
Certainly ultimately the middle room became sort of, hmmm, bedsit for me, you
know, once I – once I got older. And that was about it, I mean it was quite a –
obviously as I say we only had half of the bathroom was upstairs and shared [laughs],
it was quite small, quite a small garden out the back with just about enough room to
an Anderson shelter and a May-tree, huge May-tree actually, or a hawthorn. And of
course the Anderson shelter came down after the war but – and they tried to grow sort
of a few things but – very small front garden with a privet hedge, I don’t know how
much [laughs] – how much more detail you need.

After the war you started – you started to grow vegetables in –

No, I don’t think we – no, just – just the odd – you know, I was just quite young, I just
bought a packet of seeds and see what – see what happened. I remember growing
lettuce and things or something, but no, nothing serious.

And do you remember anything in the house as you regarded as rather up to date and
modern and this could be a sort of – a piece of equipment – household equipment or –

I don’t think we were up to date and modern, they never were. Well the most modern
thing we had was a radio and a – a gramophone, you know, wind up gramophone and
78s sort of things [laughs], and a radio which required lead accumulator batteries, I
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mean that was quite a thing, you know, struggling up to the high street to get these
recharged every [laughs], you know, so it’s – no, that was about the most advanced
thing I think. I mean we didn’t have such things in those days I don’t think. But then
– well again as I mentioned in my – at my father’s funeral, he was something of a
technophobe. I mean he – they didn’t want a television, I did inflict a television on
them for a while when I started earning and – but they got rid of it as soon as I – they
got rid of me sort of thing. He didn’t really want a telephone, and again I had one
when I got to a certain age and I think they got rid of that and then when he – you
know, after my mother died in ’72 and he was living down there in Richmond, we
were up here and I said, ‘Dad, you must have a telephone so I can keep in touch,’ you
know, but he took a lot of persuading [laughs], wouldn’t even have a telephone and all
these things he wouldn’t – didn’t want a television, didn’t want a telephone and all the
rest of it. Never had a car, I think the story there was about his eyesight but I’m not
entirely sure, but never had a car. The one exception to all of this was the radio and of
course he’d grown up with the radio right from the beginning and he – he did listen to
the radio a lot right to the last and – and, you know, I think the radio’s fantastic
myself, I listen to the radio a lot and particularly Radio Four of course.

[06.37]

And he – I remember when [laughs] he – when he – well it would be about 2002, well
it was 200-2003 he – he unnecessarily became rather ill, he had prostate problems and
he wouldn’t tell anybody, you know, until they got really dire, he wouldn’t tell me, he
wouldn’t tell a doctor so he was hospitalised and it was a long story but in the end he
– he – they decided he just couldn’t cope anymore at home and – and he came up here
to a residential care home. But at that – this was the time when digital radio was just
starting and of course he always kept up to date with the developments even if he
typically didn’t adopt them, you know, but when he – with this digital radio he had to
have a digital radio, so got him this digital radio [laughs], the trouble was when he –
when he came up here it wasn’t available up here for the first [laughs] six months or
something. But eventually it was available so he ended up with two digital radios,
one by the bed and one by the chair and all the rest of it. So the one exception to all
this, you know, didn’t want anything to do with technology, wants a digital radio.
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Did he say he didn’t want a television or why he didn’t want a – a telephone?

[Sighs] I don’t know.

And if not do you have any sense of why that was?

I’m not too sure, neither parents wanted television. I don’t know whether they
thought there were evil things on it or what [laughs], I don’t know. Telephone, I think
he just – I mean this is – this is not uncommon even to this day, some people aren’t
very happy and probably particularly men aren’t that happy answering a telephone, I
don’t think, I mean this builder isn’t for example! I shouldn’t say [laughs]. Terrible
job to get him to answer a telephone. No, he – right to the last you know if I –
whenever I phoned him he kept the – the conversation as brief as possible, hmm, just
wasn’t happy.

[08.22]

And what – why would he not own property, did he say why that was?

Oh I don’t know, didn’t want the – didn’t want the hassle of, you know, having to
maintain it or something, I don’t know, I don’t know.

Rather than a – a political sort of philosophy?

No, no I don’t think – no I don’t think so. But of course as it happened, as I say they
could have – when they got married they could have picked up a house in West
London for 200 pounds which would be worth 600,000 or something now.

[08.47]

Before we leave the radio behind, would you remember listening to particular radio
programmes as a child?
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Yes, particular – well yeah I mean I remember – of course it was the big thing when I
was a child, there was nothing else really. So things like ITMA after the war, you
know, It’s That Man Again, you know, Tommy Handley was a great thing and then of
course Dick Barton which they celebrated the other day, well I listen to that regularly
but I mean that was quite a phenomenon. And then the thing I do remember with dad
listening to some of the classic comedies, notably Al Read who may not mean
anything to you but I thought he was absolutely brilliant.

No, what was – what was that programme?

Al Read, I can’t remember what it was called, The Al Read Show or something but he
was a northern comedian and he – I’ve got a tape actually of his stuff upstairs but
[laughs] he – he was brilliant in that he took incredibly simple domestic situations,
you know, and really made them very very funny, I [laughs] – just by exaggerating
them a bit, you know. And I think that sort of thing is brilliant, you know, these days
they can only – well try to make people laugh by a lot of smut and sex and all the rest
of it but, you know, I think the people like Muir and Norden with the Take It From
Here and Jimmy Edwards and whatever it was, Educating Archie, I mean in those
days they weren’t allowed all this – this swearing and sex and things and yet they
made stuff that was really funny, you know. I – I never – probably because I was too
busy never watched Dad’s Army that much, I saw the odd episode and I thought it
was very good but recently I just happened to see part – it was just part I suppose of a
Dad’s Army, and I mean it was just funny, you know, I mean I actually laughed out
loud and it was just [laughs] – and yet again – in fact there was – there was some sort
of programme, I suppose it was on the radio, some sort of tribute to Dad’s Army or
they were – they were talking about – I’m pretty sure it was Dad’s Army, not sure,
and they were asking various people’s opinions of it and all the rest of it and
eventually they got round to asking a twelve year old boy, which is the most sensible
thing to do, they’re always the most sensible people, and the twelve year old boy said,
‘Oh yes I like Dad’s Army, it was very funny without being rude,’ and I thought that
just summed it up completely [laughs]. But I mean for people – you know, the people
who wrote those scripts are just – just fantastic. I mean where would they be today if
they couldn’t use all this swearing and that – they’d dry up completely as far as I can
see [laughs]. There other things like the Now Show’s a bit better, a lot of that is – is
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quite clever, you know, with the political commentary and things it’s quite funny and
playing with words, but I always thought people like Muir and Norden were the –
were quite brilliant as scriptwriters.

[11.31]

And was there any – at this time any popular science programming that you
remember?

No, I think there was very little.

Or natural history?

Well, no I don’t think there was much on the radio, I mean it’s very good now and of
course this past year has been brilliant, I mean the BBC have made it the year of
science, perhaps because of the Royal Society anniversary. What there was of course
ultimately – now what are we talking about now, oh we’re talking about the late ‘60s,
I mean the guy who – well – well some of it is being forgotten now, the guy who
really influenced an awful lot of us was David Attenborough of course, not least as
controller of BBC2 in the late ‘60s the early ‘70s and he – I mean one of the aspects
of David Attenborough is absolutely brilliant is not all his natural history and all the
rest of it, which is marvellous, but he’s recognised the importance and the potential of
the – all the technological developments as they come along. Now of course the big
one in the late ‘60s was colour and I presume that’s why he took the job of controller
of BBC2 because, you know, BBC2 was a bit upmarket, you know you could do –
and he suddenly realised you could do all these fantastic things, my god, you know, I
can have – I’m going to forget his name [laughs] Clarke doing Civilisation which you
may have heard of if you haven’t seen which was, you know, twenty-six programmes
or whatever it was on fine art, I mean it was – because, you know, you had colour, we
could actually show all this fine art in colour, you could do natural history in colour,
he commissioned these two hour science spectaculars by Philip Daly who was the
producer and Nigel Calder, yes, there’s three Calder’s aren’t there, I think they’re all
grandfather, father and son. Nigel Calder did the scripts, Phil Daly produced it, one
was on astronomy, one was on Earth sciences, I’ve got all the books of them and this
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is the early ‘70s, you know, this was all commissioned – oh Ascent of Man,
Bronowski, this was – I mean you probably don’t remember any of these [laughs] but
you may have heard of them, I’ve got all the books in the other room, they were
fantastic, this is David Attenborough, you know, and then of course when it comes to
the natural history, right up to this day, obviously these enormous technological
developments as to what they can do with time lapse and slow motion and very small
cameras, and every time there’s a development you think, right you know, we can do
this now [laughs], brilliant. And I mean I can’t – well of course this is one of the most
brilliant aspects of the BBC that there can’t be another broadcasting corporation in the
world that does this sort of thing. And there can’t be another one that has the archives
and resources of natural history at Bristol, I mean it’s just amazing the amount of
stuff, inevitably after all this time the material they have and can put together.

[14.23]

What do you remember of sort of print based popular natural history, earlier sort of
post-war? I’m thinking of the period of the New Naturalist books and wondering –

Yes, that’s right, yes, we have some of those, yeah.

Wondering what you remember as a child in terms of –

One of the things I remember actually was the Eye Spy books [laughs], and you’ve
probably never heard of those, god have we still got them in the other room, I think
we have [laughs], we’ve got books everywhere, in – in each room.

And what sort of age were you –

Oh this is when I was quite young, they were intended for quite young – I forget when
they started, round about 1950. I think we might have them in the other room or did
we throw – no, we may have thrown them, no it’s the Observer books I think we’ve
got the other room, we’ve probably thrown – threw the Eye Spy books away. But
these were on all sorts of topics including natural history topics but they were to get
children to be observant, you know, they were looking for things, so whether it was
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just different birds or whatever it was or – it’s a trivial example but an example, you
know, one of the things you had to look for in a streetscape or something was an
Edward the VIII pillar-box and I can tell you – it’s probably moved actually, I went
past it recently, I wonder if it was still there [laughs], there’s one at Putney Vale
which I think was one I eventually collected. But yeah, they were great because they
– they made you get up and look for things and observe things and they told you about
them and you learnt.

Who bought you those?

I – well I think I typically bought a lot of them myself, they were quite cheap, they
were quite small and each – and actually my wife did the same thing, I suppose we’ve
got all sorts of things in common really but she had all these Eye Spy books as well
[laughs].

Do you remember taking books out sort of – out into the field, in other words taking
books outside, going outside with –

Other than the Eye Spy books no I don’t know – I don’t think I would have taken
books outside. We did have some New Naturalist ones, it was Shell Guide to the
Countryside, we’ve still got some of those. Hmm, didn’t have a lot of books, parents
bought me my children’s encyclopaedia, Arthur Mee that was quite – you know, quite
something in its time, that’s still upstairs [laughs]. I’ve got various odd books from
when I was young but not – I suppose they were typically bought for me, I don’t
know that I actually bought an awful lot [laughs] myself until – until I got to sixteen
or seventeen and then I – god we’ve got books in every room, we’ve got books on the
landings, we’ve got books – I don’t think we’ve got books in toilets but I mean
they’re just everywhere you know [laughs].

Would you remember what sort of age you got the children’s encyclopaedia?

Oh that would have been the early ‘50s I think, I’m pretty sure, yeah.
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And this may be asking a lot but the reason I’m asking is that a number of scientists
have mentioned Arthur Mee’s children’s encyclopaedia –

Oh really, that’s interesting.

And I wondered whether there were any – I know it’s asking a lot, were there any
particular images, pages, graphs, photos?

I did – I did look quite a lot, I think typically for – as far as I can recall, things like
railway engines and – and aircraft [laughs] and a lot of mechanical things.

[17.23]

I was very keen on – on Meccano, I mean this is another aspect of course of the postwar period and the war period, you couldn’t get things. So – and yet they gradually
came in and then in the ‘50s they came in in a bigger way but, you know, things like –
the things we wanted were things like Dinky toys and Hornby 00 and – and Meccano.
Now I seem to remember gradually we did build up Meccano and partly to what
extent we could afford it, and Dinky toys but the big thing was Hornby 00 and I didn’t
get Hornby 00 until I was about – I don’t know twelve or thirteen and I guess it was –
yes it was all the rage amongst the school friends, you know, everybody had Hornby
00. I gave it all away to my cousin, I wish I hadn’t and … [laughs] I still hanker after
a model railway now but my wife won’t let me have one [laughs] until I’ve cleared all
my junk out. Yes, well anyway, er – yes, I think – I think I was into – well, you
know, like boys into mechanical things, I was interested in cars, planes, trains,
aeroplanes, yeah trains and I went through a – fortunately a brief period when I was
very young, you know, when I collected bus numbers and train numbers and
fortunately that didn’t last very long [laughs].

When – what age were you then?

Oh I would only be nine or ten, eleven maybe.

Where were you collecting –
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I can be sure of that because it was before I went to the secondary school, you know,
so was a completely different set of friends.

Who – who were you collecting those numbers with and where?

Well it was with school friends and it would have been around Chiswick, you know,
and there was a – there was a bus depot in Chiswick and we had the trains, the
Southern trains, we might have gone … I don’t – well actually we went to London
airport of course, and that was quite fun in those days, of course it was all very new.
In fact when we first went there there was a sort of spectators enclosure but it was
behind a chestnut paling fence in a field and – and the – of course I mean it didn’t
start until about 1947 and the – the terminal such as they were were in nissen huts,
you know, along the Bath road, it was just incredibly because [both laugh] –
compared to now I mean you could see the people – you know, all these
distinguished wealthy people or actors, whoever they were, getting off the planes,
coming down the steps and having to go across the grass or whatever [both laugh], it’s
quite a contrast. Yeah, we went to – plane spotting. Trains, I don’t think we travelled
all that far afield, we may have gone up to Waterloo or some – or Clapham Junction,
you know, may have gone to Clapham Junction.

We – we meaning you and your friends?

Yes.

How would you get there?

Oh the Southern, you know, the Southern Electric came to Chiswick Grove Park.

[20.01]

We used to cycle a lot all over the place, quite surprised for far we cycled, I mean we
cycled up to London airport and … oh god even found a book where I’ve drawn up
maps of where we used to go [laughs]. From a very early age I was very keen on
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maps, I think they’re just quite significant I always think, and I’d quite like to tell you
this story although it’s boasting in a way, but I think it’s significant. Hmmm, in – in
my last year at primary school so this would have been when I was ten actually, so
eleven at the end of the year, was it 1950 or thereabouts, at Hogarth Primary School in
Chiswick, the head teacher came in one day and he had this – he had the Radio Times
with him, I mean [laughs] and it was – it was the week before the boat race, and I
think they still do it to this day sometimes, it had this aerial photograph of our area
with the boat race course in it you see and marked up, and he held this up and he said,
‘Now, when do you think this aerial photograph was taken?’ and this is as I say in
1950, ‘Who thinks it was taken in the last two or three years, hold up their hands,’ you
know, ‘who thinks it was taken,’ I don’t know, next few years back, you know,
[laughs], ‘who thinks it was taken,’ went on for about four or five all with our hands
going up, so eventually we got back to pre-war and [laughs] by this time there were
only about two or three of us that hadn’t got out hand up [laughs], ‘So who thought it
was 1939?’ so in the end I was the only person that hadn’t put my hand up [laughs]
and he said, ‘Well why – why do you think it’s that old?’ you know, pre 1937, ’36 or
whatever it was, I said, ‘Well the [laughs],’ the first thing was I specifically said the
dual carriageway of Ellesmere Road doesn’t show up and I think as it was very new it
would be clear from the air,’ [laughs] but they were flabbergasted, I mean it was
absolutely right, you see this thing was driven through – this was part of, you know,
this is now the A4 – the M4 extension, that – that little bit at Ellesmere Road through
Chiswick which ran – ran just up to our school, just short of our school, the dual
carriageway was built before the war and it wasn’t quite finished of, and subsequently
I learned that one of the things that really took the teacher by surprise was the fact I
called it a dual carriageway [laughs], and the only reason I called it a dual
carriageway was we were cycling around Chiswick and you’d go down Park Road or
something and then you’d see the sign, ‘Dual carriageway ahead,’ I don’t know
[laughs] whether we use it now do we? And it was really quite funny but the point
was that I – from a very young age I tried to visualise what the locality would look
like from the air, it just fascinated me, you know, so when I came across maps I was
absolutely, you know, and I’ve always been terribly keen on maps, I’ve got all sorts of
maps and it took me a long time to discover that an awful lot of people aren’t at all
interested in maps [laughs], in fact they practically have a panic attack if you show
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them a map or ask them to use a map, I can’t understand that at all so I was always
fascinated by that. It runs in the family actually.

Yes there was something on the radio this morning, there’s a new book out, North
South East West and the – and the – it was on Radio Four this morning and the
author was arguing that people have lost this sense of geographical imagination.

Really, I – I –

Exactly what you’re saying with the –

I wonder if it’s improving with, you know, what’s available on Google and on the
internet so –

I think this author was arguing the opposite, that these would –

Really?

Yeah.

And with sat-nav's I suppose you don’t have to think or something, although they
make terrible mistakes, funny mistakes actually.

[23.38]

Where would – where would the interest in – first of all in maps themselves as objects
have come from and at what age do you think?

When did I first actually start buying ordnance survey maps? I don’t know. I – I
eventually – when I was more like fourteen, fifteen … I had a lot to do with a person
who had – had been a scout leader, it’s a bit complicated because as I said I was in – I
was in the cadets for two years but prior to that I was in the scouts and after that I was
involved with the scouts [laughs] so this – this sort of – this was a bit complicated and
it was partly because one was centred in Chiswick and the other – and the school and
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the cadets was in Hammersmith, it was a quite separate outfit. Anyway, but this
person – he’s a very interesting guy actually because he was the son of Cecil Coles
who was a composer and would have been probably a well known composer had he
lived, he was killed in the First World War, but I do – quite recently – well that’s a
long story in itself, there is a – there is now a CD of some of his works which I have
but it’s only come out in the last ten years, but that was Cecil Coles, the father,
actually he was Cecil Brooke Coles but we always called him Brooke. He had been
scout leader in the church, the ‘Eighteenth Chiswicks’ were involved in the church
and then we had church groups but – and he did subsequently become scout leader
again I think to keep the thing going until it eventually folded in ’67 when I think they
did away with – with church groups actually, you couldn’t have such a group. But inbetween he sort of was involved in the background with the scout group and I got
quite involved with him in that basically he had – he was interested in maps and he
was interested in classical music and this sort of thing and I was very interested so we
had a very – and I think he – he – he may have been the person who made me aware
of these maps, I can’t really pin down having been that aware of them or having used
them before, but – and I mean I’ve got all my old maps, you know, upstairs, I’ve got
all the current ones down here, and they go back, I used to put the date on them,
[laughs] to the late ‘50s. So that must have been when I really got underway with
ordnance survey maps I suppose.

And how would – how would you account – perhaps it’s from the same source but
how would you account in your interest in viewing the landscape from above, on that
particular kind of –

How would I account for it?

Yeah, I mean where did – if you – if you can imagine – sort of imagine your – yourself
growing up, where do you think an interest in looking at – you know, places from
above [both laugh], very –

I don’t know, just – I’m just interested in sort of trying to imagine all the special
relationships or something, I don’t know, it’s very odd, it just seemed natural to me to
do [laughs], to try and imagine what it would look like from above. Actually of
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course come to think of it the maps, I probably came across – yeah, I would have
come across them in the scouts and the cadets so it would have been a bit earlier,
yeah, when I was eleven – ten or eleven I suppose I must have come across them,
yeah. You know, all the map and the compass work.

Would you – but you wouldn’t have come across map and compass work before the
headmaster held up the aerial photograph?

No, that’s right, I don’t – I don’t know whether I looked at street maps, I – I don’t
know.

Was – was there a place in the sort of very local landscape to your home where you
could stand and overlook –

No not really, you’re on the flood plain of the Thames [laughs].

Yes, that’s what I was –

No, no there was nothing like that. Well the one exception was Richmond Hill I
suppose which I wouldn’t have been all that familiar with at that stage. And that’s –
that’s a very fine panorama, although you can only see the river really clearly, the rest
is all a bit – well you could see things like the – the old Twickenham rugby ground,
you know, its rather distinctive stands which are now knocked down and put
something else on [laughs].

And is there a link do you think to the – what you told me earlier about having
glandular fever and sketching the – the room, or was that a – like a three dimensional
sketch or was it – were you doing – drawing a plan?

No, it was a – it was a – a sketch view, no, it wasn’t a plan. Oh plans was another
thing, yeah – oh yeah that – oh dear do you really want all this? [laughs]

Yes, certainly do.
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This is quite fun in a certain way. In the last – again in the last – I think it must have
been in the last year at school, at primary school, same headmaster, we had some sort
of open day and, hmm, I think he must have asked me to do it, whether I did it off my
own back, I think he must have asked me to do it. I drew up a plan of the school, the
floors – the floors of the school and … I think ‘cause boys and girls were always
separated then, I think the girls may have been on the middle floor [laughs] or
something and we were on the top floor and, [inaud], I don’t know, anyway. And I
drew up this plan and I think I made quite a reasonable job of it, he was quite pleased
with it and – to put up on the open day [laughs] and he took it away to his office and
then I don’t know if he did something to it or added a title or something, anyway he
took me in to see it and the bottom left hand corner he’d written, ‘Fred Vine,’ now
[laughs] – and do you know this is the first time I’d thought about it, well I said, ‘Fred
Vine, I’m always known as Freddie,’ and not least because my father’s Fred you see
so I was just Freddie, so Fred Vine, is that me [laughs], you know. God it’s been Fred
Vine ever since, dreadful name and you can’t get away from it. But I vividly
remember that, it was quite funny [laughs].

Your sort of first sense of having authored – sort of an author of something?

Yes [laughs].

Do you remember –

Oh dear.

Do you remember how you produced the map, in other words how you drew it or
what with or any –?

I probably had – oh what do you call it, it was all – probably nibs and – and, hmm,
sort of special ink. Special black ink, I don’t know what you call it [both laugh].

[29.52]
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And so while we’re at this – this school then could you comment more generally on
the teaching of particular subjects if you can, I realise it’s difficult to remember
things in particular but I wonder whether you could say something of the teaching of
nature study at primary school., this is Hogarth Primary School?

Hogarth Primary School in Chiswick. There was a bit of nature study, yes, that’s
exactly what it was called in those days, I can’t remember it very specifically.
Hmmm, I seem to remember we had all sorts of bugs and things in the classroom.
And then Chiswick House was just across the way, don’t remember going there to do
any nature study, we used to go over – across there to play football a bit. Hmmm … I
didn’t – well I can – well I don’t remember the lessons or the material much, I mean I
can visualise the school, each form as I moved up through the school and the teachers.
Was quite a happy place. I remember the final year, well obviously as I was older I
can remember that more than the others. The other was nature study, I don’t think I
was that interested in it, I mean one of the big gaps in my education is anything
biological and my wife’s the same actually, it was something to do with the way the
courses were structured in the secondary school, you couldn’t – you couldn’t do
everything. In fact I think one of the constraints was the cost of putting pupils in for
exams, you know, we were limited to the number of O levels we could take and you
had to make choices like, you know, are you going to do – are you aiming for
Cambridge and you’re going to keep Latin and – or are you going to do biology or
there was a choice between German and something [laughs], you know, this sort of
thing, you couldn’t do everything. So I ended up and my wife ended up not doing
biology, you know, beyond – for a couple of years, if that, in – in secondary school,
we did sort of general science and a bit of – so yeah, appalling lack of knowledge in
biology, but anyway. But I don’t know that I was that interested in things – all that
interested in things biological, it was one of the biology and history things which I
didn’t really like at school were things I’ve been quite keen on in retirement, you
know [laughs]. Being basically more interested in retirement, I don't know. Partly –
well as always the function of the teachers isn’t it, if you had a good teacher in any
subject it makes a big difference and I think certainly history teachers were never very
inspiring.

The teaching of geography at Hogarth Primary School?
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I’m wondering – just wondering if we did specifically geography. Yeah, but I would
have liked that, you know, I was very keen on – again, drawing the maps and [laughs]
they – no, I think I was always – I certainly was – being interested in – in my
surroundings and again I can never understand why other people aren’t. You know,
you go to the Isle of Wight and you’ve got all these white cliffs, you know, and why
have you got this backbone of chalk and, you know, what’s St Boniface Down doing
there and, you know, what produces the landscape and what happens if you, you
know, you walk into the sea and you get so far and you get out of your depth or
something, if you could go on walking what – you know, what would happen, would
you …? [laughs]

Were they questions that were occurring to you at that – this sort of age, primary
school age?

Yes, and also a little bit older, yeah.

So in terms of the …

[33.13]

There was a rather nice incident, I don’t know how much tape you’ve got to waste but
ultimately I went back to Sandown – no, my senior chemistry teacher in the secondary
school and I wasn’t that keen on chemistry, he ultimately became head teacher of
Sandown High School or whatever on the Isle of Wight and in the late ‘70s when he
realised I was an FRS or something he invited me to go and give a talk at Sandown,
and I thought, well that’d be rather fun, and this was six or seven years after my
mother had died and I said, ‘I’ll take Dad, you know, we’ll go back to Sandown,’ and
actually I think it did make a big difference because he – although he’d had lots of
holidays, including his honeymoon on the Isle of Wight, he hadn’t been back since
my mother’s death and I thought this might do it and it did actually. I took Dad and
we went across to Ryde and the moment he landed he just completely transformed
and he said, ‘Oh let’s go and do so and so, and let’s go and do so and so,’ I said, ‘Dad,
I’ve got to go and give a talk,’ you know [both laugh], we got the bus to Sandown or
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whatever it was and we had a meal and then he went off – while I was giving the talk
he went off and it was all fine. But I think it was that first talk, I ended up giving two
or three talks at this school [laughs], but that first talk I think it was just about the only
occasion this happened to me, got about two seconds into the talk and the projector
failed, so I had to ad-lib so I – I started off [laughs] with – I think I’d already said
something like, you know, about being – I may have done at the beginning about –
but anyway I’d had holidays at – in Sandown and even won second prize in a
sandcastle competition [laughs] or something, you know, five shillings. And – but
anyway, when this projector went I thought, oh my god, I’ve got to do something
about this so I started talking about when I was young and [laughs] on the beach at
Sandown and I don’t know – thinking to myself, if you walked into the sea and you
could go on walking on the sea for, you know, they would – would it get deeper,
where would it go, what would it – and then I thought to myself, ah, Pluto, and so I
said to them, ‘Now who knows about Pluto, other than that it was a cartoon dog,’ and
of course they did know about Pluto because Pluto was a pipeline under the ocean for
D-Day, and Pluto – well I still don’t understand the details of this completely, if you
go to Shanklin Chine today there is a section, probably the only section left of the
pipeline, the Pluto pipeline, and a plaque. The kids – several of the kids did know
about Pluto and that it’s a pipeline under the ocean and it’s – now when we stayed in
Sandown with the Misses Jones’ [laughs] you looked out – had this guest house, you
looked out over Culver Cliff and between Culver Cliff and – and the guest house there
was this – I hope it’s still there today, I think it might be, it was ten years ago, there
was Browns which was a wonderful place, it had what we call pitch and put now, it
had putting – it had three courses, I think it had a putting green, it had pitch and put
and then it had a – a larger pitch and put which was really rather good, and it had a
boating lake, you know, which had canoes in it, it was a fabulous place, ice creams
and all this. Now the far side of Browns there was a building, looked, you know,
probably ‘30s building and it had Browns Ice Cream across the top [laughs] and – and
well one assumed that’s where the ice cream was made and perhaps it was, it had all
this machinery inside. Well apparently – and I’ve got a press cutting about this,
during the war sure enough it still had Browns Ice Cream across it, it was a pumping
station for Pluto, it was a disguise for [laughs] – and the Misses Jones’ always used to
talk about during the war seeing them working on the pipeline. Now whether that –
that’s odd because this is away from Shanklin, whether there were two pipelines or
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whatever it was I don’t know, but anyway there were these two sites in it – and that
was quite fun, so I was talking about this and eventually I got onto the fact that in fact
if you walk – if you could walk on the continental shelf as it is, you know, it’s quite
shallow, relatively shallow but ultimately, of the western approaches, you do fall over
a cliff almost, you know, I, you go off the continental shelf edge and you go into deep,
started like that. And fortunately about that time the slides came back on [laughs] and
I had this slide of the continental shelf and we got going but – but you know, I
thought that was quite fun to start it off with that memory [laughs].

[37.37]

Hmmm. And do you remember any sort of outdoor teaching at this primary school,
sort of what – what might have been called local geography or fieldwork?

No I don’t – I don’t remember any, we may have done something, I don’t quite
remember going out to do anything like that.

Was science taught as a – as – as science at the primary school as far –

No, well we might have had a sort of general science but I think it was mainly natural
history, I don’t know that we – I don’t know that we did anything you’d really call
physics or chemistry [laughs].

And do you remember questions you were asking about the landscape around your
home in – in Chiswick, in – in the same way you were asking questions on holiday in
the Isle of Wight about things that you could see and being curious about why they
were there in the configuration that they were.

Yes.

But could you say something about your questioning of the local landscape of
Chiswick as a child?
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Well it wasn’t particularly exciting of course in general apart from something like
Richmond Hill. No, I did think in terms of it being the flood plain, you know, and the
fact that there were – well there was a huge area of gravel pits – well both at Chiswick
and at Ham, Ham River Gravel Company and they – I think to – well yeah to this day
they haven’t built on them because of the disturbance, I mean I don’t think they’d
bother in many places to fill in pits and – and build on them, but for whatever reason
they still haven’t built on that area, they’re still – they’re still sports grounds and so
on. And one of them is – well actually I don’t think that ever was dug up, the old
Chiswick Polytechnic which I think is still there, the Polytechnic Stadium which used
to be the end of the marathon, you know, the marathon in those days such as it was
was from Windsor to Chiswick and they – and there were about half a dozen people
who did it, you know, and they were all foreigners and we thought they were crazy,
where now [both laugh] you’ve got the London Marathon which is absolutely
incredible. No, we used to go down and watch them finish the – the marathon in
Chiswick. So, you know, I was sort of aware, you know, this was all part of the – the
London basin and the – the gravel and the – and the fact that, you know, you could – I
was quite intrigued by the London Underground, the fact that it was relatively easy to
tunnel in the – you know, in the London clay and things in the – under the – but we
didn’t have an awful lot of topography to get excited about [laughs].

Yes.

[40.02]

Okay, could you – could we then move to Lat – is it Latymer Upper School?

Latymer Upper, yes.

And perhaps there we – we could start with geography and if you can remember
something of the – the teacher, teachers or teaching of geography?

Yeah, well I remember – in fact I still – just a month – a few months ago I met one of
the teachers, George Terry, who’s still going strong at the age of about eighty-six I
think, at a school reunion. Yeah, I remember the teachers well, there was Don Tribe
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who was enormous fun [laughs], he used to – he used to sort of joke with us a lot
saying he was very popular [laughs]. I remember – he – he – here we did have
fieldtrips, you know, as you – as you say we did go – I remember Cuckmere Haven
for example, that was – and we went to the Thames Valley somewhere, near
Maidenhead or – I think it was coming back from the Cuckmere one, or –

Trip?

Yeah yeah, well let me tell you this story because you might not want it really. I’m
pretty sure it was this fieldtrip to Cuckmere because we came back through south or
south east London and Don Tribe the – the master, he must have lived in that area, it
was quite a long way away, or he was going somewhere and he – so he hopped off the
coach and left us to it and so as – as, you know, as we saw him, as we drove off and
we saw him and we all waved, you know, whatever it is. And he gave us two fingers
[both laugh] which we thought was marvellous. And that was Don [both laugh]. And
the other one I remember – he would be talking about Iowa and the great lakes and
somewhere and – and then they took it to so and so where they smelt it and then he’d
stop reading [laughs] deliberately and – ambiguity of it and yeah, there was George
Terry, Don Tribe and there was Laurie Elliott and they were all – they were all great
and – and we had, I mean our first fieldtrip which was in part geological was to – to
Castleton in Derbyshire and Mam Tor and places like that. That was [noise in
background] –

I think –

[End of Track 2]
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Track 3

Hmm, just at the start of this session I’d like to just pick up on two things from earlier
childhood and then we’ll return to where we were at the end of last session which was
at Latymer Upper School, but the first thing I want to ask you is about your – your
playing with Meccano which you mentioned but –

Did I, right [laughs].

[Laughs] Didn’t – didn’t elaborate on.

Yeah … yes I mean after the war, late ‘40s and particularly during the war it was very
difficult to get any sort of toys, as I think I mentioned before, and gradually they
became to come on the market and one of the big things and one of the few things was
– was the – well Meccano Limited, I mean both the Dinky toys, the Meccano itself
and Hornby 00, I think the Hornby 00 was particularly difficult to get and – or it may
have been just it was more expensive, I don’t know, I certainly didn’t have it until I
was twelve or thirteen in the ‘50s. Had a bit of a delayed childhood in this respect
[laughs] actually which was quite – quite interesting, or the effect it has on you. But
no the one thing – I don’t know if it was just more readily available or whether it was
what my father could afford or what was perhaps in part reflected in his own interest
[laughs] he imprinted it with me, he – Meccano as you may or may not know, I think
it’s – might be a little bit different now, there were sets one to ten basically, or I think
there was even a zero, you know, which obviously gradually built up and gradually
built up a very large collection and you could make bigger and bigger things, so he –
he bought these for me pretty well every Christmas, you know, so he gradually built
up or he may have jumped in at two or three or whatever it was. And yes, I mean like
all my friends and boys, you know, Meccano was the big thing and – and I was – I
think if I hadn’t done what I did, or went into the field I went into I would have been
an engineer, just as both children are engineers as it happens, because that was my,
you know, maths and physics and at one point I was quite keen to go into civil
engineering. So yeah, it was something I thoroughly enjoyed, was very interested in
and – and, you know, had some sort of ability in – in doing I suppose. But one of my
real aims, as now, is to have a Hornby 00 set [laughs].
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What progress are you making with that now?

Not a lot [laughs] because my –

Have you tidied up?

Wife won’t let me have one until I’ve cleared all my – all my paper away or some
[both laugh], oh dear.

[02.33]

And the other thing is I wondered where you bought your maps because you
mentioned that you started buying OS maps?

Yeah, I had another thought that just suddenly occurred to me about maps because I
must have encountered maps fairly early on via scouts, the cubs and scouts and the
cadet course, cadet corps. Where did I buy them, I’ve no idea [laughs]. I don’t – I
mean it may have been a while before I actually owned maps I suppose, I mean you
know, I used them within scouts and – and cadets but they would have been provided
I suppose. I think they were – well ultimately, bearing in mind the restrictions after
the war, did become generally available, I think ordnance survey maps always were
generally available, I mean not like – it’s not like the States where it’s almost
impossible to get a decent map and to some extent there aren’t decent maps, but I
mean there are reasonable topographic maps but they’re not, or they certainly weren’t
generally available and certainly the Americans come over here and, you know, when
they – they’re totally interested in maps, they’re absolutely amazed when they see the
ordnance survey maps and the detail on them [laughs] so –

Thank you.

[03.42]
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Now just as the – the – we were interrupted at the end of last session were you –
you’d just mentioned that at Latymer Upper School you went on a – a fieldtrip – a geo
– I think a geology fieldtrip to Castleton in Derbyshire?

Well it would have been geography primarily, I mean we didn’t specifically do
geology but I think – I suspect that most of my geography teachers were if anything
more interested in physical geography than social geography [laughs] and in fact
George Terry I think I mentioned last time, and I saw even quite recently at the age of
eighty-six or whatever, I think he – I seem to remember him telling me quite recently
that he was particularly interested in physical geography and geology in effect, but of
course one didn’t teach geology per se at school, just as it’s fairly unusual today, in
fact I think it’s becoming less and less common to teach it at school. But inevitably
you go somewhere like Castleton, you know, you inevitably do some geology
[laughs] don’t you?

Yes, what did it involve, the fieldwork involve there?

Well of course the thing one remembers is things like going down the blue john
mines, oh and actually one of the extraordinary things we did – well not extraordinary
really was to go down a coal mine near Doncaster and of course the thing – I mean if
you’ve ever done that, well actually it may be if you do it today it might be they’re a
bit different, but certainly then and particularly having this party of schoolboys on,
they sent you down as they send the miners down which is about 5,000 miles an hour,
I mean they just drop you down [laughs], I mean it’s the most incredible experience.
But so that was very memorable, going to a coal mine.

And do you remember once you were down in – in the coal mine what did the sort of
geographical fieldwork involve?

Oh I don’t know [laughs], probably not very much at all.

Just observing?
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Just observing, yeah yeah, not an awful lot of geology [laughs]. Well I mean you
could have talked about – probably did talk about grades and coal and how it – you
know, the thickness of the seams, how it actually occurred but I can’t remember that
sort of details [laughs].

[05.44]

Yes, thank you. Can you tell me about your involvement in the geographical society
at Latymer?

Well I can’t – I don’t think I was – I’m not sure we had a sort of chairman or anything
or – or any officers as I think the staff probably ran it … in fact I’m just wondering
whether there was a geographical society, I think there was [laughs], do you know I
can’t – I mean all I can remember is the fieldtrips, now I think they were more
associated with the class work than the society, and did we have a geographical
society? I can’t specifically remember that, I wouldn’t – I wouldn’t swear the fact we
did.

Ah okay.

You know, I can’t remember actual talks, you know, invited speakers talking about
geographical topics though maybe – and – but there were these – I remember
fieldtrips to the Thames Valley, to the Cuckmere Home which I think I mentioned
before, and – and to Castleton.

[06.43.]

I think Castleton may have been the only residential trip as it were and it’s possible
that there were others which I didn’t do ‘cause I didn’t do geography in the sixth
form.

Yes, why were you – why didn’t you do geography?
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[Laughs] Well this – this brings up the contrast in many ways I think between many
schools then, particularly the grammar schools, and schools now in that there was –
you were quite restricted in what you could do in terms of A level comb –
combinations, partly for financial reasons I think the timetabling, there were certain
mechanistic things, but really the – the most important factor underlying it was their
desire, which is probably still true in many of these schools to get people into Oxford
and Cambridge ideally, or at least to universities because that’s what counted in terms
of their – well they didn’t have league tables in those days but they were effectively
league tables and we were a minor public school and all the rest of it as a direct grant
paid school. So … I don’t know, I mean I – in general I – I think I probably
mentioned before, I wasn’t a good all-rounder, I mean I never came out very high up
in the year, I was in the top set but, you know, I was towards the bottom in – around
about twenty-five or something. Not least because I wasn’t good at languages, in
English, history, whatever it was [laughs] but I was good at maths, physics and
geography and possibly chemistry, so that’s what I was choosing between and one
was then specifically under very great pressure in that situation to do maths, physics
and chemistry. It had more cache kudos to it or whatever, and I guess could lead – it
opened up more possibilities I suppose later on. But I was keen to do maths, physics
and geography but – but was, you know, it’s not the thing to do, you know, you want
Cambridge and all the rest of it. Geography’s, you know, a big lightweight and
[laughs] – which may have been right but I – I wasn’t that keen on chemistry.
Anyway I did maths, physics and chemistry and managed to get the highest A level
marks. It’s – it’s – you know, today is – is this – we hear all this business about A
level results and there’s all this business about, you know, trying to differentiate
between all these As and they’ve had to introduce an A*, I find this incredible, it’s
just like firsts and 2:1s and 2:2s, why on Earth don’t they give percentages, and then
they have – okay, it’s not perfect but you’d have a better idea of where you were and
sorting things out and, you know, there’s a hell of a difference at a university level
between a good 2:1 and a poor 2:1, I mean there’s a fantastic difference, you know,
we’re all – and it must be similar with these A Bs and Cs, now in our day we had
percentages, you didn’t have this A B C D, and it just so happened I got the highest
percentage in the school simply because, you know, well to get a highest percentage
at university you have to do maths to start with because the only way [laughs], only
subject in which you’re going to get really high marks, or somebody’s going to get
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really high marks, you know. But also of course I dropped languages and the history
or whatever and so for my – for someone who’s a bit one-sided like myself [laughs] it
– you know, it worked well, but … no in some ways – well I don’t – I don’t altogether
regret not having – having done geography, I mean arguably it’s not so profound but I
wasn’t very keen on chemistry and that was partly because of the senior chemistry
master [laughs] – that’s another story.

[10.19]

And actually as I go on to say once I got to Cambridge and there they had this very
interesting – well still I do I think this – this very interesting degree programme called
Natural Sciences which is rather unusual I think, I think Edinburgh is one of the few
other places with it but I’m not sure it’s quite the same even there, where you could
choose between a whole range of sciences, you know, so the first thing I said to my
director of studies, K G Budden was, ‘Well I want to drop chemistry,’ [laughs] I don’t
know if you want this story now or later but –

Yes yes.

And he – so he said, ‘Oh well we’ve got to go down the list, so you’ve done maths
and physics, okay,’ and being a very brilliant physicist he spoke very very quickly,
‘One has to go down the list, biochemistry, blah blah blah,’ you know, ‘geology,’ and
he stopped and he said – he looked up and he said, ‘Do you like the open air, would
you like the fieldwork?’ I said, ‘Yes, that’s great,’ ‘Oh do geology,’ [laughs] and
actually I mean that was in the back of my mind already obviously from what I’ve
said with the geography and geology, so that’s essentially how I got into geology
[laughs].

I’m quite interested in the – in the status of geography as a subject at – at this time
and I wondered whether you could say more about the – the view of the person at
school advising you on A levels of – of geography as – as lightweight and then the
reasons why you think the director of study suggested geology rather than, say,
geography which I mean had a small department?
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Well geography wouldn’t have been possible actually, no it’s – at that – at that – it
wasn’t within the natural sciences faculty as it were. And I mean that’s an interesting
point because it meant there was – I forget which faculty geography was in, I suppose
arts or something but of course there is this overlap with geography, and in terms of
geology and physical geography and geomorphology and hydrology, I mean it’s one
of the things we’ve – we solved here with environmental sciences in that we broke
down this barrier, I mean it essentially started off in – in historic terms as geology and
geography, environmental sciences and it ballooned into something, arguably
fantastically different in a way but still covering the environmental sciences probably
in a more modern way. And also there is this social geography side which obviously
separates off and you couldn’t really include that – although they call it social science
and they would like to think it is a science and in some senses it is a science, but it’s
not a hard science [laughs] in the way that other sciences are so – but this – this was
basically the trouble, I think particularly by the ‘60s with the existing of the traditional
universities that they’d become so structured, so fragmented in terms of narrow
departments and – and relatively narrow faculties that the – the structure had – had
become very very bad and I mean I recognised at an early stage and a lot of people
did that – that interdisciplinary research was terribly important and that the
breakthroughs typically came by applying one science to another and that sort of
thing, and of course since then it has – you know, we’ve got biophysics, we’ve got
biochemistry, we’ve got, you know, geophysics and geology have come together and
this is where the big breakthroughs have been. I mean almost inevitably really
because you’ve got these central sciences, maths in a sense is the most central science
and then you’ve got physics and chemistry and – and they’re very rigorous and – and
they increasingly have been applied to the – to biology and geology and so on, which
prior to that as J J Thompson or somebody said was stamp collecting, you know, I
mean they were just [laughs] describing things and labelling things and putting them
in an album sort of thing, and it wasn’t a lot other than that even when I started doing
it in the late ‘50s.

[14.12]

Thank you, before we leave school could you talk about the teaching and learning of
O level geography, which I know that – you’ve explained that you didn’t do –
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I can tell you’re a geographer [both laugh]. The teach … explain about it, sorry what
do you mean, the …?

The – I suppose the reason I’m asking this question is that in the – in that – Natalie’s
book on plate tectonics you mention –

Sorry, which book?

Hmmm, I can’t – it’s, her surname is difficult to pronounce.

Oreskes.

Yes.

Oh right, Naomi Oreskes – yes.

You mention flicking through a geography textbook in – in the holidays.

Oh yes.

And –

Yes.

You know –

This is – that’s a mystery that story actually, yes carry on [laughs].

And so obvious – I mean that seemed significant but didn’t necessarily want to just
focus on that but to ask you about the – you know, the teaching and learning of
geography there?
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Well in a – what little I remember and indeed I think I told you before about turning
out the loft and – and [laughs] coming across all sorts of incredible things, including
some old geography exercise books, it looks almost exclusively like regional geo –
what I think we called regional geography, you know, and you studied a particular
area and the industries of that area and the trade and all the rest of it, and I’m not sure
we did much other than that. I think we went – you know, pres – round the UK region
by region and then similarly around the world region by region [laughs] and not
covering the world very adequately I don’t think, it was patchy to say the least, as in
history and so on [laughs], perhaps almost inevitably with the time limitations.

And had anything of a continental drift or polar wandering filtered into the teaching
of geography?

I don’t think so, into the teaching. This book – this question of the textbook as I call
it, or textbook of some sort, I remember it vividly obviously, you know, because of
this diagram of South America and Africa and I thought it was on the first page of the
first chapter but I mentioned this to my teachers, well I suppose it, you know, it’d be
about ten years ago now like Laurie Elliott and George Terry and they can’t
remember it at all [laughs]. Now so what – which is a bit of a mystery because I was
quite sure it was a – it was a text – but perhaps it was a library book or, you know, it
was during the vacation and whether it was a book I picked up from somewhere or
from a library or whatever I don’t know, it must have been some other book because I
swear they didn’t have a textbook showing this on the first pages or some [laughs] –
but I don’t know.

When you’ve met them recently, these teachers, do they remember you and if so what
do they say –

Yes, I’m afraid they do.

What did they say about you as a child at the time?

Oh god I don’t know, I don’t remember [laughs], I don’t think they’d dared say that. I
don’t think they’ve said anything about me at the time [both laugh]. I think, you
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know, they’re quite pleased obviously that I made a – made a contribution to plate
tectonics or something [laughs].

[17.17]

Could you tell me then about the – the – the teaching of science more generally at
Latymer Upper; we’ve – we’ve discussed geography and geology but not maths
physics and chemistry?

It was very good basically, extremely good, I think we were very very fortunate, the
maths was brilliant and the physics was outstanding and because we had – our senior
physics master who we called Bud Abbot almost inevitably was a – you know, was it
Bud Abbot and Lou Costello, you know, I mean his actual name was – well which
wouldn’t mean very much these days Abbot and Costello but – so we called him Bud
Abbot and I think it – actually it may have been Albert, I think he was AF, but he –
well one of the things that made it brilliant was that he made all his own apparatus for
the laboratories, or it was you could buy certain components but he made Wheatstone
bridges and all sorts of things from Bakelite and Christ knows what else [laughs]. So
at even quite a low level, you know twelve or thirteen, you were using – you were
doing a lot of experimental work which must have been quite unusual for the time I
think we were so well equipped and he – and then he started writing textbooks and
initially he wrote – there was a famous set of textbooks by Nelkon, I can’t remember
the initial or name, and then he started writing textbooks with Nelkon and presumably
Nelkon was that much older or something and gradually Nelkon was phased out and
then they were all by Abbot, A F Abbot, and that was after my time at school and
those books apparently, you know, just sold like hot cakes, I mean they were the
books in the field. So this guy was brilliant one way or another, what with making the
equipment, writing the books and his actual lessons – well it was like being at
Cambridge really, you know, I mean they were brilliant and – and, you know, he just
treated you as though you were undergraduates [laughs], particularly in the sixth
form, I guess he only taught sixth form but – so I mean I think we were incredibly
lucky there and be difficult to imagine a better senior physics teacher and as I say he
was – by his textbooks he was demonstrating nationally sort of thing.
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It may be asking a lot, but do you remember any particular experiments that you did
or demonstrations that you watched that were striking that you can describe?

[Laughs] Well … yeah because I mean, you know, things like the Wimshurst
machine, you know, where you generate nice sort of sparks and things like that, quite
exciting but no I – I don’t think I remember any in particular but, you know, they
were – I mean a lot of it was pretty mundane stuff, you know, you had to make up
Daniels Cells from scratch and – and so you’d use – use bridges and – and various
things.

Do you remember what in particular you liked about physics at the time, in other
words why – you’ve mentioned that you’ve got this sort of one sided sort of –

I don’t know, it just – I suppose, you know, you’ve just got a natural ability or
something because it just – you – you … presumably you managed to do it as it were,
you know, and you’re successful in tests and exams at quite an early age so you
realise you’re quite good, but I mean it just comes naturally to you and you’re
naturally interested in it, you know, it just fascinates you I suppose [laughs], how
things work and then you bounce around or whatever they do, friction or whatever it
is, you know. Relates obviously to the interest in engineering things so …

And the teaching of chemistry which I – I sense you may not be quite as positive –

[Laughs].

About.

No, I think it’s partly I – I was never quite so attractive to – attracted to chemistry. I
don’t know whether it seemed a bit like cookery or what, or just that it – the smell was
in dealing with all these messy liquids [laughs]. You know, it certainly didn’t appeal
to me in the same way as it would to some people. I don’t know, several of the
teachers were very good, I can’t think it was particularly poor but the – but at the sixth
form level the teacher was almost too good [laughs], he – no he was very ambitious
and very … pushy you know, just a little bit. But – and in that I wasn’t that interested
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in the subject [laughs], you know, I couldn’t quite work up his enthusiasm for it. And
actually I mean I have met him since, I may even have mentioned this last time about
him becoming ultimately head – head teacher of Sandown high school, did I mention
this, I did mention this, sorry, I forget who I tell these things to. And it must have
been about 1979 the first time – he invited me over there to give a talk because he’d,
you know, noticed that I’d got an FRS or something and he was a bit chuffed about
that and he – I went over and gave a talk and then I think I gave three talks there over
the years until he retired. So we were on good terms but we didn’t – he – he was a
pushy character actually, he was – I really shouldn’t be putting it – I shouldn’t be
mentioning names [laughs] and things should I on this, no he – you know, you have to
accept people as they are and we left on good terms as it were [laughs] by these visits
to Sandown.

Good.

[22.22]

And can you tell me of – of significant friends and pastimes at this age, we’ve – we’ve
covered the younger sort of age but I – and I know that you mentioned a brief phase
at your previous school of – of collecting train numbers and that sort of things, but I
wondered what – what sort of –

Oh god yes that was – that was very fleeting actually.

[Laughs] I wondered what sort of –

I hasten to add.

I wonder what sort of pastimes you were involved in at this age?

Pastimes, I don’t know.

Time spent out of school sort of thing?
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Yeah. Well we had a – one of the few things I can probably remember is we had a
half – we – they were called merit halves, we had half days, I don’t know if they were
an excuse for the staff to have a break or what but we were awarded these so called
merit halves and if you’d really misbehaved yourself I think you were put in detention
but hardly anybody was ever put in detention. But [laughs] – and so you suddenly
found yourself, you know, after lunch on Tuesday or Thursday or whatever it was
with nothing to do, and two of us, I seem to remember Graham and myself used to
[laughs] – used to be – remarkably serious things, you know, we’d go to what was
then the Imperial Institute in South Kensington, and actually that was rather fun, it’s
now the Commonwealth Institute I guess in – in the Holland Park isn’t it, I don’t think
I’ve ever been there but I think it’s where it moved to and of course became the
Commonwealth Imperial Institute and – Commonwealth Institute, and this was rather
fun, I think it probably still is, it had all these dioramas and exhibits and things about
all the countries of the commonwealth, there’s hardly anybody ever – ever there and
we used to wander around, this – we went several times to – to – it was absolutely
fascinating learning all about these countries, terribly serious and [laughs] – we must
have been a bit – well I’m sure we were a bit peculiar in – you know, we’d go and sit
in the café and have something to drink [both laugh]. And the other thing we did,
which is on a par really, was going to Kew Gardens [laughs] which was – well I was
very very fond of Kew Gardens and that was – as I’ve probably mentioned before the
family were very keen on Kew Gardens, I’m very keen on Kew Gardens, and there
was – there was that wonderful – oh gosh I wish I could remember their name, a
woman who was on the Brains Trust I think and things like that and probably Any
Questions, I do wish I could remember it and it’ll come in a minute, she lived at Kew
and somebody once asked her, if she just had one day to live, you know, she knew she
was only going to live for another twenty-four hours what would she do and she said,
‘I’d go around Kew Gardens,’ and I mean I think [laughs] – actually my father picked
that up and – because he used to go to Kew Gardens a lot and – and I thought that was
rather a good answer actually, you know, what are you going to do a lot better than
that [laughs]. Yeah, so Graham and I used to go to Kew Gardens [laughs] and I can
remember one – we actually saw a kingfisher in Kew Gardens, I think that’s the first
kingfisher I ever saw. But no we were quite keen on – on natural things I suppose.
So we used to go and do all sorts of serious things like that, yeah, terribly serious
minded boy I must have been. Oh I found it very enjoyable. Other things, well, the
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cadets and the scouts which I alternated between, there was a church youth club and I
belonged – we were quite involved with the local church and the scout group was a
church group at the time. The youth club I suppose is when I was more a sixth
former. What I’m doing – well as I wasn’t doing a lot of sport, I mean ultimately I
was generally rather poor at sport, so – or particularly football or anything involved in
running because I’ve got terribly long legs and awfully gangly and can’t run or do
anything like that, so – but I wasn’t too bad at cricket, but that was no good because
you had to do something in the winter or the rest of the year, you know [laughs], so I
think I ended up doing swimming, cricket and swimming and I wasn’t – I wasn’t good
at swimming so I ended up doing rowing ultimately, I guess you couldn’t do it when
you were younger but the summer aged fourteen or fifteen you could start rowing and
we were right on the Thames on the boat race course and so I ended up as rowing as
my main sport. And actually yeah, we used to do that – that’s right, we used to do it
on Saturday morning as well as during the week. I’ve – I don’t know, cycling,
walking, I don’t know what – what other interests I had really.

[26.41]

You mentioned the local church and you’re – you’re at an age now at sort of the
upper school of sort of being aware of your parents and of differences between your
parents and other people and I wondered whether you could tell me first of all about
the sort of extent and nature of the religious faith or observance in the – in your
family home?

… Well Mum and Dad used to go regularly to church just as – I was going to say just
as their parents had but I’m not sure [laughs], I never actually observed that but I
think … I mean church in those days, you know, my parents’ days, earlier half of the
last century, did feature largely in many people’s lives, I think not least presumably
because it was a social hub and – and you know a lot of the – well the organisations
obviously particularly for children were there, and you know it was the done thing to
go to Sunday school and I mean whether you took it seriously or not, you know, it
was just – I mean I think there’s still an element to this and it’s probably still – I mean
we’ve completely lost this sense of community in – in towns but I think in many
villages this is still true that irrespective of – you know, some of the people aren’t
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particularly religious I don’t think or take it that seriously, but they enjoy being part of
the community and organising the fete or the village sports something is via the
church, you know, a lot of it centres on the church because it’s just the way it’s set up
and the mechanics of the thing sort of thing [laughs]. We’ve certainly got friends
down in Dorset who – well someone from Latymer who, you know, when we visited
them I don’t think they were particularly religious or perhaps didn’t go to church very
often but they’d got really caught up with all these things going on [laughs] in the
local community. So I think there was an element of that and my father was, you
know, in the church lads’ brigade and we’ve got lots of photographs of that, took that
very seriously obviously, and not the scout – perhaps they didn’t have scouts then at
the church. So it was a bit of a case of just continuing that with that really, almost
unthinkingly. And my father – my mother was heavily involved with the Mothers’
Union and that sort of thing [laughs] and I – I’m still involved with the church, I’m
treasurer of the local church and – and we had a – the discussion group for just a year
or two ago and there were two of us on it, someone else a bit younger than I am and a
head teacher and we were asked this sort of question and – and David said, he
answered before I did and he said, ‘Well I’m – I’m really a lazy Christian [laughs], I
just do it because I was brought up to it and I’ve always done it and I continue,’ and I
had to say the same thing basically. I mean no, it does – it does mean a lot to me in
that it helps me to put things into perspective and, er, well I happen to believe in short
that religion is both the – a real problem in the world but it’s also potentially the real
solution in the world, you know, that – I mean to most people it’s a horrible problem
and clearly it isn’t a horrible problem and – but I don’t think the answer is Richard
Dawkins, you know, in trying to pretend – in trying to say, ‘Well we should all
become,’ quite apart from anything else it’s totally impractical, you know, to think
that all these Islamists or whatever are going to become secular as he would have
them, any more than with other Christians are, so that’s not a lot of use, you know,
[laughs] one’s got to find another approach and I think if you think of it more as being
both the problem and the solution … and sorry I mean you don’t want a great diatribe
on this because it –

No, this is very interesting.
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It’s a very deep - deep issue, central issue these days I think, obviously in terms of the
west and the east and Islam have got these – these – this conflict which goes right
back 1,000 years, you know, started off – kicked off by the Normans [laughs] or
whatever it was. But what – what worries me, the other – the other facet of this or
another facet of this is that, in going back really to what we were talking about, about
being brought up like this and my parents [inaud], I really do worry these days about
where a lot of children learn quite simply the difference between right and wrong,
how they – because their parents – clearly there’s certain parents just aren’t teaching
the difference between right and wrong, some of them even seem to think that – well
they – I mean there are these so called feral kids, they even think that killing is
perfectly okay, you know, there’s nothing wrong with that, you – they interview these
– these kids that have ended up in prison and they think it’s quite normal, presumably
– I don’t know whether it’s because they’ve seen it on television or – or what, I mean
that’s another aspect [laughs], you know, I mean television and films, but no, one can
be very – it occurred to me the other day, we’re all very critical of what a lot of
Christian missionaries did, you know, you know, in sort of suppressing the – the
natives and – and trampling over their religion and all the rest of it, but on the other
hand and you think of it historically, I mean I’ve actually got into history a bit since I
retired, having said I wasn’t at all interested when [laughs] – it’s this whole problem
when you get to my age, you really – the whole business of the passage of time and –
and the length of time and the – and the historical perspective really fascinates one.
Hmmm … and – oh dear I’ve lost my train of thought.

The arguments about the missionaries?

Yes, that – that you know when – when you analyse it you can be critical of
Christianity in particular, or whatever, any sort of missionaries, but actually there’s so
many instances of history where it’s been an incredibly civilising influence. You
know, this business of after the Romans left and the – the – you know, people in this –
in Britain went back to their old ways and Christianity was driven to the margins, the
Celtic fringe or whatever you want to call it and particularly to Ireland, and then after
a while they were all fighting each other and, you know, reverted to some sort of
Paganism in Britain but – but – and that was ultimately reversed by the Christians
coming back in and civilising the place, you know, introducing some morality and so
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on. Now that’s a – one example, and we’ll call it trivial example but I don’t think it is
a trivial example, it’s a very profound example actually and [laughs]., you know, you
go to New Zealand and you learn about the Maoris and you think, oh isn’t it terrible
that these missionaries are coming in and de-de, but my god these groups of Maoris,
like so many primitive people, they’re all fighting each other and cannibalism and –
and – not cannibalism right up but there had been in the past, even if they weren’t
when the missionaries arrived, and they were thinking nothing of killing each other
and you know all about America is exactly the same, and the Christians came in and,
okay, they changed things but basically they have a civilising influence, you know
[laughs], people stop killing each other in some of these places. Though I think …
and I think without something like that, you – you – there’s a bit of a vacuum, as I say
the Richard – I think Richard Dawkins is more trouble than he’s worth, I mean he’s a
very brilliant guy but I think he’s completely wrong on this, there are – there are
certain things that you can’t – they’re not – they’re not – I always get these words
wrong, they’re not rational or – or you know if you – if you – having a monarchy for
example, which of course is related ‘cause there’s a divine right to monarchy, you
know, you can’t rationalise it, you can’t explain it as a scientist say, as Richard
Dawkins would, but it does seem that it serves a very useful purpose or to an awful lot
of people it – it means a lot. And it’s very interesting in this country like a lot of
things, in that there’s so many people in the media and all these people who are a bit
superior and think they know this that and the other that they’re very rude about the
monarchy, they always try and pull them down. If you have a – a poll about them or
anything amongst the people in general, now okay that it may have gone down a bit
but it was incredibly high, you know, people in favour of the monarchy, it was well up
into the nineties, on how many issues, you know, do you get that return in the
nineties. And I think now it is still very high, I mean it’s in the seventies or eighties,
you know, people in favour of the monarchy, you wouldn’t get that impression from
the – from the press. I remember the – a very good example was in 2002, wasn’t it,
the fiftieth anniversary of the accession and there were all these events were – were
planned and laid on and the press beforehand were saying, oh this is all going to be a
damp squid, you know, this is going to be a load of rubbish and – and then the day
before it all happened, there was this ten day programme of events or whatever it was,
the organisers on the Today programme and he – he was quite convinced it was going
to be a great success and I thought, well, oh it’ll be all right, I mean it’s not [laughs] –
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not the impression we’re being given. It was a fantastic success and as usual, you
know, the whole mall was completely full of people on the outside of Buckingham
Palace and there was this that and the other, and the press just went quiet for two
weeks, you know, and you know, and then so the – there’s something like the
monarchy … and then there’s … religion. I think again you – you could say as a
scientist like Richard, it doesn’t make any sense, you could do without it. But on the
other hand people seem to need it and they’ve always needed it, you know, if you go
right back, whether it’s primitive people or it’s more sophisticated people, although
you can’t really explain it and you – as I said particularly if you’re being more
objective about it and you say, ‘Well this is a load of rubbish, why bother with it, why
don’t we just try and do – get rid of it,’ people seem to need it and always have and
probably always will do [laughs]. It’s – and then you – you know, you go to America
and – and the Americans are like, ‘Wow, why do you need a monarchy, what’s your,’
but the Americans, like the Japanese, they read anything they can get hold of about
the monarchy, anything – you can pick up magazines in Japan or wherever, there’s
more about the monarchy – the British monarchy than there is in this country, you
know, there’s this – which demonstrates this sort of natural urge and we – recently –
I’m sorry, you don’t really need all this at all but [laughs] we – they had this 350th
anniversary of the Royal Society this year and they had this big do at the Royal
Festival Hall on June the 23rd and we went along and most FRSs did and it was – it
was all very good and rather unique, they only had this once every fifty years, the
Queen was there, the Duke of Edinburgh was there – Duke of Edinburgh was there,
yes, Charles wasn’t there, Prince Anne was there, the Duke of York was there, and
this that and the other, Prince William was sworn in as a new royal patron, all the rest
of it. And we came out, eventually after looking at the exhibition, you know, and
having drinks, and we were – and just – we could have been there half an hour an
hour before, and of course the royal party had come out and they didn’t – this didn’t
get into the press either before or after very much so people obviously didn’t know it
was on, but of course people at the South Bank, they saw the royal party and who was
coming and William apparently, you know, shook hands with people in the crowd and
of course the girls were practically swooning upon him, and we came out [laughs] and
some Irish girls ran up to us and said, ‘Oh what was that, what was it all about, you
know, oh god we saw Prince William,’ and, you know, ‘we don’t have royalty,’ you
know, this is [laughs] obviously – you know, it’s extraordinary, you think, well cor,
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thought they’d be glad not to have royalty [laughs]. You know, you can’t explain it,
it’s just – but it’s human nature and I think the same thing it’s true, just it’s true of
monarchy and as I say that’s – it really – that goes over into the religion as well
because, you know, they’re – historically we don’t think of it in this way today, you
know, it was all the divine right of kings and all the early monarchs in this country,
sort of they were god on Earth sort of thing, pretty well and explains all their peculiar
actions [laughs].

So there’s a sort of natural enthusiasm for worship of – or for –

Well I think it’s an actual instinct more than this, I don’t think it’s necessarily
enthusiasm [laughs], well – and it – okay in many – in some cases it – it converts to –
but I mean it’s – it’s the misuse of religion isn’t it, you know, I mean I think – I don’t
know an awful lot about Islam but if you – you know, I think true Islam wouldn’t go
for all this terrorism and things [laughs], you know, it’s a sort of perversion of, oh
they’re not really religious, they’re sort of hiding beh – behind it. And then you’ve
got George Bush and his crusades which were just as bad [laughs] sort of – disastrous
in fact, yeah.

And –

Right, I hope you weren’t recording all that, that sort of diatribe but [laughs] –

That was very interesting.

It’s totally irrelevant [laughs].

No, well no no. I’ve – I think that your – your interest in – in sort of matters
historical since retirement is interesting in itself.

[Laughs].
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It puts a perspective on it. But I want to get – I did want to know about the – the
religion of your – your – your parents and your home life which you – you’ve
certainly covered.

[40.11]

And I was going to ask also about the kind of culture of morality at home, in other
words what your parents expected of you in terms of behaviour but I suspect that was
as you’ve suggested linked …?

Yes, I think it was very – yeah in that it was – they were very humble, very naïve and
very straightforward, you know, and believing in being truthful and honest and never
– never owing anybody anything, you know, I mean I still have that problem [laughs]
myself, I – the only thing I’ve ever – only loan I’ve ever had is a mortgage, you know,
never owing anybody another penny and so – which is a bit different to today, I don’t
understand how it works today at all. I suppose you just – people just reckon on
dying with 70,000 pounds of debt and somebody else picks it up, I just don’t
understand how it’s supposed to work [laughs]. So all that’s – that’s a complete
mystery to me. Yes, and I think a lot of that morality does derive from religion, as I
say I do really worry where people get that from, it’s all very – all very well to –
Richard Dawkins to hack all of this sort of thing down but, you know, I think you
need to replace it with something if you’re going to do that and I – I do – I do – you
know, at school used to have school assemblies which were basically Christian based,
you know, and sang – I don’t know if they do that these days, I think they probably
don’t but I think they have talks don’t they which are probably supposed to be
moralising, goodness knows, all I know is a lot of them don’t seem to [laughs] know
the difference between right and wrong, it is very worrying [laughs], hopefully it’s a
small minority.

[41.48]

And – and the – the politics of your parents, what would you say about the …
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I think I mentioned before didn’t I that one – one side of the family was – was
Conservative and one Labour and –

And this meant that the grandparents didn’t talk about –

Nobody seemed to talk about politics ever, no [laughs].

So would you have any sense of how your parents voted or –

Oh yeah, I mean my father was staunchly Labour and my mother was staunchly
Conservative [laughs], for purely historic reasons. I think – I’m not sure but my
father may have relented a bit in old age or gone Conservative, I don’t know.

[42.22]

And what age were you sort of aware of yourself as belonging to a particular social
class?

[Laughs].

And [laughs] what was the sort of nature of that awareness?

[Laughs] Probably quite an early age actually, I don’t know, was probably on the
middle class or something [laughs], I don’t know. Well I – I … it was a – well it still
is really isn’t it, though we pretend it isn’t, it was quite a – a very class driven society
then in the ‘40s and the ‘50s. So one was quite – quite aware of that and I think of
course there’s much more deference towards people who were a bit superior or
whatever, or they had rank in the army or whatever it was, you know, much more and
more, that’s gone out of the window. Yeah, I think one was very aware that one was a
lower class [both laugh], depending on where you lived or something [laughs], I don’t
know and it was – obviously – well my grandfathers had been I suppose manual
workers presumably, they’d decorated and built, my father was a – was a – what
would he be, white collar worker rather than a blue collar worker or something
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[laughs], or whichever way around it is. So whether that pulled us out of the working
class I don’t know, we were somewhere around about that border [laughs].

[43.46]

And finally for school, could you tell me about your – the teaching of A level maths in
the last sort of period of school before you went to university, ‘cause I know that you
had an interest in teaching by the time you started university and –

When I taught maths?

Hmmm.

Yeah, well I – I – the more I think about it the more peculiar it is, how it ever came
about, but one took the Cambridge scholarship exams as they were until quite recently
in December after the A levels and like most of the crucial stages in my career I never
understood how I got through them or … you know, I never understood how I
succeeded at the 11 Plus or getting to Cambridge because that term between A levels
and the Cambridge entrance exams I was school captain, goodness knows why, and
actually I think the head – head teacher, the headmaster thought I was captain of the
boats, which was wrong, or something like that, anyway that meant that I didn’t have
the time to – to work you know academically as much time as I might have done, and
I felt I’d done very bad in the entrance exams and I suspect it was perhaps the fact I
got the – this high A level score or something which really got me in – I don’t know,
anyway, managed to get to John’s Cambridge. Now – and then for some reason and I
can’t remember – well I can’t remember exactly what it – some – a maths teacher
must have left that Christmas vacation, though I can’t remember who that was, and
whatever his name – asked me to do two terms of teaching at maths which was a bit –
I think this was only possible – well it’d be impossible now presumably in any
context but perhaps it was only possible then because this was an independent direct
grants school with its own board of governors who could appoint who they liked
really, you know, and obviously I didn’t have any qualifications at all. Anyway, I did
that and I had – well I got – again I managed to sort this out recently having dug all
this stuff out of the loft [laughs], and the – which forms I had, I didn’t have any exam
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forms, I didn’t have any O level or A level forms but I had – that year I had certainly
twelve year olds and fourteen year olds and I think I had one first year sixth and I had
about four forms one in the lower fifths and this sort of thing. But no – I didn’t have a
form of my own, I wasn’t a form master as one would have been then at an all boys’
school. And I – I – that seemed to work, I seemed to cope, arguably more so than
some of the other [laughs] masters. There was one master in particular, I just can’t
help telling you this story, who had – who was notorious for having problems,
discipline problems, he was a maths teacher I’m pretty sure actually and I thought,
well at least I’ve done better than he had sort of thing, and to keep the order as well
[laughs] but poor old Percy I think he was called, he – he was – he was well-known
for having trouble and of course it made it worse because everyone knew they could
play him up. And there were extraordinary stories like they were famous – famous
occasion when he – the form were making a heck of a racket, he tried to get a word in
and he said, ‘Every time I open my mouth some damn silly fool speaks,’ [laughs] well
of course at that point, and this story got round the school like wildfire, you know, no
time at all, ‘Every time I open my mouth some damn’ – and of course they’re going to
remember it to this day. Well one of the reasons for telling this story is that, you
know, it – it’s – was it George Bernard Shaw who says, ‘Those who can, do, those
who can’t, teach, and those who can’t teach teach other people how to teach,’ and
that’s what he ended up doing at a teacher training college [laughs], isn’t that
wonderful? And he – anyway it’s totally irrelevant [both laugh]. Then – then what
happened, oh then we’re at the summer. Then I had this extra year, because national
service had finished, they were deferring people for a year and there was a possibility
of doing some voluntary service overseas but that would have been in Sarawak and
my father who’d been in West Africa wouldn’t let me go to Sarawak because of
tropical diseases at the time, and I didn’t want to offend him so we didn’t do that and I
got a temporary office job, which was fun in its way, it gave me some insight into a
completely different aspect of life and in fact it was very enjoyable, we had great fun.
There was – I think it was virtually all ladies doing this – this office work, this pen
pushing, but there was one other lad like myself and he was in the boys’ brigade and I
was associated with the scouts and – and so we were, you know, went around doing
this that and the other. And this – so this went from the summer to Christmas and as
it happened I finished Christmas, New Year, and for Christmas we thought we’d have
a bit of fun with these women, we’d go out and buy some [laughs] silly presents, you
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know [laughs]. So I can’t remember them all but there was – there was the head of
the section and her assis – you know, chief assistant to the assistant chief, and the
chief assistant to the assistant chief was a bit of a pain and she was always talking and
going on and one of the things she was going on about was Bath because she used to
live in Bath or something, so we got … now what – we got various presents, oh for
her – yes, she was teetotal I think, she was a very rigid Methodist or something and
had to hear about all of these things … so for that chief assistant to the assistant we
got a chocolate bottle of beer, you know, a chocolate bottle with made up to look like
a bottle of beer, and all very cheap all these presents [both laugh] and for the head we
got bath salts and said, ‘We hope it doesn’t remind you of Bath,’ you know, she’s
always going [both laugh] on about Bath and then, you know, things like this and all
and of course it was a great success. And anyway, so that’s all totally irrelevant. And
then that Christmas or just before the school came back to me and said, ‘Oh Fred
Winter is leaving, another maths master is leaving at Christmas,’ [laughs], ‘would you
be prepared to come back and do another two terms?’ and I said, ‘Well, you know, I
really want,’ I’d been trying to get all sorts of other jobs, more interesting jobs, you
know, in a science lab or something and applied for no end of things and couldn’t get
anything although I was still hoping to and I – I thought, oh I’ve done that one, you
know, and I thought, ah, wait a minute I’ve done that one but I wasn’t a form master, I
said, ‘I’ll come back if I can have Fred Winter’s form,’ and remarkably they agreed so
there I was, I was nineteen and I had this form of thirty-two thirteen year olds who
were fantastic [both laugh] and we had a wonderful time. And I really – I remember
the last day I left in the staff room saying, you know, ‘If this turns out to be the
happiest six months of my life I shan’t be surprised,’ because [laughs] – and I’ve been
incredibly lucky since but, you know, it’s still one of the happiest six months of my
life.

Why is that do you think, why?

Oh well I was very lucky, you know, this was a glorified grammar school, it was a
direct grant school so you – you know, you not only had to get past the 11 Plus you
had to pass the scholarship exam so I mean it was a – it was in a sense the cream of
the cream, and I had the middle stream, it was a very big school for those days, over
1,000 and five streams in a year and I had the middle one, and all the classes were
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thirty-two, thirty-five, you know, I mean – and we had no teaching assistants or
anything, I’m just amazed, you know these days they fuss about having twenty-six
with six teaching assistants, I don’t know how anybody – I mention this to teachers
occasionally very tentatively and they, ‘Oh well it was whole class teaching or
something then,’ you know, very superior about it, but it seemed to work whatever we
did. So they were enormous fun. I mean they weren’t the – they weren’t the really
academic one, very academic ones, but they weren’t the – the sort of poorest, they
were in-between, they were incredibly well balanced kids, you know, we had all the
sportsmen in there, the captain of cricket and football and I got pictures of the sports
and things, and sure enough there they were, they won the relay and this sort of thing
[laughs] and at the same time they were bright and … oh we just had – had enormous
fun. They – and they – you know, twelve thirteen year olds they’re just so
enthusiastic about life, just so positive, they’re incredibly inspirational, so no that –
that was wonderful, and then I had a different set of forms, very different years but
again I can’t remember every detail of that but we – one of the things we used to do
and I had a particular friend, a schoolmaster friend, we used to organise – I don’t
think you could do it today for all sorts of health and safety and god knows other
reasons … we used to take them out on trips, you know, and go and see the Romney,
Hythe and Dymchurch Railway or something or [laughs] – or one of our specialities
was walks, we had these London Transport walk books, I think they still are actually,
about walks around London or something. We used to take them out to Chesham and
– and go on walks, you know, about a dozen of them would turn up and had a great
day, you know. They were just fun.

What sorts of teaching took place on the walks, was this –

Oh this wasn’t teaching, this was – this was just extra curricular, I mean this was just
[laughs] completely outside, this may – well this would have been during the
holidays. Actually I’ve still got the list of the – of the walks that we organised at that
time [laughs], oh dear. Didn’t realise I had them, my parents must have kept them.

[53.10]

So the next stage is St John’s College, Cambridge, Natural Sciences.
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Yeah.

Where – could you just tell me sort of about your sort of accommodation
arrangements to start with to get a sense of how you sort of inserted yourself into
Cambridge life?

Well the first two years at John’s you were in college and we were very fortunate, the
big college with quite a lot of accommodation. And the first year I had a room off
Chapel Court which has now been – now is part of – I think it’s disappeared, it’s part
of the new library I think, and that was very nice, overlooking the masters’ garden.
Well we had three rooms in effect, you know, they were all sort of suites at
Cambridge [laughs]. The second – the second year you shared but again in college
and we had a – David and I had a room in New Court, the Wedding Cake, you know,
right near the side of the Cam, right at the far end going overlooking the fellows’
garden I suppose, and that was very nice, a big room.

David?

David Constable was my best friend, we were – we happened to be doing this – we
just sort of bumped into each other, we were doing the same courses essentially and –
and he was in Second Court and I was in Chapel Court in the first year which was
quite close and so we – we did quite a lot together. Although actually come to think
of it, actual interests were very different in terms of societies and things we belonged
to, but we were great buddies, we still are, in fact he’s coming to visit next week I
think. Yeah, and then the third year you – you went out into digs or whatever they
were called then, you know, you sort of went out bed and breakfast as it were or – but
I guess still had meals in college presumably. And we – and I had digs on Park
Parade which is quite near John’s. So accommodation was fine.

[55.12]

And would you be able to tell me about the – the teaching of various subjects in part
one, which is the first two years?
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First two years, yeah.

Yeah, and so – so if we could start with what you remember of the teaching of maths
in terms of –

Oh dear [laughs].

Lectures, ideas, so examples.

I don’t remember an awful lot, I seemed – I think anyhow I coped fairly well in the
last – I mean effectively I only did one year of maths, you had – and you were tested
on it again at the end of the second year. There was this funny – funny business, you
had prelim part one and part two and the prelim natural sciences was a bit odd, I mean
most prelim exams I think in any university including UEA here are just pass fail and
often the end of the first year as this was. But for some reason it was classified at
Cambridge which was very very strange. But then the [inaud] in a way was with
natural sciences was in the second year you were tested on the two years work in part
one and … with the practical exams I think that was fourteen three hours exams, you
know, I sometimes tell the undergraduates that when they’ve got about three or four
exams to do [laughs]. Rub that home. You know, the four – we were absolutely dead
at the end of that and third year was a bit of a doddle by comparison, you know, you
were actually doing things you were most interested in and then probably best at and
you didn’t have so many exams but – so it was a rather – rather an odd set up in that
sense. The teaching – well my wife – my wife was at Newnham and obviously met
her at Cambridge and we often say how dreadful the teaching [laughs] was in
[laughs]. The maths was – there were – yeah, there – well I can’t remember all the
details but I remember that there – what happened was there was most people doing it
– or a lot of people doing natural sciences were doing maths, there were enormous
numbers and so there were several groups and you could go along to any lecture you
liked, you know. And I seem to remember one or two lecturers had a very good
reputation so they were absolutely crowded out, but one of the – it may have been – I
don’t know if it’s when we first started the maths but one of them for – somehow I
found out was an old Latymerian, so out of loyalty I went along to him and there was
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hardly anybody there [laughs], I don’t think he was all that good but probably was
adequate. But then there were other – some of them – it’s very variable with maths,
some wasn’t very good but – the statistics was appalling, whether it’s partly because I
find statistics difficult, no I think everybody did, but I mean this was not uncommon
of Cambridge teaching. I – that, you know, obviously these people – well I say
obviously they were very bright and – and good researchers but even that – that’ll be
true now but that wasn’t so true then really because this was not so long after the war,
you know, and I think there were people who got back to Cambridge or on the staff at
Cambridge immediately after the war who – I suppose it true at other – I mean at
Princeton that they wouldn’t be appointed now [laughs] with all due respect. And it –
it’s a bit of a – almost a worry to me because – because I’m really ultimately
interested in education, that it – I got the impression at Cambridge if you like, the
people who were very good researchers were not necessarily – in fact typically were
not – not good teachers but that isn’t true and we’ve certainly proved it here in the
school of environment science. It’s because our best teachers are typically the best
researchers and it’s not just us who think that, you know, because now they have all
these student surveys, you know, about what they think of the teaching and this that
and the other and these people always come out on top. You know, five or six of our
top researchers come out as the best so that’s very gratifying and it doesn’t have to be
like Cambridge in those days [laughs]. But it was – the physics, yeah, that was – that
was fairly grim as well. The – the geological side and – well there was geology and
mineralogy and petrology, which just gives you some idea of this incredibly
fragmentation of subjects and departments. And that was poor but it was partly a
reflection of the subject and the way it was taught of course because – well the worst
example was with say palaeontology, you know, when you – just a fossil came up and
you just learnt about the foss [laughs] – how to identify the damn thing or something
and yet – and we had what’s called a student series, where I always remember this,
there were 512 fossils and you had to learn their names, you know, by – it was that
stupid and my wife, who ultimately specialised in palaeontology, she said it was
dreadful because – I mean since she’s been an OU tutor in the Earth sciences and of
course nowadays you – it’s not just a matter of learning what these damn things – you
can look it up if necessary, it’s – it’s learning about what they teach you about the
environment, you know, and evolution and all the rest of it, you’re not bothered about
the perishing name. And I thought it was dreadful. And then mineralogy and you just
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went through all the minerals in [laughs], like reading a telephone directory or
something, you know, so you can imagine how boring the lectures were, going on
mineral after mineral, rock after rock and always got these stupid names like Crinanite
or something. Er … so no it wasn’t very inspiring the teacher but we survived it
somehow [laughs].

When you said that physics was – was grim, could you say a little bit more about –

Well that’s part – partly my fault I think, but I don’t think the – the lecturers were all
that inspiring.

Who was lecturing in physics at that time?

Oh gosh, I shouldn’t mention any names. Unfortunately I – well I can remember, I
don’t think it’d be appropriate to mention [laughs].

Right, and do you remember then particular – I don’t know, particular images shown
or experiments demonstrated or ideas?

No, oh I don’t think they had any experiments or demonstrations. I mean this was one
of the problems with physics from my point of view, the subject point of view, that of
course – in fact this is a classic problem that it – you – when you get to university –
when you’re at school you do all these classical physics, you know, magnetism and
electricity and all that, mechanics, when you get to university it’s all very abstract, it’s
all quantum theory and all the rest of it. And … I think this is where I started losing
the maths and the physics, when it became too abstract, as long as I could relate it to
something practical it was fine and of course that’s – that makes sense in terms of
ending up in geophysics, because geophysics draws on classical physics and classical
basic maths if you like, so that’s something I can cope with but when you get off into
all this atomic physics and – oh it’s just –

Could you –

And radio astronomy or anything else, I can’t cope with it.
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[01.01.41]

Could you then explain for the non-scientific listener this difference between classical
physics and – and quantum physics and – and why geophysics is related more closely
to classical physics than to …

Well geophysics is related very directly to classical physics because, you know,
geophysics is about gravity and you know you learn about gravity in – in doing
mechanics and dynamics and the effect of gravity on objects and this sort of thing.
Geophysics is about magnetism, it’s about the Earth’s magnetic field and magnetism
of rocks, well you know magnetism you do in the – in the – in the whatever it is form
now, it’s form twelve, the year twelve at school or whatever. It’s about seismology
which is just like optics, you know, it’s reflection and refraction of – of rays and so
you could go on, and it’s about electromagnetics, you have electromagnetic methods,
you have ground seeking – ground penetrating radar and things, you know, every
technique, it’s [laughs] – is based on a classical physical principle, whereas once you
get into, you know, asked about physics demonstrations at Cambridge, well there
weren’t any because, you know, you couldn’t demonstration quantum physics
physically [laughs], you – what you did have to use was a load of maths, a load of
abstract maths, you know, and … completely lost me [laughs].

Hmmm.

Well I don’t know, somehow I managed to – I managed to get a first in each year, I
mean I don’t know – the first two years how I managed to do that I don’t know, not
least ‘cause of the physics, I suppose I can cope with the rest of it. Goodness knows.
Perhaps there was a bit of something a bit more – yeah, there were a – there was a
little bit of electromagnetics and – and radi – ah radiation and things which I think I
could cope with but [laughs] …

What – do you remember the kinds of – of quantum mechanics that were –

No.
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No?

Can’t remember a thing about [laughs].

[01.03.34]

Yeah. And perhaps in geology in – in part – in years one and two the part one, was
anything said at that point of – of continental drift or more generally of theories of
development of the surface of the Earth?

Not a lot, I can’t remember it coming up in lectures at all, it did come up I think in
tutorials. If only because [laughs] – well my – my supervisor or whatever they’re
called I suppose who took the tutorials was a palaeontologist and there were a series
of maps done by the Termier and Termier French paleontologists I suppose and there
were maps of the world in which they plotted the distribution of fossils, fossil groups
as it were for different geological periods and periods of time. And I got into an
argument with my supervisor about I thought these bloody maps would make more
sense if you put the continents back together sort of thing which [laughs] if you move
them around a bit. And he – and so we got into a bit of an argument and he didn’t
agree. Actually I was talking to a great friend the other day, Joe Cann from
Cambridge about this and he said, ‘Well,’ ‘cause we were – we were saying who –
who if anybody at Cambridge when we were there as students believed in continental
drift, and of course the one person, Brian Harland but nobody could identify anybody
else but – but Joe was saying – and I think this is quite true that in fact most other
people, it wasn’t that they were really against drift, they had an open mind about it,
they weren’t convinced either way and – and as Joe said, Norman the supervisor was
probably playing devil’s advocate, you know, I mean he was – just to create a debate
or what, he didn’t necessarily – wasn’t that – necessarily that but I got the impression
he was very anti continental drift [laughs]. But I – as I say it came up in supervision
partly because I probably – it was in that case forced it I guess [laughs]. I don’t
remember it coming up in lectures at all actually.

[01.05.45]
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And could you tell me about clubs and societies in these sort of early years, first two
years of Cambridge that …

Yeah, well I – just as a joke I once in a supervision described myself as a society man
which I certainly wasn’t in that – in normal connotation, but I did belong to a lot of
societies but the ones I can remember were all to do with youth work [laughs]. We
had a scout and guide club which in those days was Rover Scouts and Ranger Guides
and that was quite fun, we had all sorts of – we had our own headquarters down by the
station and we had also quite a programme and I ultimately became service secretary
so we had to organise events, you know, helping old people or whatever it was, not
just across the road but in their houses and things. And that’s where I met my wife,
she doesn’t seem to remember it but I – I think the first – well it would have been her
first year and my second and we met at the sort of club dinner in May or whenever it
was, so I was sitting – sitting next to each other, she doesn’t seem to remember that,
I’m most disappointed. So was quite active in that not least because, you know, I had
got involved with – as a – as a – an assistant scout leader in – in – at home, while I
was doing the maths teaching and so on. Er … and that was quite serious, I mean we
– we – well it was not serious and it was serious, at Christmas we had a training
session at Gilwell, the scout headquarters which was quite good, and the only training
– as I pointed out when told you, the only training I had for anything I’d done was for
being a scout leader [laughs]. And even that wasn’t complete by any means, but in
effect we did via the – that rover crew we did do quite a bit of training one way and
another, each way at Gilwell in December and then at Easter we had trips on the
Broads which was rather fun, we used to come up here and hire sailing – you know,
four, six berths sailing boats and have a great time on the Broads. So that was
probably the thing I was most involved with but I was also a member of the Arnold
Society of course which was the educational society, actually I did end up organising
one of their trips once, actually that was quite an interesting one, to Hollesley Bay
penal colony or the – I think then it was basically a borstal, it may be partly now or –
or if not entirely. But yes I went on several of their trips, we went to Kings School
Ely and – and one or two other things. Oh the youth group which was – I got a bit
involved with that, that was – sort of brought together all sorts of youth organisations.
Gosh there must – well of course there was a geological society, what was it called,
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oh the Sedgwick Club of course, yeah, the Sedgwick Club and ultimately president of
that. Well we had – just for one term we had different undergraduate president every
term. Hmm … gee, didn’t really do any sport other than a bit of squash and things.
There wasn’t an awful lot of time for sport if you took the science seriously, you
know, ‘cause you had all these practicals and things and the sport was pretty
demanding. I did do rowing as a graduate, got my oars which was a bit ridiculous.
That was probably as a first year graduate. I can’t – they were – there were all –
another society – there were other societies I was probably less active with, I can’t
remember. Hmmm … oh it’ll come back to me in a minute.

And how would you account for your interest or what was the – in what way were you
enthusiastic for the youth societies and for educational societies, what –?

Well I suppose – I mean this – this – I suppose this might be a bit relevant, I can’t
remember if I mentioned it before, you know, different stages I was keen on doing –
or thought I wanted to do a certain career, you know, go into a certain area and
initially I remember when I went to Latymer for the interview, another reason why I
can’t imagine why I got through the interview, I was briefly interviewed by the head
and he said, you know [laughs], what did I want to be or something and I very
unimaginative basically said I wanted to be like my father, you know, working in an
office or something like that, I wouldn’t have thought that counted – but anyway it
was a bit of a silly question to ask an eleven year old or ten year old or whatever I was
at the time, but no soon after that – well soon after that was the Festival of Britain and
actually I think certainly at that time or before I’d effectively become very interested
in architecture and of course Festival of Britain was a great festival of ar – you know,
the architects had a ball and it was all – well I thought it was fantastic, well as did a
lot of people. So I wanted to be an architect and so that was sort of twelve thirteen or
whatever, and then of course I discovered that everybody else wanted to be an
architect [laughs] and that was probably not a very good idea and I probably didn’t
have enough imagination in any case from the arts side point of view, I’m a lot more
technical. So that’s when I started getting very interested in civil engineering stuff
and I remember – I wasn’t very loquacious as a – as a – well I’m not now but as a
child, and a bit rather shy and retiring, partly because I was very tall and stood out,
you know, and didn’t really want [laughs] to. And there was just on one occasion I
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think when in English we all had to give a presentation, you know, in front of the
class and, ‘oh my god’. But this is quite significant I think because actually at that
time I’d become very interested in a lot of major civil engineering projects in Canada
and I’d bought – I used to get regularly a – a little weekly magazine, it was a bit like
the Manchester Guardian Weekly which was called something like Canada Review I
think it was called [laughs], and very interested in Canada, partly from visiting the
Imperial Institute or something [laughs]. And particularly all these incredible
engineering things so I thought, well – I think we – presumably we could choose our
own subject for this – this presentation, I thought well it’s quite interesting, I’ll talk
about that. So I talked about this and all of a sudden I was so enthusiastic about it
[laughs] everybody was a bit bowled over, you know, this guy who never normally
said anything, and of course really it was symptomatic of everything thereafter, if I
was – if I was boned up on a subject, if I really knew something about it I was
perfectly happy talking about it, I cannot ad-lib, you know, I mean there’s no way I
could become the vice chancellor of PVC or anything else, there’s no way, I’m just so
slow, I can’t think of anything on the spur of the moment, you know, and in terms of
public speaking. So that really set the tone but it was – it was a useful experience not
least because it was reasonably successful. Actually there was one previous
experience, in fact which also set the tone, I could have mentioned it, at my primary
school in the final year we had elections for school captain or whatever it was, again
boys’ school, and I can’t remember whether we had them every term or whether it
was for the whole year. Anyway I came second in these elections [laughs] and at
some point, perhaps weeks after this, the boy who had come out first, head boy,
disgraced himself in some – I can’t remember how for the life in me but I became
head boy [laughs] and then subsequently in the year or whenever we had a visiting
dignitary or some function and as head boy I had to give – say a few words. So there
we were at the rehearsal, I got up on the platform and I totally froze, you know, I
completely froze [both laugh], oh my god, you know, you’ll have to have somebody
else, so they had somebody else do it. So that was my first introduction of public
speaking and obviously it was not a good one and I mean that probably explained why
– partly why I was, you know, in fear and dread of this. And then I’ve had a very
patchy history in terms of public speaking [laughs] which is one extreme or the other I
think. I did have one other success at school in that I was – we had this – what was
called The Gild, it was – all the posts and terminology was based on a medieval gild,
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unfortunately they have done away with it – it was basically a drama society or an arts
society and I belonged to The Gild but of course being technically minded I was on
the stage management side, I certainly wasn’t appearing, you know, as an actor in
front of house, I was backstage and so ultimately I became what was called master of
the pageant, master of the pageant was stage manager basically [laughs]. And then at
the Gild Fest which was the annual dinner [laughs], for some unEarthly reason the
master of the pageant had to give a speech and I thought, oh my god, you know. And
so I spent ages on this speech and I wrote it all out and I got up and I started talking
and everybody was in a dead silence thinking, oh god, this is going to be awful, and
then suddenly everybody collapsed in laughter, oh my god, my trousers have fallen
down or something, what on Earth has happened and it was a joke apparently in the
speech but I’d got so used to this damn speech I completely forgotten that some of it
was supposed to be funny, you know, where the jokes were and so – and in the end
[laughs] – it’s funny I should use the word loquacious a little while ago, because I
always remember this, in the end it went over quite well, I mean not least because
people were – weren’t expecting it to be good, you know, and people came up to you
and said, ‘What on Earth –’ and all the rest of it. The following morning or whatever
[laughs] Mr Bamford the chemistry teacher at the time came up to me and said, ‘That
was a very good speech last night Vine, I didn’t realise you were so loquacious,’ ‘oh
my god, what does loquacious mean’ [laughs] and I looked it up and I was so annoyed
with myself ‘cause I did know a bit of Latin, you know, and I should have known
what loquacious meant. Oh dear, what are we supposed to be talking about?

Yes, and –

How did this arise, tell me [laughs].

I asked you about your interest in youth work and –

Oh yes.

And you were talking about your enthusiasm for different careers at different times.

Oh that’s right.
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Successful talk.

Oh and then we got onto – yes, rather than going into civil engineering, yes so – and
then when I got into the sixth form there was this business, you know, started talking
about universities and again at some point I had an interview with the head or he
buttonholed me or something and I said – and he said what am I doing about – ‘What
are you doing about this de-de-de?’ and it turned out I wasn’t doing very much, he
said – so he sort of gave a bit of a lecture, you know, ‘You really ought to pull your
socks up and do this I think.’ So I went up to Imperial College and got all the
information about civil engineering, I’ve still got it I’ve discovered, all – all the
pamphlets on civil engineering, I thought, oh all right. And basically that was the
second strand I suppose, you know, if I hadn’t gone to Cambridge I would have
probably gone to Imperial to do engineering, civil engineering and – but of course
from the school’s point of view, as I was saying earlier, that they wanted to push
people into Cambridge if they possibly could to get Cambridge scholarships to put on
the honours board. And that’s the way it turned out so it would have been civil
engineering. But in terms of what I wanted to be, just after that or about that time, I
was about seventeen I don’t know quite how it came – well I think I might know how
it came about I don’t know, I suddenly realised – oh yes, I do know how it came about
really, that I was very interested in working with young people and I suppose it came
out in two ways, one I was getting a bit involved with the local scout group again,
having been in the cadets, via this former scout leader who I mentioned who
introduced me to classical music and maps and things, and so – and then that
ultimately led to being – being assistant scout leader in that group, but I think the
other thing was being a prefect at school and at the end of the first year in the sixth
form we were temporary prefects while the second year were doing exams sort of
thing and then the second year – the sec – yeah, that would be right, the second year
we were prefects, and for some reason I always seemed to have the junior school,
invariably had the junior school which was sort of eleven, twelve or thirteen, or junior
end of the school, it was all the same school, it wasn’t physically separate or anything.
And I don’t know, I just seemed to hit it off with these kids, I don’t – I’ve often –
again you don’t have time to think about these things until you arrive, well why did I
get on with them, you know, and all I can think of because I just did what came
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naturally, you know, and I – I just treated them with some respect and, you know,
treated them like adults and talked to them and suddenly I just hit it off with them, and
I don’t know, you know, whether other people of that age would think, ah you know,
it’s a good opportunity to pull rank and, you know, be horrible to them if you were
horrible to me or whatever, I don’t know, I mean that’s certainly the caricature you
get. But it was so, you know, they used to call me Fred and I didn’t mind that and all
the rest of it [laughs]. And then when I ultimately had the form I insisted on calling
them all by their Christian name which was unheard of, you know, I mean it was
always surnames everywhere, I thought, damn this, I’m not using surnames, so always
talked to them by [Christian] names and always treated them like adults and, you
know, was involved with the scout movement, the first scout law is that a scout’s
honour is to be trusted and as far as I’m concerned that was it, you know, they – they
had to be trusted and they knew that, they seemed to know that, you know, and if you
respected them and gave them responsibility they were – you know, trust in me I’ll
respond, and I found that whether it was at school or with the scouts it – it worked
and, erm … so one way or another by the age of seventeen I realised I wanted to work
with young people and be involved in education, now being involved in the education
and scouts was a – probably – not – probably not an all together good idea to do both,
I don’t know, and I rather assumed I’d end up teaching in a secondary school. As it
happened I took a somewhat different path but – but I did end up obviously teaching
young people, they just happened to be a bit older, they happened to be typically
eighteen to twenty-one undergraduates and that was – that was just as good and they
were absolutely fantastic and … you know, I was very happy with that and always
have been [laughs].

Thank you.

[01.20.09]

Could we talk about the – the teaching in part two, natural sciences, your – your third
year and I think that you specialised at this point in geology and in – in fact a
particular part of –?
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Well strictly petrology, yes [laughs], yeah, rocks, rocks and minerals strictly. But
well in other words not palaeontology, most aspects of geology but not – not
palaeontology and – and with the emphasis on – on igneous and metamorphic rocks
[laughs], I mean terribly specialised. Crazy really, you know, I mean since then
geological society have I think quite regularly published, er – they send round to
employers who are geologists a list of all the subjects taught at the university and they
say, ‘Now which ones are important from your point of view?’ [laughs] and you
know, of course it comes out geophysics, statistics and maths or whatever it is
[laughs] and no metamorphic geology and so on, or palaeontology is just zilch, you
know, it’s just [laughs] – and yet there’s virtually no geophysics. I mean again, a
fantastic difference in environmental sciences here, you know, they all do statistics
whether they like it not the first year and they all do maths in their first year and this
sort of thing, and provide some of the ground, more importantly these days because
they come up with such bad maths and statistics. The one bright spot – and I mean
the teaching of – of that – the geological science was much the same as in part one,
the one really bright spot of course was the geophysics and that wasn’t at all serious, it
was [coughs] – I certainly – I don’t know if we were even examined in it, I’m not sure
we were, it was a very funny setup because the only geophysics then was in this
department in Madingley Rise called geodesy and geophysics for sort of background
reasons you were hinting at earlier, and it was essentially a small graduate school, you
know, I mean they – they – it was all graduate students but they gave [laughs] – they
gave a couple of courses in the third year and, as I say I don’t think they were
examined, I might be wrong, they were sort of taster courses or something [laughs].
One – well mainly been one course and just taught by two different people, it may
have been only one semester or something.

[End of Track 3]
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Track 4

Remind me where I was.

Yes, you were telling me about the small geophysics component of – of part two
petrology?

Yeah, have you started?

Yes.

Oh it’s running, right. Yeah, now this was something completely different, this was
taught by Maurice Hill and – and Teddy Bullard from – from the Department of
Geodesy and Geophysics and Maurice did – I can’t remember which came first, it
doesn’t matter really, he did sort of geophysical techniques I think essentially, the sort
of thing I mentioned earlier about gravity magnetics, seismology and explained some
of the techniques. And then Teddy Bullard did a section [laughs] which was just
fantastic, I mean you know, this guy was so inspirational [laughs]. He came in to the
lecture theatre in the Cavendish and it was a fairly fancy lecture theatre for the day,
you know, it had blinds that went up and down, controlled electrically and a board and
this and that, so he started off sort of pretending he didn’t understand all the controls
so the things were going up and down, you know, it was an absolute hoot to start off
[laughs]. And he, as I say, was inspirational because he just started talking off the
cuff, I mean he didn’t – he had a syllabus about recent developments in geophysics
sort of thing and this was fantastically exciting, you know, everything they did turned
up something new which was roughly true, you know, they put a – they did – and
partly because they’d just – only just devised the instruments, you know, which is –
it’s technology led very largely, but they just had to deploy a magnetometer and a
buoy off the western approaches or something, got some fascinating data which they
weren’t expecting, you know, and they just – well not so many years earlier he and
people at Woods Hole had developed a – a probe that could measure heat flow from –
through the ocean floor and this sort of thing, you know, and they were just beginning
to get all these mag – this magnetic data off – off the west coast of the US showing
magnetic lineations and it seemed to me as though anything you did turned to gold,
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you know, you came up with some [laughs] – not surprisingly because we knew so
little about the oceans and so this whole course was just, you know, such a contrast to
everything else, it was just a complete [laughs] inspiration. And you thought, wow,
you know, this is the thing to do, this is the exciting area, this is marine geophysics,
can’t go wrong.

Did you gather any sense at this time of relations between geology and geophysics?

[Laughs] Yes. Generally not too good [laughs]. I mean partly because Teddy was a
complete maverick. You know, well I mean there was a – there was a general
problem between geology and geophysics nationally and internationally, they were
quite separate [laughs]. Again I can’t remember if I mentioned it here or because I’ve
said it somebody recently that, you know, in – in this country the geologists belong to
the Geological Society, the geophysics who presumably – well I wouldn’t say they
were rebuffed by the geologists, they were in the Astronomical Society which was –
the Royal Astronomical Society, which in fact is astronomy and geophysics but
geophysics of course was a very poor sister, but I mean that derived from the fact that
the – the first requirements in geophysics, as I’ve just hinted, was to build
instruments, you know, before you could do it so you needed physicists to build the
instruments, so it started off with people who were essentially practical experimental
physicists who didn’t know any geology and weren’t interested in geology [laughs]
really. So I mean that – that’s – but it was the same in America, the American
Geophysical Union and there’s a Geological Society in America, is to this day. And,
er, as regards Cambridge, well I mean it was very unfortunate and you had this
physical separation of about two miles almost with Madingley Rise out – out in the
big – well not now I mean they’ve built the new Cavendish out there in Madingley
Road, but then you – but then you had the Cavendish and all the other sciences were
pretty well – all the other sciences were on the – on the Downing site, down on the
Downing Street. But it was worse [laughs] than the physical separation because –
well I mean the interdepartmental rivalry was ridiculous, again I – presumably I
haven’t mentioned it on this tape, you had geology and the Sedgwick Museum as part
of the Downing site buildings there, adjacent to geology you had mineralogy,
petrology and crystallography, right, continuous building. At one point just before we
became undergraduates the doors between the two were locked because [laughs] –
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because of the antipathy between the heads of department, I mean it was that
ridiculous, you know, this departmentalism. But I think the added thing with geology
was that Teddy was a bit of a maverick, I mean he was – he was part of – part of the
establishment but he was against the establishment [laughs], he was a bit of a boy and
he was from the Bullard family here [Norfolk], the brewers, you know and I presume
he had a, you know, wealthy background and a – and a – went to a good school and
all the rest of it, so he was pretty easygoing and I think he was pretty dashing when he
was young with the ladies and all the rest of these [laughs]. And he – and he was in
science for the fun of it, you know, ‘cause he enjoyed it, he didn’t have to be
probably, he could have gone on brewing or just investing his money or something.
But he thought geophysics was fun and then he – he was in the war, he started off in
the Cavendish doing atomic physics, or supposed to be, and I forget at what stage,
whether it was before or after his PhD decided he didn’t want to do any more atomic –
but this was about 1930, it was quite an exciting time in that area. But for whatever
reason he – he wanted – didn’t – decided not to do that and he joined LenoxCunningham or whatever it was in Madingley Rise and he did this work in East Africa
on – on gravity over the rift valleys and things and – and one or two other things, did
some work in East Anglia. Hmmm … sorry what – I’ve lost my train a bit.

That’s all right, I’ll just ask – I’ll remind you in a sec but if – if you could just – would
you know why East Africa and East Anglia were the sites for … hmmm –

Oh [laughs].

Teddy Bullard’s –

Well East – East Anglia because it was local, you know, they did seismics locally, I’m
not sure about East – well East Africa because it was British and – and there’s very
interesting features of the rift valleys, I’m not sure of any other reason than that.
Remind me what I was supposed to be talking about.

Yes, relations between sort of –

Oh right, yeah.
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Institutional relations between geology and geophysics at this time?

Teddy had gone into geophysics, he – in the war he was involved – like quite a lot of
the sciences with that sort of – those sort of abilities in anti-submarine warfare and,
you know, developing magnetic detectors or magnetic – what do they call it, the –
they ‘degaussed’ ships they called it so that they wouldn’t attract magnetic mines,
they were working on this problem, you know, of mine – magnetic mines, anti-sub –
submarine detection and all this sort of thing, and then after the war – well he in many
ways was a primary theoretician, I mean he did a lot of work on – on the Earth’s
magnetic field, he was a brilliant theoretician but he also had this practical strand in
marine geophysics, somehow he got involved with the Americans on it, he used to go
to America regularly and work at Woods Hole and I think at Scripps, so he had all –
all sorts of contacts and – and friends in America, and then at some point in the early
‘50s I think he went to Toronto and became professor in Toronto, I’m not quite sure –
well this is all before my time, how all that came about. Then he came back after a
few years to the UK, and this is where it gets more relevant to your question [laughs],
as director of the National Physical Laboratory at Teddington. Now [laughs] I don’t
know how that came – be very interesting to know more about – well it must all be in
the Royal Society’s biography and – he didn’t stay there very long but arguably, or
perhaps cynically, he stayed there long enough to get a knighthood as director of the
[laughs], you know, so there were certain jobs as is almost true now which were you
automatically got a knighthood [laughs]. And knowing Teddy in a way I think he
may have just done this for the hell of it, you know, because a knighthood had great
cache in the States quite apart from anything else, god Sir Edward Bullard, you know
[both laugh]. And knowing Teddy I mean it wouldn’t have meant anything to him, it
would have been just one big joke, you know, so after a couple of years there he came
to Cambridge as professor of geophysics and this was then the mid ‘50s and – mid to
late ‘50s and everything was getting pretty exciting, I mean he – he presumably
wasn’t really involved with the palaeomagnetic side, that was probably phasing out
with Runcorn going off to Newcastle but he did get pretty – despite – I mean his main
work was theoretical but he did get very involved with the marine geophysics and as I
say he had – spent time in Scripps and Woods Hole worked with very specific people
like Art Maxwell on heat flow … and … you know he – quite apart from anything
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else, you know, as graduate students at Madingley Rise he inculcated a sense of fun,
you know, this was fun, we’re doing – we’re not doing this [laughs], for anybody
else’s sake, this is just enormous fun, there was all sorts of exciting things going on
really.

Hmmm.

And it really came over in these lectures.

Yes, what did he show or you’ve said that he talked off the cuff so, you know, he’s
talking about these things, did – what did he do in terms of –

He had slides really, he had slides.

Do you remember what he was – what he was showing on the slides?

Well all the latest developments, I think they included these – as I say these magnetic
lineations, and he would basically have gone through the sort of techniques that
Maurice Hill had mentioned and talked about the results, you know, and sort of rather
exciting results that were coming out.

[10.02]

And what do you remember of Maurice Hill’s lecture course?

They were quite good, they –they – you know, they were less inspiring but they were
[laughs] – but I mean his remit was a bit different, you know, he had a job to do in
explaining some of the fundamental sort of things, the basic techniques, but they were
okay.

And how did he explain those techniques?

Well the normal way you [laughs], you know, with chalk and [laughs] – and slides, I
can’t remember.
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Slides, I wondered whether he brought in pieces of equipment or –

No, not – not typically I don’t think no, no. People didn’t seem to think of doing that
in those days, no, they were –

[10.35]

And did you – what did – did you get any sense of sort of, erm, tensions between –
you’ve mentioned the locking of the doors between the two sub disciplines of geology,
but of tensions between geology and geophysics?

Yeah, sorry I’ll get back to your question, I digress. The geophysicists – the
geologists were much more staid, quite apart from anything else they didn’t like
Teddy’s rather flamboyant [laughs] extravert – but I mean this was – this was
reflected nationally, you know, down in London, I mean I think they didn’t go down
very well there, you know, in those days they were a bit more snooty than they are
now. So that was quite funny, and Teddy didn’t have a lot of respect for geologists
[laughs]. I always – he was always making rude remarks about geologists and they
were making rude remarks about him. I remember you know once we’d got through
the plate tectonic revolution – revolution as it was called in the late ‘60s and I was
with him once – or with a group of people and he said – we were saying, you know,
what a sort of change it was and how everything had been sort of simplified and
integrated in a way within plate tectonics and – and Teddy said, ‘Well give the
geologists ten or twenty years, they’ll bugger it all up again,’ you know, making [both
laugh] – and make it sort of terribly complicated [laughs]. So you know, he didn’t
have much time for geologists.

And how – how did you know as an undergraduate that – that the – that geologists
were not keen on Teddy Bullard’s style of presenting?

I didn’t – I’m not sure that I knew as an undergraduate really, I mean that would have
come out as a – as a graduate really. I don’t know, I think some of them may have
made remarks that hinted at it [laughs] I think, even as an undergraduate.
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Did you get a sense of how geology viewed geophysics as a relatively new …?

Totally irrelevant really, I mean this is the extraordinary thing, I mean they didn’t –
yeah, it wasn’t relevant to what they were doing ‘cause they were stamp collecting,
they were just collecting rocks and fossils [laughs]. I don’t know that they alluded to
it very much at all … I suppose it did in – I mean we did have one inspirational
lecturer, trouble with names … how ridiculous, Black, Maurice Black, Maurice Black,
there were two Blacks, Bill Black and Maurice Black and he was a sedimentologist of
all unlikely areas, and he – he – I mean he was ahead of his time, or he was in the
Vanguard or something because he did actually talk about sediments in relation to
processes, you know, in environments and bring the thing alive, you know, as to what
these things told you rather than just describing them and things [laughs], say this is a
limestone, you know, this is a turbidite or something. No, he – he was good but he
was really about the only one in that category.

Were you lectured by Harold Jeffreys?

No, thank goodness [laughs], he was an appalling lecturer apparently, no, well I was
only lectured over the high table at St John’s once, he told me I was an idiot for
believing in continental drift.

When was that?

At a distance. I don’t know, it must have been some time in the early ‘70s I think,
could have been a lot later because he lived forever until he was about ninety-eight.
But Alan Smith I think had invited me – well I guess I was visiting Alan Smith, you
know, and we – we were on high table and Harold Jeffreys was about three places
from me I think, at least, off to the right and I was minding my own business and at
some point I could hear him saying, ‘That guy along there believes in continental
drift, it’s completely rubbish,’ or something like this, or words – something like that,
and I didn’t think it was terribly polite – polite to reply [laughs] because he was …

[14.23]
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And did – and were you aware as an undergraduate of the department of geography
in any way, of the –

No [laughs].

No?

No, I’m sorry to disappoint you, no it –

[Laughs].

It was a different faculty and we had no contact whatsoever. And yet, you know, they
must have been teaching subjects on the physical side which virtually overlapped.

I know that Alfred Steers had a book on the Unstable Earth but I think was on the
committee of Madingley Rise but he seems to have been the only connection and –

That’s right, well he was a big name, I remember that and he did work on the North
Norfolk coast here I think, a lot of work there. But no, geography didn’t really come
into the equation at all, no.

‘Cause you could – looking superficially from a – a distance you could imagine
geology, geography and geophysics jostling in some way for sort of – sort of
academic space if you like but from what you’ve said geophysics was viewed by
geology as entirely separate and –

No, I don’t think so, yeah, I don’t think they were – as I say geophysics then was
regarded as a graduate school really, I think you didn’t teach it at a graduate –
undergraduate level, and geologists didn’t have any use for it really [laughs].

[15.42]
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And – and when – what were – what was Teddy Bullard’s view of geology, you’ve
mentioned that he thought that, you know, that they would eventually mess up the –
but what was his view of its limitations if as you say he was critical of it?

Well I think he did have a bit of a J J Thomson physicist’s view that it was stamp
collecting, you know, that it was all a bit boring and cataloguing and, you know, could
understand that the physicists were interested in principles and the – I mean I’ve got a
sympathy, for some reason I couldn’t do – well I couldn’t do palaeontology and
certainly couldn’t do botany and I could never remember all the damn names, I mean
if you can’t remember all these endless names you have to do maths and physics, you
know, we don’t have to remember a lot of names, you just used to remember a few
concepts and principles [laughs]. No, I mean a lot of it – as everything with Teddy
was a bit exaggerated, you knew you could take it with a pinch of salt and – and the
geologists obviously took him too seriously sort of thing but [laughs].

[16.46]

And what did geology involve, the teaching of geology in terms of fieldwork and
laboratory work in the third year?

There wasn’t much laboratory work, they were called demonstrations because they
were just set out material, you know, whether they were rocks, minerals or [laughs],
maps, they were okay but they were – they were, you know, not too demanding.
Fieldwork was – well that was quite good, er, we had certainly a major fieldtrip every
Easter, the first year was to Arran which is quite a classic locality, it’s ideal for first
year students, unfortunately it means it’s overrun with undergraduate students – with
geology students as a result. So I did that in the first year and then I did it also in the
first year as a graduate, I demonstrated on it and actually my wife and I went back last
September I think it was and did the Arran coastal way [laughs], partly because of
course so many of the geological localities are on the coast where the exposures are
best and that actually is quite a difficult walk, the going is very difficult in places
because of landfalls and slips and all the rest of it, it’s really – it’s not really – well
they don’t call it a path but then a lot of the walks aren’t called paths, they’re called
ways, like the Dales Way which we’ve done more recently. But it’s certainly not a
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path, a lot of it is sort of over boulders of varying sizes from very small to very large.
But no, that was good and that was fun going back to see some of the things and
actually I had some decent notes having done it as a graduate student which we –
which I dug out, much to my wife’s amazement. So that was the first year, second
year was in Pembrokeshire which again is very good, that – that was part around
Tenby and then also around White Sands Bay in the north, that’s pretty brilliant, of
the two they’re very very good areas for geological fieldwork, so they – they were
good. And in the third year which was mainly petrological we went to Skye which
again is – is excellent but that was mainly for igneous and metamorphic petrology.

And what did – what did you do there?

You go around and look at the rocks [laughs]. Yeah, you look at the rocks and try and
find – well, you know, find fossils and things and – no it’s basically a case of looking
at [laughs] the rocks I think, reading the rocks and being told about the rocks.
Actually I think it may have been as a graduate student, I found a – a trilobite on
Arran which – well the other demonstrator on – on the course was much more over
the moon about it than I was, apparently it was quite – quite rare. I think you just
happened to be lucky, I mean this was Easter, you know, it happened to have been
exposed by erosion and weathering in the winter and – and this – there aren’t that
many Cambrian rocks on Arran but there are some, obviously. Then we had – oh
dear, I don’t know that I did any of this, then there was Sedgwick Club fieldtrips, and
I certainly missed one of those, now wait a minute I don’t remember – I can’t
remember what we – well perhaps we went every year, can’t remember much about
those or whether I went on any. The other one we had was a mapping – mapping
course, not entirely sure why I did that, at the end of the second year, that was at
Horton-in-Ribblesdale, a) because I didn’t have to do a third year mapping project and
b) because it was in the height of the hay fever season and I had terrible hay fever.
But again very good area obviously, carboniferous limestone, Ingleborough and so on
and … Ribblesdale. They’re the ones I remember. I ended up doing the – the
Spitsbergen expedition at the end of my third year, as the geophysicist, or one of the
geophysicists actually. That was with Brian Harland who was a bit more into that.

[21.03]
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Now could you tell me something about the – the masculinity of the – of the subjects
that you were doing at Cambridge at this time?

[Laughs] The masculinity of Cambridge?

I know – I think I’m right in saying that your – your wife took a – a science –

Yeah she did geology.

Degree, but I mean one of the simplest ways of tackling this is just if you could give us
a sense of the relative balance of male and female students?

Oh my god there were only six percent female in –

At the time you were –

Yeah. Six percent, just – there was just, erm, Newnham, Girton and New Hall, but
the scout and guide club we seemed to draw heavily on Homerton, teachers’ training
college [laughs]. So yeah, I mean that – I’m not – that’s why I joined the [laughs] –
primarily joined the scout and guide club but I [laughs] – it probably was the club or
one of the few clubs where there were a reasonable number of women in it because of
that reason, so many of the Homerton girls, you know, were keen on – or had been
guides or they were keen on running cubs or whatever it was, you know, and they
were all great lasses, and it was as I say through that that I met Sue, I’d just – it was a
coincidence that she happened to be doing geology but she was a different year, you
know, I hadn’t come across her there. But in fact she had quite a similar sort of
background in terms of abilities so it’s not surprising that both children ended up as
engineers and best at maths and physics and so on.

And how would you account for the predominance of male students in the sciences at
Cambridge at this time, as –

How would I account for it?
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Well –

[Laughs] Well –

Yes, well I mean –

I’m not sure the percentages were any different in natural sciences necessarily, it was
very [laughs ] like –

Than in – than in English or –

I mean there were several girls doing geology. Yeah, and one – it’s Sue’s greatest –
well one of – she had a lot of friends but a particular friend was Judy – I can’t
remember her – her maiden name now but I mean she married Mark Moody-Stuart
who again a geologist [laughs] and – and they were in Sue’s year, they were the year
below me, or Mark went into Shell and ultimately became chairman of British Shell
and International Shell ,and you know, president of the Geological Society and all the
rest of it, remarkable, I mean now Sir Mark Moody-Stuart and Judy’s now Lady, and
knowing Judy [laughs] she hasn’t really changed, it’s quite funny. Yeah, so that’s it,
there were several girls I think, yeah, and probably – you know, six percent, I would
guess it was, yeah.

So you didn’t have a sense that science was – attracted fewer female students than say
–

Well as I said it was so – I’m just trying to think in our – actually our third year
geology there may not have been any women actually come to think of it, but then
there were only a dozen of us or less I think doing – I don’t know, can’t remember
exactly, can’t remember any – there may not have been any girls. No, it may have
been a bit lower, I really don’t know but it was just so low in general, you know, it
was ridiculous [laughs].

I see, yes thank you.
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Very different now, in fact Newnham’s the only – certainly the only all women’s
college, it may be the only single sex college I think, Newnham, I can’t be absolutely
sure of that.

So for example would your wife have commented on the fact that she was taking
geology as a – as a woman or would this have been no more remarkable than taking
English as –

No, I don’t think we thought twice about it really … I think – I’m sure we all felt
women and – ought to have equal opportunities, you know, and of course that was the
time when they didn’t but they were gradually emerging in the ‘60s. In that context
Sue was [laughs] – I don’t know if she was a member of the first women’s rowing
eight or the second, you know, it was right at the beginning of women’s rowing and
done that before or been allowed to do that or something, or take part in the major or
anything. It was just ridiculous. In fact – what was it we came across the other day?
That they weren’t – women at Cambridge – where did that crop up? They weren’t
allowed to graduate or something in the Senate house until 1947, there was some –
something, I wish I could remember exactly what it was, you know, some archaic that
they weren’t allowed to do until after the Second World War I –

Yes, I think that they could – although they could take the degree – they could do the
degree course –

Oh yes, they could –

They couldn’t graduate in the sense of –

That’s right, they could, yes.

They couldn’t gain the status of the qualification although they could do the course.

Yeah yeah, absolutely incredible.
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But I wondered whether there was anything particular about the – the nature or the
practices of – of science that … you know, were peculiarly masculine at this time?

No, I wasn’t aware of that, I think women certainly did it – I don’t think that was – I
don’t think we talked a lot about it at all …

Hmmm, okay.

[End of Track 4]
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Track 5

Could you tell me about the – this – the talk given by Harry Hess from Princeton at
the tenth Inter-University Geological Congress which happened in your final year in
1962?

January ’62, yeah. Well that was an inspiration. It’s – it’s rather an extraordinary
perceptive thing all together because this Inter-University Geological Congress, which
as the name almost implies it rotated around the universities and Cambridge was
hosting it that year, but it was organised by undergraduates and quite how – and I
wasn’t very directly involved in it at all, some of us were – I suppose it started in the
second year, anyway I really wasn’t involved in the organisation at all but – but as I
say some of my year must have been. Quite how they hit on this topic, it was – the
topic was something like, you’ve got it there, The Evolution of the North Atlantic or
something wasn’t it and – which was [laughs] almost pointed straight away to Drift in
a way – so that was – that was odd, now quite what the origin of that was I don’t
know, and then they could afford one lead speaker, you know, could afford to bring
someone in from overseas and they chose Harry Hess, I’m not quite sure how they –
well I suppose – I suppose it was on the strength of his seafloor spreading paper that –
actually people didn’t really know about that then I don’t think, it was barely
published, there was a – well it wasn’t published actually, it was published late in ’62
in a very obscure publication, well it was in a – people weren’t aware of it sometimes
called the Buddington Volume of the Geological Society of America, special volume
in honour of – of dear old Budd, Arthur Buddington, who was, you know, at
Cambridge and a very famous mineralogist – not at Cambridge, at Princeton. And –
and Harry, you know, being a colleague in the same area was sort of obliged to write
an article, fet obliged to write an article in this – in this testimonial volume and it was
about seafloor spreading ‘cause that’s what he happened to have done most recently
but it turned out to be a very obscure place. Anyway there was – there was somebody
who jumped the gun, Harry had distributed a pre-print in 1959, or it may have been
’60, I’m not sure if it was ’59 or ’60 and that was quite widely distributed and Bob
Dietz who saw that picked up the ball and ran with it and he actually published a brief
article in – in Nature in ’61 which invoked seafloor spreading, in fact he called it
seafloor spreading and he acknowledged subsequently, you know, this was all rather
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inadvertent and he – you know, he didn’t mean to pre-empt Hess, he fully
acknowledged that Hess had – had thought of the idea but as it happened he did
actually coin the phrase seafloor spreading. So I – I don’t know, somebody must have
picked up on the Dietz article I suppose or something. Oh sorry this wasn’t directly
involved with how it came about but it did – it did amount to almost the arguments for
and against drift, you know they were – they were – actually I’ve got it all
somewhere, the programme and everything. Though – and it was quite inspiring, well
Harry Hess’ talk which was the first was very inspiring, I thought that was fantastic,
but then equally fantastic in a way there were people like O T Jones who was a retired
professor at Cambridge, not sure I’d ever seen him before, I may have done he was
around occasionally. He – O T Jones, I think it was O T Jones who he – he did – who
was – like most people at Cambridge he was probably an expert in the Paleozoic, you
know, the Caledonides or something, he described a fieldtrip in North America in the
Appalachians and he was rather bowled over by the – by the equivalence almost, you
know, the formations on either side of the Atlantic in the Caledonides and the
Appalachians and he – he in effect made quite a strong [laughs] case for – and
actually that was remarkable because I realised subsequently in reviewing the
literature on continent drift that E B Bailey a famous geologist in, I don’t know, the
‘30s had exactly the same experience. In fact he went on a Princeton fieldtrip across
North America and he wrote it up in Nature and he raved about the comparisons
between [laughs] the Appalachians and the Caledonides so it was quite extraordinary.
And then there was John Belshe I think who was the one remaining palaeomagnetist
at Madingley Rise who gave a talk on the palaeomagnetic evidence and there was a –
a talk – now oh I’ve forgot who the first author is, as I say I could look all this out
very readily, but the second author was Norman Hughes my palaeontologist or micropal – no, what was he? A palynologist really, dealt with pollen, and my supervisor
who I thought was anti-drift and he had his name on a paper, I’ve – I forget who the
first author was which I think must have in effect made the case for some of the
paleontological evidence for continental drift. So as I said, short of getting out the
actual full programme and going through them … I’m not sure there was anything on
the programme that was really anti-continental drift and a lot of it if only by
implication seemed rather supportive [laughs], but it was all, you know, at a time
when it was all a bit up in the air. But for me I like – you know, it’s the old problem
isn’t it, being in the right place at the right time, I mean it was exactly the right time, it
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meant that – and I was doing – specialising in mineralogy, petrology which is Hess’
real field, I mean Hess – another aspect of all this which goes back a bit to the stamp
collecting and not waving your arms about, you know, how mountains are formed,
was that Harry Hess, his – his day job almost, you know, or his rigorous basic work
was in mineralogy and petrology and he – in particular he studied the – what was it,
the pyroxenes I think was the main minerals he studied and then he also studied
serpentinites. And … serpentinite localities are mainly in the Appalachians and
places so he – he churned out some really solid traditional geology papers in this but
he was really interested, you know, in how ocean trenches were formed and things
and he had that as another strand, but like so many geologists he was very reluctant to
publish and speculate upon it and that’s why of course the seafloor spreading paper
was called ‘geopoetry’ because he thought, you know, he had to emphasise from the
start this was all a bit wild speculation, as geologists you didn’t speculate on this sort
of thing. And he had a paper, I’m pretty sure he was on – he certainly worked with
Vening Meinesz and Maurice Ewing and people in – in submarines in the ‘30s
defining the gravity anomaly over ocean trenches, like the Puerto Rico trench, Vening
Meinesz had already defined it over the Java trench. And this was an anomaly that
they – David Griggs and – and I think – I’m pretty sure Harry was on the paper as
well, two or three of them interpreted what they called a tectogene, which they
thought the only way of holding down this mass deficiency was to have convection
currents buckling everything down which was pretty outrageous at the time [laughs],
this was 1939 and of course basically it all went into abeyance because of the war but
– but he had this – you know, he always had this hankering after big ideas as well as
doing his work on – on mineralogy and petrology and then I don’t know whether you
want all this at this stage, but Harry was in the navy in the war and ultimately
lieutenant commander or something heading up convoys going across the Pacific, you
know, taking goods – taking supplies across the Pacific and he’d already done a bit of
oceanography as I said, submarines and so on so he thought, well this is a great
opportunity as virtually nothing was known about the Pacific of – of keeping the echo
sounder running [laughs], you know, rather than just run it in shallow water when you
were frightened of going – running aground or something, he ran it across the deep
ocean, and fortunately it did actually manage to hit the bottom it was that powerful
and he discovered these so called guyots, which -. Guyot was the first professor at
Princeton of geology and the geology department is called Guyot Hall and it has
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towers on it which have got flat roofs and these features called guyots are basically
seamounts or volcanoes which are – which have flat tops and almost certainly eroded
off at sea level, by wave action at sea level, but they now appear at all sorts of depths
down to – one or two kilometres … you know, it seems a bit odd if they’ve got that
much sea water over them, so yeah, he discovered and named, these guyots, as a result
of going across the Pacific [laughs] time and time again running the echo sounder, so
had a very nice paper on that after the war. But of course as well as discovering those
he was constantly trying to work out why they were now subsided as it were, they’d
sunk – sunk – drowned volcanic islands sort of thing, and – and of course that was
one of the – he had all sorts of ideas and not – one of his initial ones was that well
they must be terribly old, you know, Precambrian or something like that and of course
a lot of people thought the oceans were Precambrian at the time and – and that, you
know, for whatever reason they’ve sunk or the sea level has risen. In fact I think he
had a model where the oceans were evolving throughout geologic time, you know, sea
level was rising or something like that. But with seafloor spreading he suddenly had a
mechanism, you know, because the ridges were elevated above the upwelling and the
volcanoes and – well not all volcanoes but a lot formed near the ridge crest and then
they’d get eroded and they’d subside as you get seafloor spreading. Fantastically
elegant and that was all part of the ’62 January talk of course. What am I supposed to
be talking about?

No, this is fantastic, but could I ask when you – when you came to know the sorts of
things that you’ve been telling me? So when you came to know that although Harry
Hess was working in geology that he had an enthusiasm for this other stuff but he was
reluctant to publish on it, so when would you have become aware of his reluctance to
publish? When would you have become aware of his reluctance to publish, when
would he have told you or you have learnt of it, when we – when did you –

Well it’s partly my interpretation but it was very general at the time. For example
Tuzo Wilson who obviously features in this quite large later on, he – he was less
bothered about this and he did publish quite a lot of rather speculative stuff, I mean he
had alternative models for explaining – I mean there’s a book, physics and geology or
something for which he was one of the three authors published about 1960 or ’61 or
’62, or it may have been a little bit earlier, which I distinctly remember reading as an
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undergraduate and thinking, well it’s one of the books that interested me most because
it was a bit speculative [laughs] about mountain building and things. Well it has a
completely different model, you know, for mountain building and things, but he was
prepared to stick his neck out and as a result most geologists had a rather low opinion
of Tuzo Wilson, and then he got converted to continental drift and – and then became
tied up or, you know, sabbatical at Cambridge and so on with myself and we worked
together and got caught up in the whole thing and made a major contribution towards
it and all the rest of it, and then at – you know, in his mid ‘50s suddenly he became a
respected geologist [laughs] or geophysicist as it were. But I mean prior to that he –
as I say people had a rather low opinion of him because I don’t know that he did do
any more solid work, I mean he had – it might be a little bit unfair, I don’t know, I
mean he had quite a long history as – again in the war he was – I’m not sure exactly
what he did in the war, I mean some people like Norman Hughes did geology in the
war, they were in the army and so on but they did geological aspects of it. He [Tuzo]
was involved with the Canadian Survey I think and aeromagnetics at some point, I’m
not sure. But I’m not – I don’t know that he did any – I’m maybe doing him an
injustice here, I don’t know he did any more traditional basic geology, partly because
of the war and the interruption of the war I think. But it was transform faults and
plate tectonics which made his reputation, he suddenly became respected because …
geologists until the late ‘50s just didn’t arm wave, you know, it wasn’t done [laughs].

What does that expression mean, to arm wave?

Oh you know, be very speculative about the origin of the oceans and the mountains,
you know, come out with very speculative ideas for which there was very little
evidence, basically just … clutching at straws, you know, trying to find some sort of –
whereas geologists’ attitude was, you know, you can’t do this, it’s far too speculat –
far too premature, we need more data or something, we need to collect more data and
do more traditional geology and – before we start being quite so spec – and this was
of course one of the problems with seafloor spreading, why nobody took it too
seriously, it was too big a leap. It doesn’t seem like it now any more than continental
drift I suppose [laughs] but at the time it was too speculative for most people.

[13.45]
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Do you remember the views of your – the particular geology lecturers who were
teaching you in the third year for example, do you remember any of their particular
views on continental drift or on people like Tuzo Wilson at the time expressing these –

Well no I don’t really and I don’t – I didn’t – I don’t – don’t think that was apparent
from any lectures, which is a little bit odd because Brian Harland I realised
subsequently was quite keen on continental drift, if not very keen on continental drift,
and it was because he was the one person in that outfit, geology and, you know,
petrology, who had got involved in geophysics, who was interested in geophysicists
as a geologist, very unusual in that respect. And actually was doing some
palaeomagnetic research in the department and obviously was taking an interest in
palaeo – palaeomagnetism and – and had in part become convinced I think by the
palaeomagnetic evidence, which with hindsight, you know, many people should have
been but people ignored it or thought it was all – all … palaeomagic as they called it,
you know, it was all magic, they didn’t really understand the basis of it or why it
should work, Harold Jeffrey’s dismissed it in one sentence in his textbook. He said
that you know when he was at school he was taught that if you hammered a magnetic
material you demagnetised it, so when they hammer out these palaeomagnetic
samples they must be demagnetised, it must be a load of rubbish, you know. I mean
literally, I’m not joking, that’s what he says in his [laughs] – supposed to be the
authority – I mean it was humbly called The Earth this book, you know [laughs], I
mean. But it ran into about seven editions, I don’t know if there’s later editions, I’ve
got about the fifth or the sixth [laughs], I don’t – dare say was probably no
palaeomagnetism in any of it [laughs].

[15.36]

And what do you remember of – of what John Belshe actually showed in his talk?

I can’t remember, well I – I’ve probably got my notes upstairs but I – I think the – the
one thing – well certainly by ’62, you know, the polar wandering curves for Europe
and North America were published and … and they – they were compatible if you
opened the Atlantic … why didn’t people believe it? There’s a longitude – well
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there’s – I mean basically that the palaeomagnetism gives you a palaeolatitude at best,
there are various assumptions but actually it does quite a good job of giving the
palaeolatitude of something, what it can’t do is give you the palaeolongitude, so in
other words it gives you north south movement but not east west. So you can’t – you
know, you couldn’t directly measure the opening of the Atlantic, you could infer it but
you say, well you could rotate the continents a bit or something or, I don’t know, your
formations are deformed or you haven’t done the structural correction correctly or
something. It wasn’t that unequivocal but – but was – whether you call it
circumstantial or whatever [laughs] no it was pretty.

And do you think –

It jolly suggestive [laughs].

Do you think this was the first time that you saw the polar wonder curves?

… I really don’t know whether – how widely that got, how widely they were
published at the time … I’m really not sure whether that – I may have done, they may
have been the first time, I can’t remember.

And do you remember what Harry Hess showed as part of his – the reason I’m asking
this is that it seems that geophysics at this time very often results in something that
can be shown, a sort of line on a piece of paper, a curve –

That’s right.

An output of some kind, and so I was wondering –

No, I think Harry was fairly economical with diagrams, I don’t – I don’t remember
exactly – he must have had some slides showing – yeah, that’s right, well yes I can
think of one or two that appear in the publications, there are very few, one is – relates
to the upwelling, why ridges are elevated, and this gets all tied up in a rather esoteric
way with serpentinisation, hydration of mantle material or peridotite material which
Harry was very involved with and so he – at one point he was trying to explain this
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uplift in terms of expansion due to serpentinisation which turned out to be all wrong
but – but actually you can get the serpentinite in the crust but not in the mantle. So he
did have slides, there were problems with the explanation and what was going on
underneath, as almost to this day but I think we’ve pretty well got it sorted now. But
he had the elevated ridge and as I say he had diagrams to illustrate guyots moving off
it, he was trying to explain and did explain – could explain, you know, the heat flow
and the lack of older sediments and the uniformity of the oceanic crust, uniform
thickness of the – you know, he went through a whole range of results of geophysics
that were compatible with his idea. The only one he didn’t mention was the
magnetics, now simply because of this – couldn’t relate the magnetics, or particularly
how to interpret them, but I mean the magnetics were published by that time, the
north-east pacific magnetics, but they weren’t obviously related to a ridge or ridge
crest. We now realise they are remotely in a sense but … that is the one big omission
of the various types of geophysical data, geological data relating to ridge crests at the
time that he didn’t mention, so which left the gap open obviously for Drummond
Matthews and myself to fill as it were.

Yes, when did you first see the – the Mason and Raff …?

Well I think – I think probably when Teddy presented them in those lectures, those
undergraduate lectures, I think almost certainly, wouldn’t be sure but – because I
mean by six – by that time they would only have been in … well actually they were in
the Geological Society of America bulletin or something, I’m just trying to think
where the original one was. One of them was fairly early, ’58 or ’59. But then there
were more very significant ones that came out in ’61 so they were there in the
literature but I think it’s extremely unlikely they were in a textbook, well almost – and
I don’t know that anybody – nobody else would have mentioned them in the lecture I
don’t think.

Do you remember your reaction to the – these are the – the black and white –

The sort of zebra like, yeah.
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It’s quite a well-known picture, yes, became – do you remember your reaction to
seeing that particular image?

Well – well as I say these were – sort of things were popping up all the time, these
incredible results, you know [laughs], which we didn’t understand. And were often
the opposite of what you were … expecting. You know, they – when they did the
heat flow measurement they – they were quite convinced it would be very low
compared to the continents because the continent includes all this radioactive stuff
and the oceanic crust doesn’t, the mantle, and, you know, the measurements were just
the same as the continents on average and they tended – they tended to be all over the
place at ridges, we know now why but you tend to get very high values over ridges
and of course they were scratching their heads saying, ‘Well why on Earth, you know,
why – god, you know, we thought this was all due to radioactivity, what is it doing?’
[laughs]. Everything turned up something which you had to start again in terms of
trying to explain, you know. Why is the oceanic crust the same thickness everywhere
pretty well.

[21.30]

And what do you remember of the – the lecture of Pat Blackett for the Natural
Sciences Club which I assume is another Cambridge club like the Geological Society?

Yes different but yeah as a –

Were you involved in that in – in –

No no.

So this was March ’62 and –

Was it, good, yeah, okay, that’s good [laughs]. I’m trying to practically remember
when it was, yeah.
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If you could – if you could describe as much as you can remember of what he said,
what he showed, that –

Yeah, again I’ve described this to somebody recently and I thought it was you but I
might be wrong but it would have been completely out of order wouldn’t it. That
yeah I can remember it I think fairly well, because basically he summarised the
palaeomagnetic data to that time for the different continents and so on, and I think
interpreted it in terms of continental drift. It was – it was a nice summary but the
thing I remember particularly and historically as rather interesting, is that he had –
there were various ways of presenting – the problem presenting the palaeomagnetic
data, not least because you didn’t have longitude, you know, so how did you present it
objectively, so one form he had was plots for various continents, you know,
Antarctica and in Australia or wherever, of just latitude against time, and … or even
that way going back in time, and I don’t think – I don’t think he particularly
commented on this during the lecture because as I say it was very much a case of I
think presenting a summary, rather a nice summary of all the palaeomagnetic data of
that time. But most of these plots, most of these continents, seemed to end up at the
equator, about 500, 600 million years ago, you know [laughs], so somebody
commented on this, you know, bit strange, everything ends up at the equator really
and there was a bit of a discussion and Blackett I don’t think, you know … he wasn’t
a geologist, he didn’t know quite what it might mean and all the rest of it, and Brian
Harland – oh – oh yes the other point was – no the – the point of the question was –
probably Peter Friend or somebody, this is a bit odd because at that time we find
evidence for glaciation, there were lots of turbidites all over the place and this would
have – for example on Spitsbergen and when we had these Cambridge Spitsbergen
expeditions there were turbidites there at this time, Harland and Friend – and then
they realised they were cropping up all over the world. And so people got involved in
this discussion and Brian Harland said – ‘Well I think’ – yeah, they may – there were
at the equator – there are all – a lot of turbidites pretty well everywhere, I think there
was a worldwide glaciation at that time which extended to low latitudes. Now forty
years later, ‘snowball Earth’ which was exactly at that time, you know, it – it laid – it
was dormant and – and I – I’m glad to see that when it did all come out ten or fifteen
years ago and people started talking about ‘snowball Earth’ and there was this
worldwide glaciation, or we now think, they did recognise that Harland had thought of
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it – recognised it thirty, forty years earlier which was rather good. That was – that
was the most memorable part of that – that talk, the discussion [laughs].

And what was your impression of Pat Blackett himself as a – in the way that you
described Tedd – Teddy Bullard I wonder whether you could –

Well yeah, he wasn’t a Teddy Bullard [laughs], he – no I think he was much more –
almost – I don’t know about introvert, but he – he was much quieter and … more – a
bit more conventional or something [laughs]. He was very – quite a – very
distinguished at the time, you know, and I remember standing behind him at the Royal
Society queuing for the cloakroom [both laugh] at the continental drift meeting in
1964, I think it was March 1964 and … I don’t think I actually spoke to him because
he was – you know, it wasn’t as though he was talking to other people [laughs], he
was keeping himself to himself [laughs].

Would you know of any – of any connections that he had with India ‘cause I know that
he –

Yes, he did, didn’t he, but I don’t know an awful lot about it. He – well he was a
pacifist I suppose wasn’t he and … whether he actually had connections with Ghandi,
I think he might have done, that rings a bell, gosh, this will probably in the Royal
Society memoirs wouldn’t it?

Hmmm.

That – that rings a bell, yeah. I think he was quite – you see I mean this whole
business as you – which I alluded to earlier rather remotely, this business of him
going into palaeomagnetism after the war was because he’d worked – I don’t know
whether he was actually directly involved in the Manhattan Project but he – I think he
probably was at Los Alamos, he – he was one of the atomic physicists involved, the
development of the bomb, and he was so upset by that in a sense, you know, what it
meant and the importance of trying to do away with nuclear weapons and all the rest
of it that he completely withdrew himself from the field, as several of those people
did, and he took up, I’m not quite sure what sparked it, he took up this interest
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initially in the – well the origin of the Earth’s magnetic field and he designed an
experiment and equipment to test a theory he had for the origin of the Earth’s
magnetic field which was related to the Earth’s rotation, partly because the field’s
essentially axial, now I don’t want to bore you with all the details of that but it’s
rather fascinating and I’d probably get some of them wrong, but the – the short story
is that – well in fact it was written up as a negative experiment [laughs] which proved
the theory was wrong almost certainly, and not many people could write up a negative
experiment [laughs] but if you’re Blackett you could, but no it was very – very
significant in a way. But the point was that part of that experiment involved building
a very sensitive magnetometer, a magnetometer to detect a very small magnetic field
and that magnetometer was then – so called ‘astatic magnetometer’, was then used to
measure the magnetism of the rock – the magnetic – the magnetism of rocks which of
course is very weak and that’s what kicked off the whole palaeomagnetic business in
the UK. There had been work in Japan on rock magnetism, and actually there was a
bit of work on – on the – there was some French work on palaeomagnetism, I’m not
quite sure how they made the measurements, but you could almost do it with a – well
no you couldn’t do it with a compass, you probably could [laughs] – well you can I
suppose with a very strong magnetometer. And there were some reversely
magnetised rocks recognised in the Massif Central in the – right at the beginning of
the last century … published in 1906 I think. I would just like to say by way of postscript that Teddy Bullard didn’t say the geologists would bugger it up, he said, ‘The
geologists are sure to make it all seem much more complicated in areas,’ [laughs] as is
their wont or something like that, he didn’t use that expression, I’m sorry about that
[laughs].

[End of Track 5]
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Track 6

Could I ask you first of all today to tell the story of the transition that you made from
being an undergraduate at Cambridge to being a postgraduate in the department of
geodesy and geophysics, which I think I’m right in saying you joined in October 1962.

Yes, that’s right. The transition, well I guess I’ve probably mentioned before that –
well certainly I think would have mentioned the teaching I did before I went to
Cambridge and basically – I may also have mentioned before, you know, at one time I
wanted to be an architect, then I wanted to be a civil engineer and then I realised when
I was about seventeen that I was basically keen to teach, to work with young people
,and I rather assumed that would be at a secondary level in education and so I guess I
had in mind, well I’m pretty sure I had in mind, doing a postgraduate certificate of
education and indeed as an undergraduate I belonged to the Arnold Society which was
the educational society and the youth group and the – the scout and guide club
because I was a scout leader and this sort of thing. But then I’d – again I’m not sure
whether [laughs] I’ve put it in these terms before, I sort of almost made the mistake of
acc – yeah, I think I did mention this before, of accidentally getting a first in the first
year, because you had prelims part one and part two but for some strange reason,
unusually, the prelims at Cambridge in science and natural sciences were classified
and although I – I have no idea how well I was going to do, how well or how badly
but I got a first, and that was a bit of a challenge you know I mean because not only I
but also everybody else expected me to go on getting firsts, and again I’ve probably
mentioned this before that in the second year exams of part one, because you were
being examined in all two years we had an enormous number of exams, you know,
across physics, chemistry, mineralogy, geology and god knows what and we had
fourteen three hour exams I think, I somehow managed to get another first which as
with various other exams I can’t quite understand why because I can’t believe I did
that well. In physics – the physics for example, in fact I think I did disastrously [both
laugh] but anyway. And then to cut a long story short, in the third year almost by
comparison was a doddle because you were doing what you were really interested in,
the geology, the petrology and – and geophysics, although the geophysics wasn’t
examined … and I got another first so I got three firsts. In the meantime in the third
year I had actually registered or whatever you had to do, applied, to do a PGSE at
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Cambridge, but obviously having got three firsts I was encouraged to do research and
I think one of the things particularly perhaps having done some teaching and – and
been involved in the staff room in school, what I was quite anxious to do, although I
wanted to go into teaching eventually was to try and get some other experience, you
know, rather than going from school to college back into a school which didn’t seem
to be altogether a good idea, I thought I ought to get some other sort of experience,
not just in terms of getting experience but so that ideally that – that the children had
some reason for respecting you, you know, that you had done something else or you,
you know, had some – achieved something else. So in that – as again I’ve indicated
by that stage I was very interested in marine geophysics in effect and felt that was a –
that was a fascinating and burgeoning area that I couldn’t help feeling was going to be
very significant because – only ‘cause we knew so little about the deep oceans … I – I
applied for and got this Shell scholarship as it happened at Madingley Rise at the
department of geodesy and geophysicists at Cambridge. The – the Shell scholarship
part – I often forget this that it was a Shell scholarship [laughs] but – it’s a little ironic
because one of the jobs I tried to get when I had this extra year between school and
university because of the winding up of national service was with Shell and I went for
a whole series of interviews and didn’t get anything, I mean it was quite difficult to
get a temporary sort of job I suppose, but the funny thing with Shell was at – at some
point in the interview – it was quite a serious interview, they – they – they in a sense
were obviously interested [laughs] I suppose because of my maths and physics
background and geology, and they managed to get out of me, I sort of slipped it out, if
I’d really – well I mean I was just telling them the truth I suppose, er, that I was
interested in teaching, I was really only interested in teaching [laughs], so at that point
they all looked at each other and thought well this is a waste of time, you know, we’re
not interested in this guy at all. So after that [laughs] I thought it quite ironic that I
ended up with a Shell scholarship [laughs] at Madingley Rise.

Why was it Shell funded this PhD do you think?

I don’t know, I mean in Shell – in general Shell didn’t throw – I’m not sure I should
say this, they don’t throw money around in that way. I mean there was this – I mean
in the year below me in my – my wife’s year at Cambridge there was the future
chairman of – of Shell UK International and everything else and I asked him once
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many many years later about Shell giving money to universities and so on, partly
trying to get some money for university here, because at Cambridge we had the Shell
building of chemical engineering I’m pretty sure it was, and probably still is. And he
said – he said well that’s about the only instance of Shell giving money to [laughs]
university and they don’t. And they didn’t – but then perhaps they were more
generous in terms of these scholarships I don’t know, not too sure – well I mean it
was Shell in terms of, you know, they were interested in techniques being developed
for doing seismology at sea and reflection seismology in particular and other – other
geophysical techniques so I – I suppose it was something like that, I didn’t really
think about it. Yes, I don’t know that we had many other sort of named scholarships
like that.

Do you think Teddy Bullard had some relations?

Really don’t know, possibly, I was never aware of it, I don’t remember him ever
mentioning it, no.

Well I suppose it might have been Maurice Hill perhaps being the marine geophysics
–

Yes, on the marine side, yes, really don’t know. No.

Okay. And yes so – so yes, carry on, you – you – you were encouraged to move into
research and there was a Shell studentship which presumably you applied for?

I can’t remember that, I suppose I applied to do research at Madingley Rise, I sort of –
you know, that presuming they had so much money, so many studentships available I
really have no idea, I suppose some were funded by the university, or how were they
funded, whether they were state scholarships or analogous to state scholarships I don’t
know, they just sort of allocated them, you know, and it might have been quite
fortuitous if I got a Shell one, or whether as you say that was because it was a marine
geophysics area, I really don’t know.
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And arriving at the department of geodesy and geophysics, could you give us a sort of
– a tour of the place, as far as you can remember it, indicating not only the sort of –
the physical place but also who was where and what they were doing at the time that
you joined?

[Laughs] Having just been back there recently after a long time that helps a bit
because the core of the building and department was – was the – the house of
Madingley Rise on Madingley Road, Cambridge, which is next to the observatory at
Cambridge and both were quite apart, a bit isolated from the university and the – and
the main university buildings, including, well the so called Downing site with things
like geology and – and mineralogy and petrology, and in fact I looked this up the
other day in some other context, I mean they’re almost two miles from – from
geology for example [laughs] out at Madingley Rise. But now I mean it’s very
different, I mean while I was there Churchill College was built which was basically
between – well almost between John’s and the observatory, I mean certainly on the
outskirts of Cambridge, you know, between the built environment and – and the
observatory so that filled in a gap there, at Storey’s Way. And also now the new
Cavendish is out on Madingley Rise opposite, you know, so that is now all – it’s all
sort of become encompassed within the university proper or a lot of the university
precincts and the – and the department of – it’s called the Fred Hoyle building I think
where they do theoretical astronomy or whatever it is, or additional astronomy
building is right next to Madingley Rise. And Madingley Rise itself is now so much
more than the house and the stables as it was, they’ve got big new building, the
Bullard building I think and the Drum building [laughs] named after Drummond
Matthews, and they’ve also got a big BP institute now which I – which I’d seen for –
saw for the first time the other day which is actually built onto the house at the back,
very cleverly it’s actually part built under ground almost although they’ve done it in
such a way that they can get daylight into the – the more subterranean bit [laughs] but
they keep the height down, you know, so it doesn’t dwarf the house, it’s very – very
well done. But then there was just the house and the – and the outbuildings, and I’ve
forgotten the precise history of that, I’ve momentarily forgotten the name of the
person who owned the house or just whether he left it to the university or what, but
the – the department of geodesy and geophysicists I think was set up there about 1930
and it was primarily – I think it was primarily geodesy initially was – the initial
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people were surveyors and … and I guess, yes even then, they were probably making
gravity measurements as well, and Bullard joined that at quite an early stage in the
‘30s I think having transferred from the Cavendish where he had done work on atomic
physics for his PhD. I never quite understood why he transferred but – which quite
odd in a way because atomic physics must have been quite exciting then although
arguably the big – the big discoveries were over I suppose. And yes, so it was a – a
private albeit large house and you went in the front door or roughly in the middle of
the front [laughs] and on the right rather significantly was quite a large room, I
suppose it may – it may well have been a dining room perhaps originally but we then
used it as a tearoom which was very significant because [laughs] tea and coffee were,
as in most British institutions, very important, but I think particularly a set up like
that, small graduate school with a lot of visitors from the States and so on, this was the
opportunity where everybody got together, the – all the faculty, the staff and the
students, not that there were vast numbers of us but I suppose, you know, and
technicians and you – you came in, there were long tables and you just, you know,
just filled up the tables in order sort of thing so you would be sitting next to anybody.
And talked about all … you know, very little of any importance or some of the latest
scientific ideas and – and developments, data and all the rest of it, so it was at those
sessions in that room were absolutely fascinating and Teddy was often there and
Maurice Hill and people and – and he – he was a very jolly guy, you know, he wasn’t
necessarily talking profound science, he was joking and making jokes about this that
and the other and on the other hand if he had something really interesting, you know,
he’d come across he’d – he’d talk about that. So that was all important. Then
obviously there were offices on the ground floor including Teddy’s, he had a very
nice room out in what might well have been the main sitting room I suppose, and a
little – another library it might have been which would have been converted into a
small seminar room, I don’t know, toilets, kitchen and all the rest of it, and then
upstairs more offices and a library, basically a library in a very nice room, I think it’s
still there as the library on the first floor. But, erm, it was occupied when I went there
mainly by physicists I guess who – because none of us sort of graduated as
‘geophysicists’, I mean you had to come from physics essentially. Some were quite
theoretical, a lot of Teddy’s projects were very theoretical on, you know, convection
in the Earth’s core in relation to the Earth’s magnetic field or something – or even I
think there was one I think Bob Parker was working on sun spots if I remember
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correctly [laughs], which was analogous with associated magnetic fields. And then
others were doing theoretical work in seismology I think, quite – quite a few
theoreticians and then the ones who weren’t theoretical physicists were experimental
physicists developing instruments, you know, notably for the marine – the marine
work, because this was still arguably getting towards the end of the phase where the
development of the instrumentation was – was all important and a lot of the
techniques, whether it was heat flow or – or even the magnetic field, it would have
only have been developed quite – quite recently, you know. And I – in going there as
Drummond Matthew’s first research student I was – it meant I was the second
‘geologist’ [requests quotation marks] because [laughs] Drum being the first. And I
think Drum like myself had done a wider range of topics, not just geology obviously
in natural sciences, he was at King’s at Cambridge. And as geologists it seemed we
were … obviously almost out of – out of incongruous, you know, out of place
[laughs] and there were all these physicists, theoretical and applied, and it’s as though
they emphasised this by putting us in the stables, at the back of the building [laughs]
where there was a big sediment core lab’, well store and – and just this little attic
room, there was one other room which John Belshe, the palaeomagnetist, remaining
palaeomagnetist was using and we were up there in the – the stables, appropriately
enough as geologists not quite, you know, a lower cast [laughs]. And Drum, from the
beginning was slightly annoyed with me because I had spent the summ’ – well, yes,
the summer pretty well on Spitsbergen on one of the famous – in fact one of the
largest Cambridge Spitsbergen expeditions, they had one pretty well every year and,
you know, as a result of being in geology and Geological Society, you know, it was
quite a common thing to do for graduating third years to go on the Spitsbergen
expedition. So that had been fun but Drum said to me, ‘Oh, I wish I’d known you
wanted to go on an expedition, you could have come to the Indian Ocean with me,’
[laughs] you know learnt some marine geophysics or something [laughs], I said, ‘Oh
very well Drum, I didn’t know about it,’ didn’t get your oar in quickly enough
[laughs]. But anyway, and then was it at that – yes, it must have been – and Drum
was heavily involved – well he was leading up the British contribution to the
International Indian Ocean Expedition at that time and the International Indian Ocean
Expedition derived quite simply from the fact that all the marine geophysics – and it
wasn’t actually just marine geophysics, it was other aspects of oceanography and so
on, by the oceanographic institutions which of course were essentially in Europe or
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America or – or yeah, North America, up to that time had been done in the Atlantic
and the Pacific, simply ‘cause of the geography, obviously neither Europeans or the
Americans were bordering the Indian Ocean. So the Indian Ocean was almost a blank
sheet of paper, you know, obviously there was a little work from the Challenger
expeditions in these but very very little, so everybody decided to have a concentrated
effort [laughs] in the Indian Ocean and so I think within two or three years they had
more data from the Indian Oceans than they had from the others because, you know, it
took them so long [laughs] to get relatively little data from the others. You know as I
say all the – all the techniques had come to fruition by then and so they’re – just about
all the research ships were scuttling around the Indian Ocean, so Drum was in charge
of the British contribution to that so he was heavily involved, you know, in the
logistics and he was out there, we had HMS Owen sort of seconded from the Navy.
I’m not sure whether we had a second ship or an RFA ship, but certainly the Owen in
which he spent a lot of time on doing routine surveys really, magnetics, bathymetry
and gravity, I don’t think they did any coring on that. And then I don’t think
Discovery II, the old Discovery ever went out there, but it might – yes, in my first year
– what are we talking about, yes, we’re talking about ’62 ’63, must have been fairly
early in ’63, the Royal Research Ship Discovery came online, the new ship, and it
immediately – well once it had got through all its trials and some shorter cruises it
went out to the Indian Ocean, it must have been out there for the best part of a year or
in fact it may – yes it may well have been a year, because there were certainly one or
two cruises before ours and then we joined it in August ’63 for a four month cruise,
we joined at Aden and we cruised round the North West Indian Ocean calling in at
Mombasa twice and the Seychelles [once] and then – and then brought it right back to
Plymouth for Christmas sort of thing. I think these ships typically, you know, were
out most of the year but they – you know, they always came back for a break over
Christmas and New Year, I think, so the crew obviously – so that was – that was quite
a big thing and I think – yeah, I’m pretty sure now, because Drum must have gone off
on another expedition quite soon after I joined the – you were asking about October
’62, ’63, or ’62 when I went to the department [laughs], so coming back to that –

No, this is fine, don’t feel restricted.
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He – I’m sure he then went off on an expedition for a couple of months or something
because Maurice Hill in effect supervised me for the first term it must have been,
yeah, through the Christmas, New Year, but I mean that wasn’t a particular problem
in that my area had been identified, they said, ‘Right, you’re going to work on
magnetics,’ [laughs], everybody worked on, you know, heat flow or seis – reflection
seismics, or gravity or magnetics or whatever, and they said, ‘Right you, Tom Allan’s
finished,’ I don’t know if it was the year before or he’d – he’d been the magnetics
man, ‘you’re on magnetics now, it’s a bit of a poisoned chalice, nobody knows what
to do with it but you [laughs] – see what you can make of it.’ So I mean my first job
was to read the literature, obviously do a literature review to see what – what had been
done on magnetics, what was available in terms of data, interpretation techniques and
the rest of it, which basically I did up to Christmas and New Year sort of thing.

[19.39]

Can I just pick up on a few things you’ve said and then we’ll move on a bit. Could
you – you mentioned the coffee room, do you remember there being charts on the wall
in the coffee room?

There was a huge – I’m pretty sure there was a huge chart on one wall or the – the
main wall or – which was the – is it Sebco, GEBCO map of the worlds oceans, very
large scale and that was – I mean obviously pretty primitive map by today’s standards
but, you know, that was the thing at the time, that was the best we had in terms of any
sort of map of the world’s oceans in bathymetry.

And to what –

But apart from that I don’t know that we did, well there probably wasn’t much room
left having got the [laughs] – I’m pretty sure that’s right.

And to what extent did it influence discussions in the coffee room?

Hmmm … well I don’t specifically remember it but I suppose it did, we must – you
know, had people like Bill Menard there from – who was a very imminent
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oceanographer from Scripps and I’m sure he sort of pointed to various areas or
discussed various – but I don’t – I can’t honestly remember specifically, we must have
done I think, yeah, and – and Teddy was – although he did all this theoretical work he
was also into marine geophysics, he worked – well I think he knew Scripps as well
but he – he specifically worked out of Woods Hole with Von Herzen and people, and
Art Maxwell on heat flow, they developed the heat flow measurement specifically.
But he had a real interest in the marine stuff, well I’m sure he could see how exciting
it was really. And a lot of the – well no there was a mixture, as I said the people he
brought over from the States, or came over from the States on sabbatical was – yeah,
some there theoreticians and some were marine – marine geologists and people.

[21.33]

And could you describe in a little more detail your particular quarters which from
what you said seemed to have been – seemed to have been the – the second floor of
the stables?

Yeah, well the first floor, yeah, one floor up.

Well I was – yeah, yeah.

Well they – they – it was sort of just like an attic really, I think the ceiling was low in
places [laughs], you know, and there was a door which led through the hayloft and
this sort of – or what had been the hayloft [laughs], you know. It was fairly cramped,
we had a – one did in those days a big light table you know on which you put maps
and drew diagrams and – and Drum was in one corner and I was in the other [laughs],
and ultimately my wife was there as well because she became a research assistant in
there, which would have been – it would have been in ’63 I suppose, just a year later,
yeah.

[22.23]

What was her role as research assistant there?
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Well assisting Drum with all his maps and things [laughs], and reducing data and –
and drawing – she’s a very good cartographer and she ended up doing – well she
ended up doing numerous drawings for my thesis but no all the – all the – all the
drafting work for the marine – well whole department pretty well, marine group in
particular, there was a lot to do really.

[22.46]

And when you started Drum was away on the cruise or – or went away fairly soon
afterwards, you were doing a – a literature search of magnetic data and the ways in
which it had been interpreted, obviously the Indian Ocean data hadn’t come back
because Drum –

No, we may have – well that wasn’t the first expedition, there may have been a bit –
there must have been a bit from earlier cruises, yeah, some profiles, not a lot.

[23.14]

Yes what I want – what I would like you to do if you can is describe what the – the
data looked like physically at – and at the scale of – what it looked like collected
together, how was it stored, where was it stored, what did –

Hmmm [laughs].

When – when someone said to you go and have a look at this magnetic data what did
that look like?

The magnetic data specifically, rather than bathymetric or whatever? I mean it came
back – the magnetic data came back on punch tape but we would also have had a pen
recorder presumably so we would – you know, this was the days of pen recorders and
– and depth recorders that gave you analogue output, you know, which was like the –
well they had depth recorders in the Second World War, you know, that – they’re
called Precision Depth – PDRs, but these [laughs] – no they were – they were pretty
good and I don’t know – I don’t think the bathymetry was digitised at all, I think it
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had to – it did just come out analogue I think … but for magnetics we did have both
the analogue, it was sort of squiggly pen on a chart recorder, so that you got some
visual impression of what was going on straightaway but it was also coming out on
punch tape, like teleprinter tape, and nobody knows these days what these things look
like I suppose but it’s – it’s a narrow piece of tape with five rows of holes and
depending which holes were punched out that gave – that gave you a character, you
know, a number or – or whatever. And that – and at that stage at Cambridge, well
Cambridge being different to everybody else or obviously pioneering computing, all
their input was this punch tape rather than punch cards, you know, IBM and others
used punch cards even then in the early ‘60s but Cambridge was using for some years
just punch tape, which was a bit of a nightmare to deal with actually [laughs] but …

So where in the department was this – were these punch tape records or the – just the
squiggly lined paper?

I don’t – I’m not sure whether we had – we must have had some sort of store mustn’t
we some – for a lot of – we must have accumulated an awful lot, whether it was all in
that office or not I can’t remember. I don’t remember a specific store … did marine
geophysics have a – I don’t know. Hmmm … that – in some ways the more relevant
thing with the magnetics was that, the initial chart recorder record wasn’t – you
couldn’t use it very readily and you couldn’t reproduce it in a paper or anything, you
know, you had to – you had to reduce it in some way and this was why the punch
paper tape was important assuming that it was recording correctly and – and you
could then process it in some way because then once you – obviously once you got it
on a computer then you could start getting out some decent – decent records. Now the
– the – this was relatively new ‘cause I mean this was quite early days with digital
computers, and about the time I joined, well it probably was exactly the time I joined
in ’62, they introduced the first so called auto code, a real computer language almost
that you could start using. I mean prior to that they had what they called machine
code and machine code was very primitive, you know, it was literally telling the
machine how to add things or, you know, move things from one point to another and
[laughs] it wasn’t very sophisticated at all. But Teddy Bullard had written reduction
programmes for this punch paper tape coming out of the magnetometer to – so that it
– the computer could read it and actually then start, well giving you both a digital
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printout and a graphical record and one of the problems – well for some reason once I
was there or perhaps it hadn’t been used for a while or something, but we couldn’t get
this reduction programme going [laughs], I suppose this was a few months later when
– when Drum came back with a lot of data and we had terrible difficulty reducing it
and Teddy was very busy and he couldn’t get around to checking the programme
because it was a – you know, it was a total nightmare as I say, trying to go over it all
again and see where the problem was, but eventually after some time and Drum
getting more and more agitated because we hadn’t reduced all this data [laughs]. I say
we because by this – no, that was before my wife got there, gosh what was it – this is
different data, no perhaps that happened a little later, we certainly had trouble at some
point with the reduction programme, anyway it’s a bit irrelevant for the moment. It –
there was this reduction programme as I say to transfer the paper tape as it all came
back from the ship to a decent digital record and you could then get plots, wiggly lines
showing you the way in which the Earth’s magnetic field was varying, so called
anomalies, I mean they’re – the actual values are quite high, like to the order of
50,000 units for the total magnetic field and your anomalies are just a few hundred on
that, the point being that the – most of that field, the 50,000 if you like, is generated
by the Earth’s core, the magnetic field in the Earth core, and then superimposed on
that you have these so called anomalies which are due to magnetisation contrasts in
the crust, to the Earth’s crust essentially, and there’s a big region in-between which is
non-magnetic because it’s too hot and it is rock like, it’s – it’s, you know, silica, silica
based. And … so you’ve got sources near the surface which produce these little
anomalies, these squiggles and then you’ve got the … core field which if you could
isolate it, or if you could remove all the anomalies would be quite a smooth dipolar
field at the Earth’s surface.

Thank you. And the punch tape, you’re looking at it, how do you know where in the
ocean that bit of punch tape is a magnetic record for?

Well I – I can’t remember, I think – I think the only iden – identifier was the date
probably then, you know, I mean now you can – you know, you can punch in your
GPS or whatever, but I think there was just something at the beginning of the record,
you know, that the literally the day when this record was taken [laughs] and then you
could look up and know exactly where the ship was and you can see where this –
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Pencilled onto the – or written onto the –

Yeah, I mean it was all very primitive, you know, and of course even the navigation,
the actual location in those days wasn’t that accurate because it would have depended
on star sights and it’s the old longitude problem, you know, if you couldn’t – if you
couldn’t get the – well it wasn’t just longitude, it was – it was latitude as well because
if you – that depended on getting a sun sighting and – or – or star sights and if we had
cloud cover for many days, you know, you couldn’t even get your latitude accurately
so you could be, well perhaps ten or twenty miles out, in nautical miles. So although
we had – as we went along obviously we – we were plotting up on bathymetric charts
where the ship was and the – I think it was essentially the time, the day – days and the
time as I remember it rather than – I suppose it would be really, on the tracks and then
we probably – I’m sure we also had a record of when the magnetometer was running,
you know, and – and this would also be scribbled on the – the chart record as well and
as watch keeper you had to mark it every now and again, you know, with the time or
whatever it was. So – I think it probably was day and time that – that made – that –
and I don’t think there was any more than that punched on the paper tape.

Punched on the paper tape or – or had been written on?

I wouldn’t be 100 per cent sure whether it was punched or not, I just cannot
remember.

And I know – I know that – and I’m going to ask you about it later, that you wrote
your own programme for –

Yeah, they were interpretation rather than reduction, yeah.

Ah, could you – I don’t understand the difference, I don’t think anyone listening –
what – the –

Well reduction is just, you know, you reduce it to get the data, just to find out – to get
the anomalies but then interpretation is how you interpret those anomalies and that
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then is trying to interpret them in terms of what the magnetisation contrasts in the
crust are, what is causing them. So reduction is just processing the data before you
make any attempt to proc – to process it in terms of interpretation [laughs].

So reduction just allows you to see something, yeah?

See the data basically, the raw data, yeah.

So with the punch tape where did you insert that, whereabouts – roughly did that go –
?

Well that was done down at the so called – what was called the mathematical
laboratory which was a computing laboratory in effect where we had so called
EDSAC2, EDSAC1 was one of the first – well apart from what they had at Bletchley
Park, was – was one of the first digital computers, you know, in the – be in the mid
‘50s, developed at Cambridge and I think the first one was all valve based, and
EDSAC2 I think they did actually have transistors, they may have even had still some
of the old valves [laughs] because it got terribly hot at times. There was classic case I
think may happened more – more than once where a mouse got stuck in the airconditioning and the whole thing overheated or something [laughs]. Wasn’t – wasn’t
cooling and I mean it was absolutely incredible. I mean when you compare the
capacity of those things with, you know, chips today it’s just farcical, I just don’t
understand these chips at all, how they manage to get so much information in such a
small volume but – particularly having seen EDSAC [laughs]. Yeah, and you – you
went down there and you – you – you had to run the paper tape, you know, through
the readers that fed it into the computer and it was always breaking down and you –
you could go down – that’s right, you had to go – it was a terrible performance with
this punched paper tape because there were various errors on it, you know, you
actually – you actually had little things so you can repunch it or you could punch all
the holes out to eliminate that line or something and then you had to produce a new
tape, you know, try to put some additional holes in or [laughs], terrible business. And
you could go down and do that sort of thing any time you liked, sort of working on
the tape trying to correct it or – or whatever you needed to do. And then about – we
had I think round about the hour, I can’t remember the exact times before and after the
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hour you could run tests, you could queue up by the readers for the computer and you
were allowed to run a test to test your programme or, you know, like a minute or
something at the most, so there were all sorts of people queuing up to do it. And then
you – and then somehow I think you could book in to run the computer if you want,
you were doing a longer run of processing data, you know, once you’d got all your
programmes running and your data cleaned up and all this sort of thing. And
specifically astronomy and geophysics had one ‘evening’, in quotes, a week, can’t
remember the day, when we could go down there from eight o’clock onwards and run
the machine, do these long runs and – well basically until the machine broke down or
until we finished [laughs], and you could literally go on all night if it would run all
night. So we often went down there and we might be there till one to two o’clock in
the morning. And that was when we would do the full reduction, you know, having
got the data cleaned up and having got the reduction programme working properly
you’d go down there and you'd do – then it would – it – it would take hours to –
sometimes to run all this – all these tapes that had come off the ship through the
computer and get all the printouts done.

In terms of cleaning up the paper tape, was there anything about the fact that these
bits of paper tape had come from a ship that affected the – the sort of –

No, I don’t know whether – I don’t think so, more prone to errors or something, no I
don’t – I don’t think that was a problem, no.

Okay, and then once you’d run this through EDSAC2, what was the output that came
out that you could then go back to Madingley Rise?

I can’t visualise it exactly, I think we must have had a printed output, you know,
digital output and I’m not – I’m not sure whether it gave us directly a graphical output
or whether we had to plot it up. Hmmm … been terribly laborious plotting it up, I
think we must have had some sort of graphical output, I honestly can’t remember.

Okay, do you remember having got it what you did with it [laughs]?

[Laughs].
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Where you took it, how you …

Well …

Laid it out in order to see it or to …

Yes, I mean you’re right, we’d got – you know, sometimes you’d have a long profile
right across the North West Indian Ocean, almost from Africa to India sort of thing,
well not quite and – and the point being that that would then cross the Carlsberg ridge
as it’s called, which runs north west south east in the North West Indian Ocean. And
so you’d have as you said these very long profiles, well I smile because in general I
suppose we plotted them up on big sheets and – and studied them as isolated profiles,
but Drum at some stage, it could have been quite a bit later actually when we had –
almost at the – well or at the end of the expedition when we had all the data together,
and he got [laughs] – well he – this hayloft I referred to I think had little in it but as I
say he had this huge area and admittedly rather cold ‘cause it wasn’t heated, and he
insisted on, being Drum, putting a huge map down on the floor of the North West
Indian Ocean and then cutting out the anomalies, you know, from – from profiles on
paper and polystyrene [laughs] and sticking all these profiles along – along the tracks
so we’d get some sort of three dimensional view or something which – which must
have taken ages but I don’t remember getting an awful lot out of it [both laugh]. But
then Drum was a bit like that, he was – I think – I’m pretty sure that in terms of
interpretation, well I’m quite sure actually he had in mind – which is not so ridiculous,
just the sort of thing people did in those days of – of building analogue models, you
know, where you – you reproduce the topography of the ocean floor in plasticine with
iron filings in it or something and magnetised it so [laughs] saw what – saw what
anomalies it produced or something like that. Anyway, by the time I’d finished this
review by Christmas ’62 I’d realised that the way ahead was to use computers for
interpretation, which was very new but there was the odd bit of work. But when I told
Drum this his face dropped, you know, ‘God, you know well I [laughs] – a) I was
thinking of playing around with plasticine and iron filings and b) I don’t know the
first thing about computers so you better get on with it on your own,’ and of course I
wasn’t quite on my own because there was Teddy and other people in the department
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who were thoroughly familiar with computers. So yes … I mean in a way there
wasn’t [laughs] – at this stage that they were collecting there wasn’t a lot to say about
it except that it had – there were lots of wiggly lines, you know, of varying amplitudes
and smoothness and all the rest of it, which didn’t correlate with the topography and
the thing that most people were familiar with was gravity which is analogous, you
know, I mean you get – you get a wiggly line how the gravity field works, but the
point about gravity is you might expect intuitively is that it reflects the topography,
which if you’ve got a big seamount there, you know, has a gravitation affect, so
you’ve got a gravity anomaly so everybody could understand that. But the trouble
was the magnetics wouldn’t correlate with the topography, it was all over the shop,
and so nobody knew quite what to do with it. Now the only other thing you could say
in terms of generalising about the – the magnetics was that, you know, there were
aspects about – because I mean the nature of the wiggly lines did vary a bit but it was
very difficult to generalise about different parts of the ocean, but the one other
generalisation you could make was that over the crests of ridges, the mid ocean
ridges, you tended to get, almost invariably got a bigger anomaly, you had quite a big
anomaly, sometimes very big, right at the crest of a ridge and – and the crest in the
Atlantic and the Indian Ocean which is what we were familiar with in Cambridge, the
only areas we’d worked in, was always a rift valley, well not – ‘always’ is not quite
right, sometimes it was blocked by volcanism but it was often a valley. So you had
sort of negative topography and then enhanced magnetic anomaly which – well in the
North Atlantic it would be an enhanced positive anomaly. Actually in the Pacific the
ridge crests typically aren’t rifted, they’re – they’re – they’re smoother and there’s not
an obvious rift valley, and we now know that’s because the spreading rate is very
different, the rate of formation but, you know, we didn’t know it then so it was all a
bit of a mystery, but you still had these bigger anomalies in the Pacific over any ridge
crests. Just occasionally you didn’t get one and occasionally in fact Cambridge was –
had discovered an area in the North Atlantic where the ridge is blocked by – it turns
out to be volcanoes sort of on either flank were just spilling over into it and filling up
the valley but that’s – that’s rather unusual, that’s the exception rather than the rule.

[41.01]
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… Now we’d got in the – in terms of the story up to a certain point, but I think it might
be useful for the listener now if I could just ask you to briefly explain some technical
terms that I think may come up in what follows, and I’ve made a note of a few of the
things here. You’ve explained what a magnetic anomaly is but I wonder whether you
could explain the difference between remanent magnetisation and induced
magnetisation?

Right, hmm, that’s fairly straightforward I think in that induced magnetisation is
produced in a body which is susceptible to magnetisation and obviously not all
materials are susceptible, they have to be ferromagnetic essentially or ferrimagnetic,
you know, only certain materials are capable of becoming magnetised or magnetised
significantly so that you could produce a measureable magnetic field around them.
And induced magnetisation is the magnetisation produced in such a material by an
ambient field, by a magnetic field such as the Earth’s magnetic field which is present,
which it’s sitting in as it were. Now if you remove that ambient field, if you remove
the Earth’s magnetic field, it loses it magnetisation so the induced magnetisation is
entirely dependant on the inducing field of there being – of it being in a … an Earth’s
magnetic field. If as indeed you do in palaeomagnetism you put your sample in field
free space, you cancel the Earth’s magnetic field so it’s no longer sitting in the Earth’s
magnetic field, then you find it – it – well again if it’s capable of – of possessing
magnetic qualities it still has a magnetic … it still has a magnetic effect or – well this
is particularly true of rocks, I mean I’m not sure that it’s true of all [laughs] materials,
you generalise to all ferromagnetic materials but it’s true of rocks. And this is
because when – when a – when a rock has been magnetised, well after being formed
or – or depending what type of rock in the process of formation it – it acquires a
magnetisation and that magnetisation is in part induced but it also acquires a so called
remanent part or a permanent part which cannot be removed or is not removed by just
removing the field. So what is happening is the effect that there are so called
magnetic domains in a magnetic material which become aligned in a – an inducing
field and so that when you actually switch it off this alignment doesn’t necessarily
disappear completely and it varies very much with the material, I mean some
materials are much better at retaining a permanent magnetisation, and others – some –
some don’t do it at all and some preserve it very effectively. It so happens of rocks, I
mean this was an important element in – in what we’re talking about here is that one
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of the very best rocks for preserving a – a remanent or permanent magnetisation are
the basalts of the ocean floor, and it turns out they’re even better than the basalts on
land [laughs], partly because they’ve been – well certainly parts of the outer parts
have been chilled more rapidly by extrusion into the water than – than basalts on land,
and I mean that was – well when you go into the details that was – turned out to be
quite an important aspect of this, I mean there were notable people working on
palaeomagnetics of subaerial materials - of land materials who – like Ted Irving
notably who doubted my hypothesis at first because he didn’t think the basalts of the
ocean will be magnetised strongly enough, or permanently magnetised and as I say it
turns out that they are systematically stronger and they have a stronger remanence
than – than subaerial basalts.

Thank you very much.

[45.17]

And the other term which is sometimes used and I suspect you may use this, secular
variation?

Hmmm … [laughs] [inaud]. Secular variation, now there are all sorts of variations.
The Earth’s magnetic field because it’s generated by fluid motions in the – in the
liquid core of the Earth, the outer liquid core of the Earth which is metallic, the whole
core is metallic probably, well apart from a few impurities. The outer core is – is
liquid, it’s almost certainly convecting and it’s this – so called called dynamo effect of
the convecting and electrically conducting currents in the core which produce the
Earth’s magnetic field, so you can see it’s a very dynamic situation, it’s not like
having a permanent bar magnet at the centre of the Earth – it’s literally fluid, it’s
changing with time. We think that it – the field is essentially dipolar essentially but
not exactly aligned along the Earth’s rotational axis because of the Earth’s rotation, as
one might guess, if you’ve got a fluid in the core is the fluid motions are in part – or
very significantly affected by the rotation, the rotational axis and particularly what’s
called a coriolis force in the rotation so – so that the rotation in part determines the –
the convective pattern if you like and that we think accounts for the essentially dipolar
nature of the field. But – but the fields, as we measured at the Earth’s surface and has
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been measured of course now for hundreds of years, or in certain localities like Paris
and London, it is actually changing with time and if you – if you’re familiar with say
ordnance survey maps, you’ll see, I mean we don’t use magnetic north and magnetic
variation now but I assume it’s still there, they tell you what magnetic north is at the
time the map was created or printed, but then it also tells you how it’s going to vary
over the next few years and it’s – typically in the UK at the moment gradually
decreasing, a westerly declination but it’s – it’s – it’s decreasing. And as I say we
have records now, mostly from London and Paris, going back hundreds of years and
you can see that this so called declination, this variation from north varies out to the
east and then it goes back to the west and then it comes back again [laughs], you
know, by five or ten degrees so in fact the total variation is about twenty degrees, so
it’s quite considerable and it reflects the fact – I mean the – the north magnetic pole is
varying across the face of the Earth, and the south magnetic pole, they’re not even
antipolar, it’s quite an irregular field. So you’ve got that so called – it was secular
variation you asked about wasn’t it?

Yes.

[Laughs] On that sort of timescale and then in fact you have superimposed on that so
called diurnal variations which are eternally induced by the solar wind and the effect
on the ionosphere and so on, but the secular variation which is – well it’s not – not all
that relevant to this, it’s – I mean you get a secular variation in the intensity as well
and that is a bit relevant to the reduction of the field but it’s a bit of a detail, it’s not
too – too important.

Thank you.

[48.33]

And the last thing is the concept of magnetic reversals, and I think that the key
problem for people listening would – will be to – the wondering of why the Earth’s
magnet – Earth’s magnetic field should reverse –

[Laughs].
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From time to time at all?

Yes, don’t we all, it’s a simple question but not [laughs] – not an easy answer. Er …
they – they’ve – I’m more of a empiricist rather than a theoretician personally and
what the empiricists try to do is to track a reversal in rocks, and the sort of thing
they’ve tried to do is to – with some success is to look – I think they have done it
more recently with sediments that have got quite a high sedimentation rate so you’ve
got a record in time of a few thousand years, or tens of thousands of years, but one of
the first attempts was on cooling intrusions, so very big magmatic intrusions take
thousands of years if not tens of thousands of years to cool completely. So if you
sampled – they’re now eroded off and you’d sample through them, you can actually
record – well with luck the secular variation and – and even a reversal within that, that
has been done as I say in – both in igneous rocks and sedimentary rocks to some
extent. Quite difficult because – well even if you’ve found it it’s quite difficult to
assign a timescale to it, you know, even if you – if you’ve managed to document this
actual reversal. But they think it happens over … ten – not tens of thousands,
thousands of years perhaps at the order of five or at most 10,000 years, I think that’s
still the sort of figure. The other thing you can document is that the field – the
intensity of the field tends to decay and then build up again as perhaps you might
expect and … there – there is a lot of theoretical modelling and I’m trying to recall
some of this because there’s some very good recent work on this. Actually they have
managed to demonstrate, both with an analogue model, in fact they did this years ago
of – well they were actually called disc dynamos but we won’t go in to any great
detail [laughs] but managed to get – [problem with microphone] they managed to
devise something which did self reverse with time, obviously as I say it’s disc dynamo
so it involved motion and – and sort of eddy currents, electrical eddy currents, and
trying to simulate something - like what happened in the core and they actually
managed to – to get a reversal. They have now, in the last ten years I think, managed
to write computer programmes to model the Earth’s magnetic field which also self
reverse if you run them for long enough and therefore [problem on microphone] it is
the fact that it is such a dynamic situation and such a complicated situation, every now
and again it does develop an instability or it gets a bit more irregular, you know,
which accounts for the decrease in intensity and I think – well they also discovered
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when they measured this change from the intrusions or the sediments that it also
wanders about a bit, you know, the direction it’s obviously the fields collapsing to
some extent, becoming more complicated as one might expect and then it builds up in
the opposite direction. So it is a function of the – there’s a really dynamic nature of
the system, the complexity of the system but I don’t think we really understand, we –
you know, we can’t predict when it’s going to happen, that is some sort of very
random process and it – it’s quite interesting in this context in that when we – the
whole business of whether the Earth’s magnetic field reverse – reverses at all was
very controversial, in fact rocks that were reversely magnetised, you know, I think
this was originally rocks in the Massif Central, at – quite early – well over 100 years
ago, just over 100 years ago we discovered that the Massifs quite recently formed
rocks with reverse magnetisation, and you might say, well why didn’t people
straightway believe in reversals? Well they [laughs] – they discovered that there are
certain materials, and bless their hearts, the Japanese discovered that there was a
particular rock which could self reverse, that it would actually acquire – magnetism is
very odd [laughs]. It could actually acquire a magnetisation which is in the opposite
direction to the field in which it’s – which it’s sitting [problem on microphone] and
that seems incredible and I could try to explain the models for that but they’re quite
complicated and it means going into domain theory and interaction of different –
different domains, different phases. But they did also come up with a theoretical
model as to how this might be produced, a so called self reversal and everybody said,
‘Oh well in that case, you know, these things from the Massif Central speak for
themselves,’ reversals, they’re mineralogical [problem on microphone] [inaud]. And
for about fifty years people totally ignored reversals, you know, [problem on
microphone] this was like the continental drift debate and of course that’s one of the
intriguing aspects of this, the two things came together, two ongoing debates, you
know, whether you had reversals, whether you had continental drift. Erm … slightly
lost my train of thought, the question, could you put me back on the question.

No, you’ve done exactly what I – to explain – well to explain why we think that
magnetic reversals happen but that the actual reasons for it are all rather
complicated and are being modelled in various ways.

Yeah, yes, I suppose I have answered that to some extent, yes.
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Can I just –

In a sense the evidence was there so much earlier, you know, and yet it was ignored,
the empirical evidence in some sense was there but it was ignored. Just with the
continental drift debate, you know, they tried to explain it in other ways, you know,
why you got fauna on separated continents, they had land bridges and god knows
what else, all sorts of, you know, things. I think – oh possibly the only other thing I
was going to say was that it turned out that this – well I can remember it to this day,
this – this Japanese rock was called Hiruna dacite, you know, got all these volcanic
rocks in Japan and all of these sort of exotic intermediate compositions and it turned
out to be an incredibly rare rock type, you know [laughs], and … you know, if you
measured all basalts they don’t – I don’t think any basalts for example, which is the
most common sort of rock type or one of the most common, other than granites …
don’t exhibit it, you know [laughs], consider any examples of it. So it turned out be a
red herring but for all that it – but the other nice story that we don’t necessarily want
to record, or are you recording?

Hmmm hmm, yeah.

Was that the Americans in the mid ‘50s I think, American oil companies they looked
into palaeomagnetism, they started doing some palaeomagnetic work, I think it was to
orientate the cores they were bringing up, I can’t quite think why because, you know,
because you got a little fossil compass in there obviously so you can find north and all
the rest of it, but they – they gave up on it because the – the people working on it kept
producing these ridiculous results where some of the directions were exactly the
opposite, you know, to the others so there’s – well they gave that up, you know, this is
ridiculous, two totally different directions, well of course they’d discovered reversals
in there. But that gave palaeomagnetism a bad name in North America for some
years, you know [laughs], they didn’t touch it, I mean all the pala – all this
palaeomagnetic work of the – the ‘50s which produced evidence for continental drift
in fact was ignored pretty well in North America. I mean eventually some people like
Harry Hess started taking it seriously but – and then when they did start on
palaeomagnetism, though I’m not entirely sure why, it was a US Geological survey
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who did start doing work on magnetic reversals, now one of the things – yes, I think
the point I was trying to make as it’s rather an important one, something I have
covered recently is that when – when they started work – when Cox, Doell and
Dalrymple of the USGS – US Geological Survey in Menlo Park started this work on
young volcanic material and realising that, you know, if you like fifty percent of it
was normal, fifty percent of it was reverse there must be something in this, it must be
telling us something. Then about that time Dalrymple developed – and one or two
other people developed a much more accurate radiometric technique, potassium-argon
technique for dating these rocks, you just hadn’t been able to date them sufficiently
accurately, I mean you need to do it within a few percent for young rocks [inaud].
Hmmm … then they started trying to build up a reversal timescale for the last few
million years, or the most recent formations of the geologic past, and sure enough as
they got more and more data they – but of course these were discreet points because
they were – Columbian river basalts or Icelandic basalts or Aleutian basalts or
whatever, so they had discreet points in the last few million years with error bars on
them and some were normal some were reverse and they began to get a bit of a
timescale because it was becoming systematic, you know, the most – anything within
the last half a million years or more was always normal but then you got back to one
and a half million years it was all reversed or whatever, so you think, oh there’s
something in this. And the first thought by analogy with the sun, I mean the sun and
some planets have – have magnetic fields, and I’m not absolutely sure about the – the
planets, whether they’re – whether it’s periodic but certainly the sunspots and
associated magnetic fields are periodic, the so called sunspot cycle of eleven years is,
you know, periodic, it’s every eleven years although I’m not sure that it’s quite an
actual – they realise now quite that so – but so the first thought was, ah, presumably
it’s periodic, you know, the Earth’s magnetic field reverses every half million years or
one million years. So initially that’s what they were looking for but of course as – as
the picture became clearer and the picture from the ocean basins came in and from
sediments we realised that in fact it’s … very irregular and – and the intervals of a
particular polarity vary enormously. I mean there’s a period – if you go back into the
cretaceous a hundred million years ago, if you go back into the Permian 250 million
years ago the Earth’s magnetic field was a single polarity for tens of millions of years,
you know, so you go from that extreme to, as I say, ten or twenty million years ago it
was reversing quite frequently, there were several reversals every million years sort of
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thing, so it’s incredibly irregular. So this – this really relates back to the point I was
making about the randomness of this process which does vary enormously and you
just cannot predict I don’t think from models and things when – when it’s likely to
reverse, it’s completely random.

Thank you.

[01.00.01]

Now when Drum Matthew’s came back from the Indian Ocean, having been the
coordinator of the UK part of it and bringing back data of his particular part of the
North West Indian Ocean that he looked at, when he came back can you remember
what he said about the expedition?

I’m not sure what he said about it, it was very successful and – and the most relevant
and important thing is that – well what Drum himself had done which was rather
inspired, he – Drum is very good at this throughout his research career in other
contexts, I think because of his geological grounding, you know, rather than in – just
in physics … he was very good at identifying experiments to do, to test ideas or – or
to … yeah, to try and – basically try and test hypotheses. And he – what he’d done
was he did three – that’s right, three detailed surveys, but very small surveys
inevitably because – well because of the ship time, because the oceans are so vast, I
mean the – the biggest one was over the crest of the Carlsberg Ridge in the North
West Indian Ocean and it was less than … fifty nautical miles – well it’s a rectangle,
it was something like fifty by forty nautical miles I think his – you know, a nautical
mile is not much more than a mile, so comparatively small area and then he did
another – as I indicated earlier that was an interesting area because of this central
anomaly and obviously interesting because of the bathymetry of the rift. And he did
another one over the flanks which tended to have a certain – if anything characteristic
magnetic anomalies they were rather shorter wavelengths and perhaps smaller
amplitude than – than over the – when you got further away from the ridge crest, sort
of over the so called abyssal plains where you’ve got more sedimentation and your –
the ridge is lower and sedimented and they tended to be if anything higher amplitude
but – and longer wavelength anomalies. So he – he had these three areas. I think the
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other – the other – the two on the flank – the flanks and the abyssal plains I think they
were a bit sketchy, I don’t think they were very detailed [laughs], I don’t know
whether he ran out of ship time or what. But all importantly he had – well he
recognised that the – the most interesting one potentially was going to be the ridge
crest and there he had a very good survey but obviously very limited in area. And that
we both recognised that was a thing to work on, so basically my initial job, having
done the review, decided what to do, started to develop computer programmes to
interpret the data, my job was to work – to – to interpret this – this two dimensional
survey of the ridge crest. And … it turned out that – that he – he’d done it so that one
side of the survey was sort of parallel to the ridge and then the longer side was across
the ridge, and it turned out that one, the north eastern [correction: western] side of the
survey was rather complicated and – and didn’t have very big anomalies, it was – it
was almost as though somebody had rubbed them out, this sort of thing [laughs].
Whereas about two thirds [of the area] at the least to the south west [correction: east]
of that you had a rather distinctive pattern where you had very big anomalies and they
were roughly aligned – well more than roughly really, quite closely aligned to the
trend of the ridge, sort of north west south east and in particular you had a central
negative anomaly which was correlated with the central valley or rift and you had
positive anomalies on either side so it was kind of distinctive. But the – the crucial
thing was that the topography beneath these anomalies was totally different; I mean a)
it wasn’t delineated, the – the actual bathymetry was not as – as linear as the magnetic
anomaly and you could go – if you – if you looked along say one of the flanking
positive anomalies from north west to south east in fact you went from a – a big
volcano, which admittedly did have a slightly bigger positive anomaly area, but much
lower relief and featureless relief which still had a positive magnetic anomaly. And
then you had an area beyond that where you had a – well it was right on the edge of
the survey where you had another seamount and this had a – I think probably a
negative anomaly over it, I don’t know, anyway it was very clear, well in a sense, as I
say, we’ve mentioned it before, there was no correlation between the magnetics, no
simple correlation between the magnetics and the topography. Although it was also
clear that it – you – perhaps you could correct for topography, I think this is the sort of
idea that Drum had in mind, well why don’t we try and correct for the topography,
take out the induced magnetisation if you like, I think that’s what he was [inaud], and
… and see what we’re left with. Well … I suppose there may have been other ways
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of doing it but it’s – I think just looking at it qualitatively like that, I realised that the –
the positive anomaly on one flank that was over a seamount must mean that the
seamount was reversely magnetised, because a seamount at that latitude at the
equator, this is where magnetics gets a bit complicated [laughs], will give you a
negative anomaly, it’s because the Earth’s magnetic field is horizontal rather than
steeply dipping as it is in the North Atlantic. So it seemed to me you could say
straightaway that feature was – was reversely magnetised, whereas the other one
further out with the negative anomaly over it must be normally magnetised in
something like the present field direction, and the rift which was showing a negative
anomaly, which again very regular topography in it and some small volcanoes, that
must be normally magnetised, because at this latitude, this orientation negative will
mean normal, positive will mean reversed. So just looking at it qualitatively the idea
fell out. Now I cannot remember exactly where I was, when it was that I had the idea
but it – but the crucial thing was a) Drum’s survey, I mean which was a – you see
prior to that, because as I indicated earlier that it was a wide open area, I mean the
whole of the oceans in a sense but particularly the Indian Ocean, people were scuttling
around as you can imagine, just going in straight lines all over the places, you know,
nobody stopped to do a detailed survey as Drum did, that was the inspired thing to do
because then you could start – you know you could start doing some serious
interpretation. And – and rather than do – as Drum said which turns out is rather, well
it turns out to be true but unimportant because induced magnetisation is not terribly
relevant, you can – you can essentially forget it, what – what I was interested in and it
was partly influenced I suppose by the type of programmes I’d developed from other
people’s work but actually written the programmes because – because EDSAC was so
esoteric, you know, you couldn’t just take the programme from somebody else. I’d
had to rewrite them for the EDSAC computer, but these programmes – well the most
sophisticated one would take a magnetic body like a seamount and the magnetic
anomaly developed over it if you fed those into the computer, as Teddy would say, he
was always rather intrigued by feeding things into a computer [laughs], you know,
and most people talk about that these days. By giving it the bathymetry, so the shape
of the seamount, the topography of the seamount, the anomaly developed over it, it
would actually deduce the way in which it was magnetised, assuming it was
uniformly magnetised which was probably an approximation, but anyway it would
give you the best fit, so called least squares best fit, which is done by so called matrix
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inversion which one doesn’t know what that is except that it’s incredibly complicated
calculations you can’t do by hand unless you’ve got thousands of people working on
it sort of thing [laughs], so it’s an ideal calculation for a computer to do, a least
squares fit by inversion. Erm … and so I use this programme, and sure enough, as I
say it was obviously qualitatively that the positive anomaly over the seamount
produced reverse magnetisation and – and the opposite for the other, or roughly, it
wasn’t so convincing but then it was on the edge of the survey area so we didn’t have
such a good picture. But I think – I think that sort of quantitative interpretation,
which obviously we included in the first paper, made it hopefully a little more
convincing, or you know people were more likely to be impressed by that, particularly
as computers were new and all this, oh you know, sophisticated [laughs]. Well in fact
you didn’t need to do that, as I say you could – you could see qualitatively or you
could get the idea qualitatively. But the whole business one way or another is – is
rather complicated and – and I … I didn’t expect people in general, you know, who
weren’t familiar with the field to – to be at all convinced. I remember a friend of
mine, well he was – I was running a scout troop with him, he was a phys – physicist
doing a PhD and he’d read the paper in Nature and he said, ‘Couldn’t understand that
at all,’ or, ‘I didn’t find it at all convincing,’ [laughs] fair enough. But what I did –
what really surprised me was that I thought that people who wrestled with the same
problem as I was, you know, people like – there weren’t that many in the world, there
were only half a dozen in the world probably, Ron Mason at Imperial, Vic Vacquier at
Scripps and Heirzler and people at Lamont. They would say, ‘Wow, hmmm, yeah,
that is – that’s quite a – an elegant solution,’ you know, in – in particular it now
begins to explain why the topography doesn’t correlate in a simple way with the
anomaly, like – you know, as it does in gravity, if something’s reversed, you know, I
mean you’re going to get – get the opposite effect and things are going to interfere
and all the rest of it. But no, they all said it was rubbish, well they [laughs] – well
except Ron Mason apparently but then he didn’t publish anything, he was notorious at
not publishing a lot so – but he’s always maintained since and I can believe it,
particularly having looked into it more closely since, because he really should have
had the idea earlier, I mean he – in fact I got one of the programmes, in fact the most
elegant programme to do this operation from one of his research students at Imperial
College London, he was a Sinhalese, he was – he was a brilliant guy Kunaratnam and
he had developed this programme, widely developed it, to interpret some seamounts
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in the area off the western US that Ron Mason had surveyed with Vic Vacquier. And
he – moreover he’d – he’d got reversely magnetised seamounts and for all that, you
know, Ron Mason hadn’t put the two and two together and he said, ‘Subsequently I
just kicked myself, you know, I hadn’t had the idea a year or two earlier,’ he was
probably off consulting, I shouldn’t say this should I, probably off consulting or
something [laughs], I don’t know.

[01.11.21]

Well I was going to ask you in particular about your visit to Imperial College where
you met – I wonder if you’d say the surname again so that I can –

Kunaratnam, now what was his first name, oh dear Kunaratnam.

It’s a K. Dr K Kunaratnam.

Kuno or Kuno, Kunaratnam [laughs], feel awful that I don’t remember his first name,
I used to be able to remember it. Surname’s Kunaratnam.

Do you remember that visit in enough detail to –

I do.

Tell it as a sort of story, including anything you learnt of his background?

Well I think – gosh I’m not sure how accurately I’m remembering this but I think it –
I think it essentially took – I had – yes Kunaratnam was – was basically a
mathematician I think and – and had been set this problem by Ron Mason I think
basically and – and Bruckshaw the – the professor at Imperial in geophysics and as I
say it was a very elegant piece of mathematics and programming which was very
important at that time of course because unlike today you had – you had to write very
efficient programmes unless the computer was going to take all day to do the
calculations, sort of thing, so it – it was absolutely brilliant. So I had – and he was
very very generous, you know, he was very – I think he’d finished – just finished a
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PhD, he – well I’ve still got a copy of his PhD I’m pretty sure and he was quite happy
for me to – well I don’t know whether he got permission from Ron Mason, I think he
probably did for me to have the details and to – to re-programme it. But – and so that
was terribly important and he was very very open and cooperative, but I’m pretty sure
at the same visit I met up with Jim Hall, or Jim Ade-Hall he – as he subsequently
became known who – who was working on the magnetic properties of – of ocean
floor basalts. Now I think he must have been working – he must have taken over
from Drum a year or two earlier on measuring the magnetic properties of the rocks
dredged by Cambridge, I think, I wouldn’t be absolutely – but I can’t think where else
he would have got them from unless he got them from America or something, or some
perhaps collection in the British Museum. But he was working on these rocks and I
think – gosh, you know, I wish one could remember this more clear, but I think
basically he had demonstrated, as Drum had the point I made earlier that these ocean
floor basalts were more strongly magnetised than sub-aerial basalts. I think there was
a little bit of doubt about Drum’s work because they were – the – the basalts were a
bit altered and people thought they were a bit anomalous but … but I think – if I’m
remembering correctly I think what I got out of the discussion with Jim was, it sort of
reinforced this idea of the importance of remanence in ocean floor basalts, so it was
very very useful in that sense. Though as I say, you know, these two things, you
know, he too I think was a student of Ron Mason, I’m not sure, perhaps he wasn’t but
he was certainly at Imperial and, you know, these two things were going on there at
Imperial [laughs] and rather crucial building blocks with this … idea really.

And how had he – Kunaratnam come to be there at that time?

I have no idea to be quite honest [laughs], I don’t know. I mean it was – I – I – well I
assume it’s a commonwealth connection really, though even then there were – well
more so then there were – it was very common for a – for a – you know, bright people
from various commonwealth countries to come to the UK for higher degrees,
extremely common, and not so uncommon now.

[01.15.05]
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And I wonder whether now in as much detail as you can remember you could describe
the actual nuts and bolts sort of process of – of writing the computer programme to
interpret the magnetic survey data. I think that my first question under that was going
to be why not just look at the data, you know, why not just make an argument based
on what you’ve described as a qualitative look at it but I think you’ve answered that
in terms of the wish to be as convincing as possible and the effect of a computer?

Yes … yeah, I – I guess – you see – I mean as it happened, we didn’t know this at the
time, I think it’s quite useful to sort of just mention Larry Morley’s experience
because … Larry Morley was this Canadian geophysicist who – who was working –
now was he with the – I think he was with the Survey at the time working on …
certainly magnetics and if not exclusively magnetics and other geophysical
techniques, as measured over the Canadian Shield I think. But the point was he – he
was quite familiar with – well an expert in terms of interpreting magnetic anomalies,
but not at sea over the continental geology, and I suppose – well I suppose he was
keeping up with the magnetic literature in general and he came across this work on the
linear magnetic anomalies in the North East Pacific, and presumably also the central
magnetic anomaly over – over the ridge crest I suppose, I’d have to go back to his
paper which is now published, the paper he couldn’t get published at the time. And
he had the idea that you – exactly the same idea that you could explain these linear
anomalies if you had normally and reversed magnetisation, I suppose he must – he
must have been invoking spreading as well, I mean this was – this was – he’d have
had that idea in late ’62 early ’63 and although he probably didn’t have access to
Hess’ work which was barely published then, it came out late in ’62 in a very obscure
volume, there was a paper by Bob Dietz who jumped the gun a bit in that – I mean
Harry Hess circulated a preprint in ’59 or ’60, I think it may have – perhaps ’60 is
more correct, on seafloor spreading which was very widely circulated but he didn’t
get in print as I say until [laughs] effectively ’63 ’64 because the so called Buddington
volume of the Geological Society of America, which was a unique volume, you know,
not even in a series, you know, special papers or – or monographs or anything, I think
it’s got an imprint of December ’62 on it or something, I don’t know, ages before I
saw it, I just happened to have heard as you – as you know Harry Hess gave a talk in –
at Cambridge in January ’62 which was very – very fortunate, but there was a paper
by Dietz which actually came out in ’61 but I mean he – he – I think he did it quite
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innocently, he – he realised how exciting the idea of seafloor spreading was and Dietz
– it was he – it was he who called it seafloor spreading, Harry hadn’t called it that and
he actually provided the name, Bob Dietz, [laughs] and he developed it and
extrapolated it to subduction zones and geosynclines and things because that was the
sort of thing he was interested in. Basically he thought the idea was exciting and he
applied it to his own areas almost without thinking, you know, without realising that –
that wasn’t even the literature [laughs], but that did mean that – that people could
have been aware of it if they’d read his paper, but I don’t know, I should – judging by
the reaction to mine I can’t believe they took his paper very seriously in general so –
so I suppose it’s where Larry Morley must have got it from because I – I reread his
paper quite recently, ‘cause somebody was – somebody – I think it was Ted Irving
was saying, ‘Well,’ trying to make the case that – that Larry’s idea wasn’t quite the
same as mine but I – so I reread it at that point, this was only a few months ago and I
couldn’t see why – what Ted was getting at, it seemed his ideas seemed to be exactly
the same. But it was just the idea, you know, he didn’t – he didn’t have any marine
data, he didn’t illustrate it, he didn’t present any profiles, discuss any profiles, have
any computer analysis so … it – it was just – came out as what was generally treated
as a rather heretical idea, and although we were totally unaware of this when I
discussed the idea with Drum, I mean I think he – I don’t think he was altogether
happy with it himself actually [laughs] and I’m pretty sure that – and – and historians
of science have worked on this and – and have come to same conclusion, that Maurice
Hill wasn’t very happy with the idea and he was quite worried about it because he –
you know, his own reaction was that – like that of most people that it was all a – a
step too far, you know, was putting together two or three different heresies sort of
thing or things that were – were not widely accepted like reversals and – and
continental drift in effect and more strongly magnetised rocks on the ocean floor and
– and this was a bit too much putting all these things together. And it was all a bit
ahead of its time if – if it was worth anything at all. So their reaction I think was, well
we’ve got to stiffen this up a bit, we’ve got to – we’ve got to – it’s not just – although
it's only going to be a letter in Nature which works slightly different Nature then to
what they are now [laughs], quite short and – and often I think, you know, this sort of
idea. They felt it had to be jazzed up in some way so Drum and I very soon decided,
well – and partly because Drum was so impressed by people who could do computing
or something [laughs], or – or one way of improving it would be to put this
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quantitative interpretation in, although if – if as you say it’s obvious qualitatively, you
know, we’d do this, and we put that, and Maurice [laughs], even more pragmatic, he
thought, well one of the ways of making it more – more respectable is to put some
unpublished data in it, you know, at least you’ve got some unpublished data [laughs],
so he very generously donated as it were two unpublished profiles from – I guess one
from – I should – I should know this shouldn’t I, I think one was from North Atlantic,
one from the Indian Ocean, illustrating the general character which I’ve been
describing the anomalies across the ridges and the central anomaly and this sort of
thing. And the fact that it was positive in the North Atlantic and negative in the – in
the Indian Ocean and this sort of thing. So between these two things they – actually I
think I had – I think I had the quantitative interpretation in the first place but certainly
adding the profiles was – and that’s right, they maybe cut out a lot of the reduction
details as well which prob – almost certainly wasn’t appropriate to a letter in Nature.
So we tried to firm it up into something which we thought might be a bit more
acceptable and get past – get past referees, and of course as it happens, I mean that
was – not that we ever discovered who the referees were on – on both Larry Morley’s
or my paper, our paper. His obviously didn’t get past referees, either with Nature or
with Journal of Geophysical Research and ours somehow did, I don’t know … it
really would be interesting to know a) whether it was refereed at all, ‘cause there was
a slight question at the time with Nature as to what extent they did referee things, or
in some cases whether they just put them straight through on the say so of the editor
or … and if so if it was who did it.

What do you – what was your view of the – the speculation that I read somewhere that
the – the – the fact that Morley was Canadian and that your paper was coming from a
Cambridge University department had an effect on an English journal?

Well one would like to think that wasn’t true but I suppose it’s possible, I don’t know,
it wouldn’t have occurred to me but … no idea really [laughs].

And why not –

Well it wouldn’t be true of the Journal of Geophysical Research of course but –
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No quite, no.

No, I really – I wish I knew more about this, you know, the process [laughs] or
whatever.

Who was the editor at the time?

Well I – was it Maddox, it’s an interesting point because I – the – the – an earlier
editor, what was his name, Gale I think, actually went to my church in Chiswick in
West London, I knew him and his daughter, you know, and his wife but I – I think he
– oh god, I wonder if we could trace that, well I think he’d stopped being editor by
then, I think he stopped while I was still in Chiswick but I think it was Maddox but I –
I wouldn’t be sure of that now, but one could look that up I suppose, who was the
editor in ’63.

And why decide – why did you decide that Nature was the place for this in the first
place and not –

Oh because it was a bit speculative, a short speculative, I think – I think it was the
obvious place really.

And why not include in it the – you say that Maurice Hill allowed you to use these
unpublished profiles, why not use Drum’s survey of, you know, section area 4A, this
survey of the Carlsberg.

Well obviously that was written up in more details subsequently for the Royal
Society, the Royal Society paper. I don’t – I think that was more appropriate to a
bigger paper really probably.

I see.

And actually at that stage I wouldn’t have done – you see I mean ultimately I went on
to interpret the whole thing three dimensionally to represent the whole topography
and – and do quite an elaborate thing, which as I say is all published in the Royal
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Society proceedings, whatever its called, no Phil Trans. But at the time I just had the
results from the two seamounts.

And was it the 2d computer model that you used?

The 2d, yeah, yes, that’s also in there.

And the 3d one later?

Well as I say we quoted the results from the 3d analysis of the two seamounts and
then we did – well we – we produced – I produced some – just again this is perhaps
what made – didn’t make it very convincing in that it wasn’t compared with actual
data but I just demonstrated that the basic idea was capable of producing the central
anomaly over ridge crests and the linear anomalies in the North East Pacific. So there
were those two – yeah, that was the other computational aspect of it, the two – but
they were models, there was never an attempt to compare them with real data.

And how did you – how in practice did you look at the data that came back from the
Indian Ocean with Drum in order to generate the kind of qualitative assessment of
what was going on that you talked about earlier?

Well they all had to be plotted by hand, you know, you did – you just plotted off the –
the contour into sections as it were, fifty gammas or whatever, you know, 100
gammas, 150 along the profiles and then you could contour it up and it was all done
on a drafting table, you know [laughs].

Did you do that?

I think I must have done, yeah, I don’t quite think … I don’t quite see who else would
have done it, I don’t think Drum would have done the magnetics, he might have done
the bathymetry, I don’t know. I honestly can’t remember. Hmmm …

Do you remember how in practice you superimposed those two things, the bathymetry
and the magnetic –
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Well I suppose we were drawing – we were drawings things up on the same scale and
that’s where the light table came in [laughs], the light table was very important, you
know, with when you were drafting a – you know, in that you could see through one
or more copies of film and – and paper and –

And was it a matter with Drum’s data that came back of going to the computer then
with punch tape again in order to get the initial …?

Yes, so the magnetics, so that was all – I’m pretty sure it must have been reduced like
that. But I – I don’t think we did that, we – the data I’m thinking of which my wife
and I did must have been a year later, it must have been from a subsequent – oh it was
probably – oh it was probably from the Discovery trip I suppose, although there may
even have been another later Owen – Owen trip I can’t remember, perhaps not. I can’t
– well it’s possible Teddy did that from – from – from the Owen data, that detailed
survey, I don’t know that I did it. I can’t remember doing it. Or that – or we met –
though did we have a research assistant working for Teddy, I really – I honestly can’t
remember [laughs].

If I – if I was to show you a copy of the Nature paper with – and the illustrations in it,
we’ve said that often in geophysics at this time part of the process of making an
argument is showing something, showing a particular line or a graph or a chart,
could you explain – I mean they’re obviously very neat tidied up representations of –

Oh you’ve got it there, oh right.

Of quite a lot of background work, I wonder whether you would be able to say what
you did in practice at a desk, at a computer, in a lab to get those outputs, including
the role of any assistants in actually – I don’t know, drawing, drafting, presenting –

I can’t [laughs] – I cannot – I really cannot, I would have – I would have thought I’d
done all these myself actually. Although I mean this would be a matter of copying
something, this would have been done by somebody else, as I say this was existing
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data in the department, I would have thought this was all done already, I mean I – I’d
put it together or …

Yeah, so that’s the illustrations at the bottom of the first page that we’ve got.

The first page with the –

Mid Atlantic ridge and Carlsberg ridge.

And you’ve got your central positive in here, central negative over the rifts, that sort
of thing. It’s all pretty messy stuff as you say, I mean we’re now – one of the – well
we’ll come onto this obviously was that one of the things which wasn’t very
convincing initially was that obviously if the idea was right the anomalies should be
symmetrical about the ridge, and they’re not, well they’re not obviously very
symmetrical and it turns out that these two ridges are spreading quite slowly and the –
between the slow spreading rate and quite a – a wider zone of intrusion on formation
at the ridge crest the anomaly is really downgraded by material of the opposite
polarity getting mixed up and – so you don’t – and this didn’t surprise Drum and I as
geologists, you know, we thought it would be quite common, it wouldn’t be that
simple but, you know, subsequently it turned out much to our amazement when we
got some of the Pacific data in, that there the spreading rates are – well exceptionally,
almost ten times higher, you know, the process is quite different, well as indicated by
the fact you don’t get the central valley, the zone of formation is narrower and the
record’s incredibly clearly written, and of course the symmetry shows up and the
timescale shows up. But I mean you can’t see that from these profiles [laughs], that
was one of the problems, you know, the Atlantic data wasn’t very convincing at all
and – but these – these I’m pretty sure I would have drawn up, I don’t think there’s
any doubt about that, I mean that’s the essential results from the computer and the
normal one is not that good as you can see but – but then that was partly because the
data wasn’t so good, this was rather convincing, the reversal one which was of course
all important.

And that’s a – that’s a circle with – with sort of north south east and west sort of lines
on it –
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Yes, a stereographic net so called, so that these would be the actual … geographic
directions as you say in north south east west and intermediate, and then it – you’re
actually plotting a sphere here and so you’re plotting – so you can plot any direction,
clearly if you’ve got a sphere you could have any radius of the sphere and then this
indicates – the fact it’s an open circle means it’s on the lower hemisphere and the way
– the distance here which you get mathematically from the – from the measurement
tells you what so called dip is, how far it is down from the horizontal, and here you’ve
got one which is reversed … have I got this the right way round, I don’t know, it’s so
near the equator here, normal and reversed, and I’m not sure whether it’s just above or
just below, I can’t remember now. But clearly the – the fit is incredibly close to the
reverse direction of the Earth’s magnetic field. Although – well it just needs to be
close to the – well it depends what – yeah, it depends exactly what the latitude is, it’s
very low the latitude, I think it’s four or five degrees so it’d be roughly horizontal.
Yeah, that’s the so called stereographic projection.

How was that produced literally and practiced – did it –

Well you have it – I think I probably only could do it – you could probably do it now
– well you would do it now on a computer but then you had a stereographic net so
called [laughs].

What’s that [laughs]?

Well [laughs], well I could find one for you and you’d [laughs] – probably. Which
basically shows you how to plot how things will plot, it’s got all the – it’s – it’s – it
demonstrates the way in which various so called great circles on this sphere would –
would project, would plot on this two dimensional projection.

Is it like – is it a piece of equipment like a protractor, like a piece of – that you lay on
a piece of paper?

Yes, yes it is and it’s transparent, you know, so that you – and you’ve got this grid,
yeah.
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So you – in other words you drew that by hand using that –

Yes, you do that by – you could draw that very quickly, in fact I was very familiar
with this as I had done mineralogy and petrology and specialised in that, you know,
and used stereographic nets ad nauseam you know, in – in plotting light directions
through crystals and things, you know, and you needed to be able to plot three
dimensional directions so –

So it maps something which is three dimensional onto a two dimensional space?

Yeah, yeah. I mean, you could have a stereographic projection of the world, you
know, that – in fact it – it looks – well it was quite good really obviously ‘cause it’s
like looking at the real thing [laughs].

And how did you present – how did you – what did you send off to Nature in order for
them to put that into the paper, physically?

Oh it would be an – an, what’s it called, well it’d be on a film, transparent mat –
which was – would be drafted on in Indian ink type thing, a special ink.

And the – we’ve got … well we’ve got sort of four other diagrams but they’re two
separate insertions into the text. On the top right we’ve got plots – sort of solid lines
and two kinds of dotted lines [both laugh], do you remember how those were
produced? You see I might imagine that that being – here and now that that might
have came out of a computer as it is there on a printer of some kind.

The dotted line, no no, I think I would have plotted those by hand then. Again all this
sort of thing is much easier now obviously but … I need to just check myself to get
[laughs] the caption, yeah the – this – the solid line is the observed anomaly and these
presumably are three anomalies across this area I think, across the crest of the
Carlsberg Ridge. Oh actually they may – may not be but anyway they cross the –
they’re here as a central negative anomaly, basically, and here is the positive flanking
anomaly, positive flanking anomaly. And this dash line in this case is what you get if
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you compute the magnetic effect of this bathymetry if it were all normally
magnetised, either by induction alone or if both the induced magnetisation and the
remanent magnetisation were in the – essentially the direction of the Earth’s magnetic
field, which is what you’d expect if they were not reversals of the field, and you can
see from that dashed line that it bears no relation to the observed thing, and in
particular you get the inverse here of what you – what you would predict. And so this
is what I was – in effect what I was saying earlier that you could see qualitatively
from this feature that it – it’s almost certainly reversely magnetised, and when you
then put in the blocks like this …

You’re pointing that in the bottom right which are the blocks of normally and
reversely –

Which has Carlsberg Ridge normally reversed, so you’re in the right location at the
equator, central negative over normal, positive over reversed and there it is and you
can see – I mean it’s not exact but it’s a great improvement on [laughs] assuming it
was all normally magnetised. And it’s not exact, you know, because the process is
not – it doesn’t produce blocks exactly like that particularly on a slow spreading rate,
but it’s really not bad, you know, I mean it’s – it’s – it’s getting much nearer to the –
the first approximation. Hmmm …

And when you say that you plotting those by hand, you plotted them by hand having
run this through the computer?

Having – yeah, and I – yes, I almost certainly didn’t have a graphical output but it was
printed out all digitally and then I’d literally have to plot it up on graph paper.

[01.36.38]

Okay, so we haven’t – I don’t – we haven’t got a description of how you – as far as
you can, how you wrote a programme that would allow you to process the raw data
that came back from ships or survey data that the department already had. I can –
you’ve talked about taking the punch tape down and – and feeding it through and at
that time you – you were speaking about that you were using Teddy’s programme and
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– when you could get that to work. But what was the actual – what was involved in
actually writing your own programme?

Well you have to – you know, you’ve got basically a lot of mathematics which you’ve
got to get the computer to – to work out [laughs]. So you – you know, you’ve got to
programme it so that – you know, you set it up so that – and then you’ve got all sorts
of parameters to put in like the present direction of the Earth’s magnetic field, the –
the latitude, the … the you know, what scale you – whether you’re in kilometres or
miles or whatever it is, and – and then you’ve got to feed in the data that it’s going to
work on, so you’ve got to give the coordinates of – of points on a grid in your survey
and at those points you’ve got to specify both the depth to the seamount and the value
of the Earth’s magnetic field at that point, directly above that point on the seamount,
so you have to feed it – first of all you have to write the data that will take in – a
programme that will take in all that data and then it starts substituting the relevant
parameters in – in the mathematical equations but that ultimately give you the fit, the
least squares fit and produce a, you know, jackpot comes out at the bottom that give
you a best fitting remanent vector, or magnetic vector.

And what is the jackpot from your programme, what does it – what does the jackpot
physically look like, the output of that?

Oh it would just be a little printout, I mean it would just tell me – I mean the essential
answer is – is here, you know, the – the direction in which it’s magnetised and – and
the – the inclination with respect to the horizontal, and that’s all you need. And then
it would give an intensity as well, so you’ve got – you know if you’ve got a vector so
called, something that’s directed and has a magnitude and direction then you just need
three things to define it, I mean you’d have three components, three orthogonal
components that – you know, three components at right angles that – that would
define it completely, or you can have two directions and a total magnitude which
would define it completely.

And so did that – how did that come out then, as a sheet of numbers or as some sort of
a draft –
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Well it would just be three numbers, you know, inclination is so and so, declination is
so and so, intensity is so and so.

Okay, thank you. And where did you have to write the programme, considering –

Where?

Considering – I mean did you have to – one –

Sat at a – sat at a desk and wrote it, you know.

By – on paper?

Yeah.

And then took it down to –

Yeah, and then you’d punch it up and put it, you have to – again that goes in on punch
tape.

Ah okay, right. And so – and where was the machine that turned something written
on paper into punch tape so that you could then feed it into EDSAC2?

That was probably down at the – well I don’t know if we had any at Madingley Rise,
must have been down at the computing lab I suppose. Yeah.

Thank you.

Yeah, I don’t think we had any – no.

And did the actual data have to go in on punch tape as well?

Yes.
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As well as the programme?

Yes, yeah. Yeah, it was the only way of getting anything into that computer [laughs].
It did have magnetic tapes but I don’t think they were – well I never used them, or
they might have – mainly for data storage I think and storing lots of data.

[01.40.43]

And where – where were you living at the time that you were – this is really still the
sort of first year, is it first year or two?

Yeah, it was the first year, I was in a – I don’t quite know how this came about but I
was in a – a college hostel on Grange Road - I was in John’s and John’s extends right
up, well the playing fields are sort of over … I’ve forgotten the name of that road,
runs – runs along the back of the backs and then the next road up is Grange Road, and
Teddy lived quite near there actually in Clarkson which is just down the road, and
yeah, it was a St John’s graduate hostel. I don’t quite – I was quite lucky in a way to
– I don’t – I may have been the only sort of John’s graduate as it were in there
because it was typically students from overseas and so I made some really good
friends, you know, two Australians were in there and, you know, some people from
Nigeria [laughs], it wasn’t very big, there wern’t that many of us. And that was – and
actually it was quite near to Madingley Rise, you know, it was nearer to Madingley
Rise than geology and so forth, it was on that side of the city. And then the following
year – well the beginning of the year I was at sea, for some months obviously through
to December and then I moved in with [laughs] my wife and her [laughs] girlfriend
who was living in Alpha Road and within months we got married and we got – the
girlfriend stayed on I think up in the attic and we lived in the [laughs], whatever it
was, 31 Alpha Road or something for the rest of our time in Cambridge which was –
which was very nice. Again it was on that side of the city, it was quite handy for
Madingley Rise and the college.

[01.42.28]
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And what were you – what were your sort of – what was your social life involving at
this time, while –

[Laughs] What –

We’re not at the – we’re not at the computer room or at –

No, we’re trying to learn to dance. I’m not sure either of us were then doing sports,
we’d both done rowing actually, Sue was one of the first women rowers at Cambridge
[laughs], was in the first women’s eight or the second one I think. And I did a bit of
rowing particularly as a graduate student actually rather than as an undergraduate. Oh
we did some tennis, social tennis, we probably went to all sorts of talks and films and
god knows – yes, I remember quite a lot of films, theatre.

[01.43.07]

And with whom were you talking about your work beyond you know research students
in the department or people in the department who you’d expect –

Well no-one really beyond that circle I don’t think, they wouldn’t have really been
interested. There were – you know, it was a very stimulating department, as I say not
– not least because of the visitors I think, notably the American visitors and indeed
Teddy himself. I didn’t – obviously have an awful lot in common with the other – a
lot of the other research students, or except perhaps those building instruments in the
marine group because, you know, most of those were – I mean I don’t know, great
friends with them and I think one or two of them did help with the computing of it, I
mean Norman Neidell I remember was very helpful. But no this thing we did with
Dan the other day, Dan McKenzie said he didn’t really take my idea at all seriously or
realise how important it was until November ’66, which actually is when most people
suddenly realised it was important and he didn’t exactly drop what he was doing and
he [laughs] – the difference is he did then. He went on doing whatever it was, that
was something to do with Earth’s magnetic field, I can’t remember [laughs]. And I
didn’t – I obviously knew Dan … informally but I’d, you know, I never actually did
any science with him then or subsequently.
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[01.44.32]

What – he remembers you at – at that stage doing what I think you described Drum
doing earlier, which was gluing the strips of paper onto the polystyrene to make it –
onto the large maps in the loft?

That’s right, yeah yeah.

What – what do you remember of him, whether – whether it’s –

Not a lot really because as I say, you know, he was doing this very theoretical work so
there wasn’t a lot to show for it, like [laughs] bits of paper or something. As I say I
can’t even remember exactly what he was doing [laughs]. He – I mean we only – in
fact we only overlapped by about eighteen months I suppose because although he was
a year behind me, he was in Sue’s year, and as I say I was away for the first part of the
year so I was it was just eighteen months period but I don’t think we – apart from the
coffee room whether we had an awful lot in common or to talk about [laughs].

And what was – what was Sue’s response to anything you said about this work that
you were doing?

My wife’s response?

Your – then – at that time I suppose – your sort of wife-to-be, so your – your
girlfriend at that time?

Gosh, I don’t know … was usually singularly unimpressed by my work, I don’t – I
have no idea [laughs], she’s just flown across to America so I – you can’t ask her
unfortunately [laughs], gone to stay with our daughter in Virginia. I don’t know, I
mean she was tremendously supportive, you know, in practical terms and ultimately
she typed up the thesis which we had to do that in a hurry because we were going off
to Princeton and she typed the thesis up on – she taught herself to type, it was typical
of Sue, she’s taught herself anything she – all sorts of things over the years. She
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typed up the thesis on stencils, all several hundred pages of it. She was drawing all
the diagrams which in a sense was part of her job for the – the group, there were an
awful lot of diagrams so – but quite what she thought about it [laughs] all I don’t
know, I really have no idea.

What assistance did she provide in the writing of the Nature paper?

Oh she wouldn’t have been involved with that at all because that was the year – she
was in her third year, you know, doing exams, finals as it were.

And I know – I know Drum was away, do you remember where you wrote it, where
you wrote the actual –

No, I can’t – I can’t remember exactly when I had the idea, I can’t exactly when I
wrote it, the – the sort of things that bracket it – well actually I don’t know whether
you want this boring detail. I – I went – I went – I – I demonstrated on the Arran
fieldtrip, on the first year geological fieldtrip at Easter, Cambridge, was to the Isle of
Arran and maybe still to this day I think which is a fantastic place to do a first year
fieldtrip. And Sue and I went back a year ago and did the Arran coastal way to
reminisce about it all because most of the geological localities of course are on the
coast. So I went as an undergraduate in Easter ’60, then I went back in ’63 as a first
year graduate student to demonstrate on it, and as a result I actually had some decent
notes on it after all that and managed to find them when we went back about a year
ago and my wife couldn’t believe it [both laugh]. Now what – what’s relevant was,
on the way back from that, I’m pretty sure it was on the way back I called in at
Durham to talk to Martin Bott, I don’t think I’d had the idea by then unless I’m very –
I think it’s very unlikely, now Drum got married [laughs] I think at the beginning of
May and then went off on his honeymoon. Now the – the trip to Durham was in
March so this is the whole of April which probably would have included Easter, we’d
have probably taken a bit of a holiday, whether I had it immed – whether I had it
immediately after Easter, I think I – and when I mentioned it – whether I mentioned it
to Drum before he got married I don’t – or whether he was even around before he got
married [laughs] I don’t know that I did, I really cannot remember any details of that
but I’m pretty sure I wrote the first draft while he was on his honeymoon because I
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think I presented him with that when he came back and I probably showed it to
Maurice Hill really, I can’t – I can’t – I’ve got real problems with this, I mean it – I
don’t remember submitting it, I think Maurice must have submitted it and that must
have been something like June because it was out at the beginning of September, that
the actual – I don’t – I can’t pin down the dates any better than that. I’ve got – in
general I’ve got very good – I’ve got an incredible collection of desk diaries and when
I was at school I kept quite a detailed diary, I’d forgotten just how long that went on
for, I thought I’d stopped doing it about thirteen or fourteen but it goes on till I was
seventeen or eighteen or something [laughs], but the – unfortunately the Cambridge
period, well particularly as a graduate student at Cambridge and – and much of the
Princeton period, that is the one gap in my diaries and it’s the crucial time, I don’t
know whether I was just too busy to write any sort of diary or what, it’s a great shame
so I just cannot nail that.

[End of Track 6]
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Track 7

Could I start today then by asking you to say something about the experience of the
Spitsbergen expedition, which I think was in the final year of your undergraduate
degree?

Yes, literally right at the end of the final year in fact we went – my prospective wife
and I and others – friends went to the May ball in June, as May week as Clive James
has reminded us, is always in June now, and the May ball and so on, and I seem to
remember we went off on the Spitsbergen expedition very soon after that, it may
almost have been the day after so – and we were frantically packing all the supplies,
you know ‘cause we had to take all our food with us which was, you know,
dehydrated foods and things, it was a – pretty well the same diet every day, we just
had something special on Sunday I think, it was all sort of dried food and the rest of it.
And the ship’s biscuits and things, so all this on every – all the equipment, you know,
you obviously had to be completely self sufficient, was all being packed up and – and
basically I don’t think I went to bed for two or three nights as far as I can remember
[laughs] and this included the May ball. And then at – perhaps the next day or the day
after we left on the Spitsbergen expedition and we went up to Newcastle overnight
and I seem to remember sleeping all the way, or trying to, and then of course we
stopped at a service area in the middle of the night or somewhere, had to wake up and
I was rather annoyed. And then went across to Bergen and then the – and I slept
pretty well all the way to Bergen I think [laughs] – and then up – right up the coast on
the Hurtigruten as it’s called, or the Coastal Express, again sleeping a lot. Eventually
got to Tromso and from Tromso we got a 500 tonne fjord steamer to Spitsbergen for
which trip it obviously wasn’t designed and unfortunately between Tromso and Bear
Island we encountered a storm and it was – it was just awful, you know, I mean this
500 tonne boat was just bobbing around like a cork and – and I was thoroughly sick,
sea sick [laughs], I don’t know that everybody was but I mean I found I was so sea
sick, you know, so I almost wanted to die. But anyway, eventually after [beyond]
Bear Island it calmed down and ultimately got into the ice and it was very calm and
we – I think we met up with the governor of – Spitsbergen’s launch was a bit of an
icebreaker and that sort of – so I think the ice was quite bad still at – in late June that
year and that took us through to Longyearbyen and then that was our centre, that was
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the Norwegian capital as it were with the Norwegian coal mines. And that was our
base and then we split up into I think 8 or 9 parties and some went up north, quite a bit
further north, or right on the north coast I think to study the Precambrian things and
they I remember – they were a bit special because they had to take guns with them in
case they met polar bears that were a bit stroppy, but I don’t think they ever had to use
them but it was a precautionary measure. We were on ice fjord, near Longyearbyen
itself and – which sort of cuts east west into Spitsbergen so it gives quite a nice crosssection geologically and we – we were doing geophysics, four or five of us were
doing magnetic and gravity surveying and basically that’s what we did for the next
two months almost I think. And it was quite an experience obviously, we were
completely on our own, we got around by boat, we were typically working at or near
sea level because for the gravity in particular you need height very – pretty accurately
so we had to level [tie] it in to sea level and it – and the scenery of course was
fantastic, the geology was fantastic, and apart from one place where we had terrible
mosquitoes, you know, I was assured there weren’t mosquitoes on Spitsbergen and I
wouldn’t have any problem, but at Kapp Wijk I can remember to this day there were –
there were probably fresh water lakes or something on a spit which were attracting
millions of – of mosquitoes [laughs] and I couldn’t read the gravimeter, you know,
they were swarming over the eyepiece, I couldn’t even look into the machine [laughs],
it was just horrible. So that wasn’t very nice for a few days, but apart from that no
there weren’t mosquitoes and it was – it was a very interesting time. I think I’d had
enough of it after two months to be quite honest [laughs]. One time I grew a beard,
came back – duly got the picture with my friends on the – on the Hurtigruten I
suppose with our beards before we shaved them off [laughs].

And who was in your party of geophysicists?

Oh gosh, well the other – the main other geophysicists was Stewart Reddaway who
was an engineer from Cambridge and he – he ended up doing the magnetics, I ended
up doing the gravity, and a remarkable coincidence was that many years later, well
it’d be thirty years later, his daughter Jenny was a student here at UEA on our course,
geophysical sciences course, my course, and she was an absolute delight and had a
wonderful time, and of course met Stewart and his wife again, so that was fun after all
that time. The others I don’t – I’m not sure we had other – well we had – what we
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needed was surveyors and an engineer for the boat, the motors and things, and they
came from a technical college down in Surrey and I can’t remember which one to be
quite honest, like something like Sevenoaks or … wherever, and – and I don’t know
quite what the connection was there [laughs] but Brian Harland obviously had this –
you know, it was a regular expedition, this happened to be a particular big one that
year, ’62, but they did it year after year and I think they had this ongoing connection
with these students essentially but – but engineered technical people who could do
surveying and – and maintain motors and other equipment, hmmm.

Did your future wife go on the expedition?

No, I don’t think it was – it’s an interesting time this and – and a rather shame,
particularly from Sue’s point of view, because she did want to do basically what men
did, you know, which you couldn’t – which you couldn’t do at that time. But this was
early ‘60s and literally in the late ‘60s it would probably have been possible but in the
early ‘60s in relation to these two things which juxtaposed the Spitsbergen expedition
and the Discovery trip, or any of these marine cruises, ’62 ’63 women weren’t
allowed on these sort of things, I’m sure we didn’t have any women on Spitsbergen
and we certainly didn’t have any women on the ships. Having said that, and I don’t
know if it was general or an exception, the American research ships certainly had one
woman [laughs] at that time, I don’t know if there were others but, Betty Bunce who
was quite a character and she was at Woods Hole and led expeditions to the Indian
Ocean and so on. As I say whether she was the exception to the rule or not I don’t
know, but I think the Americans may have had a more relaxed situation. There was a
very real difference between American and the British ships, the Americans I think
had women but they – they would – didn’t have alcohol, they were dry, the British
ships wouldn’t have women but they did have alcohol, which was a bit of a disaster as
far as some people concerned, all the officers had alcohol, you know, and the
scientists [laughs]. So no, Sue didn’t which was a great shame because she, I mean
like me, has always felt that women should have the same opportunities as indeed
they have essentially now, though not complete equality in salaries and things. But it
was a tragedy then that they didn’t have the same opportunities, Sue would dearly
have loved – actually that year, ’62, she went to Iceland with a friend to do – she was
a year behind me and she was doing her undergraduate geology project on Iceland
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which sort of made up for it a bit [laughs], she was doing something comparable. But
… no, it’s a great shame but of course within a matter of years, certainly by the late
’60s, you know, they had this switch over, it was say about the ‘60s being a great
revolution in many ways, by the end of the decade women did go to sea, I mean and
probably women I don’t really know probably went on the Spitsbergen expedition but
they certainly went to sea, and Sue’s immediate successors at Madingley Rise as
research assistants or I – I guess some of them were doing PhDs as well, certainly did
go to sea.

[08.45]

Could you say a little more about Brian Harland’s aims in establishing the
Spitsbergen expeditions and also about his influence on your thinking, you mentioned
that you found some lecture notes.

Yes, I’m not – I really don’t know the origins of the Spitsbergen expedition. But as I
say they were ongoing and in fact they became in a sense even bigger, they – they –
well there was a whole Arctic project that he set up which I think was part oil
company funded and that may even still be going, I’m not sure, at Cambridge but that
was quite a big thing so if anything got ever bigger, it had been going for many years
when I went on it but typically on a smaller scale. I’m not sure what the starting point
was, whether it was just a – a matter of identifying a relatively unknown unmapped
area with perhaps geological history or certain rock types or certain periods of
geologic history he was particularly interested in I’m not too sure. Certainly for
example – I’m pretty sure this is true, on the Precambrian of Spitsbergen you see
these tillites that I referred to, these – this ice rafted material in the late – very latest
Precambrian, so called, – used to be called Eocambrian which we now realise relates
to snowball Earth and – and I alluded to it earlier I think in relation to the Blackett
lecture and the discussion afterwards where Brian Harland mentioned this. The other
thing that really sticks out in my mind in relation to Brian was – well a) in his lectures
he did ultimately almost like pulling a rabbit out of the hat say in the last lecture that
he was in favour of continental drift [laughs] and – and I think it was generally
accepted he was the only member of staff who would come out as it were and admit it
[laughs]. But the other thing was which was really I suppose very significant, you
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know, and it was almost fortuitous was the very last day of our first year geological
fieldtrip on the Isle of Arran, that would have been Easter 1960, some of us did an
extra half day, it really just derived from when we were leaving and what – how we
were leaving, which trains we were getting and, you know, our arrangements for
getting back, and some people left there, you know, early on the Saturday morning or
whatever it was. And – but those of us who were leaving later and we were travelling
overnight to London, he gave us an extra half day and he took us along, oh … I
should know the name of this shore, we could look it up, I’ve got the papers here, it’s
immediately to the south of Brodick where we were staying and we walked along the
shore looking at the geology and then he demonstrated a sun compass [laughs] and –
and it was all in relation to taking orientated rock samples … for palaeomagnetic
studies, so he, you know, in effect went over the sampling method for taking hand,
and typically subsequently we drilled the samples but you could take hand samples,
it’s a bit of a performance and you ended up with a rather a big sample which – so you
could drill it in the lab, so he illus – he demonstrated that and then of course in so
doing he talked a bit about palaeomagnetism, and I think that was probably my first
introduction to palaeomagnetism and I was intrigued by the whole business, you
know, to think that there’s this new tech – relatively new technique that enabled you
to look at the so called fossil magnetism of rocks which in turn gave you information
on the Earth’s magnetic field in the past, or in effect the latitude at which the rock was
formed in the past. I mean it’s not quite as simple as there [laughs], there are all sorts
of ifs and buts and – and checks you have to do to make sure you were looking at a
permanent [paleo] magnetism and that – and one that was frozen in when the rock was
formed but … that, you know, that was rather significant point I think of time.

Thank you.

[12.55]

Would you now be able to tell the story of the –

Story [laughs].

The Discovery proves –
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The story the Discovery proves.

Which was in 196 –

’63, from about – well from mid August to mid December, it was a long cruise. It
was the second cruise, I think it was called the second cruise of the new royal research
ship Discovery as it was called in – I think it’s the first time the Discovery’s had been
called royal research ships so they didn’t give it a number and the preceding one was
Discovery 2 and that – I think there’s been many other Discovery’s but that had some
– some different preface as well [laughs]. Yeah, the royal research ship Discovery
which had been launched about a year before and – and had its trials done and I think
it started off on this major cruise to the Indian Ocean early in ’63 I think, it may have
been – I think – yeah, I think that must have been right and then it was divided – it
was out for about a year – yeah, it was a year because we brought it back to Plymouth
in December ’63 so it’s the best part of a year, and I think there were three cruises
within that more major whatever they call it, main voyage or something. So we – it
had already been out there for some months with a cruise with a different emphasis, I
think it was more chemical oceanography and perhaps more biological, I’m not sure,
there was no geophysics on it and we joined it at Aden, having flown out by Comet 3
from Heathrow via Khartoum, it was the first time I flew on a fixed wing aircraft I
think [laughs], I – the first time I went up in the air was at – in a helicopter on
Spitsbergen to tie in the gravity stations [laughs]. And it was – it was a Swedish – but
I don’t quite know what the Swedes are doing there but any rate they got this heli –
somehow we got hold of this helicopter with a Swedish pilot and he was – I don’t
know, used to be supplying bases or field teams or whatever it was on Spitsbergen so
he was throwing this helicopter all over the place, you know, I was going – we were
going up and down ‘cause it had to land in various places, and after a while I was
really feeling [both laugh] peculiar, you know, so I pointed out to him this is first time
I’d ever been off the ground sort of thing, you know, and he said, ‘Oh, I’m sorry,’ you
know [laughs], after that he was a bit more gentle with it. It was a fantastic
experience of course and the views you got of Spitsbergen and all the geology were
quite speculator, so I was frantically trying to take pictures at the same time. Yeah, so
that was fixed wing aircraft out to Aden, to join the ship at Aden, that was quite
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interesting, it was ’63 and of course there was all – well rumblings of trouble in Aden
then but we – it was still British, still had a big RAF base at Kormaksar and big naval
base and I think it was just a year afterwards the real trouble started and within a year
it – within a few years it all – all – we relinquished it I think. So that was interesting,
and then we scuttled around – well not scuttled around the entire Indian Ocean but we
went round quite a bit of the North West Indian Ocean revisiting Drum’s area 4A,
I’ve got the chart out here actually, the actual … the actual track chart. We – we went
into Mombasa twice and we did some very detailed work between Mombasa and
pretty well the Seychelles I think because we did some detailed seismic work there
and other things. We did a bit of work around the Seychelles, we surveyed a seamount
for me, in fact they called it Fred’s Mount originally because it involved sort of
steaming up and down very boringly on a grid to survey this seamount in great detail
for my thesis, this testing out the sort of programmes I’ve mentioned already I think.
And so whenever the crew asked, you know, ‘What on Earth are we doing?’ everyone
had to say, ‘Well we’re surveying Fred’s Seamount,’ so when Tony Laughton came to
draw up the maps he headed up Fred’s Seamount and – and then when – when they
put some of this material at the Royal Society summer exhibition or whatever it was
they thought, oh god, we can’t call it Fred’s Seamount so they – I think they did call it
Fred Seamount [laughs]. So they had all these people, the Royal Society – fellows of
the Royal Society coming and saying, ‘Why is it called Fred Seamount?’ anyway, that
was Fred’s Seamount, that was in-between the Seychelles and Aldabra I think, and
went into Mombasa twice and into Seychelles once, which was quite something of
course because it was very difficult to get to the Seychelles in those days, you
couldn’t fly in, there was no airport and you had to go – oh yeah what was it called,
was it British West Indian – British West India [laughs] – British India Company?
There were ships that ran from you know Mombasa to Mumbai as it would now be
called I think, something like that. So very few people managed to get to the
Seychelles, I’ve got a double coconut from the Seychelles as a souvenir somewhere.
Yeah, so, you know, it was – we had a few chemical oceanographers, we had a few –
well one biologist [laughs], not a few biologists, one biologist with us, had a ship’s
doctor [laughs], no it was mainly a geophysical cruise doing all sorts of things, I mean
heat flow, Tony Laughton of course was doing camerawork mainly, we were
developing reflection seismics which we hadn’t done that before, did refraction
seismic, a lot of refraction seismics, we didn’t have gravity, we didn’t have a
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gravimeter I don’t think, HMS Owen was doing the gravity and we met up with HMS
Owen at one point to do two ship seismics. So it was quite a big do and we came –
and then we eventually brought the ship back to Plymouth via the canal, Suez Canal
and the thing I always remember about that of course is that we were in – or we were
lying off Suez waiting to go into the canal when President Kennedy was assassinated,
in November the 26th or whatever it was 1963. So I really only did two major – well
the second one wasn’t that major, cruises as a marine geophysicist [laughs] and on
one I went through the Suez Canal and the other one we went through the Panama
Canal [laughs], in the Caribbean and then we took – we were taking a ship round to
Scripps so we – the Thomas Washington, so we ended up going through the Panama
Canal and leaving – leaving at Panama – Panama for somebody else to take on.

Could you give me a sense of the – the sort of reception at Aden?

Reception at Aden [laughs].

If that wouldn’t be overstating it, the – of you know a British scientific ship at that
time?

Well I – there was no sort of reception really because it was, you know, there were
British ships all over the shop I think. It was all very – very colonial British [laughs]
in a rather wonderful – it was quite fun to see it really, you know, the hotel was, you
know, all the fans, didn’t have air conditioning but you had fans going around the
ceiling and local people serving you. We went out – actually I discovered this – oh I
discovered my diary I suppose, yeah, we went out to Kormaksar, the – the RAF base
because we wanted a – a base station magnetometer there, I think we had – yeah, it
was there already I think, Clive Mason left it there, and I – it was a case of getting it
and making sure it was in working order and running it while we were out at sea and –
and we had arranged this with the school for the RAF children and – and that was
rather fun. We went out and – and there were two young lads, I think I’ve got their
name – their names are in the book [laughs] and I don’t know, must have been
fourteen or fifteen or something and they were – it was their responsibility, you know,
to keep an eye on this to make sure it was working and change the paper or whatever
you had to do [laughs] and of course they did that very assiduously, and I remember
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going out there and then Drum insisting that we came back on the local bus which
was quite an experience [laughs], sort of thing Drum would do. So that was very
pleasant and then I remember, you know, we were swimming in there and of course it
was very – well it was very hot and the sea was very salty and the – and there were
people who’d just come off the ship who were – hadn’t yet flown out and – or
whatever they were doing and they were telling us things like, ‘Well you know you
have to make sure you shower after swimming in all this salty water [laughs] because
it’s so salty,’ generally sort of filling us in on living in the tropics but – oh it was
great, it was – it was very good and, you know, as I’ve indicated with the Spitsbergen
business and not taking women, I mean it’s really the end of an era really, within a
few years all this sort of thing had gone [laughs], you know, all the – obviously this
colonial atmosphere in places all by the mid ‘60s were pretty well disappeared, yeah.

For – yes, for that reason I wonder whether you could say more about what you’ve
described as a colonial atmosphere, other – other detail of – of that or indicators of
that, given that this is as you say the end of – the end of a – end of empire?

Well in some – I mean I didn’t have a lot of experience, I mean it – when we went
into Mombasa, now I still don’t think I’ve ever looked up when this was, exactly
when Kenya became independent but I’m pretty sure it was during 1963 and I
suppose it was just before we went there, but I really can’t remember [laughs] –
remember it. You know, I suppose it didn’t make a big difference initially although
there was obviously a particular day with the ceremony and all the rest of it, but as I
say we went in twice so whether – I really ought to look up that date, you know,
whether it – the independence day was before both or between them or whatever, and
the second time would have been in November or something so it’d have been quite
late presumably by then. Yeah, so it still had a colonial atmosphere about it but I’m
pretty sure it was technically if only by a matter of days or months independent by
then. I mean in many ways one was struck by how orderly everything was and how
smoothly everything ran, you know, I mean it – I – you know, it was an anachronism
in a sense and you had all these British people in their whites, you know, the naval
people in their white shorts and all the rest of it, you know, which you got out of when
you went through canals and the Med and this sort of thing, you changed and [laughs]
out your whites. But everything seemed, you know, to run very smoothly, as I think it
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often did. I mean you – I spent – subsequently spent a lot of time in Cyprus and it – it
struck me that in many ways they were better off under colonial rule really, you know,
because of this problem of – of the two … the two different races almost, you know,
the Turkish people and the Greek people and what they didn’t – couldn’t really see, it
took them years to realise this I think with the benefit of hindsight, that they weren’t
really Turks and Greeks at all, they were Turk – they were Cypriots and it wasn’t
until, you know, they had – there were problem – I mean I first went there in ’68 and
there had already been some problems after – well they had independence in ’60 I
think, albeit some fraction and by ’68, you know, there were deserted Turk villages or
the – where they’d been mixed villages they were deserted houses in which the Turks
had lived and they were getting into these enclaves and things, it was all falling apart
and then of course in ’74 there was a complete bust up and the Turks invaded and one
of the many corollaries of that was that the – the – the Turkish area in the north, where
they took rather more land than they needed to for – you know, as a bargaining
counter in any settlement, notably they took Varosha, the big Greek Cypriot holiday –
holiday area. But as a result of this sort of – to – strengthening their position in
northern Cyprus the Turks brought people across from the mainland, and of course
they were like chalk and cheese, they didn’t fit, I think most of them went back in the
end, but I mean they just didn’t integrate because they were just – and it – as an
outsider you could see this, what a terrible mistake this was [laughs] and of course
under the British they’d been perfectly happy living together, you know, so all mixed
villages and things. And I think – and just now we have this – Nigeria has its 50th
anniversary and we see everyone is looking back and basically what they’re saying is,
well we haven’t made an awful lot of progress and if anything things are worse, you
know, particularly these sort of racial tensions. So okay there were all sorts of
problems with the British Empire, pros and cons, but it was in general pretty benign
and it did [laughs] a very good job administratively and get things organised [laughs],
you know, and – and people seemed to be relatively happy under it and had quite a
reasonable standard of living and so on and – what was rather nice was we – well with
– with Cyprus it’s quite a small place really, so small almost everybody knows
everybody else, there’s only about half a million people or more, doesn’t sound as
though everybody will know everybody else but when you – when you start doing
things you realise everybody’s related to everybody else [laughs]. But it was rather
nice in that we left them a lot of parting gifts, you know, we’d done a lot running up
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to independence, I mean they hadn’t had running water, you know, in – in the – a lot
of the villages and so on so you would see lots of standpipes and – and things which
always had a date of 1953 on it or something, you know, we’d obviously spent quite a
lot trying to improve the infrastructure and then we gave – the parting present was –
was the new airport in Nicosia which was – was lost to the – a lot of Turks occupied
in the ’74 invasion and stuff. So you know it wasn’t such a bad [laughs] – it’s not
difficult to point to some of these things that went wrong but … you know, in many
ways I don’t think it was a lot to be ashamed of but – and that – it’s understandable
that people want independence but it’s a shame they didn’t make a better job of it
afterwards, you know [laughs], one way or the other. Anyway, that – that’s a bit …
tangential.

[27.57]

I think I’m right in saying that the – the Discovery cruise that you were on was part of
the wider international Indian Ocean expedition.

Yeah, yeah.

And part of – in the sort of write up of that, part of the aims are to try to develop –
well oceanography widely including marine geophysics in the countries bordering the
Indian Ocean, and I wondered whether you had any experience of links with or
contacts made with oceanographers or geophysicists or geologists in the – in the
countries around the Indian Ocean where you docked or resupplied?

No, I – to be honest I don’t know that we did. I guess the basic problem was in
general you know there weren’t – well particularly geology – I mean it may have been
– may have been true more of biology or … physical chemical oceanographer, but
certainly in terms of geophysicists, you know, which was a bit more esoteric and
instrument – instrumental based there was no-one in Mombasa or the Seychelles, or
we didn’t have people from India. I mean the only – it’s interesting – perhaps I didn’t
realise that was part of the objectives at the time [laughs] but I’ve forgotten, my only
contact with that in a sense was – was subsequently in the ‘80s I think we had a – was
it the ‘80s, yeah, it was quite a long time after, we had a conference in Egypt which
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was an anniversary of the Mahabis expedi – expedition which was a sort of British
Egyptian expedition I think and I think that may have been part, I’d have to check that
out but I think that may have been part of the international Indian Ocean expedition,
and that was a bit of a story in itself. But I don’t – I wasn’t really aware of that at the
time and I certainly don’t think we had any people onboard, you know, from any of
those countries, now whether as I say that was because it was geophysicists and, you
know, this country – I mean it could well have been one of the objectives but you
know when you think of the countries around the Indian Ocean, you know, they had
better things to do [laughs] or more important things to do than – than something
which was a bit of a luxury like – well arguably, like geophysics. Even – I mean
Australia wasn’t – I don’t think was particularly involved, I think their – I think their
marine stuff was quite modest and I remember they invited me to go into Canberra in
1970 to the academy, I did a round the world lecture, well I combined it obviously
with [laughs] – I was in Princeton at the time which is the other side of the world, I
did a round the world lecture tour as it were and – but it was focused on Canberra, I
spent quite a while in there and they invited me to stay there for quite a while and then
I went to other places in Australia. But I think the purpose of that was that I was a
lead speaker at a conference on marine science or something at their academy and it
was to try and, you know, create a greater interest and awareness amongst the
Australian scientific community the importance of marine science, or the
developments in marine science and how interesting they were and I – I think it was
because their – you know, the American – the Australian government was putting so
little money into marine science, I think they had one and a half ships or something
but they – I – not really aware of them doing any marine geophysics at all that – there
was a little bit but I think that was New Zealand or certainly a New Zealander did
some work in the South Pacific on magnetics. But I think such marine work they did
was probably in – if you like less expensive areas [laughs] like the biological or
physical science. So even Australia – no I wasn’t – wasn’t really aware of that but it
was probably one of the stated objectives [laughs].

[32.11]

And what effect did the sort of colonial links have on your ability to do what you
wanted to do in terms of the ships?
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Oh I think it was probably very important, you know, in terms of logistics. As I say
when we were in Aden and Mombasa and Mombasa was, okay, they’ve just become
independent but you know all of – we – we – what do they call them, they’re sort of
the people – the shore based people who arrange all the logistics for ships coming in
and the agents – ships agents or whatever they are now and you know we did
everything through them in terms of resupplying, and we’d had problems [laughs]
with the magnetometers in that the sharks would bite through the cable that towed
them behind the ship and we’d lost all our magnetometers I think [laughs]. So John
Cleverly, the technician and I – well it was mainly John ‘cause I wasn’t that technical,
although I’d learnt a bit of electronics and things like that occasionally, we’d – we
lashed up – well we – we actually sort of built a – a new fish that the – with the coils
and everything in that we needed to replace these things, so we had a magnetometer
again. But the thing we couldn’t do, we didn’t have the components for, was that we
needed a preamplifier to, you know, amplify the signal going up to the ship through
this cable and we just didn’t have the – the bits of electronics and the printed circuit
board and all the rest of it so we got a message back, I suppose a radio message, you
know, communication was fairly primitive at that time, to – to Madingley Rise to – so
they’d built it for us on a printed circuit board and that was flown out and, you know,
we eventually got to Mombasa and we picked that up and – and then well probably
several groups of us, certainly one group, I’ve got a picture on the table there,
including Tony actually, Tony Laughton [laughs] about half a dozen of us wanted to –
‘cause we were in for several days to do a trip up to Tvaso, you know, one of the
national parks, one of the game parks, and – and unfortunately we only went for a
day, which I think another group which included Dai Davies, actually stayed a night,
at least one night and it transpired that the – the cost of staying a night was one pound
or something like that, you know, so we kicked ourselves and we had [laughs] – so we
set off, you know, at four in the morning or something, I remember coming back after
dark so it was a very long day and it was on very dusty roads, we must have been all
red by the time we got back. And oh it was a fantastic day, you know, we saw this
wildlife in Tvaso national park, we pretty well had it to ourselves and we had a – a
Kenyan guide and so on. But all of that we just did through the agent, you know, we
did anything – everything – anything you wanted done, whether it was business or
pleasure, they’d do. Just like – just like that and of course they had all the contacts,
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they knew – knew everything. So again, you know, the British set up and the – was
ubiquitous and it was – worked like clockwork, you know.

How did you dress as oceanographers, you know, aboard?

Shorts and shirt [laughs] in the Indian Ocean. Yeah, shorts and shirt, oh you know it
was fantastic. We were very lucky actually because we – our cruise straddled the
changeover in the monsoons, you know, we heard recently and whatever it was, July
and so on of these terrible monsoon rains and things in Indian and Pakistan, and of
course that’s the height of the monsoon season and of course the cruise before us had
all this dreadful weather [laughs], you know, I mean I – well I’m not the world’s
worst sailor but I’m not the best and I – as you’ll have gathered already, I think this
fjord steamer going up to Spitsbergen [laughs] was a bit much for anybody, but … I
didn’t have any trouble at all in this – on this Indian Ocean trip. I mean if it’s – if it’s
not too bad, oh okay, look ships rock about and actually Discovery didn’t roll too
badly ‘cause it had a specially designed hull, it didn’t have stabilisers or anything but
it had a specially designed hull so it was very good anti-roll. But it was rather stubby,
in fact I think it may have been designed to be longer and indeed years later it was
extended and they actually put a bit in the middle and I think it may still be around,
I’m not sure, having been completely almost rebuilt. But it meant – when we were on
it it was very stubby and short so although it didn’t roll badly it pitched terribly and in
the ordinary way though, in a fairly calm sea that wasn’t a problem but when we did
eventually hit a gale in the Mediterranean, south of Malta … it just you know was
going [laughs] – it was – the bows were going under the water and the water was
being shot right over the bridge and right over the ship, you know, it was just awful,
the pitching. But because we – our period, August to December covered this
changeover in the monsoons it was all relatively calm and I remember we were on the
Seychelles bank, you know, right out in the middle of the Indian Ocean, one day, may
have been two, and the sea was like a sheet of glass, I mean you wouldn’t have
believed that the sea could be so calm [laughs] and it was this complete changeover
point in the monsoons and it was quite extraordinary. I suppose there aren’t many
places in the world where you get that, you know that sort of – well obviously you
don’t have that – that monsoonal arrangement in the – but that – that was, you know,
was very vivid recollection. What was the question [laughs]?
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No, that’s great.

[38.08]

And could you – could you say something of the kind of social informal sort of culture
onboard, you’ve mentioned that American ships were – were dry but had women
onboard.

And were more informal [laughs].

And yes, okay, could you say –

Yeah, again, I mean consistent with all the rest of it, it was very formal, and you know
it was very much a hierarchy with the crew and – I mean we got on very well with the
crew but – but, you know, everybody had to – everybody knew their place, whether
you were officers, scientists or crew and depending what, you know – what
department you were in you – you knew could only do certain things. I – I think we
probably ate separately to the crew, I can’t remember that exactly the mess
arrangements but I think we had – yes, I think we – I think we – yeah, I’m pretty sure
the scientists were in the officers’ mess and, er, we had to dress reasonably, you
know, you had to pass muster with the captain going from the – oh there was a bar as
I say, it was alcohol, I’m not sure the crew had that [laughs], that was probably why
they went a bit berserk when they went ashore amongst other things. But – and the
thing I remember vividly was that, as I say, I alluded to earlier we – we – when you
go through Suez Canal, I don’t know if it was because of the time of year, it may not
be true in the summer, you know, it’s not November, December, goes through the
Suez Canal, right, you change out of your – paralleling the navy, you know, this is –
this is – this was Royal Fleet Auxiliary who – who officered the – officered the
Discovery and the research ships and so they sort of – it parallels the naval
procedures, and go through the Suez Canal, captain’s orders you get out of whites,
you’re tropical kit and you get into your northern – northern hemisphere kit as it were
we – northern latitude kit, and of course there’s no real change in the climate and you
[laughs] to the other end. So I sort of turned up at – at the meal in the usual sort of
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shirt and shorts or whatever it was [laughs] and promptly got told off, I had to go
away and get a tie or something, I’m not sure I had a tie, it was a bit of a [laughs] –
but the – I don’t know whether the captain himself approached me or I think he may
have done it through Maurice Hill and Maurice Hill came and told me in no uncertain
terms I had to go and make myself respectable but, you know, it seemed so ridiculous
[laughs] because one – well you – I think we’d just set off through the canal, you
know, there was no change in the circumstance at all. So no it was quite formal and –
and it was quite fun, you know, year – well three year – years later to go on an
American ship and – and of course as one might guess you know experience the
informality, I mean everybody messed together, you know, we were – didn’t have
separate mess areas and things.

So when you – when you changed into the northern hemisphere clothing?

Well northern [laughs] – well northern latitude sort of –

Yes.

It was still in the northern –

Were you – were you changing from whites then, had you worn –

Well not as such, no, this was the problem in part, you know, we didn’t have these
different kits, we didn’t have formal kits, we only had our own – our – as I say I think
the – I think the thing was I had to wear a tie, I think that was I had to wear – maybe
the jacket as well, I’m not sure, I can’t believe I had a jacket but [laughs].

What I’m wondering is –

We weren’t told to take special kit I don’t think [laughs].

In the view of the sort of local people and the places where you landed, could you
have been mistaken for … I suppose sort of naval personnel in the way that you
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dressed or were you wearing what you’ve described as colonial whites, when you say
short –

No no no. No no no, just wearing, you know, just civvy – civil clothes. But I suppose
we might have been mistaken for naval personnel on – off duty sort of thing, I don’t
know if the – if they were allowed to wear mufti as they would have called it probably
in those days. I don’t know, but we’d have probably stuck out like sore thumbs, you
know, in the new kit [laughs].

And could you say just something more of relations with local people, you’ve said that
there wasn’t anything that you can remember of a kind of deliberate attempt to – to
sort of encourage oceanography in whatever scientific centres there were and you’ve
mentioned a bus journey, a naval school, I know that doesn’t really count as local
people but what – what were the –

Yes, didn’t have a lot of contact – actually well in Aden we did, it was almost slightly
reckless in a way I think at the time because things were getting a bit iffy. We did
actually go to Crater City which was, you know, a – an area – well it was their sort of
capital as it were right close to Aden which would have been almost exclusively local
people, and there of course you did really stick out like a sore thumb and I think … I
suppose it hadn’t quite got to the point – I think – I think if we’d been much later we
would have probably been banned from going there, it was quite dangerous and I
think there were some incidents, nasty incidents, because things were getting, you
know, the independence movement or whatever was getting quite strong and stroppy
within months or years as immediately as after we were there. No, we didn’t have a –
an awful lot of contact, the bus trip was quite interesting, I remember it was, you
know, in that there were chickens on the roof and all the – you know this sort of thing
[laughs]. It was really rather characterful and as I say Drum – Drum thought that was
an essential part of our education or something, or my education. I think I’m going to
have to get up, partly because of the back and partly because I need a coffee.

[End of Track 7]
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Track 8

Could you talk now please about the return from the Discovery expedition and while
you were away I think you said that your – your paper had been published … and so
it’s your – it’s sort of the environment of the response to your paper that you found
yourself.

I can’t remember an awful lot about that period other than I was preoccupied with –
with getting married because we were – we were married in – in – on March the 30th
in the coming year, you know, the Easter Saturday or Sunday or something or
whatever – or Monday I think it might have been in ’64. And my wife who by then
was the research assistant at Madingley Rise, you know, I think pretty sure she met
me at Plymouth and we’d had a – an enormous amount of correspondence [laughs],
you know, while I was at sea, which I still have somewhere. So that – I was certainly
preoccupied with that that – I mean there hadn’t been much in the way of reaction to
the – to the paper. Whether – whether, you know, had I been at – back in Cambridge
when it was published whether I might have, you know, got a bit more feedback I
don’t know. But no it was, ’64 was – apart from getting married and helping to run a
scout troop – well and working on the thesis obviously [laughs], I mean I was doing
work on a PhD though notably there was this special survey that we’d done in the
Indian Ocean for me, that – that all had to be worked up and then there was – there
was a lot of existing data at Madingley Rise which hadn’t been interpreted, Atlantic
data, I mean it’s all in the thesis on seamounts and things. And so there was plenty to
do in generating material for the thesis but it was just ticking over really and I did
have time for getting married and running a scout troop and that pertained to just
about the whole of ’64. I mean I suppose the notable thing in a way, although not
particularly a personal point of view was – was the continental drift symposium at the
Royal Society in March 1964, but I think I’ve mentioned already it didn’t include any
presentation of seafloor spreading idea or my idea and the only reference to it I think
was by Vic Vacquier who was very scornful of it and reckoned to have applied a test
of it which was negative and what he’d done simply – well in that that presumably
was the latest cruise he’d been on, the latest data he had, he’d done some surveying in
the – the South Atlantic, in the Equatorial Atlantic, just south of the – well pretty well
on the Equator I think or very near the Equator or just south of the Equator and he’d
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done some magnetic lines across the South Atlantic ridge and so these lines run east
west and of course the ridge runs essentially north south. What he’d totally failed to
realise which was extremely bad science on his part, I mean he should have known
better than this, was that if you – if you have the sort of structure I was suggesting,
normal and reverse blocks if you like, put it at it simplest, running north south at the
Equator, essentially at the magnetic Equator, you don’t get any effect, you don't get
the anomalies and – which is what he’d found, he hadn’t found any anomalies and
he’d said therefore it’s all wrong. Well he was all wrong because you wouldn’t –
didn’t predict any anomalies, you know, so it was incredibly bad. And for someone,
you know, he – he was in many ways the senior sort of person in this field, I mean he
was the guy who was involved with the – with the work in the North East Pacific with
Ron Mason and Arthur Raff and people, he was one – you know [laughs], supposed to
be one of the – actually I mean really dear old Vic I – particularly subsequently – I
mean did – oh no he died quite recently, some incredible age, over 100 I think or of
that – that order, very recently, it was in – in the transactions of the American
Geophysical Union. I mean I saw – last saw him in ’87 when he was pretty elderly
then and he – he had some – I think his eyesight was going or something, he had some
major disability. But we had a very friendly discussion then but dear old – I mean Vic
was really mainly an instrument builder, I mean he was the guy who – who pioneered
the fluxgate magnetometers in the Second World War in relation to – well in the hope
of detecting U-boats and submarines with, I don’t know if it ever worked but – but
you know he – that was an important piece of work. He applied it after the war to
magnetic – aeromagnetic surveying for oil companies and this sort of thing. He
worked for an oil company. He then went to Scripps and – and modified it for use at
sea and hence the work in the Pacific. But you know I don’t know that he had – I’m
not sure he had all that much to – geological background as I’ve indicated earlier, you
know, there was this period in geophysics where the emphasis was on building
instruments and so you needed applied physicists, experimental physicists. So, you
know, that a lot of these early people didn’t have a geological background. But …
again he – he had a classic memoir in – in 1951 I think it is on the interpretation of
aeromagnetic maps, you know, the interpretation of a – this guy is supposed to be an
authority on the interpretation of magnetic fields and yet he didn’t seem to realise that
– that it wouldn’t work [laughs] at the Equator.
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What was the response of the audience to his arguments?

I don’t know, they probably – you know, they probably – probably took it quite
seriously that, you know, he –

Were you in that session when he was –

Oh yeah, I must have been in the session, I don’t know whether I had the courage to
stand up and say, I don’t think I did actually [laughs], but I remember doing it
subsequently to somebody else about a similar mistake. I don’t think that went down
very well but I mean, you know, what do you do when people make a silly scientific
mistake?

When – when you say you remember doing it another time, at the same –

That was –

Meeting?

No no no, no that was – that was some years later, somebody working in the
Caribbean.

[06.44]

So … having had the – the paper published and – and then this sort of … slightly
disinterested response and then in this one case a kind of argument against, what was
your sort of next move scientifically in terms of … of –

Well I think that ’64 a lot of it was consolidating as it were and – and generating hard
material for the thesis, so that included two things, one was the – was work on
seamounts because of this programme, rather elegant programme we had so there
were quite a few seamounts to process, I mean the best survey we had was this one
we’d just done specifically, but there was earlier Cambridge data from the Atlantic
which involved a number of seamounts. Famous paper on a seamount north of
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Madeira or something and there were two seamounts on the Mid Atlantic ridge and
things like that, so the – I applied the programme to all of these. The other thing was
to do more detailed work in terms of computation and interpretation on that area 4A
as it was called on the crest of the Carlsberg Ridge. Now when you add all of that up,
I mean this is on the thesis on the table there, okay it was all very quantitative and it
all reinforced interpreted – but it doesn’t really add any more than the original
qualitative interpretation [laughs], you know, so it was a lot of work, it was a
tremendous amount of work putting it through the computer but – and as I say it made
pages in the thesis but arguably it wasn’t – I mean it was in part what – what Drum
wanted to do from the outset, you know, he was – he was talking about making a
topographic correction and – and I illustrated in the thesis the effect of applied
topographic correction, you know, to that area, that very detailed area, and of course
you apply the topographic correction and it makes damn all difference in a way, you
know, I mean [laughs] it doesn’t help at all, it’s just – just end up with slightly
different anomalies, you know, but – but equally peculiar that don’t correlate really.
So I mean you can show that the only thing that makes any sense is when you start
putting normal reverse boundaries in because you’ve clearly got anomalies where
there’s no bathymetric feature at all, you know, so you need something going on in
the crust. So it’s a lot of detail, towards the end of the year I had the idea of – well
what we now call transform faults, in terms of ridge-ridge transform faults which I got
from the mid Atlantic, the Equatorial Atlantic where the ridge is offset, you know,
stepwise, by a series of faults and these were always interpreted as classic transcurrent
faults, you know, like San Andreas or something where you – you just – the ridge was
originally straight and it’s been – which didn’t make an awful lot of sense because
these – there weren’t these offsets on the continent so this seemed much more likely
that it was, as Harry Hess was saying, this was ocean floor spreading but if you had
ocean floor spreading you didn’t need … it was a bit odd the way that – the way the
ridge was offset like this but the implication of spreading, particularly if the faults
didn’t extend into continents, was the implication of spreading was continental drift
and that the – this locus of the ridge which is offset like a staircase is – is essentially
original, it’s unchanging with time but you’ve got spreading from each ridge segment.
Now when you do that it means that – of the faults or fractures as they’re called it’s
only the bit between the ridge crest which is active as a fault and then it – unless the
spreading rates are somewhat different for some reason, and then it – it locks up once
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it gets away from the ridge, and this is what we now call a ridge-ridge transform fault.
The rather nice implication of that is that it means that – well a) you should only
seismicity, or mostly seismicity is going to be between the offset points on the ridge,
and b) the sense of motion in that part is the opposite to what you predict from the
transcurrent fault hypothesis. And of course ultimately – I mean this was very nice
but ultimately - what are were talking about? - within two years – yeah, eighteen
months, two years, Lynn Sykes demonstrated with so called so – seismic focal
mechanism solutions that the sense of motion was exactly what the transform fault
hypothesis predicts and not the other one and this – this came along at exactly the
time I was plugging the Jaramillo event into the magnetic anomaly timescales and
then you could see that the anomalies in the Pacific reflected the geomagnetic reversal
timescale. So that together with Lynn’s work, confirming transformed faults was –
this is the November 1966 turning point, tipping point whatever you call it now when
as Dan said that’s when he suddenly thought, my God, I’ve got to sit up and take
notice of this, this – you know, got two bits of evidence now which are so convincing,
so incontrovertible that there really is something in this seafloor spreading. So I had
that idea and I seem to remember mentioning it [laughs] in a talk I gave in November
’64 although I can’t confirm this, I thought I had it on the notes and I have some
reference to transcurrent faults on those but I can’t really prove that that did present –
whether I just brought it up in the discussions as a – as a postscript or whether I
mentioned it in the talk I don’t know. But what I do always remember is mentioning
it to Joe Cann and – who I still know very well, I mean we were both at John’s
Cambridge together, he was a couple of years ahead of me and he was a fellow of
John’s at the time, so I mentioned it to Joe and he said, ‘Well yeah, I mean that’s –
that’s obvious isn’t it within the,’ I mean if you believe in seafloor spreading he was
quite right, you know, ‘if you believe in seafloor spreading that’s an obvious
corollary,’ you know [laughs] so I thought, yeah, I suppose it is really, probably just
obvious so I didn’t – although I was preoccupied with the thesis [laughs] I didn’t do
anything about it. Well now we know that – that – I mean perhaps several people had
the idea but certainly Alan Coode at Newcastle had the same idea at about the same
time … and it was exactly the same, it was what we now call ocean – ocean – ridgeridge oceanic transform fault. Well – so that was late ’64 and then in ’65 things really
did start moving again and the starting point was both Tuzo Wilson and Harry Hess
coming to spend sabbatical with sort of – best part of six months in each case I think
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at Madingley Rise, they both came – well they – Tuzo came first I think at the
beginning of January roughly and – and Harry came later, possibly towards the end of
January, and I mean this was from my point of view absolutely fantastic, you know, I
mean these were two top names in the subject area and, you know, in fields that I was
interested in, and particularly with Harry because his background in mineralogy and
petrology was also my main background as an undergraduate, that’s what I specialised
in as an undergraduate so not only did I have that background in common with him
but also the interest in the marine geology and geophysics. So Tuzo – but – but the
added thing was that this was January 1965 and the marine group, Drum and
everybody else, had gone off to sea. I can’t remember in what context now [laughs],
whether it was still part of the Indian Ocean thing I suppose, I don’t know, anyway
they’d all gone off to sea. I’d been left behind because, you know, I was supposed to
complete my PhD within the next six months. So there we were at Madingley Rise,
two miles nearly from the geology department and I’ve got Harry Hess and Tuzo
Wilson [laughs] across in Madingley Rise, I’m in the Stables trying to work on my
thesis and they are sitting there at Madingley Rise, well were supposed to be sharing
the same office but I don’t think they ever did because Tuzo had filled it by the time
Harry came and he – Harry couldn’t get in and I don’t know quite what he did,
probably worked at home or something. And they didn’t really have anybody to talk
to, it was in Madingley Rise, they had all these theoretical physicists, applied
physicists building instruments and things, so I was the only geologist around for
them to talk to and – and so quite early on Tuzo came up and we had a chat and I
thought, my god, you know, what am I going to – what do I talk to him about [both
laugh], you know, here’s this – you know, so I told him about ridge-ridge transform
faults and I was – it was funny because I was quite convinced – I mean you know
what sort of fairly – I mean Tuzo was fantastic, you know, and we eventually had a
very good relationship and, well we did from the start, but I really felt at the time that
he wasn’t listening, you know, I mean why should he bother to listen to a – a research
student, you know, and he was a bit slightly full of himself and wanting to, you know,
dominate the discussion, and anyway the discussion must have fell slightly flat so I
thought I’ll – I’ll mention this. And I mentioned it and I don’t think it got much
reaction as I say, I thought he hadn’t really been listening and didn’t think any more
about it and then it now [laughs] emerges this story that Tuzo about a month later, at
the end of February, he gave a talk at Newcastle and Alan Coode was there and he
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talked about these fracture zones. Now the extraordinary thing is that Alan says that
he had it all wrong, he – he had the wrong model, but he can’t remember in what way
it was wrong, I can’t quite follow this, in fact I’ve been in correspondence recently
and we’re trying to sort this out, it doesn’t make an awful lot of sense, perhaps he
interpreted these as transcurrent faults I don’t know. But Alan said he had it wrong so
he – Alan went up to Tuzo Wilson, and Alan was in a similar position to myself, you
know, he was a – writing up a PhD and he – he – he tried to point to Tuzo where he
was wrong and what [laughs] – how he should really interpret these things and
apparently Tuzo didn’t agree with him, you know, they – they agreed to disagree. So
Alan said, ‘Well okay, I’ll – I’ll publish my interpretation, you publish your
interpretation,’ [laughs] that’s how they left it although Alan was a bit, you know,
tried to show a bit of deference and was a bit worried, but actually apparently he –
Alan was from – he’d – I don’t know whether he was Canadian or whether he’d done
a degree, would it have been in Toronto, he knew Jack Jacobs and people in Canada
and Jack Jacobs and George Garland and people who – it probably at Toronto who –
who knew Tuzo very well, had written a textbook with – with Tuzo, was it – was it
Jacobs Russell and Wilson was a physics and geology textbook, so he knew them and
he didn’t want to upset them or get on the wrong side of Tuzo [laughs] sort of thing so
he was a bit careful about it. Anyway, so he then wrote – now how did it go, yes, he –
he wrote up the idea and sent it to Nature, again it’s a little bit confusing ‘cause it’s
almost as though he did this before this meeting as Tuzo. Anyway it was rejected by
Nature, it was a bit like the Morley story with – with the magnetics, and he then
submitted it to what was a new journal then, the Canadian Journal of Earth Sciences
and I think it was partly, you know, he knew via Jack Jacobs I guess the editor and –
well anyway it was eventually published fairly quickly I think before the end of ’60 –
where are we now, ’65, in the Canadian Journal of Earth Sciences. But it is just what
I’d alighted on, the ridge-ridge transformed fault, it was nothing more than that. Now
what must have happened was that Tuzo must have gone away and thought about this,
in fact we think he went on holiday, he went on a yachting holiday in – in Turkey and
he must have thought about this and realised that Alan was right, now whether he … I
mean basically, knowing that I’d already explained this to him this is a funny point
[both laugh], you know, you’ve got to somehow got it wrapped round his neck it
seemed. And now whether that’s because he didn’t listen at all or he only half
listened or whether he didn’t understand what I said I don’t know, but – but anyway
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but the point was really was that Tuzo eventually saw the light and saw the correct
interpretation but he then extended it, he – well he named it to start with, the
transform fault which was – was a brilliant thing to do because it needed to
differentiate from a transcurrent fault, and then he extended it to – well all the way
around the world and in fact I mean he defined plate boundaries for the first time and
– and he actually – when you look at the paper that wrote, came out in late ’65 on
transform faults, in about the sixth line he refers to plates, I think it is the first
reference, he doesn’t talk about plate tectonics but, you know, he refers to the surface
of the Earth being divided into plates because he had now defined all the plate
boundaries, you’ve got ridge crests, you’ve got subduction zones as we now call
them, trenches and you have transform faults which transform – I mean that’s where
the term came from – from one to the other; you transform from a ridge to a ridge, or
a ridge to a trench or whatever, or trench to a trench. So he then traced these
boundaries all around the world and sort of saying, well you’ve got transform fault
here, and lah lah lah lah and of course in doing so he identified the San Andreas and
the Alpine fault in New Zealand as transform faults that just happened to cut through
continental areas. And he wrote all this up and I mean that was brilliant. He – he
picked up the ball and ran with it basically and perhaps ‘cause Alan and I were
preoccupied writing up thesis but, you know, I mean we didn’t extend it [laughs] in
that way and we didn’t name the faults. So that was fine and – and, you know, we got
no problem with that. He did a brilliant job of publicising it as it were and making
[laughs], did a good publicity job. But it – but it went beyond that in that he in doing
all of that he recognised that the San Andreas when it runs out to sea at Cape
Mendocino, North California, goes so far you can trace the seismicity, it was tracing
obviously the plate boundaries using the seismicity. You can trace the seismicity so
far and it cuts out, doesn’t go on, you know, across the Pacific or anything, it just cuts
out fairly quickly and what on Earth is going on. Come in the other direction from the
Aleutians and you get – you got the Aleutian trench and these transform into the – a
whole fault system, the Denali or denali or whatever it’s called, the Queen Charlotte
Fault, a whole series of sort of strike-slip faults along the pan handle of Alaska there
and – is it called pan handle, I think it is I think. And part of British Columbia and he
identified those as transform faults, and they come down towards Vancouver and
again the seismicity cuts out, so he then had a gap between there and – and the
extension of the San Andreas beyond the Cape Mendacino and he – and there was
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very little seismicity between the two and he said, ‘Well there must be a ridge joining
the two,’ so he had this idea, this was when he was sort of – it must have been now
certainly March if not April ’65 and he described – he must have been describing all
of this to Harry and myself at Madingley Rise, yeah, I think that’s right, we were in
this office on the ground floor in Madingley Rise and Harry who [laughs] was a chain
smoker, so he was probably smoking [inaud], Harry looked at this and he took the
cigarette out of his mouth and he said, ‘Well – well if you’re going to put a ridge there
we’ve got – we’ve got fantastic magnetics for that area, you know, I mean this is this
part of the Mason and Raff and all this – I mean if Fred’s right it should show up –
there should be, I mean, nice northerly latitude, you know, and a bit of an angle to
north you should have, well I don’t know if he realised that but I mean I saw that
straight away, yes there should be an expression of this in the magnetics. So I dashed
upstairs to the library to get the – the relevant survey out of the bulletin of the
Geological Society of America and the map, both the contour map and the summary
zebra patterned map of that area and sure enough there were the parallel magnetic
anomalies, exactly where he said the ridge should be and moreover, when we looked
at it and considered where he was suggesting the ridge was, these things [the magnetic
anomalies] were symmetrical. Now that diagram had been in the literature for four
years at least and no-one had realised, you know, that there was a symmetry in – in
these anomalies at that – at that ridge. So here we had for the first time, and it was
really because we at last had a decent survey in the Pacific, evidence that linear
anomalies were developed about the ridge crest and they were developed
symmetrically. Now you know you can’t hope for that in the Atlantic, well you can it
– it’s very rough and read’; soon after that we had the survey south of Iceland – the
Reykjanes Ridge and I mean it’s nothing like as clear but you can see a certain
symmetry and it’s a bit messy , but we certainly didn’t have – and that was an
aeromagnetic survey that Lamont had done and the first such detailed survey, and not
a marine one, not a ship borne one, in the Atlantic or the Indian Ocean. So this was
quite a break through and of course Tuzo and I wrote that up and again it came out in
late ’65 and – and Tuzo was very delighted with that although he was very delighted
with the fact that I’d – I’d took longer than he would have liked in writing it up, and
the problem was from my point of view I was sort of – had to include simulations and
so on, magnetic computations, the problem was that these anomalies did not reflect
the reversal timescale as we knew it [laughs], it seemed – although it seemed likely
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that if you had seafloor spreading ‘cause of this sort of nature of the inertia of the
system that it was at a fairly constant rate, it wouldn’t sort of be jerky or stop start or
… change in – in rate very significantly over a relatively short periods of geological
time, but unfortunately with the timescale that I had, the Cox, Doell and Dalrymple
timescale at the time, it wouldn’t fit. So … you know, I had spent a lot of time trying
to explain this away [laughs] in the paper ‘cause a crucial thing was the symmetry. So
that came out in – in late ’65, so that was the most significant thing that happened in
early ’65 and while Harry and – and Tuzo were at Madingley Rise and Harry and I
also went to a so called Colston – Colston symposium at Bristol which he spoke at,
that was quite fun, a bit more about Bullard fitting and drift and things there. I guess
Harry probably gave a talk, I – I – I’m pretty sure I didn’t give a talk at that meeting.
And the next thing really was of course the – in some major – very major burst of
activity my wife and I completed the thesis, my wife – my wife typing it up on
stencils which was the most incredible job, it was about 360 pages I think … I was
frantically writing it so that we could – I could completely within three years,
complete August, September, 1965 and go out to Princeton where Harry Hess had
found a very junior appointment for me as a so called instructor which was a – not a
well-known post in American universities [laughs], I don’t know that most of them
had those, they were a bit like a demonstrator at Cambridge, but very junior faculty
post. Went out there on the United States in September.

[27.30]

Before I ask you more about that could you just say why the – why the Pacific
anomalies, because of where they are geologically or geographically, why those were
so clear?

No, the cruc – the crucial thing is that the spreading rates are faster, the records more
clearly written, it’s not – and it’s not just that they are faster – I thought I mentioned
this before but it may have been somewhere else, it transpires, obviously we didn’t
realise at the time, that the – the slower the spreading rate the more defuse the zone of
formation of the crust, the zone of injection and – and it – an extrusion of – of the
basaltic material. When you have a fast spreading rate the actual zone of formation is
– is narrower, so between the increased rate and this narrow zone of intrusion you get
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a much clearer record and – and it essentially means that you get clearer record in the
Pacific and perhaps South West Indian Ocean but not in the rest of the Indian Ocean
and the Atlantic, it’s because the rates are … well there are places where the Pacific is
ten times the rate in the Atlantic, you know, and five times would be quite common.

[28.49]

And in a late ’60s Horizon television programme you show a coloured version of the
Mason and Raff zebra pattern.

Yeah.

But I wondered at this time in 1965 when you said you rushed upstairs and you got
this – got this literature, do you remember what you did in terms of immediate sort of
sketching or – or observing of manipulation that sort of showed up this symmetry?

Well in a sense, yeah, we didn’t colour it at that stage, that came about a year later,
roughly, yes. First, yeah. In a sense it was quite clear from the black and white
summary that was published in the original papers, you know, they’d literally –
everything above zero sort of thing was black and everything below zero on the
anomalies was – was left white and so you get this zebra like pattern, and as I say you
can see quite a distinctive symmetry just from that. I mean the point about colouring
it up in part, I mean it does emphasise the symmetry but it – the colours reflect ages,
and then you know, there’s a timescale with the appropriate colours.

[30.07]

And can you say something of your sort of personal relations with Wilson and Hess at
this time, you’ve given a very good indication of significant sort of scientific
relationships with them at this time but, you know, what –

Well they were – they were great, I mean, you know, the typical north Americans,
they were very friendly and I remember I wrote to Harry Hess before he arrived …
because of our common interests as it were, me being very junior and him being very
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senior, and because, you know, what I’d suggested in relation, the corollary I’d
suggested to seafloor spreading, I wrote to him, whatever it was in December ’64, I
think I might even have the – well I think Hank Frankel’s looked it up, found the
correspondence in Harry’s papers asking him if he could find a position at Princeton
for me when I got the PhD, you know, whether there was a post-doctoral or some sort
of position at – any position at Princeton, and he didn’t reply so by the time he arrived
I hadn’t had this reply, I thought, oh god, you know, I’ve got to face this guy, what is
he going to say [laughs] and, well I’d seen him before in January ’62 but I’d never
met him … so – and I think from the start Sue and I – partly because there was
nobody else around were – did sort of help the man, I mean just domestically and get
settled and – and run them around a bit ‘cause we had a little Austin 40 or whatever it
was. And we, you know, became very great friends with him but the first thing Harry
said was – I think, or it may have been the other order, he said first of all he thought
my idea was great and the second thing was he’d found a position for me at Princeton,
but you know, phew, you know [laughs]. And we just took it from there, I mean
Harry was very easygoing, he was very economical with words, there were wonderful
stories with Harry, you know, that – and particularly because he typically had a
cigarette in his mouth so that – that didn’t help in terms of saying a lot, but no, he had
a very – it’s funny, he was very American and – and I think I know – I never
discussed any politics with him but I think from – I know speaking to other research
students at Princeton and post-doc’s I think he was very right wing actually, quite
right wing, but at the same time he seemed to have a very British sense of humour, he
had a very dry sense of humour and – and we sort of really hit it off. And as – all the
[laughs] former PhD students and people at Princeton, you know, I think they put –
put together a volume of Harry Hess stories because [laughs] – it was something like,
you know, so he didn’t say a lot but when he did say something it was a devastating
comment, you know, or something [laughs], the whole thing. It was really very
funny. No, it’s fine and then as I said this – this Bristol meeting I remember – I don’t
know quite how it came about but it ended up – I mean they could have gone by train
or whatever but we actually took them in the back of our A40 Austin [laughs] and,
you know, we stayed overnight somewhere on the way, quite a famous tourist spot,
Castle something, I’ve forgotten the name of the place now. I always remember that
in that Harry came down the following morning, you know, to pay the bill, pay his
bill, and he paid it in cash so he took out this wodge of notes and pulled out the
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appropriate number of notes I’m sure whilst smoking and – and then he got all this
change, you know, this – where are we, ’65 so he’d got all of this shillings and pence,
you know, so a great handful of change, so he promptly gave that to Annette because
he obviously [laughs] – he obviously didn’t cope with the change at all and Annette
dealt [laughs] with all the change, he obviously hadn’t really bothered to find out what
these shillings and pence meant.

Is Annette his wife?

Yes. Yeah. No, they were a wonderful couple and of course when we went to
Princeton they were very helpful initially. They were very … very ordinary, nothing
– nothing – nothing fancy about them at all and their house – their house was quite
spartan and so on, and one of the first things when we first went there we had a
faculty – junior faculty apartment, was in a great apartment block, which was very
nice, you know, we didn’t have to worry about accommodation, the only slight
problem was it was unfurnished so we didn’t have anything, you know, went to the
Salvation Army or something and we got various bits of furniture, but of course one
of the first things we needed was a fridge and … it was still pretty hot in September
and so Annette leapt at this because [laughs] she had this terrible old fridge she’d had
for ages, you know, and she was dying to get a new one [laughs], I don’t suppose
Harry had – just hadn’t got around to it yet and so she [inaud], we had the old fridge
which I think may even have lasted the whole five years, it was terribly old, and she
got her new fridge, oh dear. But there were all sorts of, you know, delightful little
things like that. Hmmm … no, great – and then suddenly with Tuzo, oh though Tuzo
was a completely different character, you know, very extrovert, very big, you know,
very heavily built and – and I always felt had the most extraordinary physical and
mental … oh dear what’s the word I want … resilience, you know, I mean he – he
was – can’t think of the word really … stamina, that’s what I want really, yes,
tremendous physical and mental stamina and – and, you know, he’s – he flew around
the world all the time giving lectures, I don’t know how many lectures he must have
given in – and he loved travelling it seemed and he was all over the shop giving
lectures. And of course, you know, he really had something interesting and important
to lecture about at that time, the transform fault [laughs]. So – I mean some of his
earlier work is not very highly regarded I don’t think but – and here he was in his mid
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fifties and it suddenly took off. I mean he did – and I think – oh what was his wife’s
name, Tuzo and … oh I can’t remember her name now but I think she confided in me
once that Tuzo always said that one of the best bits of work he ever did, you know,
was the Juan de Fuca Ridge business, the work with the – me on the magnetics and
the transform fault ridge. And whether he – behind that he did eventually realise, you
know, that I’d triggered the transform fault [laughs] idea in his mind, I don’t know
whether he ever ever realised that, I don’t know, I find that quite funny really,
particularly as he, according to Alan, he got it wrong at Newcastle, I – I was really
quite amused about that. But the other thing that – other contribution of Tuzo almost
finally was that he – because of this work we’d done at Madingley Rise on what –
already I suppose on the Juan de Fuca, he said, ‘You must come to the GSA meeting,’
the Geological Society of America meeting, ‘the annual meeting this year which is in
Kansas City in November,’ it’s always in November but rotated around the states and
even sometimes went to Canada and Mexico and – and that was so – you know, quite
soon after I’d – I went to Princeton, and of course he was right because that was a
fantastic introduction for – you know, I gave a talk on the Juan de Fuca paper in effect
and of course that introduced me to the North American geologists and people so, and
then of course I met – well there was a whole network, you know, of Princeton
graduates and things and they all had their own cocktail parties and things like this
and so … thrown into this great milieu of North American geologists. So that was
good. But the other – well it was also marvellous in another sense the fact that I went
there in that at that meeting Brent Dalrymple was there, I don’t know whether Cox
and Doell were there, but Cox, Doell and Dalrymple were the people working on the
geomagnetic reversal timescale out at Menlo Park, the USGS – Dalrymple was the
dating man, he developed refined potassium-argon dating techniques which – which
really was crucial to the whole business so you got sufficiently accurate date, you
know, sufficiently small error bars, so that you could date this relatively young
volcanic material going out to three or four million years … accurately enough. And
he gave a talk, now whether I didn’t go to talk or I missed the talk ‘cause it clashed
with something or whether he didn’t mention this in the talk I don’t know, but what I
do remember was that he – he spoke to me and he said, ‘Fred, I’ve got something I
must show you,’ and as I say I don’t know if it was because I had missed the talk or
whether it was something he hadn’t mentioned but was terribly relevant. So we went
to his room and he produced the latest version of their magnetic – geomagnetic
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timescale, and of course the point was it had up – the new detail was the definition of
the Jaramillo event and immediately I saw it, oh my god, I could have predicted that,
it’s there in the Juan de Fuca survey, if only I’d had that I could have interpreted it
with a linear spreading rate of about three centimetres per year on either side of the
ridge, and so for me then in a sense that was the eureka moment [laughs] because then
… you know, we had – we could interpret the magnetic anomalies with constant
spreading which makes sense and it was clearly in the Pacific we were producing the
reversal timescale, so by extrapolation, whereas you couldn’t do this with dating, it
wasn’t sufficiently accurate, you could extrapolate across the oceans and you could
get a reversal timescale for the last 180 million years, or 160 million years, which we
ultimately did. So that was a fantastic moment, and this was November 1965. Now
of course by the time the rest of the world got wind of this it was a year later really, it
was November ’66 when – and of course quite a bit happened in-between, particularly
in relation to Lamont and more evidence had come, even more convincing, although I
mean it was essentially the same thing, from the South Pacific where they’d got these
profiles, so called Eltanin profiles because of the ship and – and the – the fracture
zone down there, the Eltanin fracture zone, these profiles were across the ridge with
even higher spreading rate so they were even more clearly written [laughs] you know.
So – and they had them out to the equivalent of ten million years so you had this –
you know, it was even more – we also had by that time the Reykjanes Ridge survey
which was south of Iceland which again showed a symmetry, it was a bit crude but it
was certainly there. So, you know, by late 1966 we had really convincing evidence
from the magnetics and of course Lynn Sykes with these focal mechanism solutions.
But for me it was a year earlier and that, when I first learnt of [saw] the Jaramillo
event. Now it was – it – it got even better because at this stage I hadn’t had any
connection with Lamont, but I don’t know quite how it came about, presumably it was
an invitation from Neil Opdyke who was – quite surprising in a way, had been
appointed by Maurice Ewing presumably to Lamont as a palaeomagnetician. Now
that was quite surprising [laughs], I don’t know in what context he’d appointed him,
whether it was to make magnetic measurements on his sediment cores or – or what
because Maurice Ewing certainly didn’t believe in continental drift or seafloor
spreading, so it – you know, it was quite surprising he’d appointed – appointed a
palaeomagnetic guy. And he was an American from New Jersey, not so far from
Princeton, but he’d spent a lot of time in the British colonies [laughs], he’d – he’d
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spent time certainly in Rhodesia I think that where there was quite a good group with
Anton Hales, I think he may have spent time Australia, he may have spent time in
England, so this is where he’d got his background in palaeomagnetism. And I think
he invited me to go up there, I – not to give a talk, I think that came later, a few
months later but just to visit his lab. And so I duly went up to Lamont and met Neil
and we – he said, ‘Look Fred I’ve got something to show you, I’m doing this work on
– on magnetic – palaeomagnetism of cores and what we’ve done is we’re working on
– ‘cause we’ve got some brilliant cores, quite long cores from the Antarctic, near the
Ant – you know, near Antarctica, so they’re very high latitude. Now this is great
because I was looking – I’m looking for reversals in these cores,’ I mean he believed
in reversal timescale, you know, and he wanted to check the – the – independently the
Menlo Park work, and he said, ‘This is brilliant because at such a high latitude, if it’s
normal it’s going to be pointing up ‘cause the field’s very steep upwards and if it’s
reverse it’s down, so I haven’t got to worry about the orientation of the core, it doesn’t
matter if it’s not orientated, if it’s up or down it’s normal or reverse,’ [both laugh] you
see, and he’s got quite a lot of data and it – with quite good definition. Actually what
is the problem, in general they were just gravity cores, they just put a long pipe down
so you only get a few metres at best and I think the problem in many places is the
sedimentation rate is such that you don’t get a very long record, it doesn’t go back
very far, but he actually got long – relatively long cores through low sedimentation
rates I guess, so he’d actually got on some of them back to three million years I think
or three and a half million years. And there he had about – I don’t know, five or six
cores plotting and he had the reversals plotted down the cores and he said, ‘Look
Fred, this is fantastic, I mean in general it agrees with the Cox, Doell, Dalrymple, but
I’ve got a new event, I’ve got an additional event, I called it the emperor event,’ and
of course it was the Jaramillo. And I said to Neil, ‘I’m sorry, I’m sorry to say this
Neil but it’s already been named, it’s already been defined,’ [laughs], but I don’t
know why he wasn’t in contact with Menlo Park or why he hadn’t been at the GSA,
but … yeah, his jaw dropped open and he said, ‘You’re joking,’ you know. But for
me it was fantastic confirmation, we now had the geomagnetic reversal timescale
across the ocean floor in the magnetics, we had it from potassium-argon dating and
palaeomagnetism and we had it from ocean sediments, what more could you want,
you know; three completely independent verifications of the geomagnetic reversal
timescale for the last three and a half million years. So he was recovering from that
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when Walt Pitman walked into the room, now Walt Pitman was the guy who –
working under Jim Heintzler and he’d got this data from the South Pacific, and I’d
already looked at stuff on the walls and I don’t know if I’d realised but I could see
these magnetic profiles which of course looked like something like the Juan de Fuca
profile. And Walt came in and we started talking and he said, ‘Look, I’ve got
something to show you, these new Pacific profiles,’ and so I said, ‘Yeah, I did notice
those, they’re great aren’t they?’ I said, ‘Look you can see all the details of reversal
timescales with the Jaramillo event, you know,’ and of course their jaws dropped open
again and they said [laughs], my god! So that was quite a good day at the office, you
know, and in – with these two sort of additional bits of confirmatory evidence, rather
spectacular bits of that and that was something like February ’65.

Just for the recording at this point could you say what the Jaramillo event was and
it’s significance in terms of these?

Yeah, that – you see what also happened in a few years, when I wrote the ’63 paper I
think I may have mentioned that there was a – there was a – an early paper, one or
two papers by Cox, Doell and Dalrymple in which they were beginning to define
reversals, they were beginning to be convinced themselves that there were reversals,
that’s the first thing ‘cause a lot of people didn’t believe in them, and they thought
they might have occurred every half million years or every one million years. And
then they did a bit more work and it looked as though it was every one million years
and it – for it – and essentially the last million – the most recent million years were
normal. Then they did a bit more work and they began to realise [laughs] that it
wasn’t as simple as that, they’d have to forget the periodicity, it wasn’t regular, they
now had events, they had a relatively short event called the Olduvai around about one
point eight million, and then it went back to reverse and then you had quite a long –
and I’m forgetting the details myself now, is it one – this is ridiculous isn’t it? Yes –
oh yes and then it went through to about two point five or something and then you had
a normal event and – and then to about three, it was beginning to become clear that it
was really rather irregular lengths of a particular polarity were – were very variable.
But the crucial point was that they had normal out to one million and then the next –
then it was reversed then you had the next relatively short normal interval of about
one point eight, one point nine. But then the – the point with what I saw with Brent
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Dalrymple was that they then realised the next stage of refinement was they’d realised
that it wasn’t normal all the way out to one million, it was normal to about point seven
million or point seven eight I think or something, point seven five and then you had a
short reverse period and then you had a normal period and then it went back to reverse
and this – this additional normal period was about one million or point nine to one, is
the Jaramillo, what they called the Jaramillo. Their names of the events were based
on localities, Olduvai of course is Kenya, Jaramillo I’m not sure, a lot of the other
work was either in Alaska or Hawaii. I suppose may have been Hawaii, that’s
derived, I don’t know, it is a geographic locality I think.

[48.49]

Great, thank you. Now at the time of deciding that you were going to go to Princeton,
what were – what was your wife Sue’s sort of ambitions concerning her career or – or
–

I don’t know [laughs].

Or life generally, what –?

I don’t know. Shame she’s not here to ask isn’t it? [both laugh] I don’t know, she
didn’t – she didn’t have a job at Princeton, but she did have a home to make as it were
and – and she did do a lot of drafting for me, I don’t know if she did any for the
department. Gosh, I should be able to remember this. But the crucial thing really was
that, you know, quite soon after moving there we started a family, basically, and the –
the first child, daughter, was born in October – it’s her birthday today, October ’66, is
that right, yes yes, October ’66, wait a – yeah, so quite an exciting time late ’66, one
way and another. And then she had her hands full as it were and then we had a
second child two years later, a boy. And that was while I was in Mexico – that was
rather unfortunate because GSA gave me a medal or something and the meeting was
in Mexico City and had Sue not been in the hospital having a child she would have –
you know, she had a free invitation to accompany me which was [laughs] rather a
shame and she hopes to rectify this situation next February when we have plans – well
we’ve booked to go to Mexico City [laughs] after all these years. Oh you know,
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walking holiday in Mexico City and further south, hopefully that’s away from the
drugs, drug running or whatever but –

[End of Track 8]
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Track 9

Before we carry on the – the account of your time at Princeton could you – could I
just pick you up on one thing that you said last time and that is that over the course of
your career you’ve only gone on two cruises, and I wondered whether there was a – a
particular reason for that; in other words did you have a particular view of the
cruises and [both laugh] –

No, it’s just the way it worked out in a sense … I think in some ways it was a bit
surprising I only went on one as a PhD student, although as you gathered I sort of
missed an opportunity right at the beginning, you know, before I started I could have
gone on the Owen apparently, according to Drum. But he didn’t point that out to me
[laughs], I mean I certainly met him before that summer but he didn’t – well perhaps I
read it, perhaps I was already committed to the Spitsbergen expedition by then I
suppose, so that was perhaps a bit fortuitous although in general I suppose in doing
the PhD one tended to, you know, do at least one cruise to get the data you needed or
tested for what you needed doing so other people may well have got away with one
cruise [laughs]. And then I did one with Harry Hess and a very distinguished crew,
Bruce Heezen and Fran Shepard [laughs] in the Caribbean in – was that late ’66 or
early ’66, I think that was early ’66. But I mean basically I moved out of the area for
reasons we – we’ll probably come to sort of thing [laughs].

Yes.

So it was just fortuitous really, I – yeah, I – I – well one of the reasons was I wasn’t
that keen to keep going to sea, you know, but I mean that we will come to that
[laughs].

Okay.

[01.39]

Well then perhaps we could start today by exploring your relations with your
colleagues at Princeton because although in the sort of chronology of the recording
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that’s where we are, I haven’t any sense of who was around you at Princeton while
you were there, you were there for five years, first as a kind of – in a junior post or a
post that had been sort of made for you almost, and then I think I’m right in saying
you became associate professor in ’67?

Assistant professor, assistant professor –

Assistant professor?

’67 it would have been, that’s right, yeah.

But perhaps you could sort of in your – in your own way then tell the – the story of
those five years scientifically?

Well it was a wonderful time, obviously all sorts of exciting things happened and –
and the Princeton department was a wonderful department and tremendously friendly
place, I mean you know was – well good relations with everybody, there was
Buddington, very distinguished mineralogist, petrologist, he was a emeritus but he
was a tremendous fun, he used to come in regularly. Some of the – well my closest
associate in a way was Jason Morgan, not least because for the first year, or possibly
two was it we shared an office, we were both pretty junior. One of the closet
colleagues in terms of teaching was Bob Hargraves, the petrologist who was
wonderful. Bob Phinney was the main geophysicist that – seismologist and more,
theoretical. Harry Hess of course was – he was head of department at that time I
think, yes initially, but certainly – I can’t remember exactly when but John Maxwell
took over, he was structural geologist. Had very good relations with him [laughs],
although he didn’t really believe in continental drift and didn’t even [laughs] believe
in it after what we’ve just talked about, you know, even post ’66 he was – not – quite
… typically of many north American geologists and structural geologists and
particularly perhaps the older ones, he had great difficulty coming to terms with it
[laughs], you know, having spent a lifetime [laughs] not believing it or pretty well
being told he couldn’t believe it. So that – but I think he was probably the only
person who took a little while to come around. Well I mean everybody was just
fantastic and I – it was – you know, a wonderful time both from a personal point of
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view with all the people one was working with and in contact with, both within the
department and outside, ‘cause we lived in a big – or one of the big [laughs]
apartment blocks, they were very new actually, but huge apartment blocks to
accommodate junior faculty and there were ninety-six apartments in these two blocks
down by the lake, it was a very nice situation, but of course a young faculty had lots
of young kids so there was the most incredible number of kids in this apartment block
[laughs] and typically very young kids so it was quite something but we were, well
perhaps for that reason quite apart from everybody else, you know [laughs], down the
end of the campus and by the lake, so it was a nice situation but rather isolated
[laughs]. As I say that was good, you know, that was very easy apart from the fact
that the apartment was unfurnished to start with, I think I mentioned that last time.
And looking back I mean it’s – it’s incredible that it was so enjoyable and that this
was this incredible period from ’65 to ’70 when sort of everything went wrong in the
States, you know I mean there were assassinations, there were riots down the road and
all over the place in Newark, there was the Vietnam War going on, you know, it was
just a horrendous time really. And yet although – well of course Princeton is – well
somewhat like Cambridge if not more so, it’s a very ivory tower isolated – it’s a
complete oasis in New Jersey, you know, it’s situated over between Trenton and
Philadelphia and New York on the other side of Newark and it’s – it’s this
extraordinary millionaire’s oasis actually, because the people who aren’t associated
with the university or the institute are very wealthy people from New York, you
know, ‘cause you’re just fifty miles or so from New York, you know, they even have
their own train service, a little shuttle comes up to – to Princeton [laughs], you know.
So it’s a very – and I mean I was totally unaware of this, I just went to – you know, I
wanted to work with Harry Hess so I went to Princeton and of course when I got there
– as I think I may have mentioned before he – the first thing that strikes you is that a
lot of the architecture is mimicking Cambridge, and so you’ve got things like the
John’s Tower which I was so familiar with as a Johnian, but it’s not in red brick, it’s
in some stone, you know [laughs], actually didn’t look like a local stone really
because that would have been red. So you know it was a bit mind boggling to start
with and of course it was all in quadrangles [laughs] like Cambridge, it was – attempt
to completely mimic Cambridge, I couldn’t get over it, I – you know, I couldn’t
believe this, that there was anything like that in the States, because I suppose it’s true
of several of the Ivy League universities actually, [talking to cat] oh hello, same
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again? He’s so easily frightened, this cat. Yeah, so that gives you some idea of the
[laughs] ambience.

Could you – would you be able to describe – do you have a sort of clear memory
enough to sort of describe your office that you shared with Jason?

I have a clear memory, it wasn’t very exciting ‘cause we were in a new wing and the
geophysics I think must have – was – yeah, I’m pretty sure the geophysics had only
been added to geology comparatively recently, in fact Jason and Bob were probably
the first and only people to be appointed I think, at that time. So we had – you know,
it was a very new office and it was all concrete floor and, you know, it wasn’t at all –
it was quite big but then, you know, American buildings and rooms are, so there was
plenty of room for the two of us, that was no problem. But – but of course Jason had
come over from physics, just up the hill there, almost a stones throw away and had
worked under – oh dear, I’m not going to forget the name, yeah, Bob Dickie, was it
Bob Dickie … I think I’ve got the right name, a physicist … oh dear I’m hazy on this,
he’d worked on … yeah, I think it was possibility of the change in the gravitational
constant or something or, you know, something to do with astrophysics or astronomy
[laughs], something very theoretical in – in that area. Yes, Bob Dickie, I’m sure that’s
right. And I’m not quite sure why but Jason was making this transition to geophysics,
rather so – via tectonophysics under Walter Elsasser who – who again was in the
department but Walter Elsasser was – well I suppose perhaps he was another
geophysicist, I mean he was really – he was so much a physicist or a mathematician
physicist and he – he did work – well like Bullard, on the Earth’s magnetic field and
things like, you know, very theoretical aspects, tremendous contrast to the rest of the
department. But Jason was working under him as a post-doc I guess … on deriving a
theoretical model for what we now call subduction zones or what we then called just
trenches, oceanic trenches, as to how you explained this feature sort of in terms of the
physics or the mechanics of the thing that supported this great depression in the
Earth’s surface, it’s the sort of thing for which Harry had – and others like David
Griggs had derived a tectogene model as they call it in – or just before the Second
World War in 1939 whereby they had this as a sort of down buckling, you had to have
some sort of further evoking convection in effect to explain the way in which the crust
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had been drawn down to form the trench and he was elaborating on that and looking
at that in a more – from a more theoretical, more thorough point of view.

And to what extent were you aware of the – the work that Jason was doing in terms of
his paper on plate tectonics which came out –

Well of course that came out later, I mean this – this – Jason – I don’t know quite how
long he’d been there, only a year or two I think at the most. And he – and he wasn’t
in this area at all, I mean it was really only by talking to me inevitably sharing the
same office that he – well obviously became – just I became aware of what he was
doing and I can’t remember it so very well at this date [laughs]. He became aware of
what I was doing and increasingly as the story developed, you know, over that year or
so became more and more interested in it and eventually sort of picked up the ball as
it were [laughs] and sort of took it off with a – or took up another aspect of it in terms
of developing the idea of transform faults and – and plate tectonics. Well not
developing the idea, sorry, Tuzo Wilson did that but I mean picking up building on
that – build – building basically on transformed faults and seafloor spreading, in other
words Wilson’s idea and – and our own work on the magnetics, and developing that
into plate tectonics.

The –

Which is really the sort of – the geometric analysis of the whole thing, its the whole
business of Euler’s theorem and treating the plates as, you know, a cap moving across
a sphere can be – the motion of a cap moving across a sphere can be expressed as a
rotation about an axis or a diameter of the sphere [rotational vector, directed along a
radius of the sphere] which is the whole basis of the thing, you know, that’s a key
thing and you use that to analyse the motions.

Do you remember seeing him working on that in terms of what he was, you know,
what he was actually doing?

No, I can’t really. Oh … yeah I can in that initially what it amounted to was – where
you will begin to realise [laughs] how rusty I am on this, what he was doing was –
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was working out these poles of rotation that I was mentioning, or seeing if it would fit
that model and for example, take an obvious example and indeed my starting point
and Alan Coode’s starting point for transformed faults, is that if you look at
Equatorial Atlantic you have lots of fracture zones which seem to accommodate the
curve, you know, around West Africa and – and fitting into the South Amer-. And so
on this new model, you know, it sort of pulls apart … on these transformed faults as
we now call them, these fracture zones. Now if – if Euler’s Theorem is right, or if – if
these are just plates moving across the surface of the Earth you should be able to
construct perpendiculars from these fracture zones, and the fractures zones must be
great circles in the simplest model, so if you construct perpendiculars they they should
intercept at a pole of rotation, well we’re doing all this on a sphere so I mean the
mathematics is not complicated but it’s a little bit more complicated. And so his first
paper, a lot of it is just that for different parts of the world, working out where these
rotations are, in other words the rotation between Africa and South America and all
the rest of it. Though of course it could be – well it – it is inevitably from the maths it
turns out that it won’t be the same pole of rotation for the last 130 million years, but in
fact it probably doesn’t move very much particularly in that case. And basically it
was getting very good results, you know, I mean he – he did this for various places
and you got quite – well remarkably good results considering what you were dealing
with, sort of fairly messy geological data and from that you could then – you could
then start talking about how plates are moving in respect to each other and then
ultimately on a globe you can get closure, I mean you can start predicting the motion
between two other plates for which you’ve got no information because of the trench
in-between or something, you know, and so it was his work and then of course
simultaneously and independently McKenzie and Parker, Dan McKenzie and Bob
Parker who did the same thing for the Pacific but not using transform faults, you can’t
do that there because you’ve got all the trenches and all the motion between the
Pacific and North America but they interestingly did it from focal mechanism
solutions which were relatively new at that time but these tell you for say an
Earthquake on the San Andreas or an Earthquake in the Aleutian trench what the
direction of motion between the two plates is. And there’s a bit of scatter, it might be
just a bit irregular again since you’re dealing with a geological phenomena but they –
they did a best fit to all these sort of motions, and Pacific and North America and got
a very good result, you know, to the way in which the – North America is moving
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against the Pacific which of course is plunging beneath the Aleutian Islands to the
north but – but in California it’s moving along the San Andreas fault of course. So
that was the same type of analysis and then ultimately I think the first person to put
the whole thing together in terms of all the plates or – well now we’ve got a lot of
small plates but, you know, six or eight big plates was Xavier Le Pichon who [laughs]
– who was at Lamont, originally from France but I’m not sure what period it was
from, it was throughout this whole period probably I think and he was initially
vehemently against continental drift anyway [laughs], was just getting it from Ewing
or what. But he suddenly – you know it was a Damascus – road to Damascus
conversation, I mean he suddenly flipped and again one of these people who – like
John Dewey and others who’d picked up the ball and ran with it and applied it, well in
John’s case to – to his own area, structural geology, but – but Xavier picked it up and
– and in terms of solving the whole Earth problem, in terms of how the plates were
moving.

Would John Dewey be someone who also was against that?

Yes, yeah yeah, I – I’m pretty sure of that, again it was – it was that sort of
conversion, because in December ’66 – well immediately after, in the week or so of
the publication of the science paper which – which was the paper which presented the
material had been represented at the November ’66 meetings in New York and San
Francisco, er … science paper came out in early December, I – we then came home
here for Christmas, and Sue’s parents by then were living up here in Norfolk, in
Reepham and on our way from Heathrow to Norfolk we stopped off at Cambridge and
visited friends in Cambridge, well we literally visited friends, people who were called
friend, Peter and Jenny Friend [laughs] who I went to see on Friday in – in
Cambridge, or Oakington specifically, and I remember showing – showing Peter the
paper and he was – he was, you know, suitably impressed and then I don’t know if it
was that time or some occasion I was at – in the department at Cambridge – now
when would that have been, it must have been a bit later, and John Dewey at that
point you know didn’t believe it, I don’t know, perhaps he hadn’t had time to read all
the information or what, but again rather like Le Pichon within a year or two he – he’d
completely flipped and was – and again picked up the ball and ran with it, applied it,
you know, to mountain building and a lot of his own work.
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Did he say then why didn’t believe?

… I don’t know, whether he didn’t find my – he – at the time I actually saw him it
was possible he hadn’t had time to look at it. It may have been that same occasion, I
remember meeting Alan Smith, having a brief word with John. He may well not have
seen that paper by then actually, I can’t remember exactly when it was I went to the
Department, so … no I don’t know exactly what – exactly what prompted his
conversion as it were [laughs].

[18.13]

I’ve been looking again at Bill Menard’s Ocean of Truth and Dan McKenzie’s
account in Oreskes’ book [ph] and as you know I’ve interviewed Dan McKenzie, and
I wondered whether from your point of view, your sort of vantage point in Princeton,
being a colleague of Jason Morgan, whether you can offer any insight into what
seems to be a rather – a slightly … sort of tense part of the history of this, where there
was a – an early talk by Jason that Dan said he –

It’s complicated [laughs].

He walked out of and then Bill Menard got –

Yeah, that’s right, I –

Bill Menard got an early print of Jason’s paper and he – he might or might not have
been editor and that might have held it up.

I don’t know that I can help to disentangle it at all, it’s [both laugh] –

Would – what – to what extent then were you aware of Jason Morgan’s ambitions in
terms of publishing and – and the kind of –
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I’m trying to think of the timescale of this, I mean his paper – that’s right his paper
didn’t come out till ’68 did it?

No.

Right, so ’66, ’67, yeah. Okay, so what – you’re referring to the AGU meeting in
Washington in April probably ’67.

Yeah.

At which Jason gave this talk on what he’d just – on what I’ve just described in terms
of treating the – the surface of the Earth in terms of plates as we now do and working
out the poles of rotation and he gave the – at that meeting in May ’67 instead of the
paper he’d had in the abstract – he looked at the abstract programme and it was
completely different, because this was new work he was rather excited about it and he
presented that instead. And then as I think as you say, I thought Dan just didn’t go to
it at all but I think he actually says he walked out at the beginning or something,
‘cause he looked at the title and he wasn’t interested or whatever. [Laughs] And then
there was always – well there wasn’t – I don’t think it was an actual story, it was
rather assumed, that because Dan was at Scripps at the time, or part of the intervening
time, and it was – it was rather assumed that he’d got the story from Menard, he’d
heard about this paper that Jason Morgan gave. But I mean he always says that he –
he didn’t and he – and he quite in – he and Bob quite independently came and
developed … well what I was just talking about, that idea, which was like Jason’s but
applied to a different area. And but – but of course they managed to get it published
earlier, they – they got it in Nature I guess it was wasn’t it in something like
December ’67 and - now a) Jason to this day, I think he won’t mind me saying this
[laughs], is a little bit slow and reluctant to write, I mean he’s like me, he probably
doesn’t write very readily, I don’t know, but he – he doesn’t write an awful lot, I
mean a lot of what he does write is very good, it’s probably because, you know, his
physics background or something where he’s not that good at writing out [laughs] …
and – and to me a particular reflection of that, which I always rather regret, is that is
the nota’ – well there are two notable exceptions from the contributors to the Oreskes’
volume, and one of course is Jason Morgan and the other one is Lynn Sykes. And I
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mean I think the volume’s very good, but – but you know, it would be so much better
if those two were there as well, because clearly they were absolutely crucial, so
they’re – it’s a very great shame that they’re missing, now whether Jason’s just not
interested in writing that type of article I don’t know, or whether he just doesn’t get
round to it I don’t know [laughs] – I don’t know. So – but as I say I think Jason may
have been a bit slow in writing up but the other thing is I mean it would have – that
the whole reviewing process and editorial process would probably have taken longer
through the JGR than through Nature, although Nature is a bit variable but you could
get things published, well obviously is partly the point, letters to Nature or a bit of –
not much of a distinction between letters and articles in some ways, but – now. So I
don’t know that I can shed any light on that at all [laughs].

‘Cause I noticed that it – in the plate tectonics film that was made at the end of the
‘60s that we’ve just been talking about, the one that we’re trying to get going.

Yes, yes.

Jason – I mean when it comes to the bit where it turns into plate tectonics rather than
continental drift or seafloor spreading, Dan McKenzie is interviewed talking about it
and Jason Morgan doesn’t appear and I – it –

That may have been the Angli – Anglicised version [laughs].

Yeah.

But no I don’t know. Well it – what is rather crucial is when that film was made
actually because I’m not at all sure when it was made, whether it was – it could well
have only been ’68, it could be during that period … it’d be very interesting to know
when – when [inaud].

At one point the narrator says something like, ‘And plate tectonics as a theory was
only hatched two years ago,’ I suppose that doesn’t –

Ah, okay.
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One doesn’t know whether that means two years since the ’67 paper –

I wouldn’t have thought it was later than –

Hmmm.

Yeah, I wouldn’t have thought it was later than ’69 because I – you know, it was
before I came back in ’70.

So you – you weren’t aware of any sort of discussions about whether, you know,
perhaps the – the – the McKenzie paper ought to be delayed in order to make way for
Jason to –

No, I think it all happened quite independently and went away. But I mean what one
could say for what it’s worth is, that it may have been a bit subliminal, I mean just as
the – again one doesn’t know but this business with me and Tuzo, telling Tuzo about
ocean – you know, he didn’t seem to take it in, he – if – it would appear he got it
wrapped round his neck when he put – tried to talk about it at Newcastle, I don’t
know … but, you know, was there something subliminal there that he [laughs] did
take it in and eventually it clicked and he got it out. And I mean did Dan hear Bill
Menard talking about it over coffee or whatever it was and didn’t really take it in but,
you know, suddenly – I don’t know, I have no idea, it’s – it’s very strange but … it –
yeah, I think there is a bit of an element of – of the Americans owning Jason’s version
[laughs] and the British [laughs] owning the McKenzie version actually come to think
of it. I mean Jason’s got lots and lots of awards but they’re probably American, and
then Dan of course has too and I’m thinking particularly of something like the Balzan
prize which I shared with Dan and – and Drum, I mean that’s a – a European prize,
you know [laughs] and Jason’s got – I can’t remember the list of all of them but … I
think – I think from the American point of view Jason’s the hero rather than –
[laughs].
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And how – do you remember how Jason felt or if he had any feelings at all about the
appearance in Nature of the 19 – of the McKenzie and Parker paper in ’67 when he
was himself – had already submitted a paper on –

I can’t remember that, I can’t remember that at all, no.

The only other thing I’ve heard about this is that Xavier Le Pichon I think is of the
opinion that the – that somehow the Morgan paper ought to have been – come out
first.

Yes, I think it probably should, almost certainly should from what one can gather, I
mean I don’t think Dan would have had the idea before [laughs] Jason or – or before
Jason gave his talk as it was, and Dan would probably know, I don’t know.

But that again might –

What did Dan say when you interviewed him [laughs]?

Just – well exactly what, you know, seems to come out from the Menard workings
from the –

Yeah, I think that’s the best one can say really, yeah.

Yeah, okay. And –

Can we break – break a little while so I can make a coffee.

[End of Track 9]
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Track 10

Could I ask you to describe what was involved practically as well as intellectually in
your work on the special areas of oceanic crust that seem to appear in places within
the continental crust, I won’t attempt I don’t think to say the name of these things, I’ll
leave that –

Ophiolites.

Ophiolites.

Yeah, these are – well what we now interpret as fragments of ocean floor caught up in
mountain building, basically, or continental collision, essentially the same thing but
you can have various stages of it. Well it’s … it’s quite good fun, I mean there are
various strands of this, I mean one of them from my own point of view was as you –
as you may have gathered from what I’ve said already or – or may gather from our
original ’63 paper, is that Drum and I as geologists were very interested in the way the
oceanic crust formed, I mean the geological process, how has it formed the spreading
process. And of course this – the way Harry had it – the way he described it was
rather significantly different from Arthur Holmes’ way, I mean I probably talked
about this before, a lot of people have said, ‘Well sure Arthur Holmes had the same
idea in 1928,’ or whenever it was, well he did and he didn’t, he – he explained drift in
terms of convection but he had a funny sort of remanent … or perhaps it was volcanic
island in the middle of the ocean or something, it was very very odd, it didn’t –
whereas Harry had the convection coming right up to the surface at the centre and
then the crust in his case forming by serpentinisation, by the water being added to the
mantle or in fact you can’t get serpentinite formed above about 500 degrees,
serpentine and serpentinites, so that would be the limiting isotherm at depth which is
not all that deep, particularly in the ridge crests where the welling is coming up, it
would be only – it – it would be, what three, at the most ten kilometres depth say at –
at a ridge crest, but that’s the way he formed the crust by this serpentine isotherm so
that most of the crust was serpentinite or hydrated mantle and you just had occasional
outpourings of lava which obviously he needed for his guyots and his seamounts and
– and some of this superficial stuff. Now that model from the beginning was rather
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different to the one – or certainly by ’63 the one that Drum and I had where in part –
well I suppose the starting point – well there were two starting points really, one was
that the Cambridge experience of dredging anywhere and everywhere was – was to
get basalts, now there were examples – some of the earlier examples strangely … or
not so strange [laughs] as I’ll explain in a minute, whereby there were very few
dredge samples before, you know, of hard rocks from – from the ocean floor before
the ‘50s say or ‘60s. And quite a few of the ones that were, were serpentinite
interestingly and of course this is partly why Harry thought that way. But we realise
now that was because they were made in these fracture zones, where there are – well
actually you get quite good exposures obviously on ridge crests as well but for some
reason they were – they were in fracture zones where perhaps they thought it would
be easier to dredge from scarp slopes or something, scree slopes, as it were. And –
and they were often serpentinite, but we also – the other strand was that we needed
basalt to explain the magnetics, you’d need quite a thickness of basalt, in fact you
really need layer two to be – at least layer two to be basalt if not the whole crust,
basaltic, I mean the deeper part could gabbroic, to explain to magnetics so these two
strands led us to the conclusion that at least to the bottom layered two, that’s at least
one or two kilometres, you needed a basalt, so it was rather like Iceland, with lava
flows and dykes. Hmmm … now … I’m not quite sure what your question was
because I’m in danger of going off at a tangent, it was – oh – oh why you were
interested in ophiolites, yeah? So you can see once particularly being at Princeton and
Harry’s influence, I don’t know that that many people believe – well I’m not sure
what people thought of Harry’s idea and at the end of the day it turns out to be
partially correct because it turns out that when the spreading rate is extremely slow,
and one of the few places where this is true is across the Arctic Ocean and we’ve got
– obviously that’s only been explored comparatively recently, but it turns out that you
do get what we now call ‘Hess-type crust where you get relatively little volcanics and
you get an awful lot of serpentinite. And to some extent as you go - as the spreading
rate increases, well quite soon that proportion changes and quite soon at no more than
one or two centimetres per year on either side you get to crust which is almost entirely
mafic right through to the Moho. So it turns out to be the exception rather than rule
but in that sense Harry was right, there is some Hess type crust. But … Eldridge
Moores who I overlapped with at Princeton from ’65 to ’66, he was a post-doc
working on ophiolites and specifically he was working on the Vourinos ophiolite in
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Northern Greece and he’d done a beautiful job on that, the special paper whatever, got
a memoir in the Geological Society of America describing his work on the Vourinos
which was – that’s one of the better exposed more extensive ophiolites. I think he had
some quite new ideas in recognising the mantle in it and so on and the Moho. Now
Harry Hess, one of the strands of his research, right from the beginning was – because
as a mineralogist was to work on serpentinites and this is one [laughs] – one of the
reasons as I say his preoccupation was serpentinites, and it was a rather intriguing
mineral for – in terms of its physical properties and its chemistry but perhaps … the
physical properties are of particular interest. But in the Appalachians in particular lots
of serpentinite bodies and one of them, the serpentinite minerals or closely related
minerals is asbestos, so a lot of them are asbestos mines and things like that. So
they’re of economic importance and some of Harry’s earlier work was related to
economics and I suppose a lot of mineralogists work was, he’d been in what was then
Rhodesia I think working on – you know, in relation to mining. So he had – he’d
written quite a lot on serpentinites in mountain belts and he – he was quite intrigued
by them and … in the Appalachians they tend to be serpentinite, I don’t think there’s
much mafic material, basalt and so on associated with them, but in Europe, in the
Alps you get what – what the European Steinmann had called ophiolites which have
some serpentinite or serpentinised ultramafic to various extent, occasionally gabbro
and pillow lavas [laughs] and – and also sometimes deep sea sediments, so the – very
distinctive deep water sediments associated with that. And these were always a bit of
an enigma and I think some people had interpreted them as – as seafloor but – but
Harry wasn’t terribly con – well he wasn’t at all convinced about this that ophiolites
were seafloor [laughs], I don’t know quite why and anyway in talking to Eldridge
Moores at Princeton about my ideas and probably discussing this business about if
you have seafloor spreading what – what is actually happening in a ridge crest, how is
the crust formed. We decided that some of these ophiolites are very variable and in
particular variable in terms of the proportion of ultramafic or serpentinite in relation to
– to mafic basaltic gabbroic material could well be deep seafloor, particularly as they
had deep sea sediments on top of them, it seemed a logical thing, they – they could be
not the exception but the rule in terms of the ocean floor. So what we needed was,
one, to look at one that was very well exposed, and very complete and Vourinos got
close but if I remember correctly the Vour – well I did go there with Eldridge
subsequently, the Vour – the top of the section, that is to the ocean floor sediments
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and so on, I think is either missing or it’s – it’s highly metamorphosed, it’s – or
mucked around. I think it’s the – the deeper part, the mantle and possibly the lower
crust which is what I expect. But there are two – well there are several other very
good ones which hadn’t been studied properly at the time, there was one in Oman
which has now been studied, Ian Gass at the Open University set up a big programme
to study that after we’d done the Troodos. There was the Troodos on Cyprus, there’s
the Bay of Islands in Newfoundland to name but three, and there’s Macquarie Island
south of New Zealand and these are much better exposed, less tectonised, less
disturbed and we were intrigued by the Troodos because in contrast to the Vourinos –
so of great interest to Eldridge was that the top of the section is very well exposed and
the bottom is much less well exposed, less the exposure it’s less extensive, it turns out
it’s all there it’s just a smaller area. But at a huge part of this – the Troodos
Mountains ophiolite and exposure in Cyprus, a very large proportion of the area of
Cyprus, is dykes and pillow lavas [laughs] and, you know, sort of well this is just
what we need, you know, to [laughs] – to explain. So anyway on that basis we – we
set up a project and went to the NSF and got some money to work on Cyprus in – or I
think we ended up doing it in what ’68 ’69, I think we applied for the money in ’67 or
something like that. Interestingly or – or some sense surprisingly, Harry thought we
were barking up the wrong tree, he thought – he thought we’re wasting our time going
to Cyprus, I don’t know, somehow he had this completely new idea – different ideas
about this importance of serpentinite and the thinness of the – of the dykes and the
lavas. Anyway to cut a long story we went to Cyprus and they had this fantastic time
because it – it was so easy in a way to – to reinterpret it in terms of seafloor spreading,
I mean it just fitted and also we had a transform fault going through the middle of it,
you know, and it was just – just incredible and, you know, we had talus breccias in the
transform fault and – and all sorts of exciting things. And so we wrote that up, it was
eventually – we eventually presented it to the Royal Society in ’69 and it was – wasn’t
published till ’70 or ’71 I don’t think and did two seasons there, did a lot of work and
then I did a lot of work subsequently from here with Joe Cann and Rupert Kidd and
people, well no those two primarily I guess. On even more detail – oh then
subsequently one of my own graduate student Simon Allerton looking at the very
detailed structure of the dykes, it sounds incredibly boring but you can actually
deduce the – the way in which the crust is formed, you know, the zone of intrusion
and – and the – and you not only get dyke intrusion but you get normal faulting or
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listric faulting as it’s called which is also associated with extension and you can –
again we used – well we used palaeomagnetic methods to deduce the way in which
the crust had been rotated subsequent to formation and this sort of thing, they were –
we ended up it was about a twenty year project on and off [laughs], interrupted by the
troubles on Cyprus between about ’74 and ’80 looking at – and then other people
came in, you know, it attracted people like flies and we had a big drilling project on
Cyprus, we went through to about ’87. So a tremendous – in the end a tremendous
amount of work was done on Cyprus because everybody recognised that it was very
significant. Having said all that, without going into it in a lot of detail, it turns out the
geochemistry is a little bit odd, and to cut a very long story short it’s felt that these
ophiolites which seem to be formed by spreading, are probably typically not mid
ocean ridge for all that, they’re what’s called back arc spreading. You get – you get a
spreading process behind the island arcs, or some of the island arcs in the Philippines
Sea, in the Caribbean, not much behind the Aleutians actually but there’s – there’s –
there’s quite a bit of back arc spreading and of course that is going to be different
because it means it’s above the subduction zone, if you’ve got the arc there and
spreading behind it the subduction zones coming down like this, so the actual
geochemistry is going to be different and I think the geochemists, it took them a long
time to sort it out, but I think they feel that that’s probably the answer that it – it is
crust formed by a spreading process but one or two of them might be mid ocean ridge,
I think – I can’t remember, it may be Bay of Islands or something might be, more had
the right signature, I’m not sure.

And –

But what we – as I say what we were interested in was the actual mechanics, you
know, how – as I say goes back to Drum and myself in Iceland and ironically I never
went to Iceland till 2000 on holiday [laughs] and was absolutely blown away, you
know, by the way it just fits beautifully. Although obviously it’s exceptional because
you’ve got – you’ve got such a tremendous thickness of basalt, it comes up about sea
level it’s so thick but the actual process, all the dips on the lava flows and everything
is exactly what you would predict, and that was the sort of thing that I worked on with
Joe Cann and – and Rupert Kidd here, it was a lot of Joe Cann’s ideas about how the –
again taking in further detail as to how the crust was formed.
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I think I’m – I’m a bit confused about it and I think a listener might be, how you were
able to examine the way that oceanic crust was formed by the time it had become part
of a sort of mountain and therefore, I assume, you know, moved about and buckled.

Well you are –

I mean what is involved in seeing it?

Well you’re looking at – I mean obviously you’re not looking at the process of
formation, I mean you’re looking at one flank – a bit of one flank looks like once it
has been formed. So it … it is the details of the process of – of … of intrusion and –
and extrusion and the actual geometry, you – you know the way there’s more and
more and lava flows about, you get it – you get a sort of saucer, well as on Iceland,
you know, you get sort of saucer shaped geometry of lava flows from the centre
because you’ve got more coming out all the time and spreading out and loading it as it
were, and then your dykes get rotated round a bit and then you get these listric faults
and things coming, and these curved normal faults. So you know it is quite detailed
and specialised structural geology and obviously if you want to know exactly what’s
going on at the crest of a ridge then you have to do what Joe Cann did, I mean his
main speciality and – he was a petrologist, we overlapped at Cambridge, he ended up
doing what he started – he started in – well I had this joint paper with him on – on the
Carlsberg – on the 4A work on the Carlsberg Ridge from ’65 or whenever from a
Royal Society discussion meeting in ’64 and he did the petrology of stuff directed
from 4A and I did the magnetics. So Joe and I have a long association, but that’s
where Joe started on the oceanic work, just well being land based, working on the
rocks that came back [laughs] but I mean ultimately he got very involved with the
whole, you know, in going to sea and doing the dredging and getting involved with
the deep sea dredging programme and it was his big area and he’s done some of the
best work on what is actually happening right at the crest of a ridge while it’s being
formed, while the crust is being formed. I mean obviously that involves, you know,
use of submersibles and – and all the latest gadgetry you can get hold of and I mean
he – they’ve now got a very good picture, you know, where they can actually see –
pretty well see these – the lava being extruded along fissures and small volcanoes
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forming and – and particularly on slower spreading ridges you get these huge listric
faults I’m talking about which – which actually sometimes rip off and expose the
lower mantle and thing – well the mantle, not the lower mantle [laughs], but expose
mantle at the surface and so on.

And could – could you describe in those first two seasons that you were going to
Cyprus, what for example a day of fieldwork might typically involve, what you would
actually –

Well it would involve – as, you know, because of the university timetable we had to
work in the summer, in July and August, I think we tried to make it later one year
because of course it’s very hot or it’s – should I say it’s very hot lower down, once
you get up into the Troodos Mountains I mean they get up to – I can only remember it
in feet, 6,400 feet or whatever, I mean it’s very nice up there in the summer and I
mean that’s where the British had their summer residences and things [laughs] and
sanatoria and all the rest of it. So that was okay working high up but particularly
initially we were working low down on these pillow lavas and dykes and it was
fearfully hot so I mean we very soon got to a regime where we got up at five or
whatever it was and by the time it was light we were out in the field somewhere and
we stopped work and practically collapsed at twelve or one o’clock, you know. But
well it – a lot of it was just plain geological mapping and looking at intrusive
relationships and things and just exactly what you’re looking at, you know, whether
you were looking at, as I say … faulting or talus – possible talus slopes or turbidity
sediments or whatever. So it was straight mapping but also we were doing
palaeomagnetism because you know fairly obviously I was looking for reversals in
this thing [laughs]: is part of it normal and part of it reversed? I mentioned that I sort
of switched from the marine work to land based work at Princeton and the first little
project was … because Harry had some money and – and actually then, I don’t know
if it’s still true in the States, you didn’t get paid as an academic for two months, for
July and August or whatever it was and you had to find your own money or live on
the rest of the year’s money [laughs] and so people typically had some research
project money which had salaries built in for – for part of the summer, or all of the
summer [laughs] and Terry had – Harry had some, I don’t know, ONR money, naval
research office money or something and somehow, I don’t know quite how he worked
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it, I – I did this little project, I think Erling Dorf the palaeobotanist put me onto it in,
Yellowstone where you have – this is not on the more recent igneous activity, you
know, it’s in the Absarokas within Yellowstone National Park but it’s actually
Eocene, it’s – it’s quite a bit older, you know, it’s fifty million years, sixty million
years old, or fifty, fifty-five million years old and there I had – you get a lot of ash and
– and very interesting fossil trees, beds and things, it’s quite – I mean that’s why he
was in – in – the palaeobotanist was interested in it and then every now and again you
get lava flows. And this was all quite well dated and, you know, sort of mapped, so I
was measuring these again in the hope of getting normal and reverse, you know,
related to the reversal timescale and all the rest of it, well being Fred Vine it turned
out that everything I measured in Yellowstone was normal [both laugh], couldn’t find
anything reversed, and everything I measured on Cyprus was normal [both laugh].
Actually strictly it wasn’t quite normal, it suggested – well it was normal, it was all
the same but it – it did suggest that Cyprus had been rotated a bit, it being – emplaced
which was quite interesting ‘cause it meant that the orientation of the dykes and
everything was different to start with, but that was a bit minor, no … reverse stuff
[laughs]. Quite extraordinary but it turns out we – we realised quite soon after that
because of the other work that was being done on reversals and people were doing
quite a lot by then just as I was, it turns out that in the Cretaceous period and – and the
Troodos is Cretaceous in age - it’s about ninety million years in age, there’s a period –
gosh I should know this shouldn’t I, there’s a period from seventy-five - eighty
million years to something like 118 million, it’s about forty million years where the
field is normal the whole time, there are no reversals [laughs], been nothing like it
since in the last seventy-eight million years or whatever it was. But there’s this long
period, literally about forty million years where the field didn’t reverse it seems, we
just cannot find a reversal anywhere in it and sure enough this Troodos is ninety
million years, it’s right in the middle of it [laughs].

And the Yellowstone as well?

That – that’s a relatively – well actually I – I suspect the Yellowstone sequence, it
doesn’t represent all that much time, geologic time and then again at that time you do
get long – quite long periods of particular polarity, whereas more recent, in the last
thirty million years the fields reversing relatively quickly and in fact actually the last –
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the current period of normal polarity is long compared to most of those in – I mean
it’s nearly 800 million – 800,000 years [laughs], some hundred thousand years which
is long for – in terms of the length of time of – periods of a particular polarity in the
last thirty, thirty-five million years.

[23.51]

And so could you describe yourself in Yellowstone … with your equipment, whatever
it is and say what you literally did there?

Well a) you need an undergraduate helper or an assistant of some sort [laughs]. Well
it’s rather what you were describing in the – in the Horizon programme, it’s – you had
a – a petrol driven drill, well it’s just a modified chainsaw basically with a drill bit on
it and you drill a hole in the rock, which of course in basalt is not that easy, it’s pretty
fresh basalt, relatively fresh basalt is quite hard, although granite would be worse
[laughs], a lot worse … and it’s handheld, I mean you can rig up if that had student –
we had a student at Princeton working on granites at one point, Sierra Nevada or
something and I mean he had to rig something up, you know, so he didn’t have to
hold the thing for half an hour or a hour while he was drilling through all this quartz.
But no, with some of it you could drill cores, you know, you’d only need a few
inches, you were going to cut them up into little cylinders about an inch long and then
having drilled the hole and sometimes the core comes out straightaway and sometimes
it doesn’t but you can knock it out if necessary, it’s quite simple but you then have to
orient that core obviously so you know what’s called a sun compass and you – there’s
a big gizmo where you’ve got a tube that goes into the – the core hole and then you’ve
got a – you know, it’s hinged, you – comes up with a horizontal surface and basically
a vertical pin on it so you can get the orientation of the sun and then you use solar
ephemeris tables to – and the time of the day to work out [laughs] you know exactly
where north and south are and so in other words you need to orientate the core very
accurately, or as accurately as you can for the – for the palaeomagnetic technique
obviously, and then you take the core back and put it in the magnetometer, in astatic
or fluxgate or some sort of – well these days cryogenic magnetometer.
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And it may sound like a – an obsession with details but could you say how you ensure
that by the time you get back to say the department at Princeton that you know what
you’re dealing with, you know, so that you – you’re sure that that bit of rock that
you’re holding is from there and it goes along with this bit of notes that you’ve taken
so –

Yeah, I mean obviously you have to – with a – a pen, permanent ink of some sort you
– you mark – you mark a line down the length of the core … so that you know – if
that’s the cylinder you know what sort of – the top as it were, down the direction in
which it’s dipping and there – to do that, if I recall there’s – the – the orientator you
put in the core hole, which is a tube as I say, that has a slit along the top in that
direction so you can then put a wire down there and mark, you know, a brass wire you
can get a mark and then you – then you emphasise that with a marker and then you
put the dip direction on it as well, the direction, down direction, so that gives you one
– that gives you – that enables you to orientate it essentially then the rest of the
information is from the instrument, and then of course you put a number on it, a label
on it and it corresponds to the notes in your notebook [laughs].

And then you – you’ve – you’ve brought that back to the department in – in Princeton.

In Princeton, yeah.

Could you describe by that time – ‘cause I know there’d been various sorts of
magnetometers developed, what you were using and how you used it with the – with
the core?

We were using a fluxgate, and I can’t remember it very clearly now [laughs], I can’t
really remember what a fluxgate looks like, I mean you – we did use astatics, I can
remember what an astatic looked like but that was rather complicated. Well no it
wasn’t complicated, it was very big with huge Helmholtz coils so you could back off
the Earth’s magnetic field and your sample was sitting in a field-free space. I guess
the fluxgate must have had something like that but it was this – well you rotated it
beneath – between fluxgates. I mean basically you need an instrument which will
detect a very weak field, obviously an incredibly weak field by our standards, so that
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when you rotate the sample in front of it you know it gives you a graph and intensity
so it – it enables you to deduce the component of magnetisation along the axis of your
detectors and then you – you do that in well at least three directions but in fact you
over determine and you do it in six directions or whatever. So that you get orthogonal
measurements of the field so you deduce the vectors of the components of the
magnetic vector in the magnetic direction in the rock in three orthogonal directions
and then you solve that, well computer does it for you, just, you know, multiply that
to give you a result in direction and, you know, direction in terms of inclination and –
and declination as we used to call it, angle with north, dip from the horizontal and the
intensity, though typically we don’t make any use of the intensity, just want the
direction but [laughs].

Thank you.

And now they use cryogenics which are even more, you know, even more sensitive
type of detector.

[29.31]

And could you then say the way that your work at Princeton developed, if it developed
into other areas and did this – did this work on the –

Well at Yellowstone – actually I went to Yellowstone, oh that would be right, two
years, ’66 and ’67 … and then – then Cyprus was – was ’68 ’69, so I mean that took
care of the four summers at Princeton, apart from the summer we left when I seem to
remember that was mainly conferences and writing papers. Obviously once all this
snowballed a bit, as is clear from a publication, you see I had a lot of requests to write
reviews and this that and the other so there’s – I guess in ’70 in particular I was
probably working on the paper with Harry at that period in – or would that have been
earlier in – in a volume of the Sea, the third volume of the Sea or whatever it was,
which was quite a big paper but there are – there are several others, the History of the
Earth’s [Crust] volumes and things like that. Hmmm … oh what was I going to say.
Yeah, actually I was in addition to this Yellowstone work, and then that was phasing
into the Cyprus work which from a personal point of view was really my – although I
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was obviously very interested in the geological aspects and particularly on Cyprus
with Eldridge, I mean it was tremendous sort of bouncing ideas off each other as to
how we interpret this sort of thing, and he was a brilliant structural geologist, you
know, but my mech – mechanically my job in both instances was measuring the –
drilling these holes and measuring these rocks palaeomagnetically for those two
projects. But then I was also doing a bit of work which followed on from the
magnetics at sea and some of that was in conjunction with – with Jason, because his
maths was so much better than mine, and we did some modelling which actually
Drum also did independently and first – [in the] first place [by an] analogue [method],
trying to model this process of random intrusion over a zone at the ridge crest to
create – so trying to model how to create the crust, but what Jason and I realised with
the work we did – and then Drum I think stumbled on essentially the same point was
that, as I think I’ve mentioned already, the conclusion is that where you have a very
fast spreading rate the zone of intrusion or the zone in which the crust is formed is
remarkably narrow and it is narrower than on a ridge that’s in the Atlantic which is
spreading relatively slowly and you have a wider zone of intrusion. Now what that
means – well it’s reflected in the topography, the topography is quite different the
topography is much smoother in the Pacific and – and once you get a sufficiently high
spreading rate you don’t get a median valley and that sort of thing. The Atlantic is –
and the Indian Ocean are very different, you do a median valley unless it’s blocked by
volcanism, and as I said before the magnetics is not very clearly written in the – in the
Indian Ocean, I mean it is there, when you’ve got a sufficiently detailed survey, as we
saw in 4A and as you see with the Reykjanes Ridge and we now have obviously more
surveys, but the Pacific is just so much clearer because of this phenomenon of the
narrow-. So we deduced that by having a – a model, we used dipoles, or Jason wrote
the programme to [laughs] inject magnetic dipoles and to – and simulate the observed
anomalies and we realised that you – in order to – to simulate the sort of degradation
of the – of the – of the record that you’d expect in the Atlantic and the Pacific by
applying a simple model, in order to degrade it as – as is observed you needed this
bigger zone of intrusion, and in the Pacific in order to get the right sort of quality of
the [laughs] – way in which the magnetics are reproduced you need a narrow zone
despite the – it wasn’t just the fast spreading, initially we thought it was just the fast
spreading rate but it was rather more than that. Now, apart from abstracts that was
never published at the time and – and then I did a bit of other works, I can’t remember
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what it is, I’ve got the paper out here because eventually I published it a few years ago
when I was asked [laughs] – well I was asked basically to – that – Dilek and
somebody else was putting together a volume for the Geological Society of America
on – I think it was called the History of the Ophiolites Concept or something, because
I mean everybody jumped on the bandwagon with ophiolites and there’s been a
tremendous of work on ophiolites ever since, ‘cause there were these exciting ones
like in Oman and Bay of Islands and ones in Norway to look at and Macquarie
Islands, other ones, you know, other than Troodos so there’s a lot – a lot of work on
ophiolites but they wanted the background on the history and I ended up writing an
article which said a personal view of the ophiolite problem or something, I can’t
remember the title now but it basically enabled – well what it did was to talk about my
involvement, you know, with Eldridge, with Joe Cann on – on the ophiolite crust and
trying to interpret them, but also talking about the work with Jason in effect in relation
to the magnetics, [laughs] so this gave me a vehicle for publishing some of the stuff I
hadn’t published thirty or forty years earlier. So yeah, so there was – what I’m getting
at is there was also at Princeton – I was doing this work which didn’t get published,
the other thing that did get published was that they turned up round about ’68 or ’69,
this work started at the Aleutians in the north – right up in the North East Pacific
where you’ve got the beautiful magnetic anomalies that are very clearly written
coming up from the south, you know, across the different fracture zones, suddenly
they go through a very sharp angle over 120 degrees, well no they change to sixty
degrees I suppose [laughs] but it forms an angle of – of 120 degrees. And people
latched on this and said, ‘What on Earth is going on here, you know, this is – this is a
downfall of the Vine and Matthews hypothesis, how do you explain?’ they suddenly
changed direction through 120 degrees. And I pointed out that [laughs] – it was really
quite simple, we had a triple junction [both laugh], oh come on that’s special pleading,
triple – what – what next, you know, and then I pointed out that if you had more than
two plates, if you think about it, more than two plates covering the surface of the
Earth you’re going to need triple junctions [laughs]. Oh I suppose you are really
[laughs]. Because, you know, they hadn’t worked – well eventually Jason – yeah, it
was Jason and Dan wasn’t it, the two of them got together and did the work,
formulated triple junctions in general, but at the time this was the first triple junction
and it turns out the – the simplest type of triple junction because it’s the easiest to
form, is stable, is two ridges – three ridges – crests coming together and hence you get
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– well it depends on the geometry but you get roughly 120 degrees between them. So
that was the other thing which does appear and I did manage to work into the – the –
the review article that Harry and I did in the sea volume three or whatever it is and I
was very annoyed because Tjeerd van Andel or somebody reviewed that article and
said, ‘Well you know it’s just another – another review article on seafloor spreading,
nothing new in it,’ well blow me away [both laugh] and that was certainly new, you
know, I’d probably worked in one or two other things as well, just for updating a bit.
Yeah, I was a bit annoyed [both laugh] that he hadn’t read it.

[37.21]

How while you were at Princeton did family life run alongside your work, really I’m
asking – I mean one model might be career and home totally separate but I wondered
whether there were any – to what extent there was sort of inter – interconnections
between home, family life, I know that you were – were having children and –

Yeah, we had the two children in ’66 and ’68. Sue didn’t have any sort of job, I don’t
think she ever did any drafting for the department, I can’t – can’t remember so
initially it was a case of putting a home together as I say because we had an
unfurnished apartment, then we had the first child after – within a year of so from us
being there, there was – well she did accompany me on the fieldwork, well and often
when we went – when I went lecturing, you know, go up to Toronto and, you know,
we drove up to Toronto once and … with – I think probably had Stephen by then –
Rachel by then, I’m not sure. And certainly – no actually she didn’t come the first
year we were on Cyprus but the second … did she come on the second year? Perhaps
she didn’t, she did eventually – the family did eventually go but that was ’73 and I’m
just trying to think whether they did go in ’69, they – she certainly came over with me
to Europe but perhaps she – no, we must have gone through to Cyprus because we
went to places like – we went to Italy and we went to Elba and – and we went to
Greece, we went to Rhodes on the way, that must have been ’69, can’t remember that
particularly, I can remember the ’73 very clearly because the Cann family went as
well, Joe Cann’s family. But I think she must have come out to Cyprus in ’69, I just
cannot visualise it at the moment.
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Bringing children with her?

Yeah yeah, I distinctly remember it because Stephen was quite young and he was in a
papoose, I can remember the – going out there but I can’t remember [laughs] on
Cyprus. But I think she must have been, it’s a shame she’s not here. Yeah, I always
remember Stephen – once of the incidences was I think we must have been in Greece
or one of the Mediterranean count – countries and Stephen, you’ll never believe this
looking at me, had blonde curly hair, a mass of blonde curls [laughs], quite where he
got it from – I mean my wife has – has massive curls but – which was one thing but
he was incredibly blonde when he was young, so there was this eight, nine month old
baby what was in a papoose at this – and the Greek women were just all over him, you
know I mean we couldn’t [both laugh] hardly get through, quite funny, I remember
that, I think the Italians were the same because they’re all very dark haired. But why
can’t I remember [laughs]. Yes they were – yes they were on Cyprus because
Eldridge had the family as well, yeah, I can’t … or he might – I just cannot visualise
us on Cyprus but I’m sure – sure that was ’69 and ’73. Yeah, so the family
accompanied, you know, and these trips across to Yellowstone we made a big thing of
that, you know [laughs], in – Sue and the children came with me. Now ’66 obviously
we wouldn’t have had – I need to get this right, was it ’66? I got a thing there actually
which would confirm this, it must have been ’66, no it wasn’t it was ’67. Yeah, no,
that’s right, ’66 we wouldn’t have had the children but the two of us drove right
across – we did – I think we did 13,000 miles or something, we drove right across to
Yellowstone via – well south of Chicago and Montana and so on, the Badlands and all
the rest of it, we were seeing as much as we could of the States and then we went all
the way down, you know, past the Grand Tetons and did all the canyons and came out
right through Texas and then up the skydrive or whatever it’s called of the
Appalachians [laughs], I mean we did this incredible drive, I think it was 13,000 miles
or something and one year it was 13,000 and the other year it was nine. Now the
second year we had – ’67 we had Rachel and we had this old ’56 Chevrolet Station
Wagon which Eldridge, who was quite an expert on cars had helped – had assisted me
in buying, you know, advised me on buying [laughs] when we first got there, it – it
was the most incredible thing [laughs], it was cream and brown and had it been black
it would have looked like a hearse, to give you some idea of what it looked like. And
part about getting this relatively old thing was that of course the engine was incredibly
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simple, you know, on – by mid ‘60s in the States it was starting with all sorts of fancy
things with the engines so it was very easy to maintain, and incredibly it lasted these
two very long trips of 13,000 miles and 9,000 miles right across the States, right
across North America and back. And – and immediately after that we drove to
Woods Hole and it broke down, the big end went [both laugh]. I think I may have
talked about this already but –

No no.

You know we had it all laid up with rocks from Yellowstone and the – the suspension
went in U – in Utah in Salt Lake City and they put – they put – it's quite common
now, these new – new suspension in, shock – big shock absorbers, you know. Yes, so
that was the first year, that was without the children, the second year we went up to
Halifax Nova Scotia and – and I did this summer job that – that the – what is it called
Bedford Institute at Dartmouth, or was it Halifax Nova Scotia, we then drove right –
and that was for about six weeks, and I have something there which is – basically
what they wanted there was my programmes [laughs] so I set them up with essentially
the programmes I’d written at Cambridge I think, I don’t think I’d modified them very
much at Princeton but in FORTRAN and handed them over and I did it in conjunction
with one of their people. Then we drove right across Canada, I always remember it
because it was ’67, the year of Expo in Montreal and took in Expo without Rachel, we
left her with someone for the day, which was quite rash in a way but seemed a nice
lady [laughs]. Then drove right across to Vancouver because Sue had relations in
Vancouver … don’t think we went to Victoria Island on that occasion, I don’t think
we did, and then we came down through Oregon and – well Washington and Oregon
to Yellowstone and then – and then we came back a shorter way I think because I
think that’s the year we only did 9,000 despite the fact we went right across Canada.
So Sue certainly joined in in that respect so that – and of course she was very
interested in geology herself, she specialised in palaeontology. But the thing she
missed out on, very unfortunately [laughs], was that I guess the first medal I had was
from the GSA, Geological Society of America in November ’68 at the annual meeting
and that was held in Mexico City, I think it may have been about the first time they’d
ever gone out of the … conterminous US as they say but poor Sue missed out on that
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one because that’s when she had Stephen, that’s when she had the second baby
[laughs] so –

Yeah, but I think you – I think you mentioned this and she’s hope – and you’re going
to …

And we’re going – yes, have I told you all this already, I probably –

No no, only the Mexico bit.

Right, yes, we plan – hope to go there – well booked to go there in February, yeah.

And what did Sue do in terms of – and possibly … you know, with the child in terms of
helping you actually in Yellowstone Park?

No, they – no they didn’t, they – they weren’t involved.

What did they do while you were …?

Oh I don’t think they had a – they were tourists, you know, they had [laughs] – I’m
sure they had a good time.

Yeah, yes.

Yeah, I don’t know actually – the first year I wonder what Sue did, whether she went
off or whether she – I mean I don’t remember how she was physically helping with
the equipment or anything, I mean she – or she may have done, it was – we were
camping so there was quite a bit of domesticity … no poor old – looking back you
know I do wonder sometimes [laughs]. Poor old Sue, I don’t know what – I think she
probably appreciated all the travel and seeing the – seeing the world and [laughs] …

[46.26]
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And the – the – her role in drafting, you mentioned last time but you didn’t I suppose
–

I don’t think she did it at Princeton – well she did – yes, she probably did do – yeah,
I’m pretty sure she did some of my diagrams, I don’t think she did any for the
department, I’m not sure to what extent she got paid for them but she certainly did –
certainly that ’66 paper, you know, before we had any children I’m pretty sure she –
she did the drafting for that, yeah.

[46.51]

And I realise this is now taking us back to England but I wonder whether you could
tell the story of the 1973 fieldwork in which both your family and the Cann family
went out on fieldwork together?

Well this really was a project – well not a project, organised by Joe Cann, who again
had – another person sort of picked up the ball of what we’d been doing on the
formation of oceanic crust, he hadn’t been to Cyprus at all but obviously knew
Eldridge and myself very well and had read the work and he was keen to actually –
you know, do it in more detail and – and try and work out a model, you know, pretty
well from scratch of intruding material of upper fissure and creating a dyke and then a
flow at the surface, but he wanted to say well how far does this flow extend, you
know, I mean are they all quite stubby and short or do they go out a long way and –
and then what happens when the next dyke comes in and all the rest of it, and what
did it look like as it gradually builds up and you get flows on flows on flows and how
does the geometry change or whatever, what does it look like in detail. So he was –
and he had a student to work on these, Rupert Kidd, and they started in ’73 and I think
– yes, he got a small grant from NERC or something. And basically I went out there
to show them – I mean at the simplest level [laughs] to show them where the outcrops
were, you know, where – because they needed very good continuous outcrops, it was
maybe sort of having – suddenly encountering a glass – a grass slope or something,
you needed a continuous – and typically on a road cut or something, a very
continuous outcrop with – that didn’t have gaps in it. So I was largely in an advisory
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capacity in [laughs] – but I mean obviously I was very interested in what they were
doing and – and putting my own three pennyworth in I suppose.

And would you be able to tell us a bit about the – you know the sort of personal –
personal social side of that involving two – two families abroad?

Yeah, well that was great, because actually what we did, this was immediately before
the problem – the real problems in Cyprus in the Turkish invasion of ’74, this was ’73
and I think – I don’t – we hadn’t done this with Eldridge, well we did – I think – well
we moved around a bit with Eldridge, in fact I suppose we were typically in Nicosia,
there was this problem that we needed to cover a very big area of the Troodos and we
were sort of going around all over the place, so you needed to be fairly central but I
think we did end up certainly part – well I’m sure we did for part of the time at
Larnaca in ’69 and that was because of Judy and – and I think they just had – she had
the one child then, Jeneva, so it had a beach and so on. But in ’73 with the Canns we
had the brilliant idea of being based in – in Kyrenia on the north coast. Now as I say
this is pre-invasion and that was the best area really for – from a holiday point of
view, beautiful beaches on either side of – Kyrenia, the best beaches on the island and
of course they were all lost to the Greeks [correction: Turks] in – in the ’74 shemozzle
which was a great shame – shame and of course they also lost their big – big beach at
Varosha on the east which is why they then had to have all this new development to
the south, in places like Ayia Napa and in Paphos which were completely
undeveloped prior to that, you know, of course completely ruined now but anyway
that’s something else. No, Kyrenia was a fantastic place, it meant that Joe and I had
that much further to go but I mean it wasn’t that serious then because it wasn’t that far
from Nicosia to Kyrenia, again that was all – that would have been possible – well it
wouldn’t have been possible to live in the northern part and work in the southern part
after ’74. So that worked very well, I mean the – the families didn’t come out with us
at all I don’t think into the field and it wouldn’t have been very interesting for them,
so I think they spent all the time on the beach, I mean the children – there were four
children, they were all quite young, you know.

What memories do you have of joining in with that – with that side of –
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Just the odd occasion, you know, go snorkelling on – on one of the beaches and
[laughs] building sandcastles or whatever. But that – I always remember Eldridge and
Judy and Jenny and – at Larnaca in ’69, I was sort of having to teach them almost how
to behave on a beach [laughs], building sandcastles and things, because Eldridge was
born in Arizona and [laughs] he didn’t know what – wasn’t familiar with – and didn’t
seem to be at all familiar with beach holidays and what on Earth you did on a beach
with children. So I think they were quite impressed by all these – these things I was
[laughs] – and Jenny was very young and I was building all these things for her in the
sand.

Jenny was his daughter?

Yes.

Yeah.

Geneva. [laughs].
[51.58]

If I could turn to a – a different question now and that’s the development of popular
interest in continental drift and plate tectonics, so you’ve talked about the way in
1966 it became widely scientifically accepted but I wondered to what extent there was
a – a popular interest in this new way of understanding the Earth expressed through –
I don’t know, radio programmes, television programmes, invitations for you to – or
others to you know write in popular magazines and that sort of thing, do you – what
do you remember of there being I suppose in the early ‘70s or late ‘60s early ‘70s,
through a ‘70s of kind of popular interest in this?

Well there was quite a lot, I mean I wouldn’t go overboard but I mean it was – it was
– it was very good really, very measured. That one of the very first things in terms of
– probably the first thing in terms of television was this Horizon programme we’ve
talked about and I – as I say I’d like to know the date of that but it must have been ’68
or ’69 I think, possibly ’69. Right – in fact I’ve got the press cuttings here, I’ve
looked them out. Right at the beginning at, you know, not just late ’66 when it all
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came to a head, even earlier than that Walter Sullivan of the New York Times, who
actually knew Harry very well, had articles on this in the New York Times, I’ve got
several if not all of the cuttings here and – and he continued that, you know, through
the verification and the Moho– Moho – not the Moho, the deep sea drilling in ’69 or
’70 or whatever it was in the South Atlantic which again confirmed the – the ages. So
that was very good, Walter Sullivan certain featured that and then I think Nature and
New Scientist were quite good as stuff came out, I mean it wasn’t a great fanfare but
then the next big thing really – and then I was – actually again something I’d
forgotten about, I did an entry for a Readers’ Digest encyclopaedia about ’69 or ’70,
again I’ve got the reprint there somewhere, you know, I was asked to do that sort of
thing, somebody else asked me to do something, I think I turned one or two down
because I was getting a bit fed up with writing these [laughs]. And – and then I did
things for like the Journal of Geological Education in the States, there were a whole
series but it wasn’t overwhelming, I think I may have only turned about one down
actually for an encyclopaedia. And another one I did for an encyclopaedia I regretted
because they made such a mess of it, or at least the diagrams, that’s McGraw-Hill
encyclopaedia. But the – the big thing really was in the early ‘70s – let’s see we
filmed – we must have filmed in ’71 on Cyprus, it’s what I always called the Calder
Daly Science Spectaculars. Now this was under David Attenborough’s stewardship at
BBC2 and this again came into the programme last night on David Attenborough’s
background that this was the time he was controller of BBC2 and of course he was
exploiting the new – well the new medium of colour to start with, that was a big thing
but also – well David has all the – all the way through, you know, exploiting new
technologies and things but also pioneering new types of programmes and obviously
one of the – well they mentioned last night possibly the first was Civilisation with
Kenneth Clarke and then the Ascent of Man with Bronowski and then he – and then
there are others in that line, but then with probably Phil Daly who was head of BBC
documentary I think at the time they devised what I called science spectaculars, they
had – and I don’t think there’s ever been anything like it since, it lasted two hours I
think and they – there were there – at least three or four of them, in fact I think I’ve
got the books of all of them in the other room. One was certainly on astronomy, one
was on Earth sciences, gosh, and I can’t remember the others but they – they featured
certain sciences and in particular the sciences in which there were major
developments round about the time so there is one – now what was it called
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Continents in Collision or some such title, I forget all these things, had a funny title…
written by – get the Calders right, Richard Calder, Nigel Calder and Simon Calder,
well it would have been Nigel Calder wouldn’t it so it was yeah the Calder Daly
productions and this was about the plate tectonic revolution in effect and so you know
it had the usual culprits, John Dewey and – and Dan McKenzie and all of this and
they filmed me on Cyprus, on the Cyprus ophiolite and I think they – they flicked
across to Bay of Islands as well, I don’t know if John was on – John may have done
that bit at that stage, subsequently a lot of work was done by John Malpas but I think
John Dewey was doing it then. So that was a – quite a big thing and I guess it’s all
lost in the mists of time now. Yeah, I – I mean I’m told, I’ve never been that close to
it that it was very – well comparatively soon in the school curriculum sort of thing,
you know, and then of course – and I – I’m told they do it in primary schools and
things [laughs] and we were filming the other day this sort of thing in Cambridge with
Dan and – and the cameraman – one of the things the cameraman said in the middle of
it, he said, ‘Gosh, did this all happen as recently as that, you know, in ’66?’ or
whatever he said, ‘Oh I was at school in the early ‘70s and we just took it as read, you
know,’ [laughs] and I mean it was a very telling statement, I think – and again it may
have been because in Britain it was less of a – literally Earth shattering event I think
than it was in the States, the confirmation of continental drift, merged into sort of
scepticism or you know the jury’s out to – oh yeah, this is true [laughs]. And it’s
obviously really isn’t it, like anything like this it’s obvious with hindsight, and I think
it’s very difficult to try and explain to people why people didn’t believe in continental
drift, you know, prior to ’66 and whatever it was. And in America in particular why
they were just so publically against it, I mean they threw it out in ’26 and resuscitated
it in ’66. People … well it’s like a lot of discoveries, you know, although there’s all
this resistance to them to start with and people don’t see it, people miss it, when
people look back on it they say, ‘Well oh my god that’s obvious, why didn’t they
think about it [laughs] – why didn’t somebody think of that before or.’ Hmmm …

I can confirm – in – in speaking to people about this project they often ask well – you
know, what sort of thing you do and who you interview and it – people are surprised
when you tell them that it’s within the period of this project that plate tectonics and
continental drift was settled rather than I don’t know, I think perhaps they think the
19th Century or something or –
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Really, yeah. Yeah, well of course the idea goes back to then but – this extraordinary
– well you know Oreskes wrote this book on the rejection of continental drift [laughs],
but it was American, so …

[59.31]

I think you just said then that you weren’t involved in the transmission of plate
tectonics into school curricular yourself?

No, not – I have been at various points, what I was involved in quite a lot [laughs]
round about 1970 was the – when the Open University was started, ’69, ’70. Now Ian
Gass, who I should have mentioned and said more of already, was the first professor
of Earth sciences at the OU in ’69, came from Leeds, we had already been in touch
because Ian did some earlier work on Cyprus, on the Troodos with David MassonSmith, that was a geological geophysical thing, geophysics was the gravity. And they
had interpreted it as an up thrust slice of seafloor but they didn’t interpret it in terms
of spreading, in fact they – because of all the dykes they realised it – and the fact that
it was huge, it was anomalous, they thought it might be a bit like – because you had
major rift and dyke systems in the Canaries and some of these are volcanic they
thought it might be, I don’t know, Root of an Oceanic Island or something, I forget
they – they had some other interpretation of it. But of course Ian – and that was ’63 I
think they wrote that and of course when all the spreading business came along I think
Ian realised that that was probably what it was and he – he wanted to get back and –
because he was originally on the Cyprus survey at one point, Ian, before he became an
academic, so he knew it very well and he tried to get research grants to get back, well
I suppose it was the same time or perhaps a little bit later than Eldridge and I were and
he – he wasn’t successful but I – one of the first things I did, I think it must have been
’67 … or no I suppose it must have been ’68 actually when we were first going out to
Cyprus, that’s right, I visited Ian, that’s right, he was still in Leeds, to talk to him
about it, I mean we became great friends and ultimately we’d had a joint project on
Cyprus doing aeromagnetics and I’d helped supervise one of his students on Cyprus
and so on and we were involved with the – we did the British part of the Cyprus
drilling project between us, so we were always great friends at – Ian sort of missed out
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a little bit in that he didn’t – you know, we pre-empted a little bit in terms of getting
back to Cyprus and with the research project and – and looking at the detail as he’d
have liked to have done himself, and he – and he did subsequently in other aspects of
the project, particularly the transformed fault. So when Ian went to the OU in ’69 and
they were starting from scratch, you know, it was just the right time from the Earth
sciences point of view because everything was changing, and of course he roped me
in to help with that [laughs] material. Now perhaps some of the school material was
derivative from that but I have been directly involved with some of the school
material and I – I can’t – most recent – well it wasn’t that recent, when was it, oh it
was 2003, February 2003, I remember because my father was very ill in hospital, I did
a recording for – I thought it was for Nuffield Science Project but I think that must
have been the old project that it was superseding, apparently it’s called – or now
called 21st Century science or it may have changed again. But Anna Grayson who has
done quite a few television programmes and things and I think radio programmes on
geology for the BBC, she – I guess she’s freelance in terms of radio and television,
she was generating some of this material for this 21st Century science programme and
I think that is – well subsequently in terms of my interaction with it I – I’m not sure
it’s such a good idea, I think they tried to make science more interesting in talking
about the people who’d done things, and – and, you know, what scientists were like
and trying not to put kids off [laughs] something, trying to show they were human,
and you know the sort of sociology. To cut a long story short, in the process I think
they’d lost sight of the science [laughs], you know, so it was completely – I could
relate the story of how this came about, but anyway so I did that, they never sent me a
copy of that, I don’t think they did, I don’t remember that, I’d be quite interested to
hear it but I did have – I’ve only had two reactions to it, one from a school teacher in
Durham who sent me a very nice email saying how good he thought it was and then
on the strength of it another schoolteacher from Cambridgeshire wrote to me about it
and said how he – how he liked it and I don’t think he – I think he was a bit surprised
when he got the answer, but he invited me to go and give a talk to the kids [laughs],
and surprisingly I said yes which I think put him on a flap, but anyway that was quite
interesting, very interesting. But anyway [laughs], so – and then I think – I did
something earlier in connection with schools, I’m trying to remember what it was the
moment, it was a similar sort of thing I think, a bit of a sound bite, some sort of sound
– I did BBC World Service once … I did OU television and radio, I think the only
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general service radio I’ve done was – was the Horizon programme, the Daly Calder
spectacular as I call it and then the Earth’s Story more recently as – or in ’97 I think
we filmed that. I think they’re the only general services one I’ve done. Done the odd
radio programme, there was one on eureka moments or something, I did something
there. Done a few things recently actually, done something for a Canadian company
that was – well they do radio stuff in general but they were producing a – some audio
presentation for Gros Morne National Park in Newfoundland [laughs] which is where
the Bay of Islands ophiolite is and fortunately I had been there and flown over via
helicopter and so on so that was – that was rather good. They seemed quite pleased
with that. Hmmm … yeah, I did something else at broadcasting house, I can’t
remember what that was for, and I seem to remember I made a bit of a mess of that.
But I did that with Eldridge and Ian so I think they rescued it. I don’t know what that
programme must have been, or radio programme. So it’s not a lot, you know, in
whatever it is, forty odd years, forty [laughs] – forty odd. But it’s – you know, it’s
been enough to be fun, I mean if it got much more it would get, you know, pretty –
pretty boring constantly. I mean it’s bad enough now, I mean quite – I suppose it’s –
you know, you try and do these things before people die or something but I mean
[laughs]. This and the thing that Geol-Soc did and did at Cambridge recently and then
I got this guy I probably mentioned before, Hank Frankel, the other day, I’ve just got
megabytes of stuff from him on chapters from volume three, you know, this history of
the continental drift debate or something like that, you know, dear old Hank, the time
I’ve spent with him [laughs] but I mean. So if anything – in fact this is one of the
reasons I retired a bit early a few years ago, I could see this happening, you know, I
was going to be – have all this [laughs] – and there were things, I mean I’ve written
several things since I retired and they’re – well one was the Oreskes’ volume and one
was this one I talked about ophiolite. No, it’s quite nice to have written those down,
you know, to put it down what I – what I did, although I quite enjoyed doing it and
I’m just anxious that the – the records should be there and I think it’s a – a shame if
people don’t do that. But I think it must be [laughs], hopefully getting to end of it all
now.

And did you –

In more ways than one [laughs].
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[01.07.07]

Were there any links between your interest in scouting and your role in the sort of the
development of the theory of plate tectonics? In other words although you – you say
that you – apart from influencing the OU curriculum you weren’t involved in directly
affecting say the national curriculum of the time in schools.

No, no.

But to what extent at – at this time in the sort of late ‘60s and – and or perhaps in the
– we’re talking about the ‘70s when you’re back in England, were you on a smaller
scale talking about this sort of thing to young people?

Er … not very often, I got the odd invitation to go into local school – well actually I
suppose I got quite a few invitations actually to go into schools, yeah, gave quite a
few talks at – sometimes they were not just that school but you know sort of
conferences, did quite a lot of schools, did one down at Culford, and Norwich school,
went into City of Norwich School, yeah, had quite a – a trickle of those.

Were there key images or bits of data or striking charts that you tended to use in
talking to an audience of school children as opposed to –

I don’t know, I was – yeah, well obviously one is fairly prof – well it wasn’t profusely
illustrated with slides, that’s probably wrong because I reckon that, you know, they
weren’t just pretty slides in general of places if at all, they were slides of anomalies
and maps and things, so I reckoned I couldn’t get through more than thirty or thirtyfive in a lecture which isn’t that many with – ‘cause one had to say quite a bit about
each one. And obviously one did try to choose some of the more striking images or
the ones that illustrated things particularly well, used colour ones as far as possible. I
mean it really wasn’t as fancy as today, some of it’s too fancy today, it’s very
disconcerting all these letters flitting across the screen and that, I mean it’s – there’s
so much of it is what the person is saying, you know, I mean you don’t need to [both
laugh], I find it, you know, it’s – well it’s just old age but, you know, I’d much rather
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have something that – that stays there and you can discuss it and look at it properly
[laughs] rather than all sorts of fancy things flitting around and changing, anyway, just
over the top but – over the hill not over the top, over the top as well. Yes, well I – I
don’t know, it – one tried to make it as interesting as possible, particularly in – tried to
make it amusing did one, you know, tried to anyway, I don’t know [both laugh].
Hmmm.

[End of Track 10]
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Track 11

Whereas at Princeton, you know, I mean I went all over the country giving lectures
and I – actually I did make a list of them but I think at one point I – I added them up
here at UEA many years ago and I’d given 200, you know, and it just – all over – felt
a bit like Tuzo Wilson, I haven’t realised just how much [laughs] I’d – but almost
inevitably, you know. So that, when you analyse it, it took quite a lot of time one way
and another, [laughs] between the travelling and the …

Hmmm, when did – at what point did invitations to lecture on continental drift and
plate tectonics increase, at what time did you –

Increase?

Or when – when –

I thought you’d say decrease [both laugh]. Well immediately after that ’66 paper I
think, yeah yeah. Hmmm … yes, I mean a lot of it – what I’m talking about was in
the last two or three years in the States, before I left the States.

[00.53]

And what was behind the decision to return to England on the one hand and to go to
the University of East Anglia on the – on the other?

Yeah. Well … in as much as I can remember it, or I think I can really, that we always
said when we went that we were going for four or five years, I don’t think anybody
believed us, our parents or anybody else and oh, you know, you’ll go there and you’ll
want to stay sort of thing, and Harry, when we were arranging this that the system at
the time was that you could – you could get a visitor’s visa I think it was called for
two years but no more than two years and – and then you needed to get – and actually
I think you – if you had a visitor’s visa you then had to go out of the country for
eighteen months before you could go back in again, and so Harry said, ‘Look, we
don’t want to get involved with that, for goodness sake, particularly if you want to go
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for four or five years you have to get a proper visa and green card,’ and they’d already
had trouble, you know, with post-docs who’d gone there for two years on a visitor’s
visa and then wanted to stay longer or they wanted them to stay longer and couldn’t,
all this sort of thing. So I got a – well potentially a permanent visa or whatever it’s
called and – and well emigrated basically and … so that was all no problem. But
when the children were born we made sure they had dual citizenship [laughs] and so
on because we had intention of coming back [coughing]. As it happened Harry died
in ’69 which I don’t think that would necessarily have – no, I don’t think for us that
was a major factor or it would have made any difference but obviously that was a bit
of a blow and a great disappointment. But I’d – I was appointed initially as an
instructor as I say, as like a demonstrator, Harry wanted me to – to be upgraded after a
year but I insisted I wasn’t good enough – and I was as an instructor for another year,
for two years, and then I had this assistant professorship which was for three years,
first instance or whatever, and I always thought, well that’s be fine, that will be the
five – five years. Yeah, when – and so I always had this five year horizon in mind but
there were various elements – it was rather like the decision to retire really, there was
no single reason, there were lots of – lots of different reasons and some of them in
some ways I shouldn’t say [laughs], perhaps, I don’t know – I mean things like I don’t
think either of us were that keen on bringing up children in America to be quite
honest, we wanted to bring them up here. I can’t – Americans are quite delightful in
their way, they’re wonderfully friendly in many ways and generous but I’m afraid I
can’t really cope with their politics, it is far too right wing for me [laughs] and, er … I
mean I’m very grateful, particularly the last ten years, when we had a lot of refugees
in this country I think from George Bush [laughs] and I – I was always amazed that
Obama thought that he could ever really change things, and hopefully will as yet, but
you know, I mean – and people who haven’t lived in America I don’t think realise
how right wing half the country is, you know. I mean somebody – we belong to a
swimming club, you know go swimming regularly, somebody at the club said, you
know – described someone as being right wing and I said, ‘David you – if you haven’t
been to the – if you haven’t lived in the States you don’t know what right wing is,’
[laughs] and I mean it really is, there are things people wouldn’t believe, I don’t think
most English people realise, or they must be – it’s all there really, you know, and this
opposition to have any sort of – anything that remotely approached a health service,
you know, like anything – something like the NHS is – well of course they called it
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communism and not just socialism, it’s communism [laughs] and … there was a
delightful quote I came across recently where somebody – some family interviewed in
– in LA described public transport as communism, you know [laughs], or increasing
public [adopts abrupt voice], ‘divine right to use ones car, you know, to use – to do
anything’. Oh I think it’s just – I know all this Tea Party business, I mean it – I think
it must be obvious to everybody now mustn’t it now [laughs] just how incredibly right
wing they are and then all the – the trouble that Obama’s having. So I could never – I
could never cope with that. But – and I think – the quote I always like because – in
fact I said it myself, I remember somebody asked me this and I remember who it was,
it was Art Kuckes from Cornell when he was visiting Ron Oxburgh over here and
they were both visiting here and – and it’s the only person ever to have done this, Art
said to me, ‘Well why did you leave the States?’ or something [laughs] and I said,
because I didn’t want to go into all the detail, ‘Oh too bloody English old boy,’ you
know [laughs], basically and – and apparently John Mills said exactly the same thing,
you know, he went to Hollywood, and he could only stick it for six months or
whatever it was, you know, and people asked him, ‘Well why did you come back?’
‘Too bloody English old boy,’ [both laugh]. And I think in a way – and, you know,
I’m increasingly in retirement I just feel how lucky I am living in Norfolk and
Norwich to be quite honest. Particularly having had experience with burying my
father in London within the last year and realising how dreadful London is [laughs]
and how everybody’s on the make and ripping everybody else off, it’s just – just
unbelievable. So no I don’t regret it in any sense, you know, and particularly bringing
the children up but –

Could you give – because as you say I think –

But I would say there’s another important factor actually.

Yes go on.

A much more serious factor [laughs] and as I say so many strands to it this but another
crucial one is that my area of geophysics which is – well I ought to call it geological
geophysics, because the people laugh at that term but it seems very sensible, because
geophysics is the physics of the Earth and geophysics as embedded in the American
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Geophysical Union and so on, well actually includes geochemistry but – which some
people would – like certain physicists should be another branch of physics, but no you
know it – it covers all the atmospheric sciences, it covers oceanography, it covers
hydrology and all the rest of it, you know, and they’re all physics of the Earth after
all, so I think one should specify geological geophysics because I’m interested in
geophysics of the solid Earth primarily. And – and the problem with that area has
been, particularly once we got beyond the instrument building stage, I mentioned this
before that, you know, geophysics is a necessity as now applied in the oil industry and
so on, it involves the development of techniques, all the various geophysical
techniques and where you’re using the archaeology or whatever, but then you can –
having got the techniques and okay they’ve refined them like everything else with
computers you can do the most amazing things and you can jazz it all up and they’ve
got more sensitive instruments and all the rest of the things, you’ve got the most
incredible things with – particularly with all the money of oil companies in terms of,
you know, 3D images of the – of the sub terrain. But then you need geologists to
make use of all this data, you know, or archaeologists or whatever it is to interpret this
data but the problem was that – that the – I think I mentioned it before, the set up in
terms of professional societies and in – in universities which you had geologists and
you had physicists, and the geologists didn’t want to know about geophysics because
it was a bit too quantitative for them, they didn’t really understand what it was all
about, so – and such geophysics departments as they were and there were not very
many were in physics departments and the geophysicists, because the Geological
Society weren’t interested in this country, were in with us with astronomy, with the
astrophysicists and people, and still are, you know. Although I mean there is more
collaboration between the two now, so there was this terrible … and – and again –
hopefully I’ve mentioned it already but I probably have, at Cambridge you had
geodesy and geophysics, an outgrowth of geodesy which surveying and gravity, you
had geology, you had mineralogy, petrology, this was very characteristic of
universities then and for a few decades afterwards that they were incredibly comp –
compartmentalised or whatever [laughs], you know, departmentalised, split up into all
– you know, there’s botany and zoology and all these ology’s and – and then at
Princeton as I say they had – it was department of geology, they did at last just before
I went there embraced geophysics so that was great, and that was probably Harry
Hess’ doing, while I was there they – they felt they – well perhaps we better change
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the name to geological and geophysical sciences, a hell of a name, you know, and
they have now changed it again, I forget what it is [laughs], I should know shouldn’t I
whether it’s geological sciences or whatever it is, but they had broadened out and
they’ve now got all other aspects of geophysics and things. So basically what – and
indeed well my own work was very interdisciplinary, or what was regarded as
interdisciplinary then, and so there was a real problem for me wherever I went in that,
you know, where do I go, do I go into a geology department, do I go to a physics
department? If I come back to this country probably need to go into a physics
department to do geophysics and particularly palaeomagnetism, they were all in
geophysics departments. Hmmm … oh dear, there was something I – another
important point I wanted to make – yes, I – I’d forgotten then, I think Menard [laughs]
mentioned it in effect, but I think the chances are people rather assumed I would want
to pursue this oceanographic work and I think Menard actually says in his book that I
was made all sorts of offers by oceanographic institutions. Now I don’t remember
that [laughs], I don’t remember a single offer, now that doesn’t mean to say I wasn’t
made any probably because I wouldn’t have seriously considered them [laughs], that
is not what I wanted to do. And I – remind me to come back to it in a minute,
particularly why I didn’t want to do that, go into a research institution. But – so what
I was looking for was somewhere that was interdisciplinary. Now I had a great friend
here, Brian Funnell who’d just come up as a lot of other people had been setting up
UEA [laughs] from Cambridge, you know, the first vice chancellor was from UEA
[Cambridge], from my own college, St John’s, and it was quite noticeable how many
Johnians he appointed as vice-chancellor [laughs]. I don’t think he did too badly by –
but here was – of course this was a time when new universities were being set up in
the ‘60s and here was this great opportunity and Frank did this tremendous job, very
appropriate to Norwich and Norfolk, Norwich and Norfolk motto is ‘do different’ and
he adopted this as the motto for – motto for the university, ‘do different’ and he really
did just that, he said, ‘Right, let’s set up a university with a distinctive different
structure,’ and at the – right at the beginning, and we missed out on right at the
beginning and probably just as well, he set up – he was going to have interdisciplinary
schools and the schools were going to be autonomous, so you would combine maths,
physics and chemistry into a school, you’d combine all the biological sciences into a
school, you would have a whole raft of environmental sciences in a school, you would
have English and American studies or whatever it is, always had trouble how they
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divided up the – the – the – the art schools, and Frank was a historian and he had
history in just about every school I think [laughs] and he didn’t have a school of
history which they now have. And the person – actually environmental sciences of
course was a less obvious one in a way, and the – as you may or may not know, the
person behind that who was on the committee, I forget what it was called that set up
the university which we sort of discussed everything with Frank, I think Teddy
Bullard was on it actually as well if I remember correctly, but this is all – well it
would – it would have been while I was at Cambridge, I don’t remember him ever
talking about it but I think he was on there because Bullard, you know, the family, the
Bullard family owned Bullard Breweries in – in – in Norwich and they were a big
brewing family, I think he was fairly well endowed but I’m not sure. The person on
the committee who – who is crucial is the founding of environmental sciences was
Solly Zuckerman and he said, ‘Now if you really want – okay, you’ve got this idea,
being different, setting up interdisciplinary schools,’ he was really – it sounded really
exciting, set up a school, environmental sciences which covered all the obvious
aspects of the physical and chemical environment and all the rest of it, and the social
sciences. Because, you know, it’s all very well understanding all of this, and this has
become so relevant since then, but the environment’s terribly important in terms of
the decision that politicians and economists make, you know, so you need – you’re
going to need this interaction with the social sciences to be really distinctive. So you
know, without elaborating on it that’s what we did, it proved incredibly successful, I
mean fantastically successful to the point where it almost dominates the whole
university and has got N big research institutes associated with it. It – I was dean in
the late ‘70s, and this is while we were still building it up obviously, in fact we were
trying to consolidate everything, we’d only come up to full strength in terms of
student numbers in ’74 and I felt, you know, we’ve now got to consolidate,
concentrate on research, really get things going, and it just struck me in the late ‘70s
this – this school at some stage, I don’t know how long it’s going to take, is going to
go critical it’s so exciting and ten years later it did go critical, in the late ‘80s I mean it
just burgeoned and we had people wanting to come here from all over the place. And
of course once you – once people can see how successful you are and what good work
you’re doing you just attract all the best people, whether it’s post-docs, faculty
students and the thing just goes ballistic, you know, which is basically what it did. So
it was tremendously exciting so I was looking around for something interdisciplinary,
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really new and I felt that, you know, the environment in general is going to be a big
thing in the next decades. So again I don’t regret that at all, it was – it was a unique –
you couldn’t find something like that and of course the other thing is the fact that it
was all new, the school was starting in ’68, I came here in ’70 and you – you know,
well ’68 had a blank sheet of paper so I mean it was incredibly exciting. I mean just
in terms of teaching our particular area Joe Cann came here [laughs], you know, and
we had great fun in parallel with the univer – with the Open University in setting up
the courses in Earth – Earth science, you know, all – all from scratch, all new, why
not. But you can imagine in – in the existing uni – gone to an existing university
you’d – you’d be completely in a straightjacket, first of all with the departmental
structure and with the teaching, you know, you had all this garbage you were – all this
luggage you were carrying from the past which – so the whole thing was very exciting
and between the work with the OU and the work here was – it was just great. Hmmm
… but the other strand was – I remember [laughs] one of the first people to visit me
here, I was having lunch with him and Joe was Aftab Khan from Leicester,
geophysicist at Leicester and again, you know, one geophysicist in the geology
department, well actually there were two or three of them, and … actually Leicester
was quite enlightened, they were actually in the geology department rather than in the
physics department as they were elsewhere, I suppose that was the nearest, that would
have been relatively interdisciplinary. And Aftab said to me over lunch, ‘Well,’ and I
don’t know what puthim onto this, he said, ‘Well,’ or perhaps it was because I’d come
into a teaching position, he said, ‘Well what – what are you more interested in,
teaching or research?’ [laughs] Oh dear, this is a difficult one. And after umming and
ahhing a bit and going around it I said, ‘Well if anything I’m a bit more interested in
the teaching than the research,’ and it really goes back to the work with youngsters,
you know, before I went to university and the scouts and – and teaching and the fact I
think I mentioned before at the age of seventeen I realised I wanted to work with
young people. And so this is why, you know, the thought of going into a research
institute and just doing research and filling in the – dotting the I’s and crossing the T’s
on oceanic magnetic anomalies or something just … I wouldn’t have even considered
it because, you know, how could I work with young people very much in that
situation whereas, you know, undergraduates are young people of that age, a bit older
but, you know, you’re trying to – you’re trying to give them confidence, you’re trying
to draw out their talents, you know, whether they’re eleven or seventeen or twenty© The British Library Board
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one, you know. So that was why I was really keen to – I’d been doing it at Princeton
of course, I was – had a teaching position and I wanted to continue working with
young people and … so again this – this fitted the bill, having interdisciplinarity and
you had – had the young people.

So did you apply to the new school of environmental sciences from the distance of
Princeton or did you –

Yeah.

Sort of come back and look around, you know?

Well you know, I think Brian Funnell who was one of the founding – there were two
founding professors, Keith Clayton and Brian Funnell and – and Keith was
geographer and Brian geologist and Brian was at Cambridge, you know, Joe and
Brian there they were a bit older than I was and fellows or post-docs. He – he knew
me very well and he – he used – well obviously he’d seen the publications and things
[laughs] in – and he – I’m pretty sure he – he talked about it a year or two earlier in
’68 or ’69, well I guess it would have been when – because they started setting up the
school, or planning the school, in ’67, the first faculty came in ’68, yeah, so he would
have – he would certainly have – have been onto me ’68 ’69 and I – I’m pretty sure
that I visited here on my way through to Cyprus in ’69, I’m pretty positive about that
and of course it was very embryonic, all the buildings and things, I mean it’s
incredible now compared to what was. And I was – I did actually – I – I forget all the
details, how this came about, I visited Edinburgh and Leeds, I don’t know that I went
anywhere else but I certainly considered the possibility, I don’t know if they had – I
don’t think they approached – I don’t know how that came about actually, why
Edinburgh and Leeds [laughs] perhaps they were advertising positions, I don’t know.
Oh certainly Leeds, I think yes, someone had just left, in fact it may have been Ted
Irving, Ted Irving was very briefly at Leeds. And someone else whose name I’m not
going to remember … immediately. Yeah, the pos – the position was vacant at Leeds,
again that was a case of just one or two geophysicists and a geology department. And
that actually – the – they – they – Leeds was one of the first places to be renamed
Earth sciences and the intention was that it should be more like here, with all the – or
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at least from the physical side, you know, not – not social science perhaps, but to
broaden out into hydrology and oceanography and all the rest of it which they never
did … and – and similarly and this [laughs] – I think this was Ian really and his – and
Leeds background [laughs], it was a parallel situation, he was given a department of
Earth sciences which was supposed to include oceanography and all the rest of it and
had to produce courses in oceanography but in the first years he – he didn’t appoint
any oceanographers [laughs]. I think ultimately they appointed one or two token ones
but – to generate course material but initially all their course material was generated
here at UEA, with our oceanographers. So you know there were these other aborted
attempts to set up an interdisciplinary school but actually it wouldn’t have been as
interdisciplinary as this with social science people, notably at the OU and Leeds, I
don’t know that there was anybody else very much at the time. But of course
nowadays, and it has taken at least twenty, thirty or even forty years, you have
everybody doing schools of this and schools of that and putting all sorts of [laughs]
things together. But – but you can just imagine how … difficult that would have been
in the – in a traditional university. I mean Cambridge for example which obviously
going back to Cambridge with all its fragmented departments in the Earth science
area, they did – Ron Oxburgh went there from Oxford in 1980 or whenever it was,
you know, and got them by the scruff of the neck and said – well it’s obvious for
years, you know, what they needed to do and – and got them to form a department of
Earth sciences but it’s still physically fragmented, you know, almost inevitably, short
of putting up a new building or something. God that was a bit of harangue wasn’t it,
it went on for ages.

[End of Track 11]
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Track 12

Would you be able to say something of your key scientific work while at the UEA
beyond what we’ve covered already up to the early ‘70s in terms of work on ophiolites
or areas of oceanic crust that were studyable on the surface rather than having to
look beneath the sea?

Yes, well if you’ve gathered I’ve transferred my interest to land based studies rather
than marine [laughs], and the work on Troodos which was started in, what ’68 I
suppose, I continued first of all with Joe Cann in effect. Well no actually first of all
we did a seismic experiment on Cyprus to try and establish that it was analogous to –
or greatly analogous to oceanic crusts, the sort of – you know, applying various tests
and also trying to get more information on the nature of the oceanic crust, so that was
– it was a seismic experiment first of all, I then did some noises off in Norway with –
with my colleague here, that was seismic work, then went back to Cyprus with Joe
Cann to look at the detailed structure of intrusion and extrusion material in terms of
dykes and what the actual process – which has always fascinated me from the start,
and Drum Matthews for that matter as geologists, you know, exactly how the crust
was formed and the geological detail at the ridge crest and that was quite fruitful, and
that was done with Joe Cann and his student Rupert Kidd. Then actually that –
remarkably that ran up to ’73 and of course in ’74 there was the – the invasion, the
Turkish invasion and – and the place was chaos for – for some years, so – but – but
the work had come to a natural break. And then in the late ‘70s the group – so sort of
essentially Canadian American group but it was more international than that, which
had done – well basically crustal drilling on Iceland … so again they were interested
in, you know, ways of looking at oceanic crust or something like oceanic crust,
obviously Iceland is anomalous in a sense, without drilling in the oceans or going to
the bottom of the oceans [laughs]. So they had done this work on Iceland and they
were quite keen to do a similar thing on Troodos and so in the late ‘70s I helped them
set up quite a big international project with Germany, Denmark, ourselves, the States
and Canada, I’m not sure whether there were others, and Cypriots themselves to drill
several holes in the – on the Troodos massif and it wasn’t just to drill a hole, we had a
lot of fieldwork associated with it and we had a lot of PhD students from these
countries so we [laughs] – and we had tremendous sessions there, you know, we had –
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had whole house full of people doing various aspects of the work and it was – the big
drilling programme going on, and that went on right through to about ’87 actually and
when I had a sabbatical, you know, we’d go up – we’d go up there and they had a
training programme for geologists from less developed countries and so on so it was
really very elaborate. And that – that was quite fruitful, although arguably it was a
case of, you know, crossing the T’s and dotting the I’s [laughs] to some extent but I
think we got quite a lot out of that. In the meantime – well as of ’77 I’d become dean
of environmental sciences. I mean environmental sciences is you’ll gather, I’ve
probably mentioned before was set up in ’68 or they had the first students in ’68 and
the founding dean was appointed in ’68, Keith Clayton, I went there in 1970 so it –
you know, the final – there was a first third year, or final year of undergraduates in
1970, it was that young sort of thing. And the whole faculty was young, or relatively
young, apart from Keith and Brian, the two professors but that much older than not a
lot of them. So by ’74 having been made an FRS and – or perhaps the two weren’t
necessarily highly correlated, I was made a professor and so then I was – well the two
of us were made professors so we then had four professors, but of course by ’77 they
were looking to somebody – well you were only allowed to be dean for three years at
the time so the two founding professors had done their stint, you know, and that
covered the seven years because of the founding dean and so they were looking at
other professors to take on the role [laughs] of – of head of department so I got landed
with this in – which I didn’t mind ‘cause I just, you know, don’t mind a new
challenge, it was something different, but obviously that was pretty time consuming
because it was still an expanding school and – yeah, it was very exciting, I was quite
happy to do it. But it did – it did impact on my research, but as I say it was during
that time that I got involved with this Cyprus drilling project and also during that time
I didn’t do fieldwork but I was doing some more work with Rupert Kidd on – on the
nature of oceanic crust and how – how it could relate to the magnetic anomalies in a
bit more detail. And then another research project – I’ve got a bit of butterfly mind,
you know, it all went – I think we discussed – I discussed before about why I took an
academic position rather than went to a research institute which many people
expected me to do, but it – to me it was obviously as I said I wanted to work with
young people and I wanted to go into academia, but I think there was also this point
that I couldn’t – that it was very secondary, it wasn’t a major consideration, I couldn’t
face going into a research institute like Lamont or Scripps and everybody expecting
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me to do more and more on oceanic magnetics, you know I mean it just struck me as
being too boring [both laugh], and also people expected me to make another
discovery, you know, which I mean is extremely unlikely, people don’t make
discoveries like that every five minutes. Hmmm … so I think along with those two
things, I’ve got a bit of butterfly mind, you know, I mean I get tired of – whether it’s
the oceanic magnetic anomalies or – or the – or the Troodos, it sort of wears off a bit
so it – actually it must have been in the ‘70s I suppose, as another strand I – I’m not
quite sure how it came about but I – I got involved with a physicist at UEA, he was a
great guy, he was Canadian actually, Russell Ross who was into experimental high
pressure work, and again I don’t know quite how we got into this [laughs] but we
initially – we must have identified it as quite a problem in geophysics, we got into
measuring the electrical conductivity of rocks, deep seated rocks in the Earth’s crust,
so gneisses and schists and things. With not just under pressure and at high
temperature, which is relatively easy, but with actually variable pore water pressure
which is – which is difficult, I don’t think anybody had done it actually and this is
where Russell came in, you know, with his instrumental expertise. So we did quite a
lot of – and we had students working on it as well, this work on the electrical
conductivity of rocks and we were trying to simulate what the electrical conductivity
might be, you know, twenty, thirty kilometres in the continental crust. One of the
main reasons being that they got some very enigmatic results from the geophysical
techniques which give you electrical conductivity profiles, so very high elec –
electrical conductivity in the mid crust which is a big of an enigma, they didn’t know
quite how to explain it. And actually I – I lost contact with the field but the point is
[laughs] it’s a very esoteric and very small field [laughs] and there’s very little work
on it, you know, and I’m still not sure whether they’ve solved this problem because –
I mean we – we did come up with … was what we’d identified and what we sort of
observed, it was an enhanced conduction mechanism, more than you’d predict from
the theory and we thought there was something – some surficial effect going on, you
know, between the – inevitably saline water to some extent that fills pores in the
Earth’s crust and – and the mineral grains, and there are such funny effects but we –
we published it all, in fact we were still doing it in the late ‘80s and ‘90s I think, our
last student was – was still publishing [laughs] and he did publish quite a lot actually.
But I’ve often thought, you know, for about ten or fifteen years I haven’t followed
that field and whether anybody’s gone any further, there was a lot of opposition to our
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model, what we – you know, our interpretation from geochemists that they didn’t
believe it would – it was possible, but I think they didn’t really believe there could be
water at those sort of depths in the crust or something and so we were quite pleased
when the Russian drill hole in the Kola peninsular, which I think is still the deepest
bore hole in continental crust and I forget how far it got, it may have been twelve
kilometres or something, they’ve still got water pouring out of this thing [laughs], that
gave us some satisfaction as well. Anyway, that was another strand and another
strand was, I had a student, very bright student and Alan Smith at Cambridge, now
Alan was the Smith of Bullard Everett and Smith that did the continental fitting and
he’s been the great expert, you know, on – on fitting all the continents together and all
the bits you could do in relation to that, and with him and this student we – we
analysed – or the student analysed [laughs] an enormous amount of palaeomagnetic
data, just about all that existed at the time, on Alan’s reconstructions in effect to –
well a) test the dipolarity of the Earth’s magnetic field, whether it really was a dipolar
field and as we know it today throughout the geological past, or whether it had been
significant non dipole components and also to track polar wandering, or basically to
put the pole – an accurate pole on Alan’s maps, you know, in terms of re-orientating
to the – to the palaeogeography. So that was quite a big project although I suppose
arguably I didn’t do an awful lot [laughs] towards it other than have the odd idea.
And that was all published I think in the mid ‘80s probably, ‘70s, I don’t know, I can’t
remember exactly the date but I mean that – that went on for quite a while. We took it
further and further back in time and we identified, well, a quadrupole component that
was sort of significant but I mean it doesn’t change anything dramatically [both
laugh], again is a bit of a detail. And then what did I – well similarly I did yet another
project with some magnetic stratigraphy in the Red Sea area with – with Gill
Harwood a sedimentologist at UEA [laughs] so there were lots of bits and pieces and
then back in ’93 would it – it would have been I was made dean again but in fact
while I was dean in the late ‘70s they changed this rule that you – you could do more
than three years at once [laughs] so I was under some pressure to do more than three
years then, I don’t know quite why and I said, no, you know, I took this on for three
years and I was rather young and it was interrupting my research and I wasn’t really
prepared to – to go beyond that. But another thirteen years later, you know, in ’93,
you know, I was that much more senior and older and all the rest of it. I – I took it on
again and did five years actually then, in fact I planned to do six which would take me
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up to sixty but as it happened towards the end of that the university had a – a
retirement scheme because they wanted to save money and that was very common at
the time and it seems to – my generation, so many of my friends from school and
college retired in their fifties, I mean some as early as ’53 or ’55, because that was a
time when they were wanting people to take early retirement, you know, the – the
accountants had got to work on it and shown that they could employ younger people
more cheaply or something and let’s get rid of all these older – it was quite a, you
know, such a contrast to today but that was – that was the facts of the situation and –
and I mean the universities had – there were two national retirement schemes, I forget
the exact dates, something like ’81 and ’89 where you could retire as early as fifty and
there was slight monetary disadvantages to that, but if you retire at fifty-five with no
disadvantages at all [laughs], you know, so – but now the scheme I took advantage of
in ’98 or whenever it was, was not a national scheme, it was less attractive but it was
still pretty attractive and I’d – I’d – when I was quite a bit younger I decided that if an
early retirement scheme came along at the right time, which is basically late fifties or
around about sixty, that I would take it. Partly because I’d seen people – again I think
it’s almost – well if I’m right it’s serious in relation to the present situation, I’d seen
people, you know, beyond sixty, senior people obviously in universities, obviously in
senior positions, essentially running the place, influencing what happens, but really
just playing out time, you know, in their sixties, looking forward to retirement at
sixty-five [laughs]. And as a result – well in the extreme case having a negative effect
on the institution or whatever it was, you know, or at best holding it back and it – and
I think – I felt we were – you know, it’s time for the younger people to take over this
and with some new ideas. And as it happened, as I say the – the university retirement
scheme was because they needed to save money and – and I think I’m correct in
saying that as dean of environmental sciences I had to save a quarter of a million
pounds that year or something, and I mean it literally came down to, you know, if I
left it meant that we could retain one and a half researchers who were on contract
research, you know, incredibly bright people. Which it did in effect, and – and it all
helped to save – save the money. So … a lot of things came together and there are
very many reasons why I took the early retirement, I mean not least as we’ve – as I
said before, because I felt that – that there was quite a lot to do, I would be asked to
do quite a lot in relation to the history of science, and actually as it turned out that was
exactly what happened really [laughs] and as you know I’ve written two or three
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articles on – because of the Oreskes book on plate tectonics and people who were
involved in writing chapters, there’s the other note – well other – fairly major one on
the ophiolite work, and – and various things. I mean if you look at my publications
since I’ve retired it’s largely that type of thing or writing a – an obituary for
somebody, you know [laughs], in – in the British National Dictionary, whatever it is.
And then as it happens more recently, I mean just recently I’ve had four people on the
go, four different projects relating to the history of science. I’ve got a Korean
broadcasting system chasing me wanting to do interviews [laughs], I’ve had dear old
Hank Frankel who’s been chasing me for about twenty years in writing this three
volume work on the history of continental drift for Cambridge University Press, I
don’t think they realise what they’re in for actually because [both laugh] whether they
realise it’s three volumes with ten chapters in each other something and I’m sort of
spending an enormous amount of time with him going – he’s going through it in the
most incredible detail. Oh it’s quite interesting in its way but … you know, and then
there’s your own project and then I’ve had another one, now what was that, another
film, oh yes, a – a so called Bullard video of – you may have come across it I’m not
sure with talking to Dan McKenzie, it’s being done for the Geological Society and I
thought originally they were just interviewing – because it started with an interview
with Dan McKenzie [laughs] but they’re now calling it the Bullard video because I
think it seems to have involved several of us who were at Madingley Rise, you know,
like Bob White and James Jackson and myself, I think those sort of three and I’m just
getting the rushes or whatever they’re called or the first version of – of that. So – and
then, you know, there are lots of other things we wanted to do. My wife is
particularly keen on travel and felt she hadn’t done enough, although she didn’t do too
badly after the children grew up [laughs] but we have done a lot, we’ve done these
ramblers walking holidays, we’ve done nearly twenty now all over the world and
what – and done other things independently to New Zealand and Galapagos and
places, but we’ve been all over – you know, Iceland, actually one of the first ones we
went to Iceland interestingly ‘cause I’d never been there and [laughs] so that was
quite fascinating, you know, and absolutely fascinating, just so unique and … well
exactly as I’d expected, I mean not all together surprisingly it fits ocean floor
spreading so well [laughs]. And then we, you know, have been to Chile and Peru and
South America and all them.
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To what extent is –

South Africa.

To what extent is geology a feature of these retirement travels?

Well not specifically, or except possibly for Iceland, you know, the – the ramblers
don’t – don’t claim it’s – and we’ve chosen a lot of them on the basis of the geology,
and, you know, for us it’s – we – typically as when you go anywhere, you know, as
geologists we’re thinking of it in terms of the geology. Yeah, I think I – I think we’ve
chosen an awful lot of volcanic terrains now come to think of it [laughs]. Yeah,
they’re not a major part of it but obviously it’s been very interesting to see the
Drakensberg and so that’s South Africa you know which ones heard about and it’s the
precursor of the splitting off of Madagascar and Antarctica and so on. And as I say,
Iceland, Galapagos, St Lucia, or indeed, you know, the Andes in Peru, Ecuador and
Chile, you know, all of those. New Zealand, oh that’s fantastic in any context
[laughs], not least geological. Yeah.

How – how much will geology feature in the trip that you’re about to take?

Less so I think, I think this is a bit more archaeological [laughs] and primarily.

Thank you.

[19.13]

Now when you – when you sensed that a lot of historical attention was going to
become focused on continental drift and plate tectonics and that this was one – one
factor in the decision to retire early, along with the other ones that you felt like, did
you have a sense of how in – how in particular you wanted to contribute to the writing
of that history?

No, I don’t think so, no, I didn’t have a particular mission in mind, I just felt that I
was going to [laughs] somehow be asked to do it. I’m just trying to think to what
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extent I had been asked prior to that, I don’t know that I had really very much. Well
there was the odd television programme, yeah yeah.

And of the various things that you’ve become involved with in the – the telling of this
story, would you be able to say something about the difference between the
approaches taken of various people involved in telling the story, I know that you’ve
got a – a handwritten list of the books that have been published on this – on this
period, the period that might be called, sometimes called the revolution in the Earth
sciences or the – or the I don’t know, the plate tectonics revolution or something,
would you have a view on the – the different ways in which the story is being told by
different people in different places?

Well I think it was quite striking with some of the initial ones and it did depend very
much on where the person was located or – or where they – their experience, you
know, whether it was at Lamont or out in California or Cambridge or wherever. So
you had something like Bill Glen’s book, which is very good but in fact of course it
had an interesting history, he’d really – well he’d done an – an MSc or something or
some masters course I think if I remember correctly on the history of the
palaeomagnetic work at Stanford and Menlo Park in California, it was an outgrowth
of that really, so a large – well it is – it’s called The Road to Jaramillo it is primarily
about the derivation of the reversal timescale, but then he tacked on, you know, all the
[laughs] – my bit as it were and he did a tremendous job, although you can see that –
that – you can see what is mainly the MSc or something [laughs]. But no it was very
– Stanford, Menlo Park centred, because you had the dating technique I think which
came out of Berkley. And then there was a book by I think Oliver and Isaac’s on
science, or two of those which was mainly from – from Lamont and more
seismological emphasis. There was a rather poor book I thought by – now just as well
I can’t remember the name, centred on Cambridge which was poor in terms of I think
quite a few of the facts were wrong, it was rather hurriedly written but again – but
again you could see the Cambridge emphasis. What else – some of the – well there
was the Menard book which I mean, you know, that was a very personal thing I think
from his perspective and, you know, his vantage point and it was extremely good but I
think inevitably that, you know, there are these different almost geographic
differences, I mean that’s in some ways the advantages, the Oreskes volume, I mean it
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– you’ve got – obviously there’s seventeen of us writing from our perspective but you
put the whole lot together and then you have got a much more comprehensive and
balanced picture. But I also detect, I might be wrong, but almost inevitably it –
there’s a different perspective on either side of the Atlantic, you know, I think when
the American’s talk about [laughs] you know, who was the grandfather of plate
tectonics it’s Jason Morgan probably [laughs], whereas here it’s Dan McKenzie or
whatever it is [laughs]. So I think that’s – that’s almost inevitable. And … what was
I reading, I suppose it must have been Hank Frankel’s business recently where he – he
reckoned that the Australian, the Canberra contribution to the palaeomagnetic works,
certainly on the reversal timescale is very underestimated, you know, it’s sort of got
completely buried in the – pushed out of the picture by the Menlo work – part work,
so there are almost inevitably these differences I think.

And what have you done in terms of other kinds of autobiographic efforts, aside from
this interview and the – the Oreskes book, and this can include sort of un –
unpublished informal writings?

No, I hadn’t really – not – done a bit of family history but [laughs] not … I don’t – I
can’t immediately think of anything, I’m just trying to think were they doing anything
earlier? Not – not that’s sort of personal, I mean I had a – had a paper on sort of
history of continental drift debate and that sort of thing but I’m not – I think these
more – these ones from a personal perspective, you know, very much a personal view
on [laughs] whether it was seafloor spreading work or the ophiolite work I think
they’re all quite recent, I don’t know of any – I don’t write very regularly or very
well, you know, it takes me ages to write [laughs] these.

Well given that there are, as you say, many different people attempting to tell the
story, and that you’ve – you have an interest in the way that this story is being told.

Yeah.

To the extent that you’ve read some things and you’re – you’re corresponding with
people who are writing histories, do you have a view on the sort of right and wrong
ways to tell this story of – or of … you know … yes I suppose –
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I don’t know, I mean obviously I’ve just always tried to be as helpful as I could … in
the hope of … giving a fairly accurate story, but the same time realising that my
memory is – memory at any stage in life is not perfect and as you get older it probably
gets worse [laughs] or it plays tricks on you or something. Hmmm … sorry what –
what – the ways of – yeah, I don’t know … sorry what was the question again, it was
really what – what – people going about it in different ways?

Yes, do you have a view on – on sort of good and bad ways to approach this or right
and wrong ways of – of – of telling this or researching –

I wouldn’t have thought of that, no. No … I mean this – Hank Frankel’s work is – is
– stands out in the sense that he’s tried to be so incredibly thorough, I mean he’s
written – been writing about this for well over twenty years, I mean best part of thirty
years I think [laughs] and he’s really gone into the most incredible detail and he has
interviewed so many people and he’s got papers, you know, Harry Hess’ papers and
all sorts of people’s papers and he’s gone into the most amazing detail and – and, you
know, he keeps asking me questions about this that and the other so I mean I admire
him in – in part – I mean I can’t imagine how anybody [laughs] – why anybody would
want to go into quite such detail but I mean, you know, he has tried to corroborate
everything and you know bearing in mind that people’s memories aren’t good and –
and you know he’s had – we’ve had difficulty sorting out dates and things but
eventually by consolidating about half a dozen people we managed to get it [laughs] –
we think we’ve got it straight, you know. So obviously you can be more … or to be
that thorough you do have to spend an incredible amount of time on it I think. And so
it’s almost inevitable that some of these other accounts will not be quite as
comprehensive, perhaps not quite as accurate in places, and as I say inevitably from a
particular perspective that you just have to allow for that I think.

[27.41]

And at an earlier point in the recording you mentioned that – you mentioned more
generally that in retirement you’d become interested in history and biology, in fact
you said in a way that you weren’t previously, which I think raises – leaving aside this
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in – interest in the story of plate tectonics, could you say something about more
general ways in which you feel that your interests or even your – as a person you’ve
changed in retirement?

[Laughs] Well as I think I must have said – well I’m pretty sure I’ve said early on in
talking about how well I did at school or didn’t, that I was not an all-rounder, you
know, I was really only good at – at physics and – and maths and geography and to
some extent chemistry, and really I was very poor at languages and very poor at
history, so that, you know, I was never – never at the top of the class, you know,
simply because these other – other subjects pulled me down. But then when we went
onto A level of course and you could do just three subjects then it’s very different and
I got the highest sort of A level marks but then, you know, that included pure and
applied maths or something which you – you know, it’s the same in university, you
know you get the highest first or something and you need to be doing maths, so it
wasn’t – you know, it wasn’t as great as it sounds. So … and, you know, as post-war
education in a relatively poor area at the time, not now Chiswick, West London
[laughs], you know, but it was a good school in its way but bog standard as whoever it
was would have said, Alistair Campbell or somebody, but managed to get a
scholarship to – ultimately to Latymer, goodness knows how but, you know, that was
incredible – incredible luck. But there was certainly – either because – I can’t really
blame my teachers I don’t think [laughs] I can only blame myself sort of gaps in my
education and it was only because I wasn’t interested or wasn’t that capable in terms
of things like languages. Notably in relation to languages and history and biology,
biology was almost an accident because it was the way you had to choose subjects, so
I think this was very common talking to other people of my generation, how you
couldn’t do certain combinations, you know, it was partly because the school could
only afford to put you in for six or eight O levels or whatever it was then, so you
didn’t end up doing – well I didn’t end up doing biology and German, they’re the
specific things I had to drop. In fact I think you – to do biology I think you had to
drop Latin, which was a bit odd because medics presumably need – or did need Latin,
but I – but I seem to remember that was the case. But then those of us who were sort
of fingered for university or for – ideally for Oxford as far as Oxford and Cambridge
– as far as the school were concerned, we had to do Latin and of course they [laughs]
– so it’s that sort of thing, you know, you – you couldn’t – so my biological
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background was hopeless. But … but I couldn’t get too worked up about history, I
think that – that was partly the way it was poorly taught, I mean as we all know the
way things are taught and particular teachers, inspirational teachers make all the
difference. And yes, since I retired as you say I’ve become much more interested in
history and – and archaeology, and biology, although I think my biology is still pretty
[laughs] – very ropey, but just some more obvious things, birds and animals I think
[laughs].

Hmmm. And what particular forms or kinds of history have you found yourself
interested in …?

Particular –

Particular periods or …?

Well no in some ways it’s a case of filling in the gaps, because you know, as one of
the features of the – of the school programmes I encountered it was that my own – I’d
only done certain periods of history [laughs], you know, and there were large gaps, I
mean we only seemed to get as far as the Tudors or something and then there was a
big gap and [laughs]. So there was an awful lot to fill in [laughs] in the – in some of
the middle-ages and – and the 18th and 19th centuries [laughs], so I think they’re
probably the – the periods that have interested me then.

And to what extent do you engage with what might be called contemporary science,
you know, in other words, you know, developments in not just the Earth sciences but
science now? I mean do you and how do you if you didn’t –

Only in the sense of you know other people who watch science programmes and the
BBC has been quite good in recent years with a lot of science programmes. I kept up
with the Earth sciences, well the relevant ones in – in revising my joint textbook on
global tectonics which was – I mean that was another aspect of retirement actually
that [laughs] – and particularly as it turned out because it was – turned out to be a very
major job and it literally took years to produce a third edition of this textbook, and in
fact the original co-author died right at the beginning of the operation, rather
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unexpectedly in his mid fifties, and then we realised it needed quite a radical revision
and I – well the publisher managed to identify a structural geologist in the States, they
particularly wanted an American co-author, who turned out to be brilliant. But it’s a
bit of a long story, he ended out rather overwriting the whole thing [laughs], it ended
up being much bigger and … argued at a rather different level to what we’d originally
intended and – but it seems to be selling pretty well. But it literally took four or five
years and in that time I did, you know, read an awful lot of literature to bring – bring
the relevant parts up to date.

And –

And that was finished about – well it was published in January 2009 I think.

And what’s the – the – this is aimed at which level?

Well originally it was aimed at second year – or would be second year or junior year
undergraduates, junior in the States, second year here, hmm, but well unless you want
the whole story as to how this came about [laughs], I mean it’s ended up being rather
more than that and I’m not sure – I’ve had very little feedback in a way, it’s sold very
well but I – I haven’t – I’ve seen very few reviews, I think people don’t write reviews
these days ‘cause there aren’t brownie points for them, you know, they’re too
concerned with writing and publishing other things. I have had some pretty
favourable comments but I would – I suspect it would be useful to an undergraduate
well in all three years in a way and – and certainly second and third year. Now as I
say the level has gone up quite a bit and partly because there is just so much more
now in tectonics in the continental crust, you know, that’s why it’s global tectonics,
although that was also a phrase used initially in relation to plate tectonics as well, but
it’s global in that it’s not just plate tectonics, plate tectonics only really works well in
the oceans and things are much more complicated in the continents and of course it is
in the last twenty, thirty years an awful lot of work’s come out of the continents so. – I
mean now with the very accurate GPS systems in effect you can actually monitor the
way the Earth’s deforming, you know, you can measure it so accurately you can tell
how the Himalayas are deformed, to what extent they’re going up and down and
sideways and all the rest of it. So there’s a lot of – a lot of that needs incorporating
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and there’s a lot – much better understanding of structure in continents in general
which is really quite complicated.

Are there – if – looking at the sort of future of the field are there – are there sort of
still – in spite of the fact that the – the technology allows you to do what you’ve just
said, are there still sort of mysteries or questions or opportunities for breakthrough
that existed, you know, for you, but in terms of looking at the way –

[Laughs] That’s so difficult. We – somebody when we were – I remember talking to
John Dixon from Edinburgh at a dinner when – where we’d just started this revision
and he said, ‘Well whatever you do, retain what you had in the original which was
suggesting to students what still needed doing, you know, what the loose ends were,’
[laughs] and as we wrote this I thought, oh dear, I’m sure we’re doing away with all
these loose ends, you know, we’re tidying it up to some extent. But I think – oh gosh
it’s difficult to remember specific examples, I think we’d – actually when I go back
and read bits I do remember, oh perhaps we did leave some loose ends after all
[laughs], there is more work to be done, there are – but it’s what the undergraduates
need to identify I think, I can’t [laughs] – I can’t really – I mean the most obvious
things is there’s still work to be done on the mechanism and what’s going on at depth
in the mantle, I think we’ve got some quite good ideas on them now but they need
firming up, and there’s just been incredible developments in seismic tomography and
things, you know, which have revealed quite a lot about what’s going on in the – the
mantle and the deep Earth. But in terms of structural geology, you know, nearer the
surface [sighs], oh gosh I’m sure there are things, I’m not sure I can … put my finger
on them very readily.

Thank you.

[37.30]

And the – the last question really is about archives, and this is partly because a
historian of science may listen to the recording and want to follow up certain things
on paper, if you see what I mean and they might think, well where can I find Fred
Vine’s paper, or what are Fred Vine’s papers, what do they consist of? So I wonder
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whether you’d be able to give us sort of a brief summary of what you have in terms of
a personal archive and you’re thinking at the moment about where you might want to
put certain things or have certain things?

Well I’ve always – despite the fact I’ve been at UEA, you know, since 1970 I have
kept up a CV as it were with all the publications, there are only about seventy
actually. Hmmm … so there’s a complete list and actually quite recently in trying to
sort things out a bit [laughs] I’ve tried to put together a complete set of reprints only
to discover there are quite a lot of gaps I [laughs] – they’re probably around
somewhere. Hmmm … and what am I going to do with them you said?

Hmmm, and I’m thinking of personal correspondence and, you know, unpublished
material?

Well I’d like – I am trying to sort it out, I’m particularly being goaded by my wife to
sort out all this rubbish, as she calls it, and why don’t I throw it all away, but at the
same time she acknowledges that some of it might be interesting to somebody, so I
am trying to sort out stuff [laughs] which I think might be interesting to somebody, so
hopefully if I last long enough it might be available – I’m sure – I don’t think the
family will want it at all, so anybody else who [laughs] might want it is welcome to
have it.

[End of Track 12]
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